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Part Background information 

1. In accordance with Part II of resolution WHA20.22
X

 adopted by the Twentieth World Health 
Assembly (May 1967) the World Health Organization has participated in the Joint Inspection unit 
from the time of its commencement in January 1968. In pursuance of this resolution the 
Director-General has previously transmitted to the Board the following three reports received 
from the Joint Inspection unit together with his comments. 

(i) "Report on WHO Assistance to Developing Countries", 
(ii) "Report on the United Nations Activities in Turkey", 

(iii) "Report on Co-ordination and Co-operation at the country level". 

2. The first report was transmitted to the Board (document EB43/45) at its forty-third 
session (February 1969) and the Board adopted resolution EB43.R48

2

 on the report. 

3. The other two reports were submitted to the Board (document EB44/2) at its forty—fourth 

session (July 1969) and the Board adopted resolution EB44.R22^ on these reports. 

Part II. Revised procedures for transmitting and handling reports of the Joint Inspection 
unit 

1 • As the Board will recall, the original arrangements for the handling and distribution of 

the reports of the Joint Inspection unit were prescribed in the second report of the Ad Hoc 

Committee of Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized 

Agencies (recommendations 28(d)) 

2
#
 The Director-General informed the Board (document EB44/2) of the consultations which were 

undertaken at the April 1969 session of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACG) on 
the procedures for transmitting and handling reports of the Joint Inspection unit, particularly 
those directed to several organizations. ACC decisions on this subject, as contained in 
Annex V of its report, document E/4668/Add.1, are reproduced as Appendix 1 to this document• 

Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 10th e d ” p. 424. 

Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 10th ed., p
e
 426. 

Off. Rec, Wld Hlth O r g” 178, 10. 

Off. Rec, Wld Hlth O r g” 165, Annex 11, p. 63. 
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3 . T h e p r o c e d u r e s w e r e also examined by the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination (CPC) 

in June 1 9 6 9 . T h e o b s e r v a t i o n s and conclusions of the CPC contained in document E/4716 are 

r e p r o d u c e d as A p p e n d i x 2 to this d o c u m e n t . 

4 . T h e A C C / C P C Joint Meeting in July 1969 examined both ACC and CPC reports and reached a 

c o n s e n s u s c o n t a i n e d in document E/4717, reproduced as Appendix 3 to this document. 

5. A t its forty-seventh session in July 1969, the Economic and Social Council after having 

r e v i e w e d the relevant reports mentioned under paragraphs 2, 3 and 4, adopted resolution E/1457 

( X L V I I ) r e l a t e d to the supplementary arrangements for handling the reports of the Joint 

Inspection u n i t . T h i s resolution is reproduced as Appendix 4 to this document. 

5.1 T h e D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l w o u l d like to draw the Board's particular attention to operative 

p a r a g r a p h 3 of the r e s o l u t i o n , in w h i c h the Council "requests in particular that reports of 

the Joint Inspection unit concerning more than one agency or involving system-wide problems 

should be submitted to the C o u n c i l , through the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination, 

t o g e t h e r w i t h the observations of the executive heads concerned, within three months of the 

o r i g i n a l submission of the reports to the executive heads". 

5.2 T h u s the resolution implies that all reports excepting only those involving a single 

o r g a n i z a t i o n , should be submitted, within three months of receipt, to ECOSOC through CPC 

w h e t h e r or not the executive h e a d s have had the opportunity to place the reports together 

w i t h their own comments before their respective governing bodies. It was agreed that CPC 

w o u l d , h o w e v e r , postpone final action on reports involving issues requiring governing organ 

c o n s i d e r a t i o n until the latter had formulated and presented its own comments thereon. The 

d e l a y should not in any case exceed one year from the time the report was originally submitted. 

Part I I I . Joint Inspection unit reports for the Board's consideration 

1. T h e D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l is pleased to transmit to the Board, together with his comments and 

o b s e r v a t i o n s , six reports prepared by the Joint Inspection unit, namely: 

(i) "Report on the A c t i v i t i e s of the Joint Inspection Unit： January 1968 - June 1 9 6 9 " -

A n n e x I. 

(ii) "Report on the overhead costs of extra-budgetary programmes and on methods of 

m e a s u r i n g performance and costs" - A n n e x II. 

(iii) "Report on some aspects of technical assistance activities of the United N a t i o n s " -

A n n e x III. 

(iv) "Report on Programming and Budgets in the United Nations family of o r g a n i z a t i o n s " -

A n n e x IV. 

(V) "Report on a visit of inspection to Malaysia and Singapore" - Annex V . 

(vi) "Report on Selected Ideas for Improving Field Operations" - Annex V I . 

2. if the D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l receives additional reports from the Joint Inspection unit before 

the f o r t y - f i f t h session of the Executive Board, he intends to place them before that session 

t o g e t h e r w i t h his c o m m e n t s , if time p e r m i t s . 

C o m m e n t s by the D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l on the reports received from the Joint Inspection unit 

1. R e p o r t on the activities of the Joint Inspection unit, January 1968 - June 1969 -

A n n e x I 

1.1 since the report is an account of the activities of the Joint Inspection unit during 

the first 18 m o n t h s of its existence, the Director-General does not have any comments to 

m a k e to the Board on it. 



2. Report on the overhead costs of extra-budgetary programmes and on methods of measuring 

performance and costs 一 Annex II 

2.1 The Director-General has reported to the Board (document EB44/2, paragraph 5.2) that 

ACC, when considering this report at its April 1969 session, felt that several items 

contained in the report are currently under study by other organs of the United Nations; 

these include the UNDP "Capacity Study", the study by the United Nations Advisory Committee 

on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) on budget presentation in the United Nations 

system and the Enlarged Committee on Programme and Co-ordination (ECPC) inquiry into modern 

management techniques and the use of computers. 

2.2 As none of these related studies have been completed, the Director-General is not now 

in a position to comment on the substance of the report. He has, however, always been aware 

of the need and importance of undertaking studies on methods of measuring productivity and of 

calculating costs and performance. The Organization has been continuously conducting such 

studies with the assistance of its own management services and using modern management tools 

and techniques. 

2.3 The Director-General will report to a future session of the Executive Board on further 

developments concerning this report of the Joint Inspection unit. 

3. Report on some aspects of technical assistance activities of the United Nations -

Annex III 

This report which deals with certain organizational and administrative aspects of 

technical assistance, was prepared by three Inspectors of the Joint Inspection u n i t , following 

their visits to a number of countries in Africa and Asia during the last 18 m o n t h s . It 

discusses five broad areas of technical assistance activities of the United N a t i o n s . 

Slowness in the processing of Special Fund project requests. 

The planning of technical assistance requirements. 

The problems of counterparts. 

Long-term versus short-term contracts. 

Project managers and their problems. 

3.1 Slowness in the processing of Special Fund project requests 

3.1.1 The Inspectors are concerned about the delays which occur between the various stages 

of the processing of a Special Fund project, i.e. between the preparation of its initial 

request, the approval by the competent organs, and the commencement of its execution. They 

believe that 18 months should be sufficient to cover all these stages. A s a specific 

example among others of a Special Fund project subjected to undue processing delays, the 

report mentions the Sihanoukville Municipal Drinking Water Project, (Cambodia), for w h i c h W H O 

is the executing agency. 

3.1.2 The Inspectors recommend certain measures which would simplify, facilitate and 

expedite the processing of Special Fund requests： 

(i) Compilation of a standard manual for project requests which would provide basic 

information and guidelines required for their formulation, appraisal and approval. 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( V ) 

(ii) Financing of preliminary operations for urgent projects from the UNDP Revolving 

Fund. 



(iii) Division of the plan of operations into two parts： the first being a legally-

b i n d i n g basic agreement between the G o v e r n m e n t , UNDP and the executing agency with a 

statement of o b j e c t i v e s and a description of the project which would suffice for the 

a p p r o v a l of the project ； the second, part would be the detailed plan of execution to be 

p r e p a r e d immediately on approval of the project by the Governing Council. 

(iv) Closer association of governments in project preparation and implementation. 

(V) E x p e r t assistance in project formulation and the possibility of making greater use 

of r e g i o n a l e c o n o m i c commissions in providing experts to assist governments in 

f o r m u l a t i n g their r e q u e s t s . 

3.1.3 T h e D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l shares the concern of the Inspectors at the slowness in 

p r o c e s s i n g Special Fund r e q u e s t s . On the other h a n d , he knows that a project which has been 

w e l l p l a n n e d and c a r e f u l l y assessed is better and more easily implemented and more likely to 

f u l f i l its o b j e c t i v e s . T h e m a i n factor w h i c h led to the delay in the submission and approval 

of p r o j e c t " S i h a n o u k v i l l e Municipal Drinking W a t e r , Cambodia
1

' was the fact that the initial 

r e q u e s t did n o t clearly reflect the different priorities of the project. The project has 

been r e - a s s e s s e d and is now taking a new turn more appropriate for the country
T

 s urgent needs. 

A s to the time limit of 18 m o n t h s proposed by the Inspectors during which all phases, from 

i n i t i a t i o n to c o m m e n c e m e n t of operations, should be completed, the Director-General believes 

that the actual time required would depend largely on the nature of the project and on factors 

m o s t l y b e y o n d the control of executing agencies. 

3.1.4 T h e D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l agrees with the recommendation for compilation of a standard 

m a n u a l for p r o j e c t r e q u e s t s and he is w i l l i n g to co-operate with UNDP and other agencies to 

this e n d . T h e W o r l d H e a l t h Organization has already compiled one such manual - "Briefing 

N o t e s " - on assistance to governments in the preparation of requests in the field of water 

supply and w a s t e disposal p r o j e c t s . This document is constantly under review in order to 

k e e p it u p to d a t e . 

3.1.5 W H O r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s , regional offices and headquarters technical staff are always 

a v a i l a b l e to assist g o v e r n m e n t s in formulating their requests. 

3.2 T h e Inspectors have noted that W H O , for its own projects, distinguishes between the 

"plan of operations" as a streamlined legal agreement and the detailed "plan of action" which 

is p r e p a r e d by team leaders or project managers in consultation with the governments. 

3 . 3 T h e D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l is unable to agree w i t h the Inspectors' conclusion that governments 

are n o t closely associated in project preparations and implementation. The appropriate 

g o v e r n m e n t a l authorities are always consulted through the W H O representatives and/or the 

R e g i o n a l Office on all administrative, financial and technical aspects of the project during 

its p l a n n i n g and i m p l e m e n t a t i o n . He does agree that the need for agreement between UNDP and 

the agency b e f o r e n e g o t i a t i o n s w i t h the government on the signature of the plan for Special 

F u n d p r o j e c t s , and the approval by UNDP of any amendments is time-consuming and not very 

p r o d u c t i v e . 

3.4 On the I n s p e c t o r s ' recommendation that use be made of experts from the regional economic 

c o m m i s s i o n s to assist g o v e r n m e n t s in formulating their project requests, the Director-General 

b e l i e v e s that m o r e use could be made of the facilities offered by the Economic Commissions 

such as basic e c o n o m i c data and information related to the countries within their region. 

It m u s t be r e c o g n i z e d , h o w e v e r , that the economic commissions do not have at their disposal 

the staff w h i c h w o u l d e n a b l e them to provide expertise in all aspects of such fields as 

h e a l t h . T h e D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l believes, therefore, that assistance to governments in the 

formulation of p r o j e c t requests in specific fields which are the responsibility of the 

s p e c i a l i z e d agencies should remain the responsibility of the agencies concerned. 



3.5 The planning of technical assistance requirements 

The Director-General has noted the Inspectors' observations and recommendations in this 

area. He believes that continuous efforts must be made to achieve better planning of 

technical assistance projects through consultations between the technical agency and the 

governmental authority concerned. 

3.6 Problems of counterparts 

3.6.1 Under this heading the Inspectors discuss the difficulties which the recipient 

countries encounter in providing counterpart contributions, whether financial or in terms of 

services and personnel, towards implementation of assisted projects in their countries. The 

Inspectors are in favour of a more liberal and flexible approach to this problem, taking into 

account the economic, social and political situation of each individual country. 

3.6.2 The Director-General is fully aware of the difficulties facing the developing 

countries in providing counterpart contributions in its broad context. The Board will 

recall that the Director-General submitted to the forty-first session of the Executive Board 

and, on the Board's request, to the Twenty-first World Health Assembly (May 1968) a report 

on "Policy governing assistance to developing countries"
1

 dealing with many of the problems 

raised by this report of the Joint Inspection unit. The World Health Assembly in resolution 

WHA21.47
2

 endorsed "the report of the Director-General, which provides the flexibility and 

the new features necessary to ensure that the modalities of assistance meet the differing and 

evolving needs of developing countries" and requested "the Director-General to continue to 

review the modalities of assistance in adapting them to the problems, needs and resources of 

developing countries
1 1

. 

3
#
6 , 3 As far as the projects financed by the regular budget are concerned, the Organization 

has, in special circumstances, participated in local costs which are normally a government 

commitment such as (i) partial payment of salaries of national staff (in malaria and smallpox 

eradication programmes), (ii) cost of travel of medical and health staff from remote areas to 

attend training courses or seminars within their own country and (iii) running costs and costs 

of repair and maintenance of vehicles used in malaria and smallpox eradication programmes. 

6.4 As regards counterpart personnel and training, the Organization has always recognized 

its paramount importance. The Board
1

s resolution EB41.R35
2

 states inter alia "stresses in 

this respect the importance of education and training and the development of health manpower 

of countries, including the proposals concerning training within the country"• In resolution 

WHA21.47 the Twenty-first World Health Assembly "concurs with the views expressed by the 

Executive Board on the policies to be followed especially on the fundamental importance of 

developing health manpower"； and "requests the Director-General to continue the review of 

the modalities of assistance in adapting them to the problems, needs and resources of 

developing countries". 

3
#
7 Long-term versus short-term contracts 

3.7.1 The Inspectors feel that greater use should be made of long-term contracts of field 

staff, particularly for projects which require continuity, such as economic planning or for 

projects where counterparts cannot be provided in a foreseeable future. This comment is 

undoubtedly addressed primarily to the United Nations and other specialized agencies which 

typically appoint project staff on very short-term contracts. 

1

 Off, Rec. Wld Hlth O r g ” 168, Annex 11. 



3.7.2 W H O almost universally appoints project staff in the first instance for two-year 

p e r i o d s , A considerable number of project staff are on five-year appointments and 4.5 per 

cent, of field staff now have career service appointments. The continuity of service of WHO 

field staff is reflected by the fact that out of 1021 total field staff in March 1969, 389 

had been continously employed for more than five years and 96 for more than 10 years. 

3.8 Project managers and their problems 

3.8.1 Under this heading the Inspectors emphasize the key role played by project managers 

in the execution of Special Fund projects. The Inspectors state that the success of the 

project will depend by and large on their timely appointment, outstanding professional and 

administrative skills and the ability to establish good working relations with the government 

and counterpart personnel. 

3.8.2 T h e Inspectors recommend that : 

(i) Project managers should be associated with all stages of the preparation and 

finalization of the plan of operations. 

(ii) Governments should be consulted on the suitability of candidates. 

(iii) Project managers should be allowed some flexibility in taking some technical and 

administrative decisions in view of the fact that difficulties may arise in establishing 

effective and rapid communication with the headquarters of executing agencies. 

3.8.3 T h e Director-General fully endorses the Inspectors
T

 views on the paramount role 

played by the project managers in the execution of Special Fund projects. He also shares 

their views regarding early recruitment of project managers and their association in the 

preparation and finalization of the plan of operations. The Organization has always 

endeavoured to associate them with the elaboration of the "plan of action" which is the 

operative part of the plan of operations. The Organization from its inception has obtained 

the approval of governments for candidates for field posts, including project managers. 

Governments are free to accept or reject the candidate submitted to them; no field staff is 

sent on the site before the government
r

 s clearance has been obtained. Project managers of 

projects assisted by WHO are always associated with decision-making on the administrative, 

organizational and financial aspects of the projects for which they are responsible. They 

have also been delegated authority to deal with financial and administrative matters within 

the specific limits appropriate to the projects. Little difficulty in communication has 

been encountered, because of the Organization's highly decentralized operations. 

4• Report on programming and budgets in the United Nations family of organizations 一 Annex IV 

4.1 T h e Director-General draws the Board's attention to the Inspector
f

 s conclusions contained 

on page 85 of his report. The Inspector recognizes that the recommendations and proposals 

contained in his report should be examined and considered along with those which have been 

formulated in the ACABQ study on "Budget presentation in the United Nations system", or those 

which will emerge from the UNDP Capacity Study. The Inspector further states that "it would 

be desirable for all the proposals contained in these various studies to be examined by a 

special Committee consisting of competent persons so that compatible decisions could be taken 

by the various authorities concerned". 

4.2 At a special session held in September 1969, the CCAQ decided to set up a working group 

composed of representatives from some agencies to consider in detail the programme classifi-

cations and compatible budget presentation proposed in the ACABQ study and all other related 

studies on the subject. The Inspector
1

 s recommendations will be considered by the working 

group together with other recommendations emerging from other related studies. It was 

suggested that the working group should meet in December 1969 or January 1970. The CCAQ 

decision w a s endorsed by ACC at its October session in 1969. 



4.3 At the time this document was prepared the working group had not yet met. The 

Director-General therefore has no comments or observations to make. He will report to the 

Board the results of the inter-agency consultation. 

5. Report on a visit to Malaysia and Singapore - Annex V 

5.1 The purpose of the visit of an Inspector to Singapore and Malaysia indicated by 

paragraph 2 of the report was "to bring an independent eye to bear on as many United Nations 

activities as could reasonably be covered, form a judgement on their utility and efficacy 

from my own observations and from the opinion of those working in and with them and bring to 

the notice of those responsible for them such points as might seem to call for comment or 

question". 

5.2 During his visits to those countries the Inspector had the opportunity of acquainting 

himself with United Nations activities in this area and it is gratifying to read his personal 

impressions in paragraph three of the report which says "United Nations aid appears to be 

we11-programmed, that is to say that, by and large, it fits in well with the national 

authorities
f

 own ideas on development strategy". 

5.3 As the report deals with the work of several agencies in that area, the Director-

General 's comments and observations will be confined to paragraphs 10, 11, 25 and 26 dealing 

with family planning and the work of WHO in Singapore and Malaysia. 

5.4 With reference to paragraph 10, UNICEF assistance in the malaria field in East Malaysia 

stopped with its contribution in 1969 to cover 1970 supply requirements. The reason given 

by UNICEF was that the projects did not qualify as eradication projects. The State Government 

and the Regional Director are convinced that the programmes are vital to economic development 

of the State and it is hoped that UNICEF can be persuaded to modify its decision. 

5.5 The Inspector
1

 s views on family planning programmes as expressed in paragraph 11 of the 

report are to a large extent similar to those stressed in the Constitution and by the World 

Health Assembly in the resolutions adopted on this subject. Article 2(1) of the WHO 

Constitution provides "in order to achieve its objective, the functions of the Organization 

shall be to promote maternal and child health and welfare and to foster the ability to live 

harmoniously in a changing total environment"• The last five World Health Assemblies have 

laid down the principles of the O r g a n i z a t i o n ^ policy in the field of human reproduction and 

family planning.
1 

5
#
 6 With regard to the malaria programme, mentioned in paragraph 26(b), the territory 

already won is in the populated coastal areas. Malaria is still a problem in areas where 

there are agricultural schemes, forest exploitation, irrigation schemes, etc., where 

activities have to be geared to the pace of socio-economic development. It is not enough 

to consolidate the gains already made - they should be extended. 

5.7 As to paragraph 26(e) the selection and training of the counterpart to assume 

responsibility after the departure of the WHO staff member has been a matter of great concern 

to WHO. In July 1969, the Government was informed that if no selection was made of the 

candidate for fellowship, WHO questioned the usefulness of continuing the project beyond 1969. 

In October 1969 the Regional Director visited the Dean of the University and again stressed 

the need to train and appoint a counterpart. Following this visit, a suitable candidate 

1

 Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 10th ed., pp. 104-106 and Off, Rec, Wld Hlth 

Org., 176, 13, resolution W H A 2 2 . 3 2 .” 
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w a s selected and her fellowship application form was received in the Regional Office on 

10 N o v e m b e r . Placement is now being arranged and training will start in 1970
e
 The WHO 

staff member will continue assisting the project in 1970. 

5.8 In addition to presenting his formal report, the Inspector who visited Malaysia and 

Singapore presented several informal notes containing comments and suggestions on individual 

problems which he had observed during his visit. 

T h e Director-General and Regional Director are grateful for the suggestions made and 

they are all being followed u p . This type of informal note can be particularly useful. 

6. Report on selected ideas for improving field operations - Annex VI 

6.1 The introduction to the report (paragraphs 1-6) contains a number of broad observations 

which the Board will wish to consider. Of particular importance is the observation that "in 

the final analysis the efficiency and effectiveness with which a given project is developed 

and implemented depends almost wholly on how well equipped these two executing agencies (the 

United Nations executing agency and the c o u n t r y、 technical ministry) are to carry out 

activities". The Director-General also agrees with the Inspector's conclusion as to the 

importance of "strengthening the technical ministry as an institution to plan and control its 

own programmes and its technical assistance projects". 

6.2 The report goes on to discuss specific aspects of technical assistance and sets forth 

some ideas for improving their efficiency and effectiveness： 

(i) planning and control; 

(ii) buildings； 

(iii) counterpart training and fellowships； 

(iv) equipment and supplies; 

(V) modern management methods； 

(vi) network planning； 

(vii) control of regular and technical assistance projects. 

6.3 Planning and control (paragraphs 8-21) 

6.3.1 The Inspector observes that the difficulties facing developing countries in planning 

and control of technical assistance activities stem from the following factors： 

(i) failure of the specialized agencies to help technical ministries of developing 

countries to strengthen their capabilities to plan and carry out technical assistance 

activities； 

(ii) lack of interest of the central planning organ in technical assistance activities 

except those which may lead to large capital investments, i.e. special fund projects; 

(iii) absence of trained staff in the technical ministries for planning, programming and 

co-ordinating their activities including technical assistance projects; 

(iv) decentralization of certain activities such as agriculture, education and health 

which are in some cases the basic responsibility of separate states or provinces; 

(V) lack of know-how regarding technical assistance planning and programming and 

absence of literature or documents on this subject. 

6.3.2 The Director-General agrees that there is still room for improvement in strengthening 

the capabilities of technical ministries to plan and promote technical assistance activities. 

He is, however, pleased to note that the Inspector found that some limited progress is being 

made through establishment of focal points for planning and programming in technical 



ministries, training of technical personnel involved in the planning and the assistance and 

advice provided by the agencies
1

 representatives to their respective technical ministries for 

better planning and programming. 

6.3.3 The Organization has, for many years, recognized the importance of the development of 

national health plans and the training of public health administrators in national health 

planning； these objectives are clearly set forth in the Fourth General Programme of W o r k 

covering a Specific Period (1967-1971 inclusive).
1

 The series of relevant resolutions of 
о 

the Health Assembly over the past years have culminated in resolution WHA20.53 adopted by 

the Twentieth World Health Assembly which inter alia: 

"1. Calls the attention of Members to the importance of taking appropriate steps to 

develop national health plans as part of their economic and social plans； 

2. Reiterates the recommendation that governments arrange appropriate representation 

of national health authorities in the national bodies established to plan and co-ordinate 

programmes of economic and social development； 

3. Considers that governments, whenever they believe it would be beneficial, should 

utilize those technical services that are available through the World Health Organization 

at its headquarters and its regional offices in the preparation and execution of 

development projects; and 

4 . Requests the Director-General to accelerate the programme of training of public 

health administrators in national health planning, including health economics." 

6• 3 Building (paragraphs 22-23). 

The Director-General agrees with the conclusion of the Inspector that existing facilities 

should be used to the extent possible, rather than housing projects in new buildings. The 

WHO country representatives and field experts of the Organization are normally accommodated 

in the ministries or institutions to which they are assigned. 

6.4 Counterpart training and fellowships (paragraphs 24-44) 

6.4.1 Some of the points raised in the report have already been mentioned in the report of 

the Joint Inspection unit on "WHO Assistance to Developing Countries" which was brought to 

the attention of the Board at its forty-third session in February 1969 and on which the Board 

has adopted resolution E B 4 3 . R 4 8 .
3 

6.4.2 Some other points raised in the report have been adequately covered in the Director-

General 's report on "Policy Governing Assistance to Developing Countries" which was 

considered by the Board at its forty-first session in January 1968.^ The Board adopted 

resolution EB41.R35^ in which it endorsed "the proposed forms of future WHO assistance out-

lined in the report, which provide greater flexibility in meeting the needs of developing 

countries"； stressed
 n

t h e importance of education and training and the development of the 

health manpower of countries, including the proposals concerning training within the country"； 

and recommended "that the Director-General continue his efforts to adapt the assistance of 

Off, R e c , Wld Hlth O r g ” 143, Annex 3. 
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the Organization to the needs of governments in the context of national health plans". The 

Twenty-first Health Assembly in its resolution WHA21.47
1

 endorsed the report of the Director-

General and concurred with the views expressed by the Board• 

6.5 Equipment and supplies (paragraphs 45-56) 

6.5.1 A number of the points raised by the Inspector were discussed in the two reports 

mentioned under 6.4 above. The Director-General will therefore confine his comments to 

three points dealing with status reports (paragraph 51), spare parts (paragraph 53) and 

centralized procurement (paragraph 55). 

6.5.2 Regarding the status reports of equipment, in WHO and without distinction as to 

sources of funds, every project has an inventory card which is sent to the project for 

verification at least once a year. This card is also sent whenever there is a change in 

the responsible WHO officer. The senior WHO officer in the country (normally the WHO 

representative) should sign the card as confirmation that the items listed on it have been 

traced and return it to the regional office. The inventory reports also include an 

evaluation of the suitability of the supplies and equipment received and the condition of the 

e q u i p m e n t . The evaluation and statement of condition implies information as to whether the 

equipment was utilized or not, but this requirement is now being made explicit in the Manual. 

6.5.3 On the question of local purchases of project supplies and equipment including spare 

parts, the Organization keeps under review the extent of flexibility which the regional 

offices should have in this connexion. Recently the Director-General has increased the 

authority of Regional Directors to approve purchases to a value of $ 1000 for any single item 

or group of related items. This encourages local purchase of items urgently needed such as 

spare parts and others. The authority may be re-delegated in whole or in part, as necessary, 

for the efficient operation of the regional programme• 

6.5.4 Regarding the suggestion for a centralized procurement action within the United 

Nations family, the Director-General considers that in the light of the specialized supply 

requirements of the Organization, the majority of which are not susceptible of advance 

planning and purchase and which must also be checked with technical programme staff, 

centralization of all procurement is not advisable. 

6.6 Modern management methods and network planning (paragraphs 61-68) 

6.6.1 Under this heading the Inspector refers to the efforts undertaken by the larger 

United Nations agencies to apply modern management methods such as systems analysis, network 

techniques, operational research and use of computers in the planning and implementation of 

country assisted projects. The Director-General is pleased to note that the Inspector in 

referring to "one of the larger United Nations agencies" has, in fact, enumerated in paragraph 

62 the topics presented in the training courses developed by the Organization. 

6.6.2 Some of the Inspector's statements appear to generalize some issues which in the 

Director-General's opinion should be considered in the context of other factors and specific 

situations. One example is the I n s p e c t o r、 suggestion (paragraph 64(i)) to computerize the 

process of up-dating plans of operations for Special Fund Projects comprising over 40 or 100 

tasks. The Director-General believes that there are.other criteria, apart from the number 

of activities or events, which should be taken into account when considering the use of 

computers in such cases, e.g. the frequency of up-dating runs, the number and frequency of 

the reports requested, etc. 



6.6.3 Another example is the Inspector
f

 s statement (paragraph 67) that network analysis 

should only be attempted by agencies with a lot of computer experience. The Director-General 

feels, however, that any agency could begin to use detailed network analysis even if it has 

no or limited computer experience. A network with up to 100 activities can be handled 

manually and as for agencies with limited computer experience, various network analyses are 

available on the market. In our experience using such analyses is relatively easy. 

6.7 Control of regular and TA projects ,
 A
„ _ ... 

6.7.1 The Inspector states in paragraph 69(a) that "for most of these projects there was 

not even an agreed elementary work plan to serve as a basis of control over implementation". 

6.7.2 The Director-General believes that this statement does not apply to WHO, where 

procedures have been 1ong-e st ab1i shed to ensure that every project, regardless of its source 

of funds, has a plan of operations prepared and signed jointly by the government and the 

Organization and includes a well-defined plan of action and a target time schedule. 

6.7.3 Regarding the concern expressed by the Inspector in paragraph 69(b) on the late 

receipt by the governments of final reports prepared upon completion of the project or the 

expert assignment, the Director-General wishes to stress that WHO project staff are expected 

before leaving the project to discuss informally with the government and particularly the 

project counter-part, the recommendations and observations which are intended to be included 

in the report. Governments are also at all times kept informed through quarterly reports 

of the project progress and the relevant recommendations included thereon. Some of WHO'S 

regional offices have in addition introduced the practice of forwarding as soon as possible 

on completion of the assignment, a letter to the government embodying the principal conclusions 

and recommendations of the expert and stating that the full assignment report will follow 

shortly. 

6.8 Recommendations 

6.8.1 The Director-General draws the Board's attention to the Inspector's recommendations 

contained on pages 33-36 of the report. He believes that his comments on the report have 

dealt with most of these recommendations. 
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P a g e 1 

JIU/69/Ï83 29 July 1969 

You may recall that during the various discussions which took place in 1967 on 

the modalities involved in the establishment of a joint inspection unit, the 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions suggested, inter alia, 

that the responsibility of the inspectors to the General Assembly of the United 

Nations and to the legislative bodies of the other participating organizations 

should be clearly indicated.
 и

These organs", said the Advisory Committee "will 

undoubtedly wish to be kept informed periodically, in one way or another, of the 

inspection programme and the results achieved • . /，. 

The Joint Inspection Unit has accordingly prepared an account of its activities 

during the first eighteen months of its existence. It includes a summary of the 

reports and informal notes the Unit has issued, an indication of work in progress 

and of work to be undertaken in the future, and lastly a few words about the 

treatment of inspection reports• It is not an inspection report and is not therefore 

subject to the handling procedures drawn up by ACC and CPC. 

I am sending a copy of the report to the Executive Head of each of the partici-

pating organizations with a request that he place it before his legislative body at 

the earliest opportunity. The original text is in English; French, Spanish and Russian 

translations will follow as soon as they are ready. 

Yours sincerely, 

L . Garcia del Solar 

Chairman 

Joint Inspection Unit 

Dr M . G . Candau 

Director-General 

World Health Organization 

Avenue Giuseppe Motta 

1211 Geneva 
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A n n e x I 

page 

A. Creation of the Joint Inspection Unit 

1. The Joint Inspection Unit, whose creation for an initial 

period of four years was recommended by the Ad Hoc Committee of 

Fourteen in a report submitted to the General Assembly at its 

twenty-first session (А/оЗЛ3
5
 para 67B)，， came into existence on 

1 January 1963 as a result of General Assembly resolutions 2150 (XXI) 

and 236O (XXII). On that date, by decision of their respective 

legislative or governing organs, the following became participants 

in the new inspection system: UN, FAO, IL0, UNESCO, WHO, ITU, WMO, 

IMCO and IAEA. ‘ The effective participation of ICAO and UPU 

commended in March and May 1968 respectively. 

2. After consulting the other members of ACC on nominations 

received from the eight countries designated by the President of 

the twenty-first session of the General Assembly, the Secretary-

General appointed the following members of the Joint Inspection 

Unit: 

Mr. Maurice Bertrand 

Mr. L. Garcia del Solar 

Mr. Sreten Ilic 

Mr. Robert M. Macy 

Mr. Rangiah S. Mani 

Member Nominated by : 

France 

Argentina 

Yugoslavia 

United States of America 

(died 24 November 1968) 

Mr. O.S. Jha 

India 

(from 1 February 1969) 

Mr. Joseph A. Save 

Sir Leonard Scopes United Kingdom of Great Britain 

United Republic of Tanzania 

and Northern Ireland 

Mr. Alexsei F. Sokirkin Union of Soviet Socialist 
República 

The Joint Inspection Unit is based in Geneva. 



Organization of work of the Unit 

3. Upon appointment, the Unit set about determining how it was 

to perform its task. It was agreed that the primary duty of the 

Chairman would be to conduct meetings of the Unit. He would have 

no powers to issue instructions to his colleagues and, in the matter 

of drawing up programmes of work and allocating individual tasks, his 

responsibility would be limited to seeking a consensus. It was 

further agreed that the chairmanship would rotate at approximately 

six-monthly intervals. In conformity with this principle the 

following have served as Chairman : Sir Leonard Scopes, the late 

Mr. R.S. biani, Mr, Robert h. i асу, in that order. The current 

Chairman is lír. Garcia del Solar. 

4.. As regards consultations among members of the Unit, it was agreed 

that their travel programmes would be so arranged as to enable them 

to assemble in Geneva as a body twice a year to exchange views, 

discuss draft reports, and draw up future programmes of work. All 

members of the Unit shared the hope that their deliberations would 

end in an accepted consensus. The Members of the Unit also agreed 

to submit all draft reports to their colleagues for discussion and 

comment before issuing them. 

5. The Ad Hoc Committee of Fourteen, in its report to the General 

Assembly (A/6343
s
 paras 65，66 and 67B(c)), which was approved by 

the Assembly, had envisaged that the Inspectors "acting singly or 

in small groups", "would visit any of the different services of 

the United Nations organizations", "make on-the-spot enquiries 

and investigations", if necessary "without prior notification, as 

and when they themselves may decide "j that they should have "the 

brpadest powers of investigation in all matters having a bearing 

on the efficiency of the services and•the proper use of funds in 



order to examine the way in which they operate and to propose any 

reforms they deem necessary". In the Corimittee's opinion，the 

Inspectors would "mal:e an effective contribution not only towards 

improving management and methods but also towards achieving greater 

co-ordination between the organizations". 

6. In order to be informed about activities in the field of 

inspection and evaluation in progress or recently completed, the Unit 

obtained from each Executive Head a list of the management or 

organizational studies which he proposed to have made in 196S 

either by his own staff or by outside consultants. The Unit 

also exchanged information with the Panel of External Auditors and 

with the Advisory Cormnittee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

on their future work programmes. 

7. The Unit reached the conclusion that although many problems 

confronting the UH organizations had been with them for a lone time, 

despite repeated study by a variety of individuals and bodies 

they still remained unresolved.. The Inspection Unit by its 

very nature - small, independent, untrammelled by time limits, with 

ample freedom of movement, and made up of individuals with a wide 

spectrum of experience and the broadest mandate - appeared to be 

adequately equipped to take a fresh look at the problems and, while 

benefiting from previous investigations, to come up with solutions 

which for a variety of reasons, others had failed to produce* 

Accordingly, the Inspection Unit directed its investigations to the 

headquarters of some organizations, to field activities of the UH 

system and to the examination of some broad problems affecting most, 

if not all organizations. 

C. The Ad Hoc Comiittee of Fourteen, in its report to the General 

Assembly (a/63^3, para 67B (c)}, had recommended that the Inspectors 

"should be accorded at the highest level full co-operation and 

facilities for the discharge of their duties, including access to 

any particular information or document". From the very beginning, 
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the Members of the Unit, both collectively and individually, have 

sought to establish and maintain effective working relations with the 

Executive Heads of the UN family of organizations• They have met 

with them from time to time, separately and at meetings of ACC 

when matters of common interest are discussed, and the Executive 

Heads are kept informed of the Unit
1

 s projects. Furthermore^ the 

Inspectors have usually followed the practice of discussing their 

findings and tentative conclusions with the Execirtive Heads and 

senior members of their staffs before formulating or finalizing 

their proposals. The response and co-operation of the Executive 

Heads have been courteous and generally helpful and have greatly-

facilitated the work of the Unit, which hopes to extend this dialogue 

in the future• 

督 
9. Members of the Unit have also had useful exchanges with senior 

officials of the various international organizations and other 

visitors to Geneva, with the Committee of Seven and with the UNDP 

Commissioner, Capacity Study. 

。• Ihe Work of the Unit up to 30 June 1969 

10. During the first threé months of the Unit
f

 s activities, 

operations consisted of a series of consultations with the 

Executive Heads of the organizations established in Europe, the 

whole Unit visiting those whose headquarters are in Geneva (ITU, 

WHO, ILO, Ш0) and groups of two or three Inspectors those which 

are further afield (IMCO, UPU, FAO, UNESCO, IAEA, UNIDO). In 

addition to these exploratory visits, the Chairman of the Unit 

attended the global meeting of resident representatives at Hot 

Springs (Va,) in February 1968. 

11. Whereas the main purpose of these visits was to establish 

contact with the Executive Heads and senior officials, it was 

expected that the initial exchanges would develop into broader 

talks which, together with the reading of various documents, 

would enable the Unit to identify certain major targets and 

select one or two leading themes for the first year of activity. 



12. It would seem appropriate at this point to refer briefly to 

the procedures that had been agreed upon at a joint meeting of GPC 

and AGC in July 1967 and approved subsequently by ECOSOC and the 

General Assembly. These procedures provided that the Inspectors
1 

reports would be placed before the Executive Boards, Governing Bodies 

and Councils by the Directors- or vSecretaries-General, who might 

attach to the reports any information and observations they considered 

appropriate, l/ 

13. From the time the Unit started operations and up to 30 June 1969， 

its Members have issued the following reports, some of which were 

addressed to a single organisation and others to more than one 

organization : 

Formal reports 

U . (a) Report on United Nations .activities in Turkey 
(JIU/REP/68/2, released on 2 September 1968) 

This report was prepared following a visit by one of the 

工nspectors to Turkey from April to June 1968. It was sent for action 

to UK, UNDP, UNIDO, F AO,工 L〇,UNESCO and WHO, and, to the other 

specialized agencies and the IAEA for information. In the course of 

the inspection, the author attempted to identify fla ose ingredients 

which contrituted so much to the success of certain projects and the 

absence of which‘seemed bo indicate why other projects were less 

successful. In this latter respect, he found that one of the funda-

mental problems was the calibre of experts and delays in recruitment. 

As far as Special Fund projects are concerned, he concludes that the 

single greatest weakness is the failure of the Plan of Operations to 

include all the things that have to be done to carry the project to 

the "take-off" point. At the same time, he calls attention to the fact 

that no-one appears to be checking whether Special Fund projects are 

completed at minimum cost. As he sees it, the executing agency always 

spends all the money approved for the project and no thought is given 

to the possibility of effecting savings by completing it earlier 

1/ Е/ДДО厶，para.6, 



than originally estimated. The Inspector also mentions the apparent 

lack of follow-up on the training of counterparts and the consequent 

extension of projects beyond their estimated duration. Finally, the 

Inspector found that co-ordination of UN activities at the country 

level left much to be desired. 

ACC agreed on a number of comments on the report in A。ril 1969 

and these have been transmitted to ECOSOG for consideration at its 

July I969 session. The ACC comments have also been placed before the 

governing organs of several of the specialized agencies. One of the 

Inspector's recommendations « that a working group be set up to look 

into the possibility of standardizing forms « has been put into effect by 

ACC. 

(b) Report on the Economic Commission for Africa 
fJIU/REP/68/3. sent。n T N o 购 1 9 6 8 to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations) 

This report, prepared following a visit in May and June 1968 by 

a group of Inspectors to Ethiopia, Kenya and Zambia, is largely concerned 

with the role of the Economic Commission for Africa in the economic and 

social development of Africa. . Its authors "confined their attention to 

possible urgent improvements to enable the Commission to perform its 

task more efficiently and effectively and to ensure that ECA
f

s activities 

are rationally integrated into the total activities of the entire 

United Nations family in Africa". The authors recommended, i^a., that 

the Commission should become more involved, generally, in the technical 

assistance operations of the UNDP, especially those for which the United 

Nations is acting as executing agency and those of a regional or m u l t i -、 

national nature; that in order to enable the Commission to exercise more 

effectively its responsibilities for the formulation and execution of 

its programmes, increased financial responsibility be delegated to it; 

and in this connexion, that the budget of the Commission be more easily 

identifiable by being shown separately, perhaps in the form of an annex 

to the UN budget document; and that in order to avoid long delays in 

staffing, more authority in the matter of recruitment be given to the 

Executive Secretary. The authors made a number of suggestions regarding 



problems of co-ordination and welcomed the recently introduced 

practice of holding periodic meetings of representatives of ECA, -

UNDP Resident Representatives and regional representatives of United 

Nations specialized agencies. Finally, the authors commented in some 

detail on the Commission's sub-regional offices and came to the conclu-

sion that the time was ripe for EGA to have another look at these 

offices in order to decide their appropriate location, the area to be 

covered by them, etc., and indeed whether they were necessary at all. 

This report had not, as of 30 June 1969, been forvxarded to the 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. 

This report was written following a visit by a group of Inspectors 

to four African countries in May and June 1968. They found that 

despite the attention that had been givon to co-ordination in the field 

by numerous expert bodies and the laudable efforts already made, there 

was need for a greater degree of co-ordination and co-operation than 

exists at present among the various branches of the United Nations 

their activities at the country level. They noted in the three or 

four countries they visited that the unification, or at least co-ordina-

tion of so-called "house-keeping" and administrative services of the 

various UN bodies active in the field, which has long been recognized as 

desirable and in regard to which a number of principles have been 

laid down by various UN bodies, has not gone far enough. The Inspectors 

suggested, firstly, that the use of common premises be encouraged as 

a matter of urgency. Secondly, they suggested that in addition 七о 

common "house-keeping" services, all the administrative and financial 

work in the field for the entire United Nations family be centralized -

for the time being, perhaps, in the UNDP Resident Representative's 

office. They realized that this might require the adoption of unified 

administrative and financial rules,, or the adaptation of existing 

rules. The result, however, would be not only considerable financial 

savings, but also a psychological advantage in that the various units 

of the United Nations would feel themselves more as members of one 



family, engaged in a common effort• They also found that the existing 

laissez-faire practice of each United Nations body sponsoring its own 

projects without reference of over-all targets, and leaving it entirely 

to the governments to sort out the priorities, must, In time, yield to 

a system under which the United Nations would portray a complete and 

integrated image of the needs of each country or area in the field of 

economic and social development. The idea of having a single United 

Nations representative in each country was discussed informally with 

several Executive Heads who, while admitting the necessity of achieving 

better co-ordination and co-operation, stressed, in a variety of ways, 

the need for preserving the constitutional position of their organiza-

tions. The Inspectors conclude their report with a statement that they 

propose to pursue their study of the question of a single UN represen-

tative in each country as one of their priority tasks in 1969. 

As in the case of the report on Turkey, the comments of ACC have 

been transmitted by the Secretary-General to ECOSOC for consideration at 

its July I969 session and the report, together with the Executive 

Heads
1

 comments thereon, has been placed before the appropriate 

governing organs, some of which have taken action on it, 

(d) Report on Documentation (JIU/REP/68/5. sent on 
7 November 1968 to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations) 

This report deals with a complex matter and one which has been 

of considerable concern to the General Assembly for some years past -

the proliferation of documentation. The report, based mainly on the 

forty"fifth session of ECOSOC, analyses the various problems connected 

with pre-session, in-session and post-session documents, indicating, 

with supporting figures, how the situation has deteriorated year by 
i 

year. The report contains twenty-eight recommendations, relating to 

such matters as : the need for more accurate estimates of volume 

and cost; delays in the preparation, reproduction and circulation of 

documents; duplicate publications; problems of distribution; actual 

utilization of distributed documents; rationalization of meetings
 9 

records an(3/ or reports from organizations and subsidiary bodies; 



rationalisation of supplements and annexes; the strengthening of 

the role of the Publications Board, etc. 

Since the way this report' was 'handled is one of the reasons for 

the Unit
1

 s comments in paragraph 28 of this report, this procedure 

is describod in somewhat greater detail than in the caso of other 

reports. In forwarding the report to the Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions, the Secretary-General called 

the latter
1

 s attention to the fact that, there was a largo measure of 

agreement between several of the Inspectors' recommendations and those 

put forward by the Committee on the Reorganization of the Secre-

tariat and by the Committee on Conferences in reports which reached 

the Secretary-General at approximately the same time as that of the 

Inspectors. The ACABQ, for its part, in a report to the General 

Assembly paras 16-29), welcomed the fact that the Joint 

Inspection Unit, the Committee on Conferences and the Committee on the 

Reorganization of the Secretariat had, broadly speaking, reached 

parallel conclusions and recommendations. In actual fact, only five 

of the Inspectors' twenty-eight recommendations dealt with issues 

also studied by the two Committees. The ACABQ proposed that a draft 

resolution prepared by the Committee on Conferences should be amended 

by the addition of an operative par agraph stressing the need to 

implement the relevant recommendations of the Committee on the Reorga-

nization of the Secretariat "at a very early date", without mentioning 

in the draft resolution the Joint Inspection Unit. The proposals of the 

ACABQ wore approved by the Fifth Committee but wore rejected by the 

General Assembly. Upon reading tho records of the twenty-third session 

of the Assembly, the Unit noted that some of the delegates expressed 

embarrassment at being asked to approve far-reaching changes in the 

area of documentation, when the only report on the matter to include 

detailed supporting arguments by the authors, i.e. that of the Joint 

Inspection Unit, had not been made available to them. The Inspectors 

have noted the Secretary-Generalis intention to pursue action on some 

of their recommendations and to report .the results achieved to the 

General- Assembly at its twenty-fourth session. 



(e) Report on WHO Assistance to Developing Countries 
(JIU/REP7"69/3. addressed to the Director-General 
of WHO on 5 February 1969. with copy for information 
to the Executive Director of UNICEF) 

This report was prepared following visits by the Inspectors 

to ten countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America. After stating 

that they were "favourably impressed with WHO assistance programmes" 

and that they felt that "in certain important respects the efficiency 

of (WHO) operations in the field is outstanding", the Inspectors 

proceeded to suggest a number of areas in which they believed there 

were "important opportunities for further improvement...
ff

. In short, 

they pointed to the need for greater flexibility in the forms of 

assistance, recommended greater emphasis on the development of 

basic health services, and referred to WHO
1

s role with regard to 

population and family planning. 

The Director-General of WHO submitted the report, together with 

his comments thereon, to the WHO Executive Board on 24 February 

(document FB ДЗ/Л5). They were discussed in the Executive Board and 

a resolution was adopted on 28 February requesting the Director-

General "to continue his study of the assistance provided by the Orga-

nization to Member States, bearing in mind the recommendations of the 

Joint Inspection Unit and the views expressed by members of the Board”• 

As of 30 June 1969 this was the only report upon which action had been 

completed at the governing body level. 

on methods of measxiring performance and
 i
 costs 

^ U / R E P / 6 W _ a n d _ C.orr. 1
T
 dlTtributed on 1L February 1969 

In the latter half of 1968 one of .tile Inspectors had sent out 

detailed questionnaires to all organizations regarding the questions 

of Overhead Costs and the Standardization of Budget Presentation, 

to which-all the organizations replied. Meanwhile, an outside expert 

was appointed by the ACABQ to study the same issue of Standardization 

of Bridget Presentation. The Inspector has maintained contact with the 



latter and has made available to him the replies received from the 

organizations, which he will, needless to say, take into account in his 

own report on the subject, a preliminary version of which will be 

available by September 1969. 

The above report, therefore, deals only with the first question. 

It concludes in the first place, that no solution to the problem of 

overhead costs is . possible at present in the absence of the requisite 

technical resources, and in the second place, that it is consequently 

necessary to devise a method whereby a system of measurement and 

control acceptable to all concerned could gradually be instituted. 

Such a method would involve the modernization of the administrative 

methods of the organizaü oris. There is a variety of ways of achieving . 

this but full information upon which to base a choice is not 

generally available. Thus, further studies would have to be made before 

a decision could be reached and thé Inspector suggests that they be 

financed by a small addition to the overheads presently paid. He 

suggests that a decision on the principles he has raised is necessary 

before ‘he proceeds tc formulate more specific proposals. The report 

states that on the whole -- with one exception “ the organisations 

"are uncertain about the desirability and the cost of instituting 

such a system? but at the same time they point out that, if any system 

were instituted', it would be required to solve a great many other 

problems which have hitherto been handled inadequately 

The Executive Heads, not in g that the-main subjects raised were 

under study by other bodies, such as the ACABQ and ECPC, and were 

being considered in the course of the UNDP Capacity Study, decided in 

April that it would be premature for his report to be submitted 

in the next several months to their governing organs (although one 

had alfeady done so for information) or to ECOSOC. However, the 

Inspector believes that the initiation of the studies he suggests for 

the modernization of existing administrative methods should not be 

delayed. 



(g) Report on a rationalization of the proceedings and 
documentation of the UNESCO General Conference 
(JIU/REP?69/¿. addressed to the Director-General 
of UNESCO on 21 Mav 1969 

This report "sets itself two purposes whicfi correspond to the 

objectives in terms of general policy x^hich the Committee of Fourteen 

would like the members of the UN family to achieve, namely, greater 

economy in the use of the funds placed at their disposal and greater 

efficiency in the execution of their activities. As applied to the 

General Conference of UNESCO, this means a rationalization of its 

working methods so that its deliberations become more purposeful and 

effective and its decisions be more in conformity with the task 

assigned to it by the Constitution. Such rationalization may also 

make possible a reduction in the duration and hence the cost of the 

Conference". After a detailed analysis of the methods of work of the 

General Conference and its main organs,, the documentation placed 

before them, and their proceedings, the report concludes with twenty 

recommendations which the author believes will lead both to economies 

and greater effectiveness. 

It is understood that the report will be placed before the UNESCO 

Executive Board at its September/October session. 



Informal Notes ...... . 

15. At an early stage, the Members of the‘Unit realized that they might 

wish to make observations and recommendations on.detailed points of 

administration with which governing organs might prefer not to burden 

their agenda. These notes are sent to Executive Heads with a specific 

indica七ion that they may be used as may be considered appropriate, including 

being reported to governing organs. 

Following a six^week visit to Ghana in April and May 1968, two • 

Inspectors prepared a note containing observations of general interest 

which was sent to all Executive Heads and. a series of comments on specific 

activities which were sent to the individual Executive Heads concerned. 

In a covering letter, the. Inspectors explained that in view of the 

preliminary nature of their visit to Ghana, they did not consider their 

observations as constituting a formal report for submission to governing 

organs. Most of the matters raised were in fact discussed by the Inspectors 

and the Executive Head s • In one case, however ~ that of UNESCO - the 

Director-General transmitted, with the Inspectors
f

 acquiescence, their 

comments on the "Regional Centre for Educational Information and Research 

in Africa" to the Executive Board. The Inspectors
1

 conclusion was that 

the Centre had failed, that it was too late to consider its overhaul and 

that, in the circumstances, the correct decision would be to close it. 

This recoirmiendation reinforced views already .current in the organization. 

When the Executive Board discussed the matter, it was pointed out that the 

final closure of the Centre required a decision by the General Conference. 

The Centre was closed provisionally as from 1 October, and in November, the 

IU/REP/68/l> issued on 19 July 1968) 

General Conference took the necessary action for its final closure.. 



(b) Field Inspection in Mexico 
(JIU/REP/68/6. issued in December 1968/January 1969) 

One of the Inspectors visited Mexico between 3 September and 5 October 

1968， and as in Ghana earlier in the year, inspected the whole range of 

UN activities in that country. Once again, his observations were mostly-

concerned with individual projects, officials and their performance and they 

were sent to the appropriate organization, it being loft to each individual 

Executive Head to make such use of the material as he wished. The Director-

General of UNESCO placed the Inspectoras observations on UNDP/UNESCO 

operations in Mexico, together with his comments thereon, before the UNESCO 

Executive Board in April 1969. One of the Inspector
1

 s main conclusions was 

that two of the three UNDP/UNESCO/SF projects in Mexico were perhaps not 

"prepared with all the care required to achieve that complete understanding 

on aims and methods between the three parties involved which is vital for 

the subsequent smooth running of the operation". The Director-General also 

submitted to the Executive Board with the Inspectoras approval, a separate 

note concerning a number of institutions which are assisted by UNESCO or 

by UNDP and UNESCO : the Colegio de México, the Regional Latin American 

Centre for the Study of the Conservation and Restoration of Cultural 

Property, and the Latin American Institute for Educational Cinematography 

(ILCE). The Inspector found the latter project "disappointing and 

depressing", there being little to show for the "round one million dollars 

which the Mexican Government and the UN family has spent on (it) since 

1956,••” He suggested that a searching enqiiry be undertaken into the 

degree to which the member States of the region really want it. The 

Director-General of UNESCO informed the Executive Board (S2Ex/l6, page 10) 

that he shared the Inspector
1

 s concern about the usefulness of ILCE and 

that he proposed to set up a special evaluation team to study, in consul-

tation with the Mexican authorities, the value of UNESCO assistance to the 

projects} its report would be subnitted to the Executive Board later in the 

year. This proposal was approved by the Executive Board• 



(c) Ш ^ - n s E e ç t i o n in Morocco 

on 6 F e b r u a r ^ 6 2 ) 

In November and December 1968， one of the Inspectors visited 

most UNDP projects in Morocco. Upon his return he sent nctes to the 

various Gxecuting agencies and UNDP on their activities in that, 

country, it being left to the individual Executive Heads to maJce 

such use of them as they deemed appropriate. 

D. Work in- progress 

17. (a) Selected idnas for improving 丄 

In the course of visits to the field in 1968, one of the 

Inspectors participated in numerous discussions in which many 

ideas for improving UN activities were put forward. Those which 

he believed to be worthy of further consideration he set dovn on 

paper and communicated them to the heads of the various executing 

agencies and UNDP for their comments. In the Inspec1:or»s opinion, 

most of the ideas emerged from the discussion of three main 

problems : 

(i) failure of 七he traditional project pattern to fit the 

needs of either the semi-developed or the least developed 

countriesJ 

-(Ii) inadequate flexibility in the administration of projects; 

and 

(iii) lack of proper country programing of technical 

assistance. 

Some of the organizations have replied in writing to the 

Inspector's note; others have invited him to their headquarters 

for discussions with the officials concerned. 



(b) branch offices of the ШТ Hi^h Commissioner for 
Refugees ( Report nearin^ .conrpletioñl ‘ 

This not© is "being prepared "by two of the Inspectors on the basis 

of visits to several field offices and a study of the work of the 

Office of the High Commissioner generally. It goes into the role 

of the field offices in Europe and' in Africa, and the issue of 

co-operation between the UUHCR and other Ш "bodies, specialized 

agencies, governmental and lion—governmental organizations. 

(c) Some aspects of technical assistance aotiyities of the 
United Nations (fieport nearing completionj 

This study deals with certain organizatidnal and administrative 

aspects of-tBohnioal assistance which came, to the Inspectors 'notioe 

during their inspection visits to а пишЪег of countries in Africa 

and Asia in 1968 and 1 9 6 9 . The authors
1

 comments and recommenda-

tions concern such problems as slowne.ss in processing project 

requests, the difficulties connected with the formulation of 

project requests, the absence of adequate procedures for dealing 

with urgent requests, an unnecessarily rigid plan of operations 

process, participation of the requesting go-vernment at the various 

stages of preparation of the plan of operations, inadequate 

planning of teohnical assistance requirements, the difficulty for 

many countries of meeting the counterpart requirements
y
 the choice 

of suitable project managers, etc. 

(d) The Economic Commission for Asia and, the Far Bast 
(Report nearing c o m p l e t i o n ^ ‘ ‘ 

The objectives of the inspection were to examine the working of the 

ECAFE and make an evaluation of its present and future role in the 

field of regional co-operation and as an：organization fitting into 

the evolving pattern of United Nations activities• The report is 

directed to examiningin the light of the responsibilities that have 

devolved on. ECAPE since its inception in 1947> its effectiveness in 

carrying out its tasks, the adequacy or otherwise of its internàl 

organization, the extent of Ъаок—stopping it receives from United 

Nations Headquarters and from other "bodies in the United Nations 



system engaged in Technical Assistance to developing ооилtries, 

and. what improvements might be necessary to make ECAFE a truly 

effective regional body. The report will make a number of 

reco腿midations with a view to improving ECAPE-s liaison with 

Specialized Agencies of the ШШР and with other Ш b o d i e s , . 

. . , a n d to strengthening the nexus between 

im Headquarters and ECAFE, to their mutual advantage. 

(e) Programming and Budgets in the United Nations Family 

TRe-port nearin^ completion) 

This draft report offers a critical analysis of the presont 

financial system of the United. Nations family. After noting 

that over 85 per cent of all funds now espended are devoted 

-fco economic and social development and that it is therefore 

imperative that these expenditures Ъе "programmed", in other 

words that they Ъе earmarked and authorized beforehand with a 

view to achieving medium-term goals, the Inspector is suggesting 

а питЪег of changes, which relate, i^a., to the generalized use 

of budgeting methods (especially as regards the funds distributed 

Ъу ШГБР) 5 the presentation of "the United Nations "budget in 

programme form5 the preparation of medium- and long-term 

programme documents; methods for the identification of projects 

and fractions of programmes^ the structure of specialized agencies 

the preparation of summaries of budget and. programme 

doouments. 

(f) Budgetary тзгоЪ1етз of ÏÏFP in its relations Tffith FAO 
(Re-port neariniS： completion) 

AÎ íhe réquesf of the United Nations/FAO Intergovernmental 

Committee of ¥FP, a study has Ъеоп undertaken Ъу. one of the 

Inspectons on the subject of reimbursements Ъу ÏÏFP to FAO 

and on the structure of WÎT laudgets， generally. 



Future work 

18. Some of the studies of the Joint Inspection Unit are of a 

continuing character and work in connexion with them will be pursued 

in the coming months. Among these are : 

(a) the role of the regional economic commissions5 

(b) co-ordination at the country level; 

(c) ways and means of improving UN field activities; 

(d) standardization of budget, presentation; and 

(e) methods of work of legislative bodies, 

19. Members of the Unit propose to look into the question of decen-

tralization, a vast and complex subject which has frequently been 

brought to their attention in the course of their visits to the field, 

Faced with divergent trends - over-centralization of authority in 

headquarters on the one hand, and .somewhat haphazard and costly 

decentralization to the field on the other « the Inspectors are 

seeking to find out whether it is feasible to develop more efficient 

ways of decentralizing or whether the whole question needs to be 

looked at afresh. 

20. A study of existing methods for the recruitment of experts has 

been initiated and will continue during the coming months. Its 

purpose is to explore possible improvements both as regards the 

quality of experts selected and the time required to recruit them. 

This, in turn, means studying not only the actual technique of 

recruitment, but also the questions of salary scales and of the terms 

of employment offered to them by the United Nations family of organiza-

tions, as compared to those prevailing on the free international 

market, as well as the problems of job careers and training. A first 

study will relate to expert economists and statisticians• 

21. The Inspectors are also considering looking into the effectiveness 

of the information services of the United Nations. 



22. As regards what may be called "headquarters" problems, the 

Inspectors.propose to spend some time on certain matters which, 

because they concern efficiency and economy, are of particular 

interest to member States. They include the ever-increasing size 

of budgets and the reasons therefore, the form of budget presentation 

and conference procedures (already mentioned)， ways and means of redu= 

cing the volume of documentation， and other related questions raised 

by the Ad Hoc Committee of Fourteen. 

23. The foregoing list is by no means exhaustive. In the course 

of their work, the Joint Inspection Unit is likely to discover new 

areas for investigation. Moreover, the Unit expects to receive 

suggestions from Executive Heads following the latters
1

 undertaking at 

the April meeting of ACC： in Rome to indicate problems in the study of 

which they believed the co-operation of the Unit would be especially 

valuable, Lastly, when arrangements are more advanced, the Unit will 

consider some appropriate form of association with the management 

("desk-by-desk") studies to be performed in the United Nations at the 

request of the General Assembly. 

2Д. The work performed by the Unit during the first eighteen months 

of its existence was carried out with the assistance of a staff of 

first only one and later two professionals. The Unit would prefer 

to keep its Secretariat as compact as possible. However, in its 

future work, an indication of which has been given in the preceding 

paragraphs, it may have to consider whether additional staff support 

is necessary for adequate performance of its tasks. 



Treatment of reports 

25. Based on the experience of these past eighteen months, the 

Inspection Unit would like to ta3ce the opportunity of calling 

attention to certain problems affecting its functioning. 

26. While the Unit notes with satisfaction that in some cases prompt 

action has been taken on the Inspectors' reports, it is concerned at 

the delay in the circulation of others and the time taken for action 

thereon. Of the seven formal reports issued so far, only three have 

been circulated to the relevant governing bodies and on only one of 

them has action been completed. This does not appear to be a 

satisfactory situation； reports held over for comment or action for 

an unduly long time tend to become out of date and the main purpose 

of JIU reports, namely the prompt examination by governing bodies 

of the matters brought to light during inspection, becomes difficult 

of realization• ‘ 

27. The Executive Heads of the various UN bodies have agreed among 

themselves to consult with one another on JIU reports dealing with 

matters of concern to several organizations.. Meeting together in the 

ACC thex have devised procedures for such mutual consultations and 

have also recently commented on two JIU reports. While the desire 

of the Executive Heads of UN bodies to consult with one another on 

matters of common concern is fully appreciated, the Inspection Unit hopes 

that ACC consultations on Inspectors' reports will be confined to 

questions requiring co-ordination and that such consultations will 

not be institutionalized into a substantive examination of JIU reports 

as a whole, in advance of their consideration by the various governing 

bodies on the individual judgment and advice of their Executive Heads. 

The Joint Inspection Unit considers it fit to make these observations 

in the IBght of the comments made by ACC in respect of the two JIU 

reports mentioned above (E/4698/Add. I and CorrЛ). 



28. The Joint Inspection Unit notes with satisfaction that at a 

meeting of the ACC held ‘ in Rome in April 1969, to which members of 

the Unit were invited, there was a consensus that JIU reports should 

be circulated to the governing bodies in their entirety. In this 

matter, the situation appears to be different in the specialized 

agencies on the one hand and in the United Nations on the other. 

Reports submitted to the governing organs of the agencies are 

distributed to member States; this is not so in the United Nations. 

The Joint Inspection Unit feels that this situation needs to be 

clarified and that its reports concerning the United Nations should 

be distributed in their entirety to member States with the comments 

of the Seeretary-General. 

Geneva, July 1969 
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.QonM^ts, o£^the report 

1.1. In April 1968 the Joint Inspection Unit undertook a study of the 

methods of calculation which might be used to determine the amount cf 

the "overhead costs" of "support costs" of extra-budgetary 

programmes. ^ 

This study resulted in the preparation of two notes (A and B) 

which were sent to the executive heads of the various organizations 

on 2 August 1968. Note Á dealt with the problem of the overhead 

costs of extra-budgetary programmes and with itemized operational 

accounting 

Note В dealt with the problem of standardization of budgetary 

presentation between the various organizations in the United Nations 

family. 

Questionnaires were attached to these two notes. 

1.2. In the course of September
s
 .October and Nmember, the secretariats 

of all the organizations addressed replies； in some oases very 

precisely and in great detail； to the questionnaires attached to 

notes A and B. 

1.3. oince the problems raised in note В (standardization of budgetary 

presentation) were being studied at the same time by 

Mr. McCandless； an expert appointed by AGABQ, the Joint Inspection 

Unit decided to defer the preparation of a report on that subject , 
. . ' • • • • 

until the expert's report had been submitted. Useful contacts 

werç, however, established between the inspector responsible for 

that study and Mr..McCandless, and in .particular.all the secretariats
1 

replies to the questionnaire attached to note В were communicated 

to the ACABQ expert. 

ij It is reproduced as annex 1 to this report. 



1.Д. The present report will therefore deal only with the questions 

raised in note A， concerning overhead costs and itemized 

operational accounting. 

1.5. As to the problem of fixing a mean rate of overhead costs as a 

basis for calculating such costs
?
 no solution will be proposed 

here. In the author
1

 s opinion this problem is insoluble in. the 

absence^ for the time being
?
 of the technical resources to deal 

with it. The information collected on the subject will be 

analysed
?
 but it suggests that only the institution of an 

itemized cost-accounting system or some other system of measurement 

would provide the necessary figures on which to base valid 

proposals. 

1.6. It would seem，therefore^ that one of the few means of solving the 

problem (that is to say, of resolving the difference of opinion 

between the executing organizations on the one hand
?
 which find 

that the funds supplied are well below the level of real 

expenditure^ and the disbursing organizations on the other5, which 

have no means of knowing how the funds supplied are used and 

whether they are used properly) would be to discover a method 

whereby a system of measurement and control acceptable to gll 

concerned could grad-uallv be instituted. 
С-Л • • • • •mill41 • • • — 1 « . —, • c a — = » • ! • » • • • I — ...I . к r gil ! ! •—f*M нит-д— IMI n • wti • • “ шлеп.— — -nmr, » 

1.7. This report will describe the position taken on this subject by the 

secretariats of the organizations. On the whole - with one 

exception - they are uncertain about the desirability and the 

cost of instituting such a system; but at the sama time they 

point out that, if any system were instituted, it would be required 

to solve a great many other problems which have hitherto been 

handled inadequately. 

1.8. In reality, as will be seen, this problem of overheads is directly-

bound up with that of modernizing a vast array of administrative 

techniques in most of the organizations in the United Nations family. 



1.9» But such modernization requires the services of outside consultants 

who specialize in these problems^ and ;perhaps entails some increases 

•
r

 in staff*, at any rate on a
J

 temporary basis', tíuch an operation is 

an intellectual investment and undoubtedly profitable in the long 

зплп, but it must inevitably be expensive at first, 

1.10. In these circumstances it seemed to us that 孕 very slight modification 

iq t]^ procedure now applied to overheads might be of.considerable 

• 「 help in finding the desired solutions all that seems to be needed 

is that UNDP, over and above the percentages currently p a i d , " 

should undertake to earmark special credits to finance the studies 

and
3
 where appropriate, minor increases in staff required for the 

application of modern methods (including itemized operational 

accounting) to a number of activities. These provisional 

earmrkings would be accepted only by organizations wishing to 

carry out such modernization: ой the other liand, those which did 

accept the arrangement might gain a good deal of enlightenment 
j

 on a number of difficult problems. 

‘i n these -existing circumstances we felt it possible to recommend 

“ • • that ^ ^шх^^мЦ^шаМай^и^^в^ m X ^ M ^ i s v h ^ ^ ^ 

ç^ygqd t,o budget ±ц- this way> • • “ 
i , 

1.11. On the básis of an analysis of the replies received, and dráwing on 

all the information collected, this document will deal with the 

following points : 

⑴ The ijapossibility, in the absence of any system of measurement, 
• • .-

of laying a technical foundation for a raté at which to 

calculate overheads| 

(2) Other problems contributing to the need to institute 

modern methods of measurement and calculation; 

(3) Procedure for ascertaining the cost and efficiency of such 

methods. Bringing a very small fraction of overheads within 

the budget. 

.
;

The same percentage might continue to be used, or they might be 
increased if ACABQ aad the General Assembly considered this feasible 
and desirable; that would entail a political decision on which it 
is not for the Joint Inspection Unit to express an opinion. 



тпр̂янг̂еп-̂, of laving 
уЪ±аУ} to calculate overheads 

2.1. As we explained in paragrai±i 2.1. of the annexed note A , it is 

at present impossible in most of the organizations to single out 

from the rest of their expenditure the overhead costs of extras-

budgetary programmes j the reason being that
s
 in both general 

departments and progr'aBiming dèpartments, the same' officials are 

concerned, both with the regular programmes and with the programmes 

financed by UNDP (or by any other source of external financing). 

2.2. The replies received from the organizations' secretariats to the 

questions on the mean rates of calculation which should be adopted 

(questions A.l and A.2)
s
 on the possible variations in these rates 

in the event of an increase in the amount of the extra-budgetary 

programmes (A.3 and A.厶）and on the additional expense which 

Government counterparts may entail (A.5) confirm that the 

organizations at present have at their disposal only the results 

of very rough-and-ready surveys „ or else have no means of making： 
l/ 

• ‘ ‘ a^v^lid es timóte ̂ оЦ.ЩеБе^^.-
7 

2.3. 

X/ 

2/ 

Where figures are supplied
5
 the estimated percentage rate which 

would be needed to cover all the expenditure incurred by the 

organizations varies from 20 to 3〇 per cent. 

The specific answers are as follows : 

UNESCO : Over 20 per cent and approaching 

22.5 per cent 

30 per cent 

20 per cent 

26,1 per cent 

I L 0 

WMO 

U P Ü 

United Nations 

F A O 

For "identifiable 
alone

3
 12.厶 per 

Over 20 per cent 

additional costs" 
cent2/ 

«Я—ЗГАЧ^К—I I I I I I N I II I ВТЮШИАТ 

the answers given to the questionnaire 

See the foot-note to paragraph 2,9-

¿ee annex 2 
attached to 

,analysis of 
note A. 



2.4* The comments .show: 

- T h a t
;
 as stated in note A , only ТШБСО and FAO have made 

studies from which a. mean rate can be established; • 

„ Thats, on the whole, the organizations consider tiiat the 

amounts paid fal 丨...far short of the real costs. 

2.5. The organizations have only estimates to rely on for determining 

the variables on which this mean rate depends, and consequently 

for predicting how it would change if the amount ôf the programmes 

were increased. The ILO draws up a list of these vâtiàMes 

(proportion of the various technical components, geographical 

distribution, size of projects
5
 etc.). It is obvious that only 

a cost analysis would'reveal the effects of these various factors. 

2.6. Аз regards the effect of "counterparts", the Secrétariat of UNESCO 

(probably - owing to the existence of a number of very lai*ge 

projects to whidi the local Governrttents contribute mor© than UNDP) 

seems to be alone in the opinion that the .counterparts; add 

considerably
1

 to the organization ' s expenses.
 :r

"' 

The secretariats of the other organizations, by and large, consider 

that this additional expense is negligible. 
. . . : • i . . . • . • * 

2.7. In the last analysis, the replies' received ar© characrberized by: 

• Diversity In the estimates supplied; 

- A g r e e m e n t on two points • that the real costs exceed the 

amounts paid^ and that the studies mâde form an inadequate 

basis for accurate calculations. 。 

2.8. It is thus confirmed, that a calculation of rea! orerheiid costs is 

a technical impossibility as matters now,stand. The Joint 

Inspection Unit is•therefore unable to contribute even a technical 

basis towards the solution of this difficult problem; only the 

institution of measurement machinery can provide the i:qlevant 

information, v/e shall, see below that various techniques may be. 



applied to obtain these results| but until they have been put 

into practice
5
 no reliable answer can be given. 

This conclusion means that the controversy between the executing 

organizations and the disbursing organizationssuch as UNDP, 

concerning the amount of the payments which should be made over and 

above the direct cost of executing the programmes in the field can 

be resolved only by a political decision. It is extremely likely 

that the percentages at present paid by UNDP to the principal 

organizations fall well short of the real costs. In the last 

analysis the main point at issue is whether the existing difference 

between the funds paid and the real costs (assuming that the latter 

are clearly defined by agreement) should be covered by the organizations
1 

regular budget or by payments from the bodies which finance the 

extra-budgetary programmes• In the light of the basic legislation 

governing technical assistance and the Special Fund.，it seems 

certain that the intention of the founders of those.institutions 

was not to cover the whole of the expenses in question，" but to 

leave it to the executing organizations themselves to хлаке up the 

difference. The obligation to share the burden between the extra-

budgetary funds and the regular budget is laid down in the basic 

instruments j short of amending those instruments
 9
 this point seems 

beyond dispute. There is no denying that this situation is a 

serious one for the secretariats of the
i
 organizations, which have 

difficulty in obtaining funds for this purpose out of their regular 

budgets ； and the result is that the appropriations made are probably 

insufficient for the proper performance of some functions (such as 

the definition of the programmes themselves, or recruitment) which， 

though vital
?
 do not represent "identifiable additional costs"• In 

the absence of clear inforiaation,, however
?
 there is no way of 

settling this issue. Consequently a political decision， based on an 

intuitive appraisal of the needs and possibilities
 P
 is at present 

the only likely source of a solution, ( 

Their intention was, it would- seern^ to cover no more than what are 
called the "identifiable additional costs" - the only ones taken into 
account in the calculations made by the United Nations； this 
explains the difference between the percentage calculated by that 
Organization and the estimates produced by the others• 



3.1. The probleiri of calculating overhead costs is only one example of 

the present shortage of statistics and detailed analyses 

concerning the activities of the organizations
f

 secretariats• 

The replies to the questions on the possible institution of an 

itemized operational accounting system are significant in this 

respect. The secretariats of the organizations consulted seem^ 

on the whole, to be of the opinion that: 

“ Instituting an itemized operational accounting systara 

solely in order to solve the pr obi era of overhead costs 

might be too expensive and embersomej 

- I f
s
 on the other hand， the idea is to extend this type of 

method to the solution of other problems, the question 

deserves consideration even though it is difficult 

(see para. 3.3- below). 

3.2. The replies to question A.6 (whether it seems possible and 

desirable to institute itemized cost-accounting machinery) can 

be summarized as follows : 

.4§„Jto ̂ p.oss^ilj^ty； all the organizations consulted consider that 

the introduction of such machinery is possible; 

As to desirabilityg UNESCO is the only organization to take the 

view that "the advantages to be gained from such a system would 

far outweigh the problem of calculating support costs. It would. 

be a useful way for the Director-General to ascertain the 

productivity of the Secretariat.
11

 Among the other organizations: 

- S o m e consider that the system would be much too expensive 

or complicated, knd that the results to be expected of it 

would not be commensurate with the effort involved (FAO
y
 WHO) 

-Some
9
 without taking such a definite position

?
 wonder 

whether thë advantages would be sufficient to offset the 

additional expense and complications (ITU) or, in other 

words
 $
 "whether the cost of the system would stand comparison 

with its performance (ILO)j 

- S o m e consider the system inapplicable to small organizations 

(WMO, IMGO, UPU)î 

- O n e does not think that the accuracy of the system itself 

can be relied upon (United Nations). 



All these replies с however
 P
 relate to the proposal that an v, 

.. .； . ....一 ‘-
iteaniáed cost-accounting system should be organized so^e^x to 

、 . • ,.v . ..... .! • 

gc^vé th? oX g^pyort с卯ts. 

The replies to question A.12 (if an itemized operational 

accounting system is developed
5
 what purposes oiight it to serve 

in addition to the calculation of support costs?) go. a 

considerable way to amend the foregoing appraisals• 

Except for FAO
 3
 which says that such a system should be limited 

to the calculation of support costs у the organizations consider 

that: ....... • ,.• •.， ,:. 

- T h e suggestions made with regard.to the "by-products" of 

a system are very interesting (quantitative 

appraisal of the work of the staff，information on the 

performance of particular departments ̂  and an opportunity 

to compare performances) (WHO)j 

- A n y work done on the calculation： of costs should also 

supply other information (ILO, ITÜ and • ) ; .、；
 e
 • 

- S u c h a system might provide a considerable body of information 

(possibility of comparing anticipated with actual 

expenditure, information 011 time spent by staff according 

to a classification of projects
5
 etc.). ((United Nations) 

This appraisal is subject to reservations: only-a small 

proportion of the body of information could be used
?
 and 

• ....:' ... ....... . .. ；/ . . . . . . . . . ； 

research of this nature could be done in other ways.) 

Generally speaking， then, the secretariats consider that many 

other problems might be solved in this way - principally the 

problems arising in all calculations of the administrative 

efficiency of departments, in programming and budgeting
 5
 in 

making comparisons of efficiency "and in auditing.. It is thus 

clearly realized that
?
 if methods were modernized, it might be 

possible to improve general performance, • 、” , 



In addition, the secretariats generally (again with the exception 

of the UNESCO Secretariat) feel unable to estimate the cost of 

such a system. The reply from UNESCO is extremely precise: 

- S t a f f reqiiirements are specified; one professional and 

three general service posts; 

_ it is affirmed that-the savings to be derived from the 

application of such a system would be far. in excess of 

the cost of the new posts, and that the machinery could 

be put into operation six months after the appointaient 

of the staff and the installation of a computer. 

The secretariats of all the other organizations, in contrast, 

consider that there are too many unknowns, that a detailed study 

would be needed, and that it is premature to estimate the cost 

of a system which has not been adequately defined. 

These replies are on the whole somewhat inconsistent with those 

given by the same organizations to the effect that the system 

would be expensive, or in any case too expensive for the results 

that could be expected from it (any such assertion prejudges 

the results of the detailed studies that would be needed to 

ascertain the cost). 

However-, the presence of some inconsistencies in the replies 

received (either from one and the same organization or from 

different organizations) is in no way a matter for criticism: 

it merely confirms the existence of some uneasiness at the 

magnitude of the problems raised. 

In other words, it seems no exaggeration to say that: 

- T h e r e is a very clear awareness of the need for precise 

numerical information on a great many aspects of the work 

of the secretariatsj 

- T h i s awareness stems from two sets of requirements: Firstly 

to improve and modernize the internal operation of the 

secretariat, and secondly to facilitate communication vith 

member States where the latter, either directly or through 



committees of inquiry or review^ raise questions to which 

it seems at present to be difficult and troublesome to 

replyj 

- O n the other hand some ’4israay is .felt regarding the task 

of equipment and modernization presented by the installation 

of systems of measurement capable of giving answers to all 

the questions raised. 

3• 6» It seems to us very likely that other studies
 5
 undertaken on 

subjects very different from that of "overheads % might very well 

have .led us to the same conclusions! for in general the 

organizations of the United Nations family do not seem to possess 

a sufficiently automatic and precise system of statistical 

information on their, own activities. 

In addition^ for pfurposes of informed discussion, it would be 

useful to draw up a list of the problems to which the installation 

of adequate machinery of measurement might provide an acceptable 

solution》 sucb a list^ if not exhaustive
s
 should at any rate be 

as full as possible. 

3.7. In this connexion it should be noted at the outset that most of 

the 

the 

precise 

organizations апД the improvement of their operation, instead of 

being used only to prepare staff pay slips. 

•The fact that the organizations are turning to such equipment 

shows a desire for modernization which may apply equally well to 

acJministratiye management as to ther an钗lyâis and. processing of 

available information in order to solve technical problems. 

the large organizations have equipped themselves
 5
 or are in 

process Qf equipping themselves
5
 with a computer, (cf. in 

annex 2： the replies to question A.10 from UNESCO, FAO, WHO, 

ILO, ITU. and the United Nations). 

It is self-evident that such large and expensive items of 

equipment 卑re worthwhile .only if
:!
 they can be used to obtain 

numerical replies to questions concerning the work of the 



At all events
 9
 irrespective of the end in view, it is common 

knowledge that such équipaient cannot be put to. practical use 

until studies have been made which afford a clear analysis 

of requiremmbs
 Ф 

Until such studies have been carried out, it will not be possible 

to pass an opinion on the choice of methods immediately 

applicable or on their respective economic merits• , 

Moreover， it is understandable that secretariats which have not 

yet had time to go into these methods should feel some uneasiness 

at the idea of applying them unaided. Beyond any question, the 

only quick and efficient way to do preparatory work of this 

nature is to enlist
5
 for several months

9
 the services of specialists 

in methods of analysis, in costing and in the various existing 

systems of measurement. 

If the efforts already started by some secretariats (in particular, 

as the replies show, by UNESCO, the ILO and WHO) are to yield 

results in the near future, outside consultants or specialist 

firms must be employed； the whole operation would cost some 

tens of thousands of dollars. 、 

Hence all that is needed to clear up the matter is the existence 

of a definite desire to modernize the international administrations 

and a source of a moderate amount of finance. 

3.8. There is no denying that the need for a clearer insight into the 

administration of the various secretariats is felt and expressed 

not only by those directly in charge of their management but 

also by the member States * However
 ?
 the agreement discernible 

in the matter of desire for improvement or for clarification is 

replaced by striking differences of opinion., and even uncertainty, 

when we come to consider the methods of fulfilling that desire. 

Thus the need for clarity prompts the representatives of member 

States on the various councils, committees or connaissions to put 

many questions to the secretariats on a wide range of subjects 

and to call for surveys and similar exercises which in the long 

run increase the work-load on the staff without producing replies У 



that throw much light on the matter. This leads on to research 

and to suggestions for improving the methods to be applied: 

the establishment of new specialized committees, the institution 

of new functions (such as those conferred on the Joint Inspection 

U n i t ) o r j, to take a more recent example, the request made by 

AGABQ and endorsed by the Committee of Seven for a desk-to-desk 

s.urvey of. the United Nations Secretariat. 

At the same time the secretariats are striving to learn more about 

themselves and to improve their management. Their good intentions 

in this respect are demonstrated by the acquisition of computers 

as already described. Other projects of research into the best 

methods of administrative management and into the measurement of 

.results are also in progress in the large organizations. 

Alongside this piecemeal research, mention should be made of the 

large-scale synoptic research now in progress for the so-called 

"capacity study" on the capability of the organizations as a 

whole to absorb a putative increase in ths volume of projects 

financed by UNDP. 

It will thus be seen that rule-of-thumb methods, or at any rate 

conventional methods (for example, that proposed for the desk-

to-desk study), co-exist with attempts to adapt m o d e m methods， 

and that all this effort is accompanied by general theorizing 

in search of a more rational approach to modernization. 

It is thus plain that an agreement on methods, if one could be 

reached, would be a great step forward. However
s
 it is not an 

easy matter to delimit the basis for such an agreement. We 

thought that one avenue of approach which might be explored 

would be an attempt to classify the various problems according 

to the type of solution that seems nrima facie to fit them. 

On these lines vre thought that the following list might be of use: 

(1) Problems relating to quantitative measurements； i.e., the 

times taken to arrive at a given result or
s
 more simply, 

all measurable administrative results; 



(2) Problems of measuring _costs; 

(3) Problems of economic (social or technical) efficiency: 

the "evaluation" of the projects themselves; 

(Л) âmlitative appraisals. 
£ a c h s e t

 of problems listed (such a classification is of course 

subject to improvement and expansion) calls for a different type 

of technique. 

3.10. Thus relatively simple and inexpensive methods can be used to 

measure a fairly large number of administrative actions of which 

a statistical knowledge would be helpful in making a first 

evaluation of administrative efficiency. 

These include
s
 for example: 

~ spent by a personnel department in performing one 

operation of recruitment and appointmentj 

“
T i m e

 spent by a purchasing department in performing one 

equipment-purchasing operation; 

- N u m b e r of letters or telegrams booked and distributed by a 

postal service in a specified time (incoming or outgoing 

mail); 

- N u m b e r of documents to be registered and filed by a reference 

section; 

" N u m b e r of pages translated and revised by a translation 

service. 

The statistical technique involved.is relatively simple to apply 

(and will even yield
s
 without much effort, a first approximation 

of costs) provided that the following are defined: 

- T h e administrative unit whose quantitative performance is to 

be measured; 

~ The type of administrative actions which lend themselves to 

quantitative measurement and which are genuinely significant. 

UNiSSCO. tried out' such a system - called the "work measurement 

system" - a few years ago， between 1957 and 1963 (cf. in particular 

UNESCO documents 11 С ADM 11 and 12 С ADM 15)j unfortunately, the 



experiment, instead of being followed up and improved upon, was 

abandoned. Research projects now in progress at the ILO 

(
C
f . annex 2, summary of answer to question A.11) and at •細 

(cf. annex 2，summary of answer to question A. 12) seem to be 

on comparable lines; it is
5
 of course, highly desirable that such 

research should be undertaken or continued, improved upon and, 

„here appropriate, co-ordinated and extended to other agencies. 

Such devices would be enough to provide valuable numerical data, 

to chart the course for more detailed research with a view to 

improving the productivity of the secretariats
 s
 and to answer 

a great many questions. They would not, however, suffice to 

lay the technical foundation for an accurate calculation of 

costs; hence they would leave unsolved the problem of overheads 

as stated in note A (annex 1). 

11. There is no doubt that the establishment of a genuine cost-

accounting system (on the lines of that discussed in note A) 

requires rather more cumbersome apparatus than the system just 

described. As ve have already pointed out
;
 some secretariats 

thought that the burden of such a system had been under-

estimated in note A; and in any event thorough studies would have 

to be made before it became possible to tell whether the 

performance to be expected from such machinery would outweigh 

its cost. 

The necessity for thorough studies is beyond questionj very 

exact and detailed research is needed in order to determine 

what formulae and time-sheets should be chosen, how they should 

be adapted to the different types of departments to be analysed 

(especially if the system is not to be limited to solving the 

problem of overheads), what methods of processing should be 

used, and how the machinery should be gradually installed. 

This is all the more important if a degree of concordance is 

aimed at between organizations which differ in structure and 

in purposes. 



In view of these considerations it would be a matter for regret 

if no such studies were made, and a more gloomy prediction of 

their outcome was accepted instead. 

It seems, to be generally recognized that no modern private 

undertaking can function properly, or yield its full return, 

without an exact knowledge of its costs. The organizations of 

the United Nations family, admittedly, are public administrations j 

but an ever-increasing proportion of their activity lies in 

rendering assistance to the developing countries• The case for 

calculating the cost and efficiency of this assistance is all the 

stronger in that private companies (design offices, engineering 

firms and the like) engage in comparable activities in fields 

closely related to those of the organizations, and often identical 

with them. No modern design office could function properly without 

cost-accounting. Moreover
9
 it is recognized in a fair number of 

countries that there is no objection in principle to calculating 

the cost and performance of government departments, and indeed that 

there is much to be gained by doing so. 

12. If the comparison was taken further
9
 it would doubtless be pointed 

out that private offices have to discuss contracts with their 

clients, operation by operation (in a sense, project by project), 

•whereas the United Nations is financed in the round and from public 

sources； and that the private offices are therefore forced to 

calculate their costs if only in order to be able to quote and 

discuss a charge for each operation, whereas the organizations of 

the United Nations family have a wide variety of other tasks to 

perform and, being financed by an all-embracing budget
s
 are exempted 

from the necessity of such detailed calculations, which may 

consequently seem superfluous• On closer examination, however, 

it becomes clear that those who finance these activities - in 

this case the member States- - have, in the last analysis^ the same 

concern as the clients of the private offices: they want to know 

Ь̂дц obtained . and at what cost. This concern 



explains the many inquiries, investigations and requests for 

information that they address
г
 through various channels, to 

departments which are often ill equipped to give a ready answer 

and which consequently find themselves overburdened. Hence, 

although the methods are different, the comparison is still valid. 

It therefore seems to us out of the question that a degree of 

modernization should not at least be attempted in this natter. 

The fact remains that the secretariats are not adequately equipped 

to carry out this type of research quickly at the present time
s 

.and would need the aid of outside consultants or teams of 

specialists for that purpose. 

3.13. If this type of research should be undertaken, it certainly seems 

highly desirable that it should also cover methods of eliciting 

the fullest possible numerical information on the efficiency of 

projects. 

The problems involved in measuring the economic (social or 

technical) efficiency of the projects put into execution can be 

solved by applying techniques of the same type as those just decribed 

for administrative efficiency. The evaluation of project 

efficiency has become too important a raatter to be neglected if 

research of this kind should be undertaken. 

There is scope for quantitative measurements of certain types of 

results : number of persons trained in a particular way for all 

education projects, quantitative increase in output in agricultural 

or industrial proj sets, etc. Admittedly, the measurements 

involved are infinitely more delicate and complex than the 

administrative efficiency measurements enumerated in paragraph З.Ю 

above. In a number ox cases, however
>
 subject to the necessary 

precautions
s
 results of this type can be obtained. 

However
s
 a finer and more comprehensive analysis entails 

installing somewhat complex and probably expensive measuring 

equipment, laying dowr exact standards for describing the situation 

before and after the execution of a project, etc. 



The fact remains that
5
 even if such research had to be limited 

to certain clearly defined types of projects (establishment 

of schools^ development of particular areas, etc.)， it would be 

very useful to have access to standard devices which could be 

set up.at the same time as the projects, and which would greatly 

facilitate qualitative evaluation^ a posteriori> 

3-1Д- No system of measurement, however advanced, will make it 

unnecessary to carry out any evaluation or research on the human 

or qualitative plane; but there is no* doubt that the existence 

of such a system is a source of enlightenment and guidance in 

any such operations。 

Administrative activity cannot be checked or evaluated without a 

direct practical study of the problems involved and contact with 

the men in charge
 5
 but a good deal of time may be wasted, and 

grave risks may be run, by failure to perceive \diat questions 

really matter and by performing such research without advance 

access to the fullest possible numerical information. 



Procedure and proposed solution 

4..1, From the considerations just advanced
s
 and from the observations 

made in the course of the inquiry, it seems to us that: 

.-» There is a great need for modernization in the administrative 

management methods of the secretariatsj methods of 

measuring productivity and of calculating costs and 

performances should be devised to meet, this need; 

- . A range of possible methods exist to meet this need but
s
 in 

•most of the agencies, satisfactory information, on the 

feasibility of using these methods economically and 

profitably does not seem to be generally available? 

. " . I n these circumstances more specific studies are needed 

in order to make an informed choice between these various 

Biethods ； 

Such research., which may range from the compilation of a 

few elementary statistics on performance to itemized cost-

accounting and even study of numerical methods of evaluating 

the efficiency of projects
s
 might form part of a programme 

of analysis and research which it is time to put into 

operation in order to arrive at a rational utilization, 

and to make the fullest possible use
?
 of modern tools of 

management - in this instance
3
 computers (the rest of the 

research, dealing i ü t ^ g ^ a with the classification and 

processing of documentation and the technical and scientific 

uses peculiar to the various organizations
s
 should be carried 

on at the same time)¿ 

- T h i s programme of research represents a relatively large 

intellectual investment which cannot be made from the 

secretariats
1

 resources alone; their staff are fully 

engaged in the tasks of day-to-day management| 

- I t is therefore necessary that a special method of financing 

should be found, and. that the origin of the finance should be 

such as to allow for some co-ordination of the research 

undertaken in the various organizations. 



4.2. It therefore seems natural to propose that this finance 

which totals only a modest sum - should if possible be 

charged to the overheads paid by UNDP. 

In addition to the s"ums paid on the existing principle of 

percentage calculation, specific payments earmarked for 

research of the type described in this report could be made 

to organizations at their request; this whole arrangement ‘ 

should be organized on the basis of a coherent over-all plan 

covering inter alia diagnostic studies, analyses service by 

service, pilot operations and the putting in hand of a plan 

for its progressive application. 

With financing and methods of this kind, outside consultants 

and specialist firms could be quickly set to work and practical 

proposals^ could soon be worked out. 

4*3* It seems neither possible nor desirable to make more specific 

proposals at the present stagej before this can be done, a 

decision in principle will have to be taken concerning the 

proceciure proposed. 

4•厶• We feel bound to add
9
 however

 5
 that if the method proposed here 

for the use of a very small proportion of overheads was adopted 

and proved successful it might be extended as appropriate. As 

soon as it became possible to calculate within a fair degree of 

accuracy certain components of overhead costs (e.g. the cost of 

recruiting experts or of drawing up plans of operations
>
 or 

even the total overhead expenditure incurred in the field 

(cf. the breakdown given in annexes 1 and 2 to the attached 

j y 



note A) for a given previous period，it would be possible to 

make a reasonable forecast^ based on adequate information^ 

of the overheads to be expected in the future. It would then 

be feasible to consider scrapping the percentage method of 
\J 

calculation altogether
5
 probably in stages

?
 and

 n

budget!zing 

all overhead costs• In our view, however
p
 it will be necessary 

to begin with the more modest proposal we have made above. 

vJe imply by this
 P
 net that overheads should be charged to 

regular budgets
 s
 but that the disbursing and executing 

organizations should jointly establish a special overheads 
budget in which the appropriations made would be earmarked 
for specific purposes. Such a budget might be prepared 
either for a whole body of projects or project by project. 
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Preliminary, note on 

一 the problem of the oyerheacj costs p£ 
extra-bud get агз

г

 programmes 
• » . . : д 

一 and itemized operational accounting 

N.B. No immediate solution is .proposed in this note, for 

.example, by indicating how tc set a new percentage 

ч
 for support costs; its purpose is to

4

 suggest a method 
u

 wliereby • th茳.р̂&ъкеп!. mi旮ht
 :

be, morç easily solved later 
..、 ..on.. -,

 ;
 • . 

4 

2, Note B, which follows this note^ deals- with the problem ¿ 
‘ of -.átiandardiziñg the presentation, of .budgets and 

. . : . a c c o u n t . 
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一 2 一 

1. THE PROBLEM OF SUPPORTING COSTS; REASONS WHY IT IS IMPORTANT: REASONS WHY 
IT CANNOT BE CORRECTLY SOLVED WITH THE INFORMATION AT PRESENT AVAILABLE 

1.1 The problem 

The problem of the overhead costs of inçlementing extra-budgetary programmes 

consists in correctly determining the percentage to be deducted from the amounts paid 

f o r the execution of special projects or programmes entrusted tc the specialized agencia：.-

(UNESCO, FAO, Ш0 etc.) by the fund-holding agencies: UNDP, ЙРТА, SPECIAL FUND, IBRD， 

UNICEF etc.) to cover the administrative costs of those programmes. 

If, for exançjle, UNESCO receives $1 million from the Special Fund for the 

organization of a teacher-training college in a particular country, how should this 

amount be apportioned, in order to determine: 

- t h e amount vdiich could be earmarked for the direct execution of the project (fc:~ 

example |750,000, 800,000 or 900,000), 

_ the amount assigned to UNESCO to cover Headquarter costs and various additional 

adminiatrative-costs incurred by the acceptance of the task ($250,000, 200,000 

or 100,000)? 
1.2 History and urgency of the question 

The problem has existed for many years. . Fairly restrictive principles (cf. par a. 1.6 

helow) had been laid do«n since 1950 for the special account of EPTA and in 1958 for the 

Special Fund when it was established. 

The twenty-second report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 

Questions, eleventh session (A/5842 of A January 1965) points out that since 1956 studies 

had been made on the question, particularly with regard to the operation of the Expanded 

P r o g r a m e of Technical Assistance (cf. АД172). Many other studies have been carried 

out since, bpth by ACABQ and by certain specialized-agencies, particularly UNESCO and ？AC. 

No satisfactory definition of the calculating method or of the amount of ‘ 

administrative costs seems yet to have been found. 

The question, however, may become particularly urgent if, as envisaged, by the 

executive organs of UNDP, the amounts assigned to programmes financed by that agency ire 

soon to be substantially increased, reaching approximately twice the present figures. 

1.3 Theoretical calculating formulae 

The formulae adopted for the calculation of the "overhead costs" paid by UNDP to 

executing agencies have varied over the years and seem to have been as follows: 



Up to 1965: 

• I
2

 Per cent of the field costs of the preceding biennium 

SPECIAL FUND: 3 per cent for the purchase cost of equipment and supplies, 

11 psr cent of other project costs. 

Since 1.965 and on the recommendation of ACABQ: 

1ШЛ 13 per cent of the cost of approved programme projects for the biennium 

previous ta 1.965, 

ЛЛ per cent of these items subsequently, with some continning'flexibility 

in. the application of reimbursement rates for small agencies. 

SPECIAL FUND: 11 per cent of the total cost of projects. 

‘工《4 Methods of payment and of actual calculation 

The' above percentages do riot apply "to exactly the same bases for EPTA and for the 

SPECIAL FUND. 
• • • . \ .л:,

-

 . 

•
 F o r

 ^ T A »
 t h e

y .represent a calculation ba'sed on the total amount of programmes 

in$)lemented Tor its account by the agencies during a previous peAod.
 :

(in the case of 

UNESCO, the preùeding bieHnium).‘ ' 

Thus, in 1965, for example, UNESCO received an amount of $1,860,000 from EPTA’ 

calculated for \he period 1963-1964. The true percentage in relation to the programe 

carried out for EPTA in 1965-1966 (which was for a higher amount ш 1963-196Д) was 

therefore actually smairer than the figure of 13 per cent, officially adopted, Gn the 

basis of the budgetary figures in documents 12 C/5 (1963-196Л) and 13 C/5 (1965-1966), 

the. true percentage may' be calculated as follows : 

" : . ‘ 驗 ： 域 

UNESCO having executed $1々 millions worth of-EPTA programmes for 1963-196厶 and 

番 16.5 millions worth in 1965-1966. .. 

For the SPECIAL FUND, every plan of operation provides for three categories of 

eaqpenditure: 

- t h e cost of the proj'ect itself (field costs), • 

-contributions of the countries in which the project is executed, 

costs paid to the executing agency. 

As the execution of the project'ccnrèra' several .yéa¿3_'
:
(fpr example, five years), a 

time-table provides for the : spreading out of the costs year by year。 In such a case, 

the 11 per cent of the administrative costs based, on the total cost of the project, i.
e
„ 

for five years, is paid,.to the executing agencies in' unequal amounts each year: 



...a ； x'^^iy the payments are higher in the first and last year to take account of the 

”.'ularly heavy cost of starting and completing the operation. Moreover, certain 

Ac 5 may be paid* • 

It follows that the funds actually* received by the agencies, taking into account 

i iC •：. that the cost of progríiimnes is rising year by year, may not represent 11 per 

…工 i’ the administrative costs provided for in the course of a year are comparad 

‘X' i fie total cost of the programmes to be executed in that year. 

L 5 The amounts actually paid 

Specifically, appropriations under the head of "costs of executing agent" have 

varied as follows : 

(a) For the biennium 1963-1964* the percentage paid.to all the specialized agencies 

averaged 10*08 per cent for EPTA and 8^6 per cent foi» the Special Pond, 

In reality, the percentage varied very considerably from agency to agency: 

一 In the case cf EPTA, from 7.45 per cent for Щ0 to 2Л.63 per cent for UPIT; 

however, in the case of the large organizations (United Nations, ILO, FAO, 

UNESCO, WHO)，the percentages vary little: from 9.4b per cent for ILO to 

10,1Д per cent for WHO. 

一 In the case of the SPECIAL FUND, the variations range from 3,1 per cent for 

IBRD to 9.2 per cent for FAO. The variations are greater for the large 

organizations referred to above (from 5•厶 per cent for WHO to 9»2 per cent 

for FAO). 

(b) We have no basic figures for the years 1965-1966. For UNESCO, for example, 

:he figures for 1966 are as follows: 

ToLai expenditure 
under the programme 

1 9 6 6 

Amount expended 

SPECIAL FUND 1966 

Total amount expended 

Expenditure for programmes 

10,475,188 

15,770,432 
1，593,737 

U，176，695 

Adrainis trative 
costs 

1,088,480 

1,593,737 

Percentage 

10% 

11.2/,% 

1.6 Differences of evaluation regarding the amount which "overhead costs" 
should rsach. Studies by UNESCO and..FAO 

There are very wide discrepancies in the evaluation of the percentages which should 

>fe paid as costs of the executing agent. 

(a) On the one hand, the principles applied by fund-disbursing bodies have always 

been restrictive. 



- D e c i s i o n by the Technical Assistance Board of October 1950 (TAB/R50/Rev.l) 

"Chargeable expenditure should be limited to those direct additional and 

exclusive costs", other than those referred to in paragraph 6(ii)' below 

(i»e« salaries of the regular staff working part-time on the Expanáed 

Programme, which are not chargeable) which are incurred as a result of 

E P T A . 

- S p e c i a l Fund: "The Managing Director shall rely as far as possible on 

the existing facilities of the United Nations, the specialized agencies, 

the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Technical Assistance 

Board. .These facilities should be mads available to the Special Fund 

without charge except when clearly identifiable additional expenses are 

involved" (General Assembly resolution 12^0 (XIIÏ) of 1Д October 1958, 

part B, para.29)， ‘ 

Definite progress, largely as a result of ACABQ's studies, has been made since 

the inception of the enquiry, and in both cases towards the adoption of the overhead 
• • . ‘ ‘ •' -

cost percentages indicated in paragraphs 1.Д and 1.5 above. However, they have 

remained well below the percentages requested by certain specialized agencies, and 

certainly by the largest ones .(with the exception, apparently, of WtíO). 

(b) On the 

other hand, the estimates of the specialized agencies concerning 

the desirable optimum level reach much higher percentages. 

Studies carried out by M E S C O and FAO have led these organizations to consider 

that the administrative costs of extra-budgetary programmes should account for at 

least 20 peí* cent of the to^tal ашоштЬ of these p ro gramme s • 

For UNESCO, there is a study of 26 April 1962 (PBM Report 31) and another study 

of 10 April 196Д, carried out in respect of 1963 (BBM Report A3), the results of which 

have been summarized in. document 13 С/АШ/12 of 4 September 1964 (pages 32 et зеа). 

This study, which is already out of date, has been supplemented by a slightly 

more recent estimate (10 November 1965) which covers only Special Fund programmes 

and reaches the same conclusions, as the previous study» 



These conclusions were as follows : 

1. The administrative costs of extra-budgetary prográmeles (during the 

period covered by the survey, i.e. 1963) accounted for 20 per cent of.the r^ount 

of the programmes.^ These costs are therefore covered only to a very limited 

extent by disbursements from the Special Fund or EPTA, and the programma smst 

therefore make up the difference: in all only Л6 per cent of the costs actually 

incurred appear to have been covered by the contributions of the Special Fund and 

EPTA and the balance, namely, 54 per cent, was charged to the regular budget. 

2. Headquarters expenditure in respect of EPTA is as a whole higher than 

七hat of other p r o g r a m e s , mainly as a result of the multiplicity of details that 

have to be cleared up. 

3. This proportion of 20 per cent earmarked for the supporting costs of 

programmes seems too low to ensure the efficient planning, management and day-

to-day administration of these programmes. 

The studies carried out by FAO arrive at substantially the same 

conclusions. 

We have examined a number of these studies which appear to have been carried 

out annually from 1953 to 1966, and in particular the following documents : 

- PC 6/8/FC/7/26-62/E/217^9P ‘ 

Impact of field program on the regular program. Note by the 

Director General, 15 June 1962 

- 0 and M Survey report No. 112 

Impact of field program on regular program 196Л, November 196Л 

- 0 and M Survey Report No. 123 

Impact of field program on regular program, November 1966. 

These two series of studies were undertaken on the basis cf questionnaires 

sent to the headquarters staff of the agencies in order to determine the 

apportionment of the time spent by each professional staff member in the 

implementation of the regular programme and of various extra-budgetary programiass 

I/ For UNESCO, exactly 19.7 per cent, for FAü, 20.4 per cent in 196Л-65, 
19.Д per cent in 1966-67 for the Special Fund. 



The information thus obtained was extrapolated to the general service staff, 

and various assumptions were used for taking into account, eliminating or 

allocating various items of expenditure of secondary importance (documents and 

publications services, etc.). 

Th令se surveys were undoubtedly carried' out conscientiously; it should be 

noted, however, that they consist of estimates by professional staff members 

of how their working .time was allocated during two consecutive half-year periods 

of 1963 for UNESCO, while, for FAO,. .they are .based on tha apportionment of time 

during a typical working week regarded as representative of the. year as a 
w h o

^ '
 I n o t h e r

 words, substantial errors of judgement could have been made 

by the staff members replying to the questionnaire; no checks are possible nor 

is there any objective criterion. 

Although the problem of, supporting costs has not apparently been the. 

s.ubject of studies published by the other organizations, concern about their 

cost is reflected in the ILO's 1969,budget for example. 
A

 special appropriation entitled "United Nations Development Programme 

(Special, f\ind) Costs" of 釭50,000 thus, appears under item l7/l of this budget . 

and is acconçanied by the following comment: 

"As has. been reported to the Financial and Administrative Committee and the 

Governing Body regularly since, the inception of the ILO programme under the 

Special Rind, the amounts allocated t^ the UNDP (Special Fund) to the ILO for 

executing agency costs are substantially lcwer than the costs necessarily 

incurred by the ILO as a result of its participation in activities financed under 

the Special Fund. Apart from the absorption of work relating to the UNDP (Special 

Fund) in the activities of the departments concerned financed in conjunction with 

their p r o g r _ e s under the regular budget, the position is met principally by the 

creation of ад extra-budgetary account, financed mainly by the amounts received 

from the UNDP (Special Fund) as executing agency costs, but partly also by an 

additional cash contribution under the regular budget which is transferred to this 

account." 



XJní'ortunately,. as tiie budgot ícils to indicóte general income and, a fortiori, 

income under this item which is shown, for accounting purposes, in a special fund, 

the 工LO，s estimate of supporting costs cannot be calculated as a percentage (such 

calcul-Gions are probably possible for previous years on the basis of accounting 

docuraents which we have not yot consulted). 

Uith rcspect to the United lotions, annex II to the 1968 budget (United Nations 

purticiprition in prograiiimes of technicio.l co-operation) provides an estimate of 

supporting costs in comparison with the amounts spent by the various extra-budgetary 

fund-disbursing bodies. These figures гаге as follows: 

_ For ШЮР (technicul asaistanco, 1967) estimated expand it uro : $2,688,000 ；. 

funds received from Ш0Р: $1, 574,620 ； total of programos: $9,274,000 4 
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Д
500,000 = $11,774,000; estimated percentage of actual supporting costs:. 

22.9 per cent (United Nations + 1ЛШ0). 

一 -Fot ТМ)Р (SF) 1967， total of programmes: $18.3 million; amount received from 

Special Fund: ф2.1 million; amount actually spent : $2,323,000; shortfall： 

$223,000 ； percentage of actual supporting costs: 12.5 per cent, 

1.7 Is this an illus.qr^ prpblom
? 

Despite these discrepancies, the problem posed may, from a сortain standpoint, 

appear to be illusory. 

The establishment of a relatively high percentage to be drawn from extra-budgetaiy 

funds to cover overhead, costs is tantamount, in principle, to deciding who is to pay 

costs which are, in any evant, inevitable. 

There is no question of t-rguing thrt such costs are unnecessary but only of 

dociding whether they should be chorgùd wholly or in part to the regular budget of the 

orgciiization which implements the prograriano or whether they should be paid in full by 

the agency which, finances the progroirane ac project. 

If the percontagG adopted is zero, the full amount will be borne by the regular 

budgets ； if the percentage is equal to the sum actually expended, the wholo of theso 

costs will Ъе borne by the financing agencies. Lastly, if the apportionment of costs 

fa].^ somowhore between tbese two extremes, they oxe allocated between the two 

categories of agency. H w e v o r , tho budgets of these two categories arc obviously not 

financed exactly by the same type of income because, in tho case of the executing 

agencies, income consists of tho compulsory assessments of member States and, in tho 

case of Ш0Р, for example, of voluntary contributions. Могосжег, the member States 

in question are not exactly the same in both cases, nor is the allocation, of 

compulsory or voluntary contributions identical. 



Nevertheless, in the ce.se of the loxgest assessments or contributions, the main 

budgetary burden of the specialized agencies or extra—budgetary programmes is borne 

by the some member States. In these circumstances, a simple calculation shows that, 

in tho final： analysis,, the establishment of the percentage at 0, 10, 20 or 25 par cent 

bas a virtually,negligible effoct on the overall amount of funds made available by-

each member State to the. United Nations specialized agencies and ХЖ)Р as a whole. • 

By way of example, we made a calculation in respect of the United States 

contribution to the budget of tho UNDP Special Fund on the one hand and of UNESCO 

on the other in 1966. 

Tho facts of the problem ar.o as follovrs: 

- T o t a l amount of overboad costs paid to UNESCO by the SÎE0IAL FUND in 1966: 

$1,593,737. • 

• Total of corresponding programmes : $14,. 176,695. 

- P e r c e n t a g e actually used: 11.24 per cent. . , 

- U n i t e d States participation in the UNESCO budget : $14,392,800, or 30 per cent 

of the total regular budgets 

- U n i t e d States participation in the SPECIAL FUTO in 1966: $40,320,000 out of 

a total contribution of $98,584, 923
#
 (But the United States has specified 

thdt its participation- should not exceed 40 per cent of the'total paid Ъу all 

other governments. Wé shall therefore take the figure of 40 per cent.) 

On the basis of these data, it is easy to calculate: • 

- t h a t j as sinning overhead costs aro fixed at 0 per cent, disb\irs€3nents from the 

Special Fund vioulâ have been reduced by #1,593,737, and the regular UNESCO 

budget should have beon incroased by the some amount, 

- t h a t the United States, on this as3"umption, could have reduced the present 

amount of its contribution to the Spécial Fund by 40 per cent of this sum ond 

that a payment should have increased its compulsory contribution 切 the UNESCO 

budget by 30 por cent of the same sünu As a result, thot country xwald have 

had to contribute 10 por cent less to the total, or #159,313. 

Assuming that- ov-erfaead： costs ‘are fixed at 20 per cent; nameiy, at $2, 835,339, the 

calculation would, have -to Ъо based on the differ once* between this omcrant and actual 

participation of |1,593,737, or on $1,241,602. 



In that case, the United. States would have had to pay 10 per cent шоге than 

this sum, or $124,160
# 

Gomparod with the amount paid by the United States to the Special Fund on the 

onG hand ond to UNESCO on the other, i.o. approximately |54 million in all, the 

difference between these two assumptions (#124,000 4- 159,000 = $283,000) is about 

0,5 per cent of the total paid Ъу i 七 to the two organization s • 

Of course, these calculations have Ъоеп based on United States participation 

xliich is not only the largest but also the one for which the difference between the 

porc ont ages of participation in the budgets amounts to only 10 per cent
 # 

If the calculations had been made by countries such as France or the Soviet 

Union, tho differences would have Ъэеаа rolatively greater, because the contributions 

of those two coimtries to the Special F-uncl and UNESCO are as follows: 

Counter Spocial Fund TJNSSCO Difference 

U3SR 1/98.5. or about 1% lA-% 13% 

France 1.6/98.5 or about 1.7% 5.71%  : 略 

It is obviously to the "advantage
11

 of those t*wo НсзпЪег States that the 

percentage of overhead costs ( chargoable to IM)P) should Ъе fixed as high as possible^ 

However, the amounts in question are ridiculously small, namely, about 雜200,000 at 

most for the USSR or $50,000 for France. In view of these small differences, the 

Hembor States in question, and in a broader contoxb all Member States that aro in 

•virtually tho samo situation, would not appear to be justified in thinking that the 

fixing of overhead cost porcontages of extra-budgetary programmes could "have any-

far-reaching financial implications for thorn (tho calculations made in respect of 

other Member States reveal that the financial implications are even s mal lor thnn 

those given by way of examplo). 

1.8 The real problems 

The real problems therefore arise in other fields and these must be clearly 

identified. The mo忍t importcurb is ultimotoly that of establishing x>rhether sufficient 

resources are Ье±тщ, al located to the r.dministrcLtive costs of supporting рго̂галдпез 

to опаЪ1в these ргоетагппюз to bo properly implemented， or ether these cos-ts are 

cloorly excessive^ 



The fuM-disbursiDg nufchcsrities, whether they ore Member States or financing 

institutions, always have a n a t w a l tendency to prefer direct expenditure which is 

translated more tangibly into material achieivemexits or field activities to 

expenditure on administrative support, which they generally tend to consider excessive. 

The dispatch of nil expert to the field i
6
 something visible and moasurable, 

whereas the exponditure involved in recruiting, paying and assisting this expert, 

altbougb necessary, seems less acceptable because it increases the cost of each 

(Hcpert and therefore appears to reduce the overall effectiveness of, tho funds 

available. 

The organizations responsible for the execution of programmes point out, on 

the other hand, that "economies" in support costs often adversely affeet the 

quality and effectiveness of the programmes. The most obvious example they cite 
i s

 recruitment. Economies in.recruitment costs are dangerous if they lead .to the 

adoption of simplified methods. The, quality of the personnel recruited cannot then 

Ъе assessed with a full knowledge of the facts. Personnel can be recruited "on 

the cheap" by correspondence with extremely simplified screening based on -personal 

files. However, a more reliable method of recruiting international experts is to 

summon candidates for interview. Obviously in the case of international experts 

st;cb direct methods involve substantial travel expenses if the candidates {\Aio will 

not aocessarily be accepted) arc to meet their interviewers. 

This raises two questions: 

(a) Exactly what type of expenditure is covered by the terms "administrative 
0 0 s t s

" "programme support coéts" and. what should it comprise? 

(b) Is it possible to establish a preciso accounting system for such 

expenditure, preferably.applicable to all the organizations, to facilitate 

its control .and с oinpaxi son? 

i -
9

 Definition- of the coverage of administrative costs or support costs 

Neither in English nar in French do the terms used (administrative costs, 

support costs, etc.) give a veiy clear idea of the activities'this expenditure is 

intended to cover. The terms even seem to be used in a distinctly pejorative 

sense. ¡. ： It is therefore important to find an accurate definition. 



In this context, studies carried out by UNESCO and FAO have produced fairly 

precise lists of these activities; the lists were designed to permit meaningful 

enquiries among the staff about how they used their time and divided their activities 

between the organization
1

s regular programme and its extra-budgetary programmes. The 

descriptions of the various operational stages wore not quite the same for both 

organizations, but they were nevertheless very similar. 

UNESCO makes a distinction between 22 stages falling into three main 

categories: 

1。 Planning 

2. Supervising and servicing 

3- Termination of projects； 

whereas FAO distinguishes between 27 stages divided into four categories: 

1. Overall programming 

2. Preparation of plans of operations 

3- Administration of operational projects 

4。 Reporting、 

The lists of stages used by the two organizations are given in annexes 1 and 2. 

It will be seen from a comparison of the two lists that in both cases the following 

are included as important functions under
 ü

support costs"s 

(a) Programme formulation and preliminary negotiations with the governments 

of the countries concerned and the fund-disbursing organizations (this 

covers 5 operations grouped under the terra, "planning" by UNESCO and 1Д 

operations grouped under "overall programming and preparation of plans 

and operations
w

 by FAO)； 

(b) Recruitment of experts, or fellows ; 

(c) Purchase of equipment� 

(d) Personnel administration proper, overall financing and budgetary-

problems � 
(e) Supervision of and assistance with the preparation of reports, provision 

of documentation and technical assistance to experts¡ 

(f) Interim revision of operational plans; 

(g) Inspection of work and preparation of the final report。 



This summary of the lists of operations described by the two organizations 

shows that they involve much more important matters than administrative costs 

proper (for' example personnel administration, p a r e n t of salaries, budgetary 

implications, correspondence costs, office expenses, etc.). 

The United Nations Budget Estimates, in Annex 11^mentioned earlier, also 

contain a l±si. Backstopping for UNDP Technical Assistance, œ cording to this text, 

"includes substantive a s s i s t é e in defining the scope and objectives of. individual 

projects, in providing guidance for technical aspects of expert assignments, training 

programmes and equipment supply, ^ d in formulating final recommendations arising 

from specific projects. In addition, administrative services are provided by the 

Office of Personnel (Technical Assistance Recruitment Service), by the Office of 

the Controller in the accounting and audit fields, and by the Office of General 

Services in the areas of general administration, purchase and transportation, 

connmmications and records." 

Paragraph 12 of the same annex gives a comparable definition of the backstopping 

activities foï.Special Fund programmes..... 

Most of these functions therefore involve virtual participation in the actual 

execution of tbe programme or project. The quality and effectiveness of the 

programme or project itself depends directly on (these factors are worth recalling): 

- t h e quality of the recruitment system for experts sent to the field j... 

'
t h 3 w a

y ^
 w h i c h

 "the project itseljr is conceived and the method used and 

care taken in preparing the operational" pians� 
- adequate preparation to permit the active collaboration of the authorities 

of the country which has accepted or requested the project (therefore prior 

and sufficiently detailed negotiations); 

~
 t h e

 kind-of instructions and professional support (information, documents, 

training) given to the experts in the fieldj 

У United Nations Budget Estimates for the Financial Year 1968 and Infonnation 
•Annexes, General Assembly, twenty-second session, Supplement No. 5: (V6705) 
Ашезс II, paragraph 10, page 283 in the French text and page 267 in the 
English text. 
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- t h e supply of equipment, which is an integral part of the execution of the 

actual project j .. 

一 lastly, the care taken with the preparation of reports, especially the final 

report, 

It is therefore not merely a question of
 fi

support costs" or "administrative 

costs" of projects the essential elemen七 of which is field work, but a division of 

responsibilities between the officials working at the headquarters of the executing 

agency and the experts sent to the field。 

It is therefore important to ensure that these Responsibilities are apportioned 

correctly and, especially, that sufficient funds are allocated for such basic 

operations as expert recruitment, project formulation and operational planning. 

Ultimately, the quality, and therefore the effectiveness, of the projects themselves 

depend very largely on the kind of solution found to this problem of support cost 

calculating procedure, which on the face of it seems to be purely a matter of budgetary 

and accounting technique «, 

1 e 10 Impossibility of finding the correct solution with the information at 

present available
0 

Unfortunately it does not seem possible to arrive at a satisfactory definition of 

this division of responsibilities with the budgetary and accounting procedures at 

present in use。 

It is indeed difficult to apply to all the, specialized agencies the conclusions 

reached in studies which, although reliable, are either very old (UNESCO 1963) or 

based on subjective evaluations of the division of staff activities during one year 

(FAO) and which were in any case prepared by only two organizations. 

Another, still more important, reason is that the percentage represented by 
sî

support costs" is likely to vary considerably if the total cost of programmes entrusted 

to each organization increases substantially, and even doubles as is at present 

anticipated。 It is by no means certain that support costs vary in proportion to the 

total cost of programmes: it is, on the contrary, highly probably that some 

constituent elements of backs topping will in such circumstances involve relatively 

less expenditure, while others will cost much more, and that it will be impossible to 

estimate the total in advance • 



For example some elements may vary with the number of programmes 

or projects (the fact that programme.totals nay be doubled.does not 

necessarily mean that the•number of projects will be doubled). Others 

vary with the rnmber of experts to be sent to the field; however, the 

increase in recruitment costs, for example, could be much more than 

,• - . - . • - . • • 
proportionate to the number of experts, if only because recruitmeiit 

• • « ‘ . . . , 
itself can become much more difficult and costly if the supply of 

experts suddenly greatly exceeds the demand. 

- , ^
 ：

 < • 

• . . . . . , • ... • 

In such circumstances, if a proper solution is to be £om^à to the 

problem o£ apportioning headquarters costs and. £ield.expenditure, -га 

much more precise metliod must be applied. 
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2• CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR A SATISFACTORY SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

2,1 Relationship between accounting information and budget decisions 

' A s briefly stated in the introduction to this note, certain precise 

accounting figures providing a basis for correct budgetary decisions would 

be needed for a rational solution of the problem. 

Such comparable accounting figures are needed if these charges for 

support costs are to be correctly evaluated and provided for, mainly 

because what is involved is not a simple budgetary technique. 

The budget estimates of operational expenses in the field, when the 

project has been carefully prepared, are arrived at by a relatively simple 

calculation of the nuraber of expert/months required plus some travel e>ç»enses 

and some equipment. In the case of support costs, on the other hand, the 

various kinds of expenditure corresponding to the various operations cannot 

be easily isolated because the entire administrative apparatus is made 

available for the projects: the programming departments administer several 

projects of different origins, including those of the organizations
1

 regular 

programme, and the adininistrative and general services departments also согь 

tribute to the support of a given project: an analysis of the time spent by 

the experts belonging to all these departments is therefore needed to provide 

a basis for the estimates. This method was used in the above-mentioned 

UNESCO and FAO surveys. In such a complex operation, however, a purely 

accounting study affords no guarantee that the most economical or the most 

effective method has been used. The accounting results are indispensable, 

but they must be presented in such a way as to provide a basis for the com-

parison of methods betv/een the different organizations. 

Inasmuch as it is impossible to lay down standards unless such accounting 

figures are available, we shall consider in turn the problems involved in: 

- t h e establishment of an itemized operational accounting system 

- t h e comparative and standardized processing of the results obtained. 



. 2.2 Establishment of an itemized operational accounting system 

The objections generally expressed, particularly by organizations that 

are mainly administrative in nature, to the indroduction of cost accounting 

are usually based on the high cost compared with the slight advantages the 

system is expected to provide. 

In the present instance it does not seem to be very difficult, from a 

technical stand-point, or very costly to establish such a system, which 

would not only provide the basis for a correct solution to the problem 

under review but would also help to solve a great many other problems. 

The basic elements of such an accounting system can be seen very 

clearly from the UNESCO and FAO studies mentioned above； what is involved is: 

一 to ascertain how the staff's working time (andalso their travel 

expenses) are used, by means of a questionnaire asking each official 

to provide a breakdown of his time as between the regular programme 

and the various extra-budgetafy pragrairanes and also to indicate by 

means of a checklist the lcind of work he has been doing; 

to assign the results so obtained as a percentage of time to the total 

staff costs at headquarters. 

The advantage of such an accounting system in this instance is that it 

would show the exact cost of the various operations required for the 

implementation o£ all programmes of the same origin and, even more precisely 

the cost of each particular programme. If the questions are drawn up vith 

sufficient care and the checklist of duties is both clear and detailed, the 

questionnaire could provide a very clear picture of the work of the 

departments and a precise indication of the cost of the activities 

performed, broken down by type of operation or by programme. 
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Hence, the wealth of information thus obtained may be of use for many more 

purposes than the mere problem of calculating the total amount of support costs. 

If these questionnaires are drawn up with care and suitable mechanical data 

processing methods are used to ensure speedy results, this would be an irreplaceable 

source of information on all aspects of the work of the departments with regard to 

both cost and performance• 

The precise details of such questionnaires lie outside the scope of this note, 

but some observations can be made regarding their frequency and the principles that 

should govern their content• 

2 么 1 The questionnaires must obviously be filled in at monthly intervals. 

They must be used systematically and become part of the accepted scheme of things • 

Once the method has been explained and the usefulness of the operation clearly-

demonstrated to the persons concerned, it should not take more than a quarter of an 

hour to complete a questionnaire of this kind. The monthly interval would not, 

therefore, constitute an undue burden, and it is the only interval which would permit 

accurate replies to questions on the breakdown of the use of time. Questionnaires 

at shorter intervals would serve no purpose; on the other hand, if they were conçleted 

at quarterly or half-yearly intervals the replies might be inaccurate, as the staff 

member would be unable to recall his various activities with sufficient precision. 

However, the monthly interval does entail a processing problem； processing would 

have to be done mechanically, but the "widespread use of conçuters in the different 

organizations should help to solve this problem• 

2,2.2 The questionnaires should be formulated in such a way as to elicit 

the desired information (any information which it seems reasonable to ask for), 

according to the nature of the duties performed• 

The above-mentioned FAO and UNESCO questionnaires were of course designed to 

obtain specific information 一 the amount of supporting costs and their apportionment 

among the financing institutions • However, the authors of the questionnaire s deemed 

it necessary to define support costs precisely by drawing up a list of the relevant 

functions, and by so doing they made it possible to ask specific queations the replies 

to which provided more information than that initially sought • 



This.shows that it would be possible, without vndue complication, to 

obtain a greater amount of information if the questionnaires.are prepared 

accordingly. The above-mentioned questionnaires were designed to analyse 

the work of permanent staff responsible fpr the execution of programmes 

(Project Officers, Department Heads). They were of course less suitable 

for staff performing general administrative duties (budget, supervision, 
g e n e r a l s e r v i C e s

' conferences, documentation etc.). This explains why 

certain particular methods had to be adopted, for example； for the documents 

services. ^ the UNESCO report, -for example, it was decided to increase the 

time spent by staff of the documents and publications service on the regular 

programme by 25 per cent and to reduce accordingly the time spent on the 

other programmes, i order to correct the replies to the questionnaires by 

officials who constituted only a part of the total staff.) 

Consequently, the kinds of information that can be. aslced for in r e l a t i f 

to the duties performed should be defined more precisely; this would 

undoubtedly make it possible to obtain a clearer idea of the output of 

certain services. Hence, one of the questions could be concerned with a 

q 1 í a n t a t Í V e e V a l U a t l o n o f t h e

 of each staff member, though ad
m
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 information involves serious difficulties of interpretation 
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 ^ s l a t e d in the case of translators, number of
:

 letters 

written, contracts or agreements concluded, inspections made, etc,-- in 

short, the number of significant units of activity of the staff member 

concerned). 

The questionnaire might possibly have one part which would be the same 

for all staff members, whatever their functions, and another part varying 

a C C O r d Í n g t 0 t h e n a t U r e o £ t h e

 performed (for programming department 

staff, administrative or general services staff, experts in the field etc.) 
‘ * / * 

2.2,3 It is necessary to make an exhaustive list.for the itemization of 

the duties Performed. We would merely point out that in the annexed list, 

and the recapitulation in paragraph 1.9 above no mention is made 。f research 
W O r 3 C О Г t h S t r a i n i n g 0 £ e x
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s， t h a t administrative duties are not descrlbel 

in detail, etc. This question will be gone into more thoroughly in 

paragraph 2.3.3 below. 



2. 2.4 Lastly, it should be borne in mind - and .this is of fundamental 

importance - that such an itemized accounting system is not an end in 

itself; it is useful only if it provides a means of obtaining the informa-

tion n^ aded for constant improvement of the methods used both for reducing 

costs and for increasing performance.. 

Such information ca.n be obtained only if the зпеthods used are the same 

for all the organizations of the United Nations family. 

2. 3 Common., methods of preparation and processing 

This subject calls for some comments. 

3.1 In the first place it is necessary to arrive at a common method 

of preparing questionnaires. If consideration is limited to the problem of 

"support costs", .the examples given above and tlie accompanying comments go 

to show that it should be an easy matter to develop such a
:

 common method. 

It is also necessary to lay dowi the proceedure for arriving at this 

result: decision in principle to establish an itemized operational 

accounting system and to develop a common method; appointment of specialists 

to take charge of the work involved in each organization; meetings between 

those specialists to exchange views and proposals, etc, 

2- 3. 2 One specific difficulty should be mentioned in this connexion; 

while an itemized operational accounting system is essential to the soluticn 
o £ t h

e "support costs" problem, it is also of use for other purposes (as 

indicated in paragraph 2.2.2 above). This be in g so, the task of devising a 

method for the preparation of questionnaires depends on the objectives aimed 

at in cost accounting: analysis of the activities peculiar to each 

organization, qualitative measurements of work done, timing of certain cycles 

pf administrative operations, calculation of costs and output of certain 

types o£ operations, definition of ratios, etc. 

It is therefore essential that each organization should. clearXy state 

its views on this subject and that accurate dossiers should be compiled on 

this point even before any discussion between specialists takes place. 



2.3.3 At all events, at least so far as "support costs
11

 are concerned, 

the breakdown should be made, as already indicated in paragraph 2.2.3 above, 

in such a way as to cover all the operations entailed. 

There will be a great deal of work to be done in order to arrive at a 

uniform list for all the organizations. For example, the UNESCO and FAO 

lists annexed to this note do not include the following categories: 

Preliminary research necessary to develop working principles 

for use in relation to programmes; 

Training of experts. 

Nevertheless, these two types of activity are in fact carried on, either 

in research institutes closely associated with the organizations, or within 

the organizations themselves. The use of itemized accounting to determine 

the amount cf expenditure on these two types of activity, and to ascertain 

how far it is adequate and how far it permits an. improvement in programme 

effectiveness, is a heavy task, but the clarity of this accounting system 

would make it easier to perform. 

It would also be worth while to analyse how programmes are dravn up and 

negotiated both with UNDP, or any other disbursing body, and with the 

Governments of the countries concerned. The description of the operations 

given in the UNESCO and FAO lists (for UNESCO, for example, cf. annex I, 

first five items) seems to indicate-that the triangular relationship 

"participating organization 一 UNDP - country concerned
11

 does not always have 

the benefit of a prior overall analysis which would probably make it easier 

to draw up- the programme and would provide some indication of its degree of 

urgency in relation to the needs of the country concerned. Here an 

additional function comes into the picture: that of prior overall analysis, 

for which it would probably be of great value to make a special appropriation. 

In other words, a satisfactory brea3cdo\m of support costs, if agreed to 

and adopted by all the organizations, would enable them to take full 

advantage of the itemized accounting system, Ic would probably be vise to 

proceed by successive approximations in order to arrive at a really appro-

priate breakdown. 



2.3.4 It is also necessary to develop a net hod of processing the 

accounting figures: in particular, to determine which authorities or . 

services should be responsible for gathering the figures and male ing the 

necessary comparisons； and then to arrange meetings between specialists in 

order to draw conclusions from those comparisons. If, for example, the 

cost o£ recruiting experts was found to vary widely from organization to 

organization, it would be desirable to investigate the reasons for the 

differences, invite the various organizations
1

 specialists to discuss theiri 

and then, after due consideration, find what seemed to be the best method 

for general adoption, and estimate its cost: in other words, determine the 

rational level ci： expenditure appropriate to that type of activity. 

The same procedure would be applied to the other items of expenditure. 

The existing services of the various organizations could no doubt be 

entri^sted v/i l)i some of the overall comparative studies, but a centralizing 

and ±-nit±¿\tinc： service is needed as well. It would be worthwhile to con-

sider whether ACC has any secretariat unit that shp\ild undertake investiga-

tions of thi s Iciiid. 

2.4 SJnmd^arcl definition of desirable expenditure 

Ultima tel/ this type of information could be used as the basis for a 

standard définition of desirable expenditure: that is to say, a rational 

budgetary definition c£ support costs. 

It is clear that the ultimate aim is to arrive at a reasoned decision on 

the amount that should rationally be spent in order to ensure that programmes 

yield the best results at the lowest cost. In the last analysis the sole 

purpose оГ all this preliminary accounting v/orlc is to provide as much 

information as possible for those responsible for taking budgetary décisions, 

whether these aro specialized secretariat departments or the assemblies which 

vote on the budget сstimates. 

It is ncccssary to obtain a clear idea not only of the a c t m l costs 

incurred but also of what costs would be appropriate and desirable. It is 



reasonable to think that this would improve the efficiency of the organiz-

ations themselves and would make it easier to reduce, once and for all, the 

existing differences cf opinion between the financing institutions and the 

participating organizations on the subject of support costs. It is 

probable, however, that such a system would shed light in a fairly large 

n u h l b e r o f o t h e r a r e a s

， P r o v i d e d that the itemized accounting system was 

designed to help in the measurement of cost and efficiency in general. 

Nevertheless, the following points must bo stressed: 

“
N o r e a l

 Purpose will be served by organizing such a system 

unless it affords a means of malcing' valid comparisons; 

“Comparisons will be possible only if the working principles 

of the system are the same for all the organizations 

(presentation and frequency of questionnaires, list of 

.operations analysed, etc.); 

*
 T o t h c e x t e n t t h a t

 ^е system depends for its operation on 
t h e a v a i

l a b i l i t y of exact accounting figures and makes for 

the rationalization of budgeting methods, it seems clear that 

the organization of an itemized accounting system cannot well be 

dissociated from the standardization of budgetary and accounting 

presentations, which is the subject of note B. 



3. PROVISIONAL CONCLUSION 

\Je shall confine ourselves here to a rapid suromary of the main ideas put 

forward in this note, so as to malee it easier to understand the attached 

que st ionnaire. 

3.1 The problem of calculating the support costs of extra-budgetary 

programmes would be of. relatively minor importance if the purpose was to 

determine whether those costs should be borne in full or in part by the 

organizations administering the funds or by the executing organizations. 

In reality, however, these support costs represent payments for 

functions essential to the proper execution of the programmes; it is there-

fore important to know what budgetary appropriations should be made for •tiiem. 

In the studies made on the siibject by two organizations, these costs are 

estimated to total 20 per cent of the cost of the programmes - a proportion 

appreciably higher than the current UNDP assumption. 

Moreover the organizations in question consider such a proportion insuf-

ficient to ensure that the requisite functions are properly performed. 

These studies bear all the hallmarks of reliability; unfortunately they 

refer to only two organizations. They are based on evaluations which would 

benefit from greater precision, and cannot be used to calculate the varia-

tions which might result froin a massive (and foreseen) increase in the 

financial scale of extra-budgetary programmes. 

For that reason it does not appear possible, with the data at present 

available, to propose a solution to this problem. 

3. 2 The only satisfactory answer would be a cost-accounting system kept 

by uniform methods in all the organizations. 

The establishment of such a system 'does not appear to present insuperable 

difficulties, particularly from the standpoint of cost, and it would be of 

great service far beyond the scope of the support costs problem. 



However, in order to organize such a system it would first of all be 

necessary to adopt common methods of drawing up and processing 

questionnaires. 

The essential result would be that comparisons could be used to arrive 

at an accurate determination of desirable expenditure: in other \jords, to 

malee a decided improvement in methods of budgeting. 

It seems clear, therefore, that the question is bound up with the 

standardization of budgetary and accounting presentations, which is the 

subject of note B. 

Maurice• Bertrand 



А1ШЕХ _ I 

Лх-tra Budgetary Programmes 

Steps in planning, supervising and servicing of extra-budgetary 

programmes 

Below listed, the main steps in the plannincf, supervising and 

servicing of extra-budgetary programmes which are paid for by Head-

quarters costs, 

A. Planning 

1. Assist governments in drawing up requests for technical assistance 

2. Review and evaluate requests received from governments. 

3. Prepare general plans for meeting requests for assistance and 

negotiate with governments and extra-budgetary agencies. 

4. Draw up detailed plans of operation and negotiate with government 

and extra-budgetary agency. 

5. Obtain final approval of government and extra-budgetary agency 

for implementation of project. 

B. Supervision and servicing 

Recruit and brief experts, including réplacements for departing 

experts (clear candidatures with governments - usually three 

qualified experts suggested for each expert post). 

7 • Draw up equipment specifications and purchase equipment. 

8. Select fellows and arrange for study abroad. 

Personnel administration of experts (allowances, leave, housing, 

family problems, medical benefits, special pension arrangements, 

travel, visas, etc.). 

10• Financial administration (obligate and pay in some 60 currencies 

experts
1

 salaries and allowances, fellowship costs, equipment 

costs and miscellaneous expenses 一 maintain project accounts). 

11. Budgetary administration. Continuous review of obligations and 

expenditure to ensure that funds are adequate to carry out plans. 

Revise estimates as necessary in consultation v/ith governments and 

extra-budgetary agencies. Transfer fund s as necessary between 

items of expenditure and/or projects. 



13. 

Ur 

15. 

X6. 

17. 

18. 
19. 

Follow-up on eqiiipro©nt purdhases to ensure delivery and make 

insurance, ..plaims. Keep inventory of equipjaent. Difipoâ« of . 
• • •• - •• > « . i . »*"# . . . . . . > ‘ ¿ . . ’ : • ： ‘ Г. * ‘ • «Г • *. • С *r '• â'V • .«Л * (Г

1

 » * ‘. "is. * Л 

equipment no longer required
л 

Service fellow in coimtry of studvj stipend, special problems, 
• . ‘ V ―‘ ... 二О X* -；• ‘ • .- A'.J . . 、 

curriculum changes, etc. 

Revise project plans as necessary in light： of experience» .. 

Pec^iv.e and use government counterpart cor>tribution. 

Receive reports from proj ects j； analyze j add information 

and submit to Extra-budgetary agency and include information：, 

in reports to Unesco governing bodies. ？. ！
f
 : 

Provide technical guidance and documentation for exparts • _.、 

On-the-spot inspection of projects. . 

Negotiate with gpverruaents on problems of project- implementation» 

Termination of Projects 

20• In consultation with governments and 

ensure that benefits of project will 

•termination. • • ..、 •“ *:....:: 

21• Dispose of equipment, 

22. Prepare -final report. 

Extra-budgetary agencies 

continue after its 



A. OVERALL PROGRAMMING 

Formulation, evaluation^ coordination of overall programmes 

Programme-wMe administra (policies, procedures, coordination) 

Negotiations with TAB, UNSF, UNICEF, or Trust.Funds
!

 sponsors 

Assistance to Governments in the preparation of requests 

Exploratory approaches and negotiations 

Preparatory exploration of project proposals 

Reviewing, evaluating^ costing project proposals 

Participation in meetings, coimnlttees, etc. on the above 

Consultations with other agencies, with education and research orgs. 

Reporting to PAO Governing bodies . • .• . :、•: ,.,:•
 ;

-：'. 

OTHER (specify)2 

В., PREPARATION OF PLANS OF OPERATION . 

Development of Plans of Operation 

Plans of studies (fellows) 

Preparation of internal project budgets 

Negotiating Plan-Ops with governments and with 

Participation in meetings, committees, etc. on 

OTHER (specify)s 

UNSF, TAB, etc. 

the above 

C. ADMINISTRATION OF OPERATIONAL PROJECTS 

Overall administrative and technical supervision of projects, 

Training Centres, Fellowship, etc. 

Finding, recruiting, briefing Project personnel, Fellows, etc» 

Servicing of project personnel, Fellows, etc. i n d . corres p., 

review of reports, backstopping, tech, guidance, admin, servicing 

Procurement of equipment
?
 supplies, facilities 

ANNEX II 

FAO - Extra^Budgetarv Programes 

DISTRIBUTION OF, TIME BY. TYPE OF-FUNCTIONS AND, BY'FIELD PROGRAMMES 
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5. Assessment of progress, review and adjustment of Plan-Ops 

6. Negotiation of contracts, special service agreements, etc. 

7. Assistance for and review of Expert's final reports 

8. Other administrative tasks related to projects in operation 

(Personnel, Accounting, Statistics, etc.) 

9« Participation in meetings, committees, etc. on the above 

X. OTHER (specify) 

D. REPORTING 

1. Periodic evaluation report on progress of operations, status 

oí projects, to Ще gponsoyifíg Fund 

2. Financial and budgetary accounting 

3. Correspondencej discussions on this subject 

Д. Participation in meetings, committees
9
 etc. on the above 

X. OTHER (specify) 



JIU/REP/69/2 

A N N E X 2 

Summary analysis of answers given by organization secretariats 

(by question and by organization) 



A«l« What rate should, in your opinion, be adopted 
support costs paid by UNDP, in order to covet 
at present incurred by your organization、？ 

for calculating the 
completely the expenses 

PyESCQ . 20 per cent. 

• • 、 

FJ\0 See A.2. 
,, • * • ' • �.j • . . 

WHO See A.2. 

I^jO (answers A.l. amd A.2.) 

The answer depends largely on the definition of "support 
costs". 

Recent survey shows that these costs exceed the repayment. 

Preliminary survey : 30 per cent for UNDP SF and TA (not 
including telephone, housing, ©tc.). 

More detailed survey in progress• 

According to the preliminary survey, support costs are made up 
as follows : 

-Project planning and prospecting … “ … … 1 9 per cent 
-Technical and supporting services .“ 30.3 per cent 
-Administrative support 50.7 per cent 

100.0 per cent 

][yu No minimum rate has been calculated. 

The Secretary-General has t?een.invited (resolution No.30 of the 
Plenipotentiary Conference) to study the problem. 

Study document 3723 GA 23 attached hereto. 

... .. . • .. ！ j- < 

Further study requested : document 3792 CA 23 attached hereto. 

Question re-examined in May 1969-
• • « . . •. 

Ш0 No studies on UNESCO or FAO lines undertaken. 

VP r>pr cpnt may Ъе ccaisidered reasonable. 



No suggestions 一 barely a, year's experience of technical assis-
tance projects. 

Merely think that, for small organizations, a higher rate would be 
warranted for the initial years of technical assistance activity. 

A valid comparison of support costs and programme costs 'ban be made 
only for 1967 and 1968. 

Rate : 26.1 per cent = $2Al,A30/$925,000.‘ 

For the reasons given below, it is difficult to fix UNDP's 
contributions to administrative costs on the basis of a percentage 
of total project costs : 

- t h e work to be done by the organizers is not proportional 
to the total volume of projects; 

- t h e administrative costs of a project are not proportional 
to the amount of the project; 

- t h e payment made for the preparation of a Special Fund 
project seems inadequate and arrives too late. 

In order to determine a valid rate which would completely cover 
the expenses incurred by the departments supporting the UNDP 
programmes, the following would be needed : 

... - a clear definition of those expenses which can be 
... classified as support costs for repayment purposes; 

- t h e institution of an accounting system to supply the data 
for calculation； 

- t h e minimum prerequisite for a valid accounting system 
is that all staff of the supporting departments 
(including managerial and supervisory staff) should keep 
a continuous record showing how their working time is 
spent. In addition, all travel and general services 
utilized must be recorded in great detail. Such a 
system would not merely be difficult to maintain; its results 
would be scarcely commensurate with the energy, effort 
and time expended on them. Furthermore such a system 
would be incompatible with the notions of "integration 
with the organization

1

s normal activities", "fullest use 
of existing facilities" and "clearly identifiable 
additional costs" embodied in the legislative texts 
governing the UNDP programmes. The information annexes 
to the 1969 budget give details of the identifiable 
additional costs : the rate thus

_

caíü'tllated. is 12.Д 
per cent. 



A.2. Indication 
than those 

of the bases adopted for this 
referred to in this note) 

estimate (documents other 

The studies mentioned in note A + experience of negotiations 
with fellow-contracting parties to UNDP projects show that 
the equivalent support costs are far in excess of 20 per cent. 

FAO No documents other than the studies cited - results tabulated 
.in the Programme and Budget. 

WHO . No study. We have alwáys thought that the amounts paid vero 
insufficient to cover all the costs. See general observations 
2.5.1., 2,5.2., 2.5.Л. (proposal for including support co3ts 
in regular budgets)• 

UNESCO :: 

ILO 

Ш 

Ш 

See 

See A.l 

WMO uses the available funds to maintain a Technical Co-
operation Department which deals with virtually all aspects 
of activities financed by UNDP and whose entire staff work 
full-time on UNDP activities. 

Strength and recruitment are barely sufficient, and the whole 
system works only because ； 

• the drawings on overheads exceed what would be a 
reasonable (proportional) allocation from these funds 
(if Special Fund projects stopped, WMO would be in 
difficulties)； ^ “ 

- t h e flexibility clause for small agencies is resorted 
to almost every yearj 

• some of the support costs are covered by the regular 
budget; 

- T h e technical Co-operation Department is supplied with 
many administrative services (heating, cleaning, etc,) 
by the Organization. 



IMCO See A.l. 

i 

UPU Estimate for 1967-1968 appears in table CE/C12/Document 13, 
annex 2 (attached hereto). 

Similar calculation for 1969 has been made on new basis set 
forth in document GE 1968 Doc. ДЫ1, 2nd table on page 20 
(see letter of 々 October). 

UN See A.l. 



A.3. If the total amount of the extra-budgetary programmes was substantially 
increased (for example doubled), do you think that the percentage of 
the real support costs would : 

- r e m a i n unchanged ？ 
-diminish ？ . 
-increase ？ 

UNESCO The percentage might perhaps diminish slightly。 

22.5 per cent would be the right percentage to improve the 
quality of projects today. 

If the number of projects was doubled, the percentage might 

come to 19 nr 20 per cent. 

FAO (A.3. and А.Д.) 

The aggregate percentage would diminish (as a result of 
the improvement of systems, etc.) (although some items, 
such as the ccst cf recruitment, tend to increase). 

WHO (A.3. and А.Л.) 

In our experience, the percentage of administrative service 
costs (as we define them) tends to diminish slightly as 
the regular budget and other sources of available funds 
increase. 

Here are the figures for 1959, 1963 and 1969 : 

1959 12^2 

Regular budget 9.77 7.53 6.18 

All sources of 
funds 6.07 5.30 3.7厶 

The introduction of new organization techniques might tend 
to reduce the percentage of aggregate costs if budgetary-
programmes increased. However, any such reduction might 
be obstructed or even reversed if no improvement was made 
in the complicated and detailed procedures applied by UNDP 
to participating and executing organizations. 

The ever-growing requirements imposed by the organizations 
with a view to co-ordination constitute another factor 
making for an increase. 



工n addition to administrative 
(operational servicing costs) 
in the general observations. 

costs, there are other expenses 
which are covered - and described 

(A.3. and А.Д.) 

The scale of the programme is not the only factor to be 
considered. 

Other factors i 

-proportion of total programine represented by the various 
technical components (manpower planning and training, 
etc.)； • 

-geographical distribution of programmes; 

size and duration of each project. 

If the value was doubled without any change in existing compo-
sition, the answer would probably be a diminution. But the 
only way to give an answer would be to make accurate calculations 
covering : 

-delimitation of fields of activity in which doubling 
the programme would advance matters to a stage at which 
project management could be broadly decentralized; 

determination cf the type of projects for which it would, 
become difficult to recruit experts if their number 
was doubled！ 

-determination of the length of time required to bring 
the programmo up to its new level. 

But if changes were made in the nature of activities or in the 
geographical area they covered, there would be too many 
variables for any valid forecasting; this means, not that 
forecasting is impossible, but that it would be necessary 
to know in sufficient detail how the prograinine was to expand. 

Consider that the real amount would remain constant in 
percentage terms.. 

Doubling the prcgra-WiGS would probably involve a 60 per cent 
increase. 

It is difficult to answer. 



In view of the modest existing level of UPU support costs 
it seems probable that the percentage of real support costs 
would diminish. Although it is difficult to make an estimate, 
it may be thought that doubling the programmes would 
produce a support-costs figure of 20 per cent. 

This is difficult to predict. 



A.2+.. Indication of the calculations or documents on which that estimate is 
based. 

UKESCO Sum.of the Organization
1

s experience, not specific calculations. 

FAO See A.3. 
II 4 一 

WHO See A.3. 

ILO See A.3. 

ITU No comment. 

MMO Answers based on rough estimates. 

IMCO See A.3. 

UPU See A.3. 

UN See A.3. 



A.5. In your opinion, do the "counterparts" charged to the Governments 
of the countries in which projects are executed add to the support 
costs of programmes ？ If so, for what reasons and in what 
proportl〇ns ？ 

UNESCO Not only the counterparts, but the Government
f

 s whole 
contributions, involve work which is chargeable against 
support costs (planning, co-ordination, servicing, 
drafting, revision of projects, etc.)

e 

Cannot be expressed as a percentage of the Government
?

 s 
contribution because that contribution varies in character 
from project to project. But there is no doubt that they 
add to support costs because they increase the size of 
projects. Thus a project for which there is no Govprnmeirt 
contribution is far simpler to manage than characteristic 
Special Fund projects，in which the Government

?

s contribu-
tion is double that of UNDP. 

The Government-financed components of projects involve 
the longest delays and most frequently require action by-
UNESCO. “

 P 

FAO The organization and direction of counterpart activities 
certainly affect the work of FAO personnel, but this 
factor has not been considered separately in the studies 
made • 

WHO We think the effect is negligible, but no study has been 
made. 

ILO It is not entirely clear what is meant by "counterparts
If

; 

- i f this term refers to the staff supplied, the bulk 
of the work falls to the project manager unless the 
local Government has great difficulty in supplying such 
personnel (in which case only the central departments are 
affected)； 

- i f it refers to the Government
T

 s budgetary contribution 
as a whole, it is ILO policy not to take responsibility 
for the administration of such projects. The amount 
of work involved in refining these budgets and sending 
reports tc UNDP is not very great. 



No comments. 

WHO experience dees not indicate that counterparts add 
to support costs. 

Not enough experience to answer this question. 

Local expenses paid in cash by the recipient country 
neither simplify nor complicate the work of UPU (it is 
merely a matter of supplying a few statistics to UNDP). 

A slight increase in the work-load -
9
 but the increase 

in costs is insignificant. 



results to be expected would net be commensurate with 
cost. 

We think it is possible. 

Whether it is desirable depends on how the cost cf such a 
system compares with its performance. 

We think it vould take a very long time to set up a common 
system and that maintaining the machinery would involve a 
great deal of time and expense. 

The alternative solution which we propose should bring down 
aggrc^gttto costs and make for an increase in the resóurces 
available for programme activities. 

Introduction seems feasible. However, would the expected 
advantages be sufficient to offset the additional expense 
and complications ？ 

WHO 

ITU 

ILO A system such as that preposed in note A is certainly 
possible. Whether it is desirable depends on its costs 
as compared with its performance (see A.8.)• 

It might have, in particular, the following advantages î 

A
t
6, Does itemized accounting machinery such as that proposed in this 

note seem tc yu possible and desirable ？ 

UNESCO UNESCO wolcomes this proposal and considers that 
advantages tc be gained from such a system would 
the problem of calculating support costs. It would be 
useful way for the Director-General to ascertain the 
productivity cf the Secretariat. 

the 
far outweigh 

a 

m FAO considers that such a system might be expensive and time-
wasting. Would the results be worth the effort ？ In any 
case, the results would depend on the individual judgement 
of those responsible for operating the system. 

The 
the 

that of indicating the exact spots where methods 
and procedures needed more thorough study; 



- t h a t of producing results which could be used for 
several specialized agencies and, thereafter, 
providing a clearer basis on which to examine 
agencies' proposals ccncerning tho financing of 
support costs. 

On the other hand, the results are cf necessity partly 
arbitrary and subject tc considerable margins of error. 
It is not certain that : 

- r e s u l t s of ccmparable value cannot be obtained by-
making periodic surveys； 

一 a standardized system unifc;rnily applied would be 
better than individual systems which take into 
account the structures and ether characteristics 
peculiar to each agency. 

Certainly possible; and
5
 since WM〇 uses a non-integrated 

system, applying the itemized accounting system should be 
a relatively simple matter. 

From the practical standpoint it is doubtful that such a 
system is desirable fcr such a small organization as WMO. 

Such a system would be too difficult for IMCO tc apply. 
We aro net equipped to dc this properly. 

Such machinery does net seem very) suitable for UPU. 

工七 is very doubtful that a ccst油accounting system can be 
applied with sufficient accuracy to determine the real cost 

This is a matter
5
 nc:t of procedure，but cf accuracy in the 

method cf describing the time spent Ъу
к
 personnel on the 

extra-budgetary pregrагпшэs (review of monthly time sheets 
by supervisors, punching and verificaticn, computer and 
computer programming) • 



A.7. Has your organization such a system already, or have experiments' 
been made ？ 

UNESCO Yes .. 

FAO No. The only existing system is that described in note A. 

WHO No. No experiments - see A.12. 

ILO No. 

ITU No. 

WMQ No. Our previous answers are based solely on estimation. 

IMCO See A.6. 

UPU No for support costs; yes for translation services (based 
on the váL ue of pages translated) and certain publications 
(based inter alia cn time spent by reproduction services). 

UN The United Nations has no automated system of costing, but 
has an automated system of payroll-, and general accounting. 



A.3. What is your estimate of the cost of setting up such a system 
(staff， equipment and costs) ？ 

UNESCO An additional outlay cn staff » one professional and three 
General Service posts - but this investment would yield 
savings far in excess cf the cost of the nev posts; the 
system could be put into rperation six months after the 
appointment of the staff in question and, of course, 
after the installation cf a computer. 

FAO There are too many unknowns for us to give a satisfactory 
answer. The answer would depend cn how complicated the 
system was, how often inter-agency meetings tock place, 
and how accurately the results were applied to 
organization and budgeting. . 

WHO In order to answer such a question it would be necessary to 
make a detailed study of the wcrk involved : 

~ preparations for introducing such a system ； . 
-collection of data when the system was established; 
-processing of results. 

It is impossible to undertake such a study new. 

ILO It №uld seem premature to attempt to estimate the cost 
of a system which still lacks sufficient definition. The 
cost would depend largely on how tho existing account. 
structure cf the organization had to be changed to suit 
the system. The most drastic changes would affect the 
EDP system. It weald certainly not be desirable to super-
impose cn the existing accounting system a separate new 
system of costing. 

ITU Difficult to make an estimate at this stage of the study. 

УМО No estimate can be made. 

IMCO See answer A.6. 



Ш1 UPÏÏ is unable to estimate the cost of such a system, 
inter alia because this organization has no computer. 

皿
 I n

 the absence of specific criteria, no estimate 6an be made 



A.9. If such machinery should seem cumber some, 
v
 , are there, in your opini' rij 

any means of simplifying it (for example by a sampling method) ？ 

UNESCO The system could, not be applibel tc. the Organizcition' s 
activities

2
 but only to these activities which are measurable. 

FAO Yes to the sampling method^ which is what FAO uses now and 
which can be refined to produce more detailed results. 

WHO If the aim is to produce an accurate calculation of support 
costs，we do not think there is any means of simplifying 
the proposed system. 

The sampling method (ôuch as the FAO system which is oriticisai 
in the note) would not be sufficiently accurate. 

The system would be cumber some, and the time required for 
staff to fill in the questionnaire (l/Д hour) seems to have 
been under estimât ed* In order to obtain siifficient 
accuracy

5
 every staff member would have to record his 

activities in detail every day (especially at WHO). 

Although we do not recommend this method
5
 it would be 

‘possible to take a "sample" covering a full year and to 
revi se it^ say, every five years. 

ILO See A
e
6 . et sea• 

ITU The itemized operational accounting system might be replaced 
by statistics or by a cost distribution table conveying 
practically the same information. 

WMO As already indicated, the system might be applied to a single 
agency for a trial period; this would throw a good deal of 
light on the subject• 

IMCO See A.6. 



Ш1 Question does not arise at present owing to the UPÜ system 
of organization. 

M Reservations were made in the preceding paragraph with regard 
to the method of working out time spent5 a sampling method, 
for the very reason that it is simpler, is subject to greater 
limitations (the degree of attention paid to supporting 
activities varies from one staff member and one organization 
to another). 



A. 10 Have you a computer with which the results of such accounting can be 
quickly processed ？ (State make and type). 

UNESCO No, not yet. The Organization hopes to have a computer 
(工CL 1902 A) by the second half of 1970. 」 

FAO Punched cards at present. A computer is planned for 1970, 
but- the question of the cost of the system will have to be 
examined. The compter is to be a Minneapolis Honeywell No. 1250. 

WHO WHO has a computer which could do the work for the other 
organizations• (Cf. annex 8, Description of the computer and 
its applications). 

ILO Yes s IBM 14Л0 (to be replaced by an IBM 3б0~3〇 in March 1969) 

ITU A UNI VAC 1050 is used for 
time : 270 hours a month, 
by staggering the working 

technical work. Present utilization 
Additional work could be undertaken 

hours of the staff. 

WMO No. 

IMCO See A.6. 

UPU No. 

Ш Yes s an IBM 7〇4Л and an IBM 360-30; about 20 per cent of their 
working time is spent on accounting. Use of the computer 
presents no problems^ but we foresee serious difficulty in 
obtaining prompt, full and accurate information on the use 
made of their time by the staff concerned. 



A. 11. Are there, in your opinion, other means of arriving at a correct 
calculation of support costs ？‘ 

UNESCO Yes : work measurement system. 

FAO Even the system proposed would not produce correct results, 
All that can be aimed at is to obtain the best possible 
approximations (perhaps through more frequent reporting) 

WHO There is no other method of arriving at a correct 
calculation• See alternative solution proposed in general 
observations. 

ILO The ILO is in process of preparing index numbers of 
volume of work for reasonably homogeneous working teams, 
in order to detect changes in the ”ork-load and to ascertain 
the needs of the various departments. Wherever possible, 
these index numbers of volume of work are to be defined in 
the light of a study in depth of a particular adminiEtrative 
sector. In addition, the equipment for use in this • •‘ ••； 
is being assembled. These data may prove very useful in 
determining the support costs of technical co-operation 
projects and extra-budgetary programmes. M y informaticn 
desired concerning sectors not covered by ':.his arrangement 
could probably be gathered through .yestionnalres siniilar 
to that used in the recent ILO survey. 

One of the most important considerations would be to 
determine the value to be attached to different degrees ox" 
precision. 

UN No. 



A.12, If* an itemized operational 
purposes ought it to serve 
support costs (paras.2.2.2 

accounting system is developed, what 
in addition to the calculation of 
and 2 . 3 • 2 • ) ？ 

UNESCO Wider purposes specified in A.6, above< 

PAO Such a system should be limited to the calculation of . 
support costs. It could not be applied tc the administrative 
problem peculiar to FAO or those coirmion to the various 
organizations (comment on this last point s there are too 
many differences between organizations) • 

WHO We find the suggestions made with regard to the by-products ‘ 
of such a system very interesting s a sufficiently detailed 
questionnaire to provide the organizations with a 
quantitative appraisal of the work of the staff； with 
information on the performance of particular departments; 
and, if the questionnaire was common to the various 
organizations, with an opportunity to compare performances. 
The various administrative units of WHO keep current 
statistics on the volume of work, from which it nay be 
possible to calculate the efficiency of certain departmerrts。 
Reports are prepared and transmitted through the chain of 
command. The Organization is now considering the possibility 
of modifying the form of these reports and introducing a 
different method called "management by objective" (on the 
same lines as the PPBS concept)• 

This illustrates the possibility of obtaining information of 
the type indicated in the note as an important by-product• 

ILO Any work done on the calculation of costs must supply the 
information needed for the preparation and supervision of the 
工L〇 programme. 

ITU It does not seem economic to introduce such a system 
solely for the calculation of support costs. If such 
an accounting system wcs introduced in ITÜ, it would have 
to supply a good deal more information. 



In the existing circumstances, the system would not serve 
any other purpose. 

If the system was applied to the WMO Secretariat (and not 
merely to those departments which deal with UNDP), it would 
provide useful information, for it would show the exact 
distribution of effort between the various activities to be 
studied• 

See A.6. 

These purposes seem to be more concerned with the breakdown 
of the budget by activities (programmes) than with the 
methods of execution adopted. 

The cost-accounting system might form part of an overall 
accounting system which would supply informati on analyses 
with a‘ minimum of duplication of effort. Such a system might 
afford a basis on which to evaluate support costs. It might 
also afford : 、 

- A comparison between anticipated and actual expenditure 
for each accounting period ； 

-information on the total time spent by the staff in 
carrying out the work， according to the classification 
of projects shown in the monthly time sheet. 

It might also be used to modernize job classifications and 
to revise the utilization of staff• 

However, it would seem that only a small proportion of this 
body of information could be used for these purposes, and 
that any purpose of this nature could be more easily served 
by specialized studies. 



A.13. Do you consider it feasible to draw up a coirjrion questionnaire and 
to develop сошюп methods of processing (paras.2,2.2. ̂  2 Л and 
2.3.5.) ？ 

UNESCO Yes
5
 but with due regard for differences between organi-

zations and between functions. 

FAO It is fea'sible but would be expensive and time-wasting. 
Should be an annual exercise only. 

WHO It is feasible but, as already stated
3 

time -con siimi ng and expensive. 
would be far too 

ILO See A.6. 

The feasibility of common methods cannot be established 
until they have been tried. Standardization would be 
difficult to achieve. One important point to be cleared 
up is whether a standardized system would not be too rigid 
and difficult to adapt to changes in structure.. 

ITU A comparison between organizations might be instructive 
and might supply useful information. However

9
 it wcoid mean 

nothing unless the basis of comparison was the same in 
the various organizations. It would therefore be 
desirable to draw up a common questionnaire and to develop 
common-methods of processing. 

WMO Yes; such a system, applied generally^ would be of little 
váL ue unless common methods were used. 

IMCO See A.6, 

UPU In the present circumstances, no. 

UN It is feasible to have common questionnaires and to 
develop common methods of processing, but we do not 
believe that a cost-accounting system would be worth 
while or that a monthly questionnaire could be drawn up 
in sufficient detail. The method of processing is a 
purbly technical matter. 



А.1Л. Are you now in a position to propose the type of breaJcdowns you 
would consider desirable for support costs (para.2.3.4.) ？ 

Щ И The UNESCO list is annexed to note A, The items me^tior^d 
in paragraph 2.3.3. of the noto might be added

k
 Tho 

presentation might be modified to produce results accept^ülo 
to all the agencies. 

This cannot be done now. It would bo pccr-iblo to imr •
 V
o 

the .FAO list in the future, but thio ;;ould entail consul -
tation between agencies. 

—
 S i n c e

 no study has been made of this subject, we are 
unable to propose à breakdown, ‘ 

for the time being we would recommend the breakdo;m applied 
in the ILO questionnaire attached hereto, Howevei-. it is 
highly probable that studies in depth of certain sectors 
mentioned in the answers to questions A 丄 and A.2. will 
lead tio a new definition and probábly a more detailed 
breakdown of the various departments and supportir rr 
activities. 

ITU No comment. 

WMO 

IMCO 

UPU 

See A.6. 

The breakdown shown in the document referred to in para-
graph 2.1. seems adequate. 

UN 
II

 l s o n e t h i n

S
 t o

 determine the total support costs for all t h e

 extra-budgetary programmes. But if monthly tine sheets 
二re used by the staff it would be necessary to have 公 
breakdown for the different types of extra-budgetary 
prograimes and for the different types of job clascification 
(preparation for and attendance at meetings, meetings 
service replies to the observations of review, audit or 
inspection bodies, etc.).. 



A.15. Does the comparativo and standardized interpretation of the resulta 
obtained, as proposed in paragraphs 2.3. and 2.J+. of the note, 
seem to you an appropriate means of improving the working methods 
of administration ？ 

UNESCO Yes. 

FAO See A.12. ‘ 

WHO We are doubtful about this for the reasons state.： above. 

ILO Additional opportunities for making comparisons would 
—一 doubtless have facilitated analysis and hence have improved 

working methods. However, even if inter-agency comparisons 
were to reveal significant difference in the cost of s. 
specific operation, it would not necessarily follow that 
one agency was working more efficiently than another. 

There may be any number of reasons for differences in cost 
per operation (relative scarcity of experts in a particular 
sector ； existonce of sp^cialized training centres who se cost 
affects the operation； structure of the organizations^ etc.), 

ITU les ； it might be a means of improving the working of the 
administration. 

WMO Yes -, see question A.13. 

IMCO See A.6. 

UPU ‘ If the comparison showed differences between organizations 
""""" in the results obtained, those differences might just as 

easily be due to structural differences between organizations 
as to differences in the soundness of the methods used. 

UN Ideally such a comparison would be a very useful means of 
improving working methods. However, this exerci ；； э is subject 
to grave limitations owing to the number and nature of 
variables and factors which aro largely outside the adminis-
tration's control. It is therefore doubtful that the 
considerable increase in staff and other resources which 
would be needed to analyse the data would bear any direct 
relation to the results to be‘expected. 
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SOKE ASPECTS OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES 
0? THE UNITED NATION'S 

This note deals with certain organizational and administrative 

aspects of technical assistance wiiich have come to the Inspectors' 

notice during their, inspection visits to a number of countries in 

Africa and Asia in 196£ and. this year. The inspections last year 

were undertaken, by the late Inspector Mani and by Inspectors Xiic 

and Sokirkin, Those this year - by the latter two Inspectors and 

by Inspector Jha. 

‘ - ••'•' . 

2.. In the course of their travels, the Inspfc tors were able to meet 

and exchange views with the local representatives of the Specialized 

Agencies and of UNDP and with many experts working in the countries 

.visited, and to visit some of the projects in the field. They also 

had. the opportunity to exchange.views regarding United Nations 

development assistance activities with senior officials as well as 

members of government in these countries. 

3 . The Inspectors found everywhere deep appreciation of the efforts 

of the.UîJ family of organizations in assisting the governments in the 

field.çf technical assistance and pre-investment studies. All 

government officials whoa they met spoke appreciatively of the good 

work done by the UNDP and agencies even if some made a few comments and 

suggestions. Agency representatives by and large are held in high 

regard in the countries in which they serye. The comments offered 

Ъу the Inspectors below are not to be regarded in any way as 

detracting from their own appreciation of the UN system's valuable 

contribution to the developing countries. 

4. These. çonment^ are addressed to some of the difficulties which 

came to the Inspectors
1

 notice, and which they have reason to believe 

are prevalent in varying degrees also in other geographical ar^as of 

UN assistance activities., in the hope that it might be possible to 

apply corrective action where necessary. 
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I. Slowness in the processing of special fund project requests 

5# Delays in the processing of goverhment requests and in the 

commencement of the execution of projects have inevitably an adverse 

effect on the final definition of the purposes and scope of the 

projects and the orderly start of their execution. The delays 

often make it necessary for governments to review their initial 

requests and to make changes in, and additions to projects already 

approved, in the light of the countries
1

 evolving development plans
# 

In some cases the initial projects have even to undergo a complete 

revision, 

6. Although this problem of delays has long been a matter of concern 

both to governments and to UNDP and the agencies, and action is in 

some cases underway to speed up procedures, the Inspectors found that 

there is still often too long a time interval between the various 

stages of the processing of a project request: (i) between the 

formulation of the initial request by a government and its acceptance 

by UNDPj (ii) following its acceptance and verification, between the 

submission of the government
1

 s formal request and its approval by the 

Governing Council； and (iii) between this approval and the сошпепсе-

ment of execution• Moreover, it would appear from certain recent 

agency documents on the subject (FAO) that despite the corrective 

action referred to above, these delays, far from diminishing, show 

a tendency to increase• 

7. Not wishing to overburden this note with an exhaustive list of 

cases, the Inspectors confine themselves to citing a few specific 

examples> each of which illustrates one or several of the three 

types of delays enumerated above : 



(a) Sihanoukville №micipal Drinking Water Pro.iect (Cambodia) 

An official request was. received by UiiDP headquarters on 

17 December 1968 and the formal request on 3 February 1969. UNDP 

experts gave a favourable report on the project not long after the 

official request was made. We understand in recent discussions 

with UNDP headquarters that it has been decided to include a 

special fund project in the January 1970 programme with "preliminary 

work on the emergency phase, namely, to meet the most immediate water 

supply needs by providing assistance in the design and construction 

of a diversion dyke on the Tuk Sap river and the various facilities 

to bring the water supply to the city to begin immediately". 

(b) Chapula Pro.iect (Zambia) 

Executing Agency : FAO 

The request by the Zambian Government for a small scale 

irrigation development and training project was submitted to 

UNDP in 1965 and the project was approved in January 1967. It 

was only in January 1969, however, that the plan of operations 

was finally completed and that the project could get under way -

over three years a,fter the original request was submitted. 

(c) National Industrial Vocational Training Centre (Kenya) 

Executing Agency : ILO 

A first request was presented by the Kenyan government at the 

suggestion of its ILO adviser some time in 1964-. • The formal request , 

was submitted to the Special Fund" in July 1965. The Council was 

prepared to examine it in January 1967, but in the meanwhile the 

Kenyan government had revised its priorities, the original project 

being replaced by preliminary action and the project itself being 

approved only in June 1967. Although, presumably, all the required 

information was available at the time the Council was first prepared 

to examine the project, in January 1967, another year was to be 

spent drafting the plan of operations which was signed, finally, 

only in June 1968. 



(d) Kano Plain Pilot Irrigation Research Station (Kenya) 

Executing Agency : FAO 

The Government
?

 s request was approved by the Governing Council 

in January 1967, The plan of operations, however， was not signed 

until August I968, i.e. eighteen months later， and even then, only 

after the main project (which had been the object of the Council
1

s 

original study and approval) had been dropped (in favour of bilateral 

aid) and replaced by a minor one. 

All the cases mentioned above have been brought to the notice 

of the competent executing agencies and UNDP. 

8. The Inspectors presume that UNDP Headquarters have undertaken 

detailed case studies and analyses of the various built-in factors 

contributing to delays. If not, it is suggested that these might 

usefully be undertaken as a matter of priority. 

9. For their part, and without wishing to go into a minute 

examination of the delaying factors affecting the projects they 

investigated, the Inspectors found that, while some of them might 

be due to unforeseen circumstances (such as personality conflicts, 

changes of government, replacement of officials, etc,), others 

were due, on the one hand, to the initial inadequacy or even 

absence of information about the merits and technical soundness 

of a project in the light of the country
f

s needs, priorities and 

resources j and, on the other hand, to the slowness and complexity 

of administrative and financial procedures. 

10. While recognizing that a certain time lag between a country-

request and the commencement of the project is inevitable, 
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they feel that every effort should be mad㊀ to reduce it to the 

minimum. Both the urgency of the developing countries
1

 needs and 

practical considerations, e
^
g

^
 accuracy of cost estimates, economy 

in operation, to name only a few，make it necessary that 

the processes intervening between the time of submission of country 

requests and the commencement of operations be simplified，and some 

of these, if possible, telescoped. . formally, the Inspectors do 

not think that the total interval between the date of a project 

request and - assuming that the project is accepted - the 

commencement of its execution should exceed eighteen months. 

Adherence to such a ceiling, which should be possible with improved 

procedures and management, will have a beneficial effect all round, 

including country prograniming by the UNDP on a fairly long-term 

basis and the development of national plans by governments • 

11 • iimong the measures requiring early attention, the following 

might be considered : 

(a) Compilation of a standard manual for project requests 

There appears to Ъе no sin ¿e manual for the preparation of 

governments
f

 requests for technical assistance. As a result, 

governments
f

 initial requests, even when compiled with the aid of 

experts on the staff of the prospective executing agencies, often 

do not contain all the particulars required for approval thereof 

and
?
 later, for the preparation of the plan of operations, and

? 

therefore j, move back and forth between the government, executing 

agency/UNDP. 

Many governments still find it difficult to determine to 

which agency and how to direct their requests for assistance, and 

what particulars are required to substantiate the requests, even 

when these are compiled with the help of UN experts. We 



understand that a few agencies have prepared manuals. .Others 

are in the process of preparing one
9
 and we believe that this 

is the case with the UNDP also. We consider that it would be 

most useful to have a single manual for reference by the field 

staff； andp in the event of a uniform manual for all agencies 

not being practicable, the single manual need be no.more than 

a collection in a single compilation of the manuals of the 

UNDP and the agencies which are largely involved in technical 

assistance projects. This would be extremely useful and will, 

to some extent, contribute to eliminate avoidable delays• We 

also understand that, under the auspices of the ECPC, a handbook 

of criteria and procedures, indicating which agency should be 

approached by Government, with what kind of requests, is in the 

final pre-publication stage. We hope this will be brought out 

soon. 

It is suggested that UNDP and the agencies might wish to 

expedite the preparation and wide distribution of manuals or 

handbooks applicable to the main groups of pro.iect requests, 

which would provide all the basic information and guidelines needed 

for their formulation by governments and their subsequent appraisal 

and their assessment by the Governing Council (or other executive 

bodies)• 

(b) Handling of urgent pro.iect requests 

Often, by the time UNDP have made up their mind about an 

urgent country request, which itself takes time, it is too late 

to submit the project for Governing Council approval at its 

coming session, and the submission has to be deferred until the 

next session, six months later. Thus, a period of one year or 

more may elapse between the submission of an urgent project 
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request and its examination by 

urgericy as the above mentioned 

Drinking Water Supply project, 

very harmful. The Inspectors 

but there may be others. 

It is suggested that in such cases of real urgency recourse be 

readily taken to the special powers given to the Administrator to 

.qanction preliminary operations from out of the revolving fund, 

the amount of which is fixed each year by the Governing Council 

and stands at a substantial figure； and that the criterion of 

exceptional urgency in the financial rules be mainly applied in 

relation to the needs and wishes of the people and 七he. government 

of the country concerned. Any investigations and appraisal prior 

to the exercise of these could be on a highly urgent basis, 

(c) Plan of operations 

The delay between approval by the Governing Council and the 

.commencement of execution is due largely to the preparation of a 

complex and exhaustive plan of operations. This process is to 

some '.extent counter-productive, since by the time operations 

commence, some important factors may have become out of date, 

while new factors will have arisen. Moreover, operations and 

work plans are not things that can remain static; they must needs 

be reviewed during execution in the light of changing conditions 

or acquired experience on a recommendation of the project manager 

(acting, of course, with the consent of the government concerned)» 

It might, therefore, be expedient to have the plan of operations 

in two parts ： the first part being a statement of legally-binding 

basic agreement between the government, the UNDP and the executing 

agency or agencies, together with a statement of objectives and a 

..description of the pro.ject and its framework : and the second 

the Council. In cases of such 

Sihanoukville (Cambodia) 
• • . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . 

the consequences of delay could be 

have cited one particular instance
5 



part constituting the detailed plan of execution. Signing of 

the first part should suffice to give the green light for the 

commencement of the project, without waiting for completion of 

the detailed plan of operations, whose preparation must In any 

case, commence immediately after the approval of the project by 

the Governing Council• 

The Inspectors are glad to note that UNDP has recently been 

thinking along these lines and is planning some necessary changes. 

They have also noted that WHO has been following this procedure in 

some of its prôjects• They hope that, with the necessary 

adjustments, such a division of the plan of operations into two 

parts could be feasible in the case of many more agency projects. 

(d) Closer association of governments in project implewentatlon 

The Inspectors found that, according to existing practices, 

once the request has been made, recipient governments have little 

further say in its processing. For example, the important final 

phase before work actually starts - the elaboration of the plan 

of operations - is carried out independently by the executing agency 

which may, if it sees fit, consult the recipient government on the 

technical details of the plan, but does not necessarily do so. 

Moreover, the draft plan of operations compiled by the executing 

agency must be agreed between that agency and OHDP before the agency 

begins negotiations with the government concerning the signature 

of the plan. Ацу amendments proposed by the recipient government 

during the negotiations for signature must again be agreed upon 

with UNDP before the executing agency receives authorization to 

sign the plan of operations• All this naturally takes up a great 

deal of time« It is often, also, a frustrating experience• 

It is suggested that (i) some of these procedures could be 

telescoped: and that (il) closer and more continuous consultation 

with the requesting governaisnt at the Initial and subsequent stages 

of preparation of the draft plan of operations might be conducive 



concerned the ̂ s e n s ^ ^ a ^ i o a t i o n which 

(e) tíx遷:t』践域碰â急IQÎ磁』。�•明 

It is sometimes alleged ™ and the Inspectors, too, have heard 

this said on several occasions - that one of the reasons why 

projects take so long to process and why governments are not 

able to be more closely involved in this processing is their 

shortage in trained administrative and technical personnel capable 

of participating in the formulation of projects and in the 

elaboration of plans of operations. In some cases the point may 

be valid, but the only answer to it need not necessarily be the 

ass™iption by the executing agency (or by UNDP) of exclusive 

responsibility for all stages of preparation of projects. Greater 

reliance than hitherto, in such cases, might be placed in suitable 

cases, for instance, on the man-power resources of the regional 

economic commissions, which have acquired a good deal of expertise 

and knowledge and have the capacity to help governments provide the 

economic facts and data- required for the formulation of satisfactory 

requests. Moreover,'this kind of local arrangement is likely to 

lead to ths saving of both time and money. 

Ж 立 m i S â ê s i e 立 � A t l â L ^ a r i t e . 血 』 腿 

. 組 吐 � � 耻 崩 政 触 m 越 幽 M 凰 》 л 巡 � 想 a 益 

抛 A 敏 晨 i - 養 Л — 幽 — t � 一 � m i 里 A e 一 魂 能 i ê m 

觀 丄 歡 』 t A 飄 七 几 尨 上 幽 � 食 � 應 ： 巡 



工工• ^ej^l^nnir^.^f.tec^iQ^l 力 丄 

12. The Inspectors fully share the vlew
5
 expressed both by 

government representativos and by spokesmen of the various organs 

of the United Nations, that although some improvements have been 

¿nada in recent years
 9
 the process of intégrating multilateral 

technical assistance proj acts within the real priorities of the 

various national development plans is not yet satisfactory and 

that the projects do not always reflect these priorities, or else 

are insufficiently co-ordinated with them. 

13. It is argued that, while technical assistance financed 

out of Special Fund resources can to sc^ne extent be anticipated 

and allowed for in- national development plans, it is virtually 

impossible to anticipate or plan in advance technical assistance 

obtainable under the other programmes, because it consists of a 

multiplicity of small projects of the most diverse character which, 

moreover, are financed from different sources and on different 

terms. At the same time, it is acknowledged that ^^L technical 

assistance requirements not only can, but should be planned, such 

planning being based on long-tem forecasts and being closely co-

ordinated with the priorities of the national development plans. 

1Д. The whole question of the harmonization of UN prograimnes with 

nationaly regional and global priorities (these to be determined as 

a part of the planning for the ¿econd Development Decade) raises, 

of course, important issues of principle and procedure which 

require searching study by both the governments and the various 

international bodies• The Inspectors understand that one such 

study is already underway in the UNDP Governing Council's Capacity-

Study Group. 



工工 i • 

15. Nearly all those with whom the Inspectors met, whether 

representatives of governments or of international organizations, 

recognize.that the difficulties of the recipient countries in 

providing contributions in terms of funds, services or candidates 

for training are real； that they deserve sympathetic understanding 

and that unless the conditions for' the acceptance of such contri-

butions are made more liberal and raore flexible, the countries 

most in need of assistance are also likely to benefit least from 

such assistance. 

16. The Inspector's observations in the field confirm that 

counterpart requirements are sometimes beyond the actual capacity 

of the countries to make such contributions. They also gathered 

that the regulations in this regard are too rigid. Among the 

difficulties mentioned to us were budgetary and financial problems 

and the non-availability of m a n p o w e r for provision of direct 

counterpart officers or technicians who would take over the 

functions of the UN experts after their departure. In some cases, 

even when they were available and became suitably trained, it was 
\ 

difficult to retain them. 

The problems arising in connection with the above are not 

e a s
y of solution, seeing that the problems and circumstances often 

differ from one country and one geographical area to the пезсЬ. 

Flexibility of approach is therefore called for. 

Possible lines of approach in the case of comterpart 

financial contribution may be to.accept the contribution in forms 

which are easiest for the country and most in line with its specific 

possibilities; reduction or even making nôiainal the proportion of 

a c o m t r y ' s contribution in a particular case; instalment payments 



by governments of their contribution over a period of time, etc. 

As regards counterpart personnel contribution, which is often an 

intractable problem, it is obvious that a rigid adherence to the 

book will iiiean that the most deserving countries may Ьз deprived 

of UN assistance altogether, . i . . а д Ж . Й ^ . .b,êr.Q.Jfâi 

ь§ .in, j.5r.qvi s i qnA .ад. д д А д ^ ^ т ! . M a joaifistâ^t .ЛсаЗдДлг 

сошьл in лАш^г Xffccainiîig-jBwcfifiâ^ H s f i H ^ â ^ 

I cauMJ^iêi：Jîe • ¿uch a training sub-project 

！(as an integral part of the main project) could provide increasingly 

for the input of trained country personnel into the project. The 

： r e q u i r s w e n t s of counteri)art personnel contribution might also be 
deemed to be met if personnel from another developing country, of 

i . . - , • 

the recipient country's choice, were made temporarily available, 

j to be replaced as soon as trained national personnel.were available. 

； T h e expert so temporarily provided coiled himself also be used for 

I training indigenous personnel. 

In view of the varying circumstances of countries in which 

I these problems arise, each case may have to be trdated on its own 

‘merits. Further studies are necessary by all concerned to find 

solutions to these problems. Speaking generally, we feel thats 
！ • • • 
；a more liberal_and more flexible approach in this matter is 

； ‘ 

Qf such training should be set, having regard both to Its nature and 

. t í i a j a x a i l a f e y t o H u ^ í J L í L J W n Q P J t ó t a J j i 立 � • 

i 

iv • koas^ïsjcâcgjm^stefeiêmjîsaicâafos•‘ 

17. The existing practice of extending contracts from one short-

term period to the next is upsetting both to governments and to the 

experts. Faced with the uncertainty of an expert
1

 s continuing 

stay in the country^ a government may find it difficult to establish 



a proper rapport with his counterpart colleagues (if any). 

Indeed, this uncertainty is apt to have adverse psychological 

effects generally, thus affecting also the efficiency of ths 

project. 

Whilst' recognizing that certain highly qualified personnel 

may not be available for long periods ； that not all countries and 

not all projects require long-term experts; and that the practice 

of short-tern contracts provides a "safety-valve" in case the 

choice of sxpert turns out to be an unfortunate one, ,th§ 

二 懸 � h A U 祖 幽 
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"terra contracts. 
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V. Pxqiect jaanq^e^s 

18. The Inspectors agree with the government representatives with 

whom they talked that by far the most iiaportant factor in the 

success of a project is the choice of a suitable project manager. 

19. Their attention was drawn to a number of projects, whose 

successful execution has been due, indeed
}
 largely to the timely 

appointment, outstanding ability, untiring energy and devotion to 

duty of the project üianagers. They noted other cases, however, 

where a belated or unsuitable appointment led to delays in the 

execution of projects or made it impossible to proceed with them 

at all. One such sxanple has beerv brought to the attention 

of FAO. 



2Ü. Project ..îanagers must possess not only high professional 

qualifications but also organizing and administrative skill and 

the ability to establish good working relations with the government 

and counterpart personnel (if any) of the country in which they 

are employed. They must also realize, however, that they are not 

only in a country "to do the job" « however successfully! ,-, but 

that one day thsy will be gone, that someone else will have to 

take over and that it is essential for them, in anticipation of 

that day, to train their successors. Moreover, some project 

managers fron highly developed and affluent countries are apt to 

set their sights too high, making proposals which go far beyond 

the resources of a developing country. 

21. The Inspectors realize that it is not easy to find a combina-

tion of all these indispensable qualities - professional skill
э 

administrative and organizing ability， tact
5
 modesty, realism, 

.etc. - in one individual. On the other hand, past experience has 

shown’ that the absence of one or several of these qualities may 

seriously jeopardize a project even when in other respects the 

project manager gives satisfaction or is， perhaps, actually 

outstanding. 

22» In soiae oases that came to the Inspectors
1

 attention the 

project managersT difficulties were due to the fact that they had 

been appointed or had'taken up their duties after the plans of 

operations had Ьзеп completed. If they happened to have reservations 

about souie aspects of these plans, only two courses were left open 

to them: (a) to go ahead, half-heartedly, with a plan of which they 

did not approve; or (b) to press for an alteration of the plan -

a time- and effort-consuming process. 



The Inspectors feel that it is imperative that pro.iect managers 

be recruited in good time and that they be associated with, all stages 

of the preparation and finalization of the plan of operations > VJe 

understand that existing rules. permit recruitment of pro.iect managers 

two months before approval of a project, if the Inter-Agency 

Consultative Board agrees» There is a case for more liberal use of 

this rule and for considering if two months are sufficient, 

23. According to existing procedures governments have little say 

in the selection of project managers (or experts for that matter). 

The only option open to them is to reject the appointee - a difficult 

and sometimes embarrassing decision to take. 

The Inspectors suggest that before formally nominating pro.iect 

managers (and, experts) for governmental endorsement, executing 

agencies should in the course of their contacts with governments 
i 

seek to ascertain the latter
T

 s thinking on the suitability of the 

candidates for a particular pro.iect, 

2Д. A number of difficulties experienced by United Nations project 

managers and experts in establishing effective and rapid communi-

cations with the headquarters of the Specialized Agencies and the 
\ 

United Nations have come to the notice of the Inspectors. It often 

takes à long time, for instance, to receive replies to their 

enquiries. As a result^ they nust either defer a decision on 

purely technical or administrative questions for which they lack 

the authority to take independent action, or take such action at 

their own risk. 

25. While the Inspectors realize that the difficulties in 

communication with headquarters nay be partly due to the great 

distances between the latter and individual developing countries 

and also, in a number- of cases, to the absence of any regular 

communications whatsoever, some delay may possibly be attributable 

to lacunae in procedures within t.he agencies.-



On these specific eround^ the Inspectors consider it advisable 

that pro.iect managers should have some flexibility of initiative and 

that the UKDP, in consultation with the executing agencies, should 

consider to viiax extent some authority in financial and administrative 

matters should be given bo them, so as to facilitate their task and 

speed up the execution of projects， 

26. Tt is conceivable that the extent of such delegation of initiative 

may have to differ from one geographical area to the other, depending 

on local factors• 

VI• Other problems 

27» The Inspectors came across certain other problems pertaining 

to UN development activities in the field, such as the lack of 

appropriate decentralization and devolution of authority - as 

distinguished from operations - from agency headquarters to the 

field, which often tend to hinder the efficiency and expeditious 

execution af projects. The hisüorical growth of the UN has been 

such that a certain measure of inertia in this regard is under-

standable • It also goes without saying that ultimate control of 

operations must be retained a't headquarters, It is necessary to 

recognize, however, that the vast extension of United Nations 

activities and programmes all over the world, in recent years imposes 

the need for appropriate distribution of authority between 
\ 

headquarters and the field, with concomitant decentralization of 

personnel and of financial responsibility. A study of the debates 

in the various legislative and executive bodies of the United Nations 

family of organizations shows that this need is now generally 

recognized. 

The Inspectors note with satisfaction that some of the agencies 

(such as ILO and FAO) have clearly recognized this need for a greater 

delegation and devolution of authorityо On the other hand， the 

Inspectors realize that this is a major problem which deserves 



urgent study not only by all the agencies, but by the various 

inter-agency bodies and the AGC as well. 

28. In this paper, the Inspectors have endeavoured to identify 

and bring together a number of problems in the field of UN 

Technical Assistance and Special Fund projects deserving urgent 

attention. They are fully aware that these are not new; they 

are continuing problems for which there are no easy and 

over-simplified solutions. The Inspectors do not presume to 

have found out anything which was not already known before, in 

one form or another ； nor do they pretend to be able to find all 

answers to all the problems. Their main purpose was to identify 

problems and suggest solutions, where possible, leaving the 

problems identified to be taken up by the executive or legislative 

authorities, or by the Inspectors themselves in their subsequent 

studies. . 
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Foreword 

A» As wr.s stated earlier i:.i tho report of January 1969 on the overhead costs of 

extra-budgetary prograixius (JIU/REP/69/2)
 y
 a. ctudy imdertoJcc;n in April I968 resulted 

in the préparation of. two notos (A and 13)，which v/ere sent to the socrotariats of the » • # * * i • » ' * , 

various organizations. The replies to the questionnaire attciçhad to noto À wore of 

assistance in the preparation of the «above-raontioned repçrt. The replies to the 

questionnaire attnehed to note B, which dealt with the standardization cf budgetary 

prosentation, wore ti-ansnittod by the responsible inspector to Î4r. McGandloss, tho ‘ 

expert appointed at thu sane tine to study the subject by the Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) • The Joint Inspection Urd_t clocided 

to defer the preparation of its .©wn report ̂ until - the * submission of the export'
r

 r> r-eporb
5 

which is now nearly ready and. will shortly bo discussed by the nenbers of ACABQ
# 

B . There is in reality no disadvantage in the issue of two reports on this subject 

from different sources at about - the ssoae time. It was not purely Ъу chance that the 

two studies uero undertaken siraultaneously. On the contrary, it demonstrates 

awareness of a problem whose importance was stressed in the recommendations of the 

Ad Hoc Committee of Exports to Examina the Finances of the United Nations and the 

Specialized Agencies (the CoEimi七tee of Fourteen - cf. General Assembly resolution 

2150 (XXI) of Л Novoniber 1966) • Moreover, it is so difficult to work out a positive 

approach to the solution of this probleri that thore is no danger of duplication of 

effort in molting two separate studios on the subject. 

C. At the tino of writing, the ACABQ expert has just coiaplcted the final text of 

his report, which has not yot been seen by the nenbers of the Advisory C o m i t t c e . 

He has nevertheless been kind enough to inforn us of the substance of his proposals. 

The central idea seems to be that, although tho adoption of a uniform method of 

budgetary presentation Ъу all. the organizations is not practicable at present, it is 

conceivable that the organizations might produce budgetary information in a "compatible 

form, thus providing a basis for further study of the possibility of a uniform 

presentation. 

This proposal is to some extent based 011 a distinction between the f o m of the 

legislative decision 011 tha budget (the enacting resolution) and the présentation of 

information on the content of the budget. While tho former might be kept in 

conformity with the traditional requirenents of the individual specialized agencies, 

the latter could easily be made comparable by using common methods (compatible 

presentation)• • . 」 



'//hat the rapporteur appears to have in mind, however, is no七 merely the pre-

paration of detailed annexes, identical in their presentation, for all the organizations 

but also - and this seams a more ambitious idea - that this comparable presentation 

should be of use in administering the budget, in programming for the United Nations 

family as a whole, and in performance reporting• 

As a starting point for further studies, the report will include
5
 in tabular 

forra у models of budgetary presentation which could be used to integrate the programmes 

of the United Nations family as a whole, and a model for one single organization, with 

advice on methods of converting the traditional form of the budget to the new 

"compatible", programme-based presentation. 

This is a set of extremely constructive proposals which seen to us, on the whole
y 

to be excellent, Thoir discussion and application^ after study by the Advisory 

Committee, should permit substantial progress on lines； v/hich the Joint Inspection 

Unit can only approve and encourage• 

D. In the report which follows the subject is approached from a different standpoints 

that of the existing relationship between programning and budgets. The report attempts 

to ascertain what problems of substance will have to be solved in order to make 

standardized presentation possible,^ 

l/ It should be explained that in July I969, before this definitive report was 
一 prepared, a draft report was sent to the agency heads and their senior assistants 

in natters relating to the programme and budget. The very many oral and written 
observations - some of them extremely substantial - received by the rapporteur 
were of great help to him in preparing the final text, which consequently departs 
considerably from the original draft, 



Report on programming 

and budgets 

in the United Nations family 

〇 1 • The problem of the standardization of budgetary presentation in the organization 

belonging to the United jfetions family is neither a purely, formal nor even a merely 

technical one• 

It is a question of introducing clarity into two areas where a fair amount of 

confusion at present prevails, viz: 

the financial systera？ of what do the receipts and expendittires actually consist, 

and to what activities are they devoted? 

the pro^raiiiming： systems what is actually the aim of the activities of the various 

organizations
9

 What precise results are sought and how are they to be obtained? 

In the final analysis，to introduce more clarity into this complex is tantamount 

to giving an exact definition of what the activities of the international agencies 

consist of ̂  and to providing member States with a clear and exhaustive description 

of the reasons why they contribute to these activities financially. 

This means that the problem has a political significance: the application of a 

good solution would entail the elimination of a member of factitious problems by 

which the relations between the "big — contributor*” countries, the secretariats of the 

organizations and the developing countries are at present disturbed» The future of 

international action in economic and social matters may therefore be said largely 

to depend on the efforts that are made to resolve this cuestión. 

Such a statement^ made with reference to a subject which at first sight might 

seem purely technical, would appear to be somewhat venturesome^ had not the vrork 

already done revealed its importance and indicated the lines on which a solution 

should be sought. 

It must be noted in this connexion that of the 53 recommendations of the Committee 

of 1Д (document А/бЗДЗ) approved by the General Assembly on 4 November 1966，26 , 

concerned the preparation and standardization of budgets and budgetary practice and 



nomenclature; and the important recommendation number 29 on long-term planning stressed 

the link between budgetary problems and the medium — and long-term programming effort• 

02. The recommendations of the Committee of 1Л are, however, only one of the signs 

of the increasingly general awareness of the fact that it is necessary to have a 

better knowledge of the nature, cost and results of the activities of the inter-

national agencies in order to be able better to lay down in future the lines along 

which they should be directed and the objectives to be assigned to them. 

These activities have undeniably developed during the last 25 years s their cost 

has increased, the tasks to be carried out have grown considerably in variety, new 

organizational structures have been added to the existing ones, the number of member 

States has more than doubled since I960, and the share devoted to assistance to the 

developing countries has become preponderant, at least on the financial level; 

moreover this new branch of activity has been incorporated in structures and procedures 

that had originally been designed only for international co-operation between 

countries more or less equally developed. 

At the same time, other multilateral agencies were coming into being and 

developing, particularly at the regional level (OECD, European Community, etc.), and 

bilateral assistance was being organized and institutionalized for carrying out 

tasks that were comparable to if not identical vâth those of the organizations in the 

United Nations family.. 

Such radical changes call the more urgently for clarification, since the existing 

confusion endangers the agencies
1

 very existence. Although the financial contributions 

of member States might be a relatively modest item in national budgets, the fact that 

they are growing and often compete with other expenditures of the same type .within 

those budgets means that they have to be justified and that not only ministers of 

finance but also public opinion in the countries concerned have to be provided with 

evidence to show that they are effective and worth-while. In the absence of such 

evidence j there is obviously a danger tha七 the budgets of organizations will contract 

and that the activities they support will slow down or be discontinued. Moreover, in 

view of the complex developments referred to above
y
 the need to redefine the objectives 

and structures of the world agencies concerned with economic development, and parti-

cularly with assistance, is becoming increasingly urgent. 



A. redefinition of this nature, contributing to the agencies' development and. 

suppor七ing the ideals which it is their duty to defend, can be achieved only if the 

agencies provide jointly a clear statement of their methods, activities and results, 

03 « It is quite easy to demonstrate 七tiat the budgetary documeirb can and should be 

the instrument by which this necessary clarification must be acMgved• 

The "budget, as a document which provides relatively detailed estimates of 

income and expenditure for a specific period, and constitutes an authorization to 

undertake such financial operations, is indeed the only document that can faithfully 

and fully reflect an agency
1

 s activities. Being designed to give a comprehensive 

picture of an organization^ work for the examination of those vrho finance it, it 

cannot disregard any aspect of the problems arising, and must therefore bo detailed. 

This essential feature makes it irreplaceable; no other document
?
 which is not subject 

to this critical examination by the financial contributors, can offer the same 

guarantees of reliability and completeness. 

On the other hand，and precisely because of this characteristic feature
5
 it must 

be a document which can be used by all those who have to understand' the functioning 

of the body in question > In other words, this technical document must be с loar, and 

must not be prepared only for the use of experts - members of secretariats or of 

legislative bodies, \Лю are so familiar with budgetary machinery and practice that 

they may tend to use esoteric layouts and language. The пшпЪсг of persons who use 

this important and irreplaceable doenmont far exceeds the two categories of exports 

referred to above s it must also, inevitably, be used by the represontatives of member 

States without any specialized knowledge oi the problems of a particular agcncy, 

officials of secretariats who need information about the activities of any agency 

other than the one to which they belong, expert officials or representatives of member 

States dealing with general programming problems^ etc. 

In other words, the budget should not only Ъе a document authorizing receipts and 

expenditure but also a document providing： infomation on the lifo of an agency in all 

its aspects. In cases, therefore, where the financial resources used by an organization 

are not entirely covered by its own budget (finsmced by the statutory contributions of 



its member States), but where increasingly important activities, often accounting 

for more than 50 per cent of the total funds utilized, are financed by voluntary-

sources (UNDP, funds in trust) or loans (International Bank), tho budget document 

must contain a large descriptive part, with figures, showing the make-up and cost 

of these activities and their relationship with those financed from the organization
!

s 

own resources• • 

This complete presentation (with the two kinds of activity shown side by side 

or, more often, described in an integrated way) in a single document is the more 

indispensable as an agency budget, if. presented in any other way, could, not give an 

account of the programme, i.e. of the objectives pursued and the means applied to 

achieve them. 

But this result can be obtained only by profound changes, not only in methods 

of budgetai*y presentation, but also in the programming system> 

04. Between thinking on a world scale about, what should be done (Development 

Decades, and so on) and vfaat is being done from day to day (i.e. project preparation 

and implementation in the field) there exists, in*fact, a vacuum which should be filled 

both by the endeavour to provide the indispensable inventories of requirements 

and resources and by the elaboration of sufficiently precise methods• Thus, the 
r . - ' . 

development of a common programming language might facilitate the process of adding, 

comparing and integrating which must be carriod out if priorities are to be observed 

and maximum efficiency ie to be,achieved in consequence, At the same time, the 

exact role of the system of international agencies in the field of development might 

be better defined• 

05. This report, which is a contribution to the study of the above important 

problems (which certainly require further research and more numerous decisions than 

those here proposed), attempts to suggest some lines of thought and a few measures 

which might represent a useful atep forward on the way to obtaining the necessrry 

clarification. It Ш.Ц disousss 

(1) the disadvantages of the present financial system employed by the 

organ!25ationç of the United Nations family; 

(2) the inadequacies of the programming system. 

It will then propose in its third part： 

(3) a few immediate practicable and desirable reforms. 



PART DISADVMTAGES OF THE PRESENT F m m G I I ^ _ S J S m A 

1.1. The disadvantages of tho financial system currently in use in tho organizations 

of the United Nations, family can be sunned up in two sentences : 

(1) Only part._of the _systen_ is coverocl by budgetsj a very largo fraction 

of resources comes from funds not amenable to forecasting or authorization 

for periods of at least one yoar (aaid thus even loss so for tho 七wo year 

-budgetary period rocoranended by the Committee of Fourteen) 

(2) The system does not provide , t h e . � 政 也 明 炮 ？ ^ 並 哦 弦 � � 

for a rational organization of the agencies
1

 work. 

In other words, tho presont system lacks clarity and does not play its proper 

part as a conveniont working tool. 

1.2. Lack .pf__Glarit¿； 

工七 is a difficult matter to try to obtain a complete picture of all the income 

and expenditure of the United Nations family3. it is impossiblo to forecast this 

information a year in advance, and extremely difficult to ascertain it even after the 

e v e n t . . 

This difficulty is due not only to the variety of forms in which the financial 

documents called budgets are presented (differences in period covered - one year, two 

years, five year's; differences in distribution, etc. ) but also, and especially, to 

the fact that probably about Half the funds used are not budgeted for: in other words, 

are neither forecast nor authorized in advance for a particular year, but are provided 

on terms irfhich rarely include a precise indication of the period covered, and are 

forthcoming at different times in the course of the year. This applies particularly 

to UNDP funds and the various funds in trust. 
� 

The preparation of a table of approximate forecasts for a given year is a task 

for experts and entails naking inquiries of the various organizations. 

There is to our knowledge no official document which clearly shows all the 

budgetary and extra-budgotary funds available to each organization. 

Tho existing documents prepared for the information of the Econonic and Social 

Council and tho General Assembly of the United Nations do not give identical results 

because they are not all based on the s axis data. 



For - example, according to document E/々 5〇l of 10 May 1968"，the most com-

prehensive of the existing consolidated documents, total estinated expenditure (all 

organizations and all sources of funds) for 1968 was
 l

¿604.2 nlllion ($272 million of 

regular budgetary funds and 6332 nlllion for extra-budgetary funds 

Hovrover, the twenty-third report of ACABQ to tho General ¿sseribly (twenty-

third session, A/7379 of 6 December 1968) gives for 1968 a total of Й35.8 million for 

appropriations requested and approved under the adninistrative budgets of nine 

specialized agencies, the International Atonic Energy Agency (1/ЛД) and the 

United Nations. This figure seems difficult to reconcile with those given above. 

The fact is that .document Е/Л501 gives information only on funds intended for 

economic and social development, to the exclusion of expenditure for political purposes 

This limitation is not clearly indicated in the docimont itsolf, and this omission may-

cause confusion. 

Hence, to give a complete picture of the funds used in 1968 it would be 

necessary to add'to the total of |60Д raillion given.in the document the missing amount 

of expenditure for political purposes5 this would conprise about $70.2 million under 

.the、United Nations budget, plus a few items of expenditure, which we have not 

identified, in other agencies and in IAEA. Again, it is doubtful whether the extra-

budgetary funds (voluntary contributions) of the Office of the Unltod Nations High 

•Commissioner for Refugees (at least $4 million for 1968) were taken into account. 

Lastly, it is not certain that a full inventory was mads of all funds in trust. 

Generally speaking, information on tho extra-budgotary funds used by the agencies 

is either very vague or semi-confidential. Some organizations, for sxanplo UNESCO, 

Ш0 and FAO,. try to provide as clear a picture as possible in their budget documents; 

others give only totals or no information at all. Sono recent progress in the case of 

the Uiîited Nations itself is worth noting: the total extra-budgetary expenditure for 

1968 is shown in the Official Records of the General Assembly, twenty-third session, 

Supplement No. 5 (A/7205, Budget estimates for the financial yoar 1969 and information 

annexes, volume II), where it is estimated at $63.5 Eoillion. 

l/ "Development and co-ordination of the activities of tho organizations within 
the United Nations system", report of ЛСС. 

2/ The figures for 1967 were $532.1 million (^2Д8.7 million for budgetary funds 
and |283.4 million for extra-budgetary funds). 



Significantly y however, it is a budget document for 1969 that indicates the 

total funds used In 19685 which proves thai: this considerable iten of expenditure 

could not bo "budgeted for", i.e. that it could not be forecast and was not covered 

by any specific advance authorization. 

Allowing for these various adjustments, it is likely that the funds used by 

tho organizations of tho United Nations family (excluding the International Monetary 

i'und and tho International Banlc for Reconstruction and Development) totalled about 

Й700 million in 1968. 

1.3. Table_of — 座 i 〇 ^ 述。结ra-bud.^tary funds) 

In the table which follows we have tried to show how this total is distributed 

among the organizations, distinguishing be七ween budgetary and extra-budgetary funds. 

Although very likely incomplete and inaccurate, this 七able nevertheless brings out 

certain features of the United Nations financial systciru -

Notos^ p n thG_ table 

(1) The figures represent million of dollars• 

(2) Shading indicates budgetaiy funds3 white space indicates extra-budgetary fuiids, 

(3) The column marked UNDP represen七s the operational budget' of that Programme. 

The other funds distributed by UNDP are included in the column for each 

executing agency. 

(4) The column marked UîfflCii, unshaded, reprosonts 七he voluntary funds available 

to the High Goirffiiissionor
T

s Office (its regular budget is included in the budget 

column of 七he United Nations) • This small column could have' been carried 

forward to tho top of the "UN" colunn. , • 

(5) The four sub-divisions in the blank part cf the "WHO column corrospond to 

the following: 

Volunta.ry Fund for Health Promotion 

Pan ilnerican Health Organization 

UNICEF 

UNDP, 
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Breakdown of the financial system of the United Nations 

family in budgetary and extra-budgetary funds 

( b y each executing organization ) 



. » 

The terms used here (budgetary, extra-budgetary funds) require some explanation 

and comment. The preceding table. shows that tho United Nations family, as understood 

in this report, consists of: -

1 . the United Nations itself, which, in addition to its political activities, 

performs in tho field of economic and social development (through the Department 

of Economic and Social Affairs, UNIDO, UNCTAD, etc.).a function equivalent to that 

of several specialized, agencies j 

2. ten independent specialised agencies (UNIDO/ ЕЖ), ILO, UNESCO, IAEA, ICAO, 

ITU, UPÜ, Ш0 , IMCO). 

These ton organizations and the United Nations aro financed from their own 

budgets (out of thc statutory contributions of member States) and from funds set 

aside for them either by nomber States (.Fimds in Trust) or by Ul\fDP (these are voluntary 

paynoxits, the voluno of which is freely deternined by each member State)., 

3 . UNDP, which has its own budget devoted entirely to UNDP administrativo 

expenditure. This budget consists of funds set aside each year by the Governing.. 

Council out of the voluntary payments made by member States. 

Ly. UNICEF，UNRWA and WFP, which, liko UNDP, have 七heir оът, administrative 

type of budget, consisting also of funds from the voluntary contributions of member 

States. On most occasions (and unless there is ал agreement with other organizations) 

those agencies themselves use in field projects tho funds thoy receive from voluntary 

contributions. 

Tho difference betweon budgetary funds and 七hose referred to hore as sxtra-

budgetary funds is not theroforo a difference between statutory contributions and 

voluntary payments by member States, since in at least four cásea a proportion of the 

voluntary payments comes under the budget, meaning that their use is foreseen and 

authorized by an annual and comprehensive decision covering administrative expenditure 

as a wholo. 

The funds referred to here as oxtra-budgotary are in fact,: 

- f o r e s e e n and authorized (either by the Governing Council of UNDP or 

the Intergovernmental Council of W P , etc.)； 

- b u t thoy are not voted as a whole or annually; 

- they are 

-.assigned on a project-by-project basis (usually upon submission 

of a specific plan of operations)3 
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-allocatod in riost cases for sovoral years, tho actual period varying 

from project to project; 

-usually voted on tv/ico a year (in January and July for UNDP); 

一 at least in the caso of UNDP, projects arc not executed by the agency 

which has decided on tho volumo of the； funds and approved their allocation. 

There are sono drawbacks to those foatures; 

- t h e y do not compel the socrobariats and legislative bociios to try 。nd form a 

general picture of tho use of funds, or in othor words to ргерг,го a synthetic 

prograrnne : tho
 п

 pr о j e с t-by -pr о j g с t
n

 voting proceduro s eons to bo at vari ал с о -with 

tho véry idea of programming5 

一 they prcvont the oxocuting agencies, over 50 рог cent of uhosc activities, as 

shown by the tabic, aro often financed by those funds
}
 from knowing in advance, or at 

least when thoir own budget is put to tho voto, either the amount or the purpose of 

the funds thus allocated to them. 一 

\] 

end thoreforo, _corisiderably hampers rational г̂оягашр-ng.」 

- i n addition, in order to obtain a detailed knov/ledge of tho activities of the 

United Nations family as a whole, many decisions taken at different timos and relating 

to different periods have to bo collated, and this is a most difficult task, even 

for exports. 

The discovery of those sorious shortconings does not necossarily nèan, however, 

that the system of voluntary funds should - be abcindonod. The present procedures for the 

use of those funds can easily be changed i/ithout naking the provision of these funds 

by the contributing States compulsory and， thoroforo, without a^focting the States
1 

freedom of decision. 

These comments should Ъз borne in mind in considering table I. 

\ ¡ Rational programming would not be possible at all wore it not for the 
〜 fact that^UNDP funds still represent only 50 per cent of tho total funds 

available to the agencies, and that tho present ays ten, tc some extent, 
allows approximate but roughly valid assumptions to be nado ragarding the 
volume and use of funds which id.ll not be finally allocated until later. 
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Tho tabic shows, in particular: 

Tho large share accountod for by the United Nations itself: about 

$2〇C nlllion out of $700 million, or 28.5 рог с ont of the total} 

Tho share of the four largo organizations (FAO, UNESCO, VfflC, the ILO): 

about f>325 million，or 厶 6 por с ont of the total 3 

Abovo all. tho relatively small proportion of funds which arc covered by 

- budgets (about $355 million. 01- approxinatoly half tho funds used). 

1 . 4 . Mi-'.in difficulties to bo оуогсошо . 

Those throe observations inraodiatcly suggest that, in an ondeavour to make tho 

financial system of the- Uni七odl iiations family as c. whole soracwhat clcaror in presentation, 

tho basic difficulties to bo ovorcoiriG dc not concern the small organizations (whoso 

finances aro on a voiy minor seals), but relate to: 

Tho United Mations budget; prosontation of this budget by programme, in 

accordanco with a model of the saiio type cs those adopted by tho four 

largo organizations, would give a coherent ovurcil picturc of the 

development programiic of tho United Hâtions faiiily； 

Budgo tinj^ for oxtx-a-budgctary fund s, and raoro particularly those disbursed 

Ъу U1IDP to the executing agencias3 "budgeting" moans knovdng in advance 

for tho budgetary poriod (two years is the period which most of the agencies 

aro tonding to adopt) at locis.b tho volume a.ncl broad allocation of the funds 

concornod. 

It is cortain that, if an annual documont could be produced which would show 

clearly, for each budget n.ry poriod, oven in s штату form, the allocation Ъу main 

continuing activities, or by n::in projects or groups of projects, of all the funds 

thus used, this would give a clcaror pi с turo óf the activities of the United Nations 

femily as a wholo. To be truthful, such a document would serve its purpose only if it 

also showed, tho placo occupiccl Ъу this instaliaont of activities in a irholc which, in 

moct с二ses, includos activities carriod on over tho riGdiiJiu-toria. This, however, would 

ûntail cloar identification of tho objoctivos purcuod. 

1.5. Lack jpf pro_c_isio.n _in. the objectives joursued 

It is a fact that this lack of finencial clarity goes hand in hand with a lack of 

procision in 七he dofinition of tho objectives pursued. True, the general objectives 



which the organizations of the United Kr.tions fcjniljr lay down for thonsclves are known. 

However, the- distinction botuoon the political objectives (maintonanco of peacc, 

functioning of political organs, etc.) and what night be crÁlcd tho contribution 

of thu United Nations fanily to ocononlc cud technical developncnt docs not emerge 

very clearly. At tho financiol level, in particular, tho cmounts allocated to theso 

two distinct series of activities aro not roadily identifiable. Above all, tho 

specific objectives of the various organizations ъ/ith regard to developraent do not 

stand out with sufficient clarity. 

Probably tho main roason for this is that the idea of planning, although very 

popular in United. Nations ideology, is not applied very systematically to the actuj.1 

programmes of thü organizations.. It is true that long-tern objectives (such as the 

eradication of some disoaso, tho campaign against illiteracy or for full employnont, 

or tho devolopment of world food resources) arc tho subject of "progrcunmes" covering 

several years. I七 would be more accurato to say that some sort of continuity can be 

noted between successivo programmes. But tho stagos to bo reached in theso various 

directions, over periods of five, six or ton years,conparablc to thosa adoptad for 

national plans or for ¡'ton-year prospects" in the doveloping countries, are not covored 

by explicit official documents of which tho various budgets (whether annual or biennial) 

would form a componont part. This inprocision is no doubt largely due to the nulti-

plicity of tho objectives pursued in a groat many countries with - in tho last analysis -

vory modest neans. The fact remains that, dpspito the various but inoqual efforts that 

are being made,七he ctirrcnt methods of budgetary presentation arc not conducive to 

maximum clarity in this respoct. 

1 . 6 . 胸 � 旦 . 呢 

Again, tho fact that tho techniques of programme and budget presentation vary 

from one agency 七o anothor， so that there is no comrion language botùoen them, maJccs it 

irapossiblo for the United Nations to serve as a raodol and roforoncG for the economic 

and financial administrations of tho developing countrios； yet i七 seGias fairly obvious 

,that to set an cxamplo in this matter would bo at least as effoctivo as sending missions 

of experts who transplant their own national techniques hero and there. This is no 

doubt a particularly difficult task, but the United Nations family is tho only laboratory 

in which such ол effort has any chance of progress and success. 



1.7 » In short ̂  tho so who givo no importance to clarity and s t anclar di z at i on of budgetary 

prosontation in the United Nation'p family seom to us to underostimato the significance 

of the problem: 

(a) From tho ^¿¿^(Ippj^nt.: improvement of the tochnical functioning ox 

"tho agencies thornsolvas ̂  facility for bho гюгк of specialiots, solution of 

tho vital protl^ra of evaluating results of their progranmes j ‘ 

-(b) From thc standpoint of lnfomations clarity of communication \rith menbor 

States on tho one hand and ^/ith • i:itornational public opinion on tho othor^ 

if such opinion was botter informed as 七о the spucific objoctivos pursued 

and as to tho quality of tho ro.aults obtainod, it would cortainly contributo 

more towards incroasing tho rosourcos alloco.toá by tho various. Suatos to 

finaneо United Nations activitios. 

l.o. In tho last analysis, thcraforo, progress towards a standardized budgetary 

pro s ont ati on in 一 tho.u^h of courso in vcryiiig degree з 一 ono of tho oseontial tochnical 

conditions for tho offieioncy of every organization* I'Jhorcas tochnical re s о arch in 

cortain spocixic fields such as tho law of the sea, tho international regulation of 

pOv3t«al and tole с oiTmiunic ations or meteorology calls for tho continuous efforts of a few 

organisations, it is cortainly rogrottablo that, to many minds
9
 tochnical improvements 

in budgetary, financial， accounting and administrative pro s cntation
}
 as applied to tho 

organizations of the Unitocl Nations family thornsolvcs, do not soora such a pressing 

mat七or• 

1 • 9• Prosont nituation^,witl\ regard to^ jbbp ^plqg^J^aWojL of tho_ rocoininondations of 
tho^ Ad Hoc Cp^Mittоo^ of rinaric^ial ITogDorts 

Thc various obsorva七ions wo have just made aro no doubt largely identical with 

tho s о which prompted tho oarlior montioncd financial г о с ommondat ions of the； Ad Hoc 

Coimiiittee of Fourteen, 

Barring a fevr casos, unfortunately
9
 tho implonentátion of those rocommondations is 

mooting uith many difficulties and. with an attitude of roservo that is duo oithor to 

tho do s ire to preservo tho iraportancc and originality of tho agoncy concerned or to the 

absoncG of a coinnon pjonorcil outlook on programming problems • 

Tho prosont report has boon plannod not only as a contribution to cortain studios 

called for in tïio Corar:iltt〇c
f

 s conclusions (moro spccifical3,y in rocomncjndations 5 and 



6 on budgetary presentation and recommendation 29 on long-term programming), but 

also with a vie\/ to determining what type of practical measures could be quickly 
..1/…

： 

applied in order to facilitate adoption of the Cormiittee
1

 s proposals as a i^rhole.—' 

IXД0
#
 From the remarks we have just made it will Ъе fairly alear that the main, 

difficulties in the way of a rational and standardized presentation are of the 

；intellectual kind. 

The replies received to the questionnaire annexed to note В revealed that most of 

these difficulties were closely bound up \{ith the. vagueness of the very concept of a 

^programme" (inasmuch as budgets, in the last analysis, are in their essentials merely 

the annual - or biennial - financial translation of a programme， drawn up either for 

the same period or, sometimes, for a longer period)• 

This concept,‘therefore, will need very careful consideration and analysis if 

；there is to Ъе any hope of overcoming the difficulties in question. 

l/ On some points, close study of the problems involved has led us to recommend 
measures slightly different from those proposed by the Coimnl七tee« These 
divergencies are explained either in the bocly of the report or in notes. 



2 .1 . As we have just seen, the financial structure of the organisations in the 

United Nations family seems to have many defects 3 a study of the programming methods 

used reveals, lilcowise, machinery which is by no means in perfect uorking order. 

The confusion of ideas which seems to exist in many sectors can no doubt be 

e
2
cplained by the clirficulties inherent in tho nature of the problem; but awareness 

of a considorable scope for improvement is becoming increasingly evident. 

It is a large and difficult task to bring about such improvement, which must 

lie in the general direction of replacing the present methods - essentially project-

based - b y methods conducive to the formula七ion of proper plans. H o o v e r , there 

saeme to be no doubt that, just as the financial system at present reflects the 

uncertainties cf the progrciiíning methods employed, an improvement in the financial 

machinery itself uould facilitate this difficult reorientation. 

These are the ideas which will be developed in this part of the report. 

2.2. Vagueness o_f the notion of "programme" 

The notion of "prograjnme" and the necessity of its use for budgetary presentation 

are certainly noithor understood nor accepted in the same manner by all the 

organizations. -Те deem it essential to quote here the main replies of the 

secretariats on the problems posed by the very definition of the word "programe" 

(mainly in connexion with questions B.8 and B.9). 

Thus the IÏU secretariat, for example, replied to one of the questions (В.З)： 

"工TU has no programme". 

According to the Ш0 secx-e-feiriat ; "víhat is desirable above all is an agreed 

common definition of ' programe '". 

The secretariat of IMCO says that its prograJiime is covered by the single word 

"transport". 

The United Nations Secretariat, in stating its views on the difficulties 

encountered， goes into more detail: 

"Because each of the organizations in the system has its specialized 

field(3) of activity and responsibility, a common method of identifying 

programmes is difficult. . This (difficulty) is more pronounced in the case 



of the United Nations
y
 whose activities are wide—ranging and cover such 

disparate areas as % political and peace-keeping; apartheid； decolonizationj 

international law; and those sectors in the economic, social and human rights ' 

fields аз are not covered by tho Specialized Agencies, An agreed definition 

of
 f

programin。
1

 and a standard categorization (division into parts of the 

budgets, vides 3.2 of Note "B) could contritnrbe to an easier identification 

of the Organizations
1

 activities and comparability." 

Other secretariats observe : 

Either that "programmes
и

 are in practice identical with the organizational chart . 

of activities (UPU),‘ 

Or that 

"those activities which could be classified by projects and honce provided 

for in the
 f

Projects
1

 section of the budget arG so small and no uncertain 

at the time when the budget is approved as to make it impossible and 

unnecessary to attempt a more specific presentation in this budget.•. 

• It is difficult to seo how a budgetary breakdown could be made in detail 

of the co-ordinating and catalytic role which Ш0 plays in regard to each 

of the eight Technical Commissions and the one hundred odd highly-

specialized working groups
 п

 (Ш0 ). 

Regarding the brealcdoxm of the programme part of the budget (part 工工），the 

secretariat of UNESCO considers it essential that the latter should be divided into 

the main subjects (in the case of UNESCO: education, sciences, culture and so on) 

and that each subject should be subdividod into specific types of activities 

(oducation, for example, should be divided into research, teacher-training, adult 

education, etc,), 

2.3. Thus the concepts of prograramc， field of activity and project seem to have 

differont meanings, which are not all equally clear, for the secretariats of the various 

organiza七ions. More particularly it would appear: 

That certain types of activity in a given sector cannot bo easily-

predicted: the \-jork performed by the departments concerned takes shape 

шоге or less from day to day, and activities are 七oo numerous, minuto and 

unforeseeable to be susceptible of definition in advance； 



That certain fields of activity are less amenable than others 

to treatment in the form of spocific and cohorent projects: for example, 

some of the fields raentionod Ъу the United Nations (maintenance of peace, 

decolonization,•apartheid, etc.)• 

But whatevor the difficulties encountered, and despite some of the points 

mentioned above ̂  it seems c. priori to be hardly likely that any organization in the 

Unitacl Nations faniily could do without a
 ;î

prograimne
n

 • 

2• 4• Need Jo^ distin^uish^^^^ 

Actually y this is primarily a question of definition. 

The organizations in the United Nations family all have general objectives^ some 

sort of mission which is usually defined in their charters or basic texts. 

At first sight, therefore
5
 the programme of these organizations cannot be any-

thing else but a translation of .those general objectives into more specific and irtore 

limited objectives for a particular period. 

Bu七 such a translation has to be possible• According to the best dictionaries, 

a programme is an "ordered se七 of operations 'necessary and sufficient to produce a 

result". 

Thus it is necessary both to have access to a method of classification and to 

be capable of producing a given result. Uhile hope is never an essential prerequisite 

of any undertaking, the tasks assigned to the organizations of the United Nations 

family cover some fields in which the. results to be attained are too problematical for 

programming to Ъо conceivablo. 

There are other fields where results are easy to achieve but váiere the method 

cannot be foreseen^ inasmuch as the work involves tho application of known techniques 

to events too minute or too unpredictable to allow of any forecasting how the 

activities to be imdertaken will actually bo carried out
# 

In these various respects, the political or diplomatic activities of the 

United Nations, the maintenance of peace in particular areas, specific functions (e.g. 

the In七ernational Court of Justice), the technical problems . dealt with by the smaller 



specialized agencies (meteorology, the law of the sea, air traffic regulations) and 

activities connected vdth economic developiï^nt or the control of social evils nay-

be regarded as belonging to sectors which are obviously not comparable as regards 

feasibility of forecasting or as regards the technique of progrejnming the activities 

which can be. iindorttüc^n. • 

lb therefore seems absolutely essential to distinguish between these various 

types of activities • It seems possible to classify them for this purpose -in three 

broad categories: . • , . 

Political activities; 
y ... 

工nternational co-operation activities conong coun七ries of all levels of 

development 5 ；； 

Aid to the developing countries. 

2.5. •？_oiÜ¿<̂ L‘且<3》一1兄4_七扭3 

Political activities cannot, of course, be programmed; as regards finance, all： г 

that .has to be dono ic to allocate the funds and manpower required to keep 七he political 

organs in operation.. 丨 ‘ 

This category covers peace—keeping activities in particular areas• . 

In any case，七hese various activities account for only a very small part of 

United .Nations e^enditure. In practice, only the United Nations budget (plus
y
 to a 

very minor extent, those of ths large specialized, agencies) seems to be involved, up 

to a.total sum which does not appear to exceed $30 million (operation of political 

organs: |20 million; maintenance of peace: §5 mi l l i o n j ^ excluding administrative costs). 

The preseii^ition of the- United Nations budget, however, is not such that the 

appropriations for these activities can be readily identified or isolated (to obtain 

this result, items in sections 1-16 would have to be added up). let there would seem 

to be some political advantage bo be gained by making it clear how small those 

appropriations are. 

l/ At certain periods, peaco-keeping activities accounted for much larger sums) 
yet insofar as i七 is effective, such expenditure cannot Ъе compared with the 
costs of a war. 
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This heading covers many different activities. In the main they represent the 

type of activity which, , before aid to tiis developing countries came on the scone and 

grew, the international agencies intended to be almost their sole function. Never-

theless, the considerable volume nov; attained by aid for development (seo section 2.7. 

belou) has not done away with the various organizations' traditional activities. 

I-Jithout exhausting the list of these activities, they may bo said to include 

tho following: 

(a) Technical functions, which represent, to some extent, fairly well-defined 

international public services whose operating costs do not vary greatly in the long-

run: in the case of 七he. operation of a court, such as the International Court of 

Justice3 or in that of liaison services between national public departments responsible 

for telecommunications, postal services, meteorology, etc., the expenditure is usually 

incurred in the performance of standing duties which of course may vary in nature 

but, as a rule, only within narrov/ limits. This is probably the interpretation to be 

placed on the reply quoted above from 工TU to‘ the effoct that 工TU "has no programme", 

(b) In addition to these clearly defined technical functions which have been 

entrusted to particular agencies, the United Nations family, and in particular the 

four large organizations (FAO, UNESCO, ILO and WHO) and the United Nations have under-

taken activities to promote co-ordination bestween countries at all levels of development 

\ri.th the aim of: 

-collecting information at a global level, such as world statistical data? 

- p o o l i n g knowledge and .exchanging information on technology or science, 

for example through the scientific congresses convened by UNESCO; or studies on 
standards by the ILO; 

- c o n d u c t i n g research on problems of concern to all countries, whether developed 

or developing, including problems relating to intellectual and even moral activities, 

These various types of expenditure cannot be exactly quantified. The clearly-

definod technical functions carried out Ъз, highly specialized agencies (total of the 



tcchnicra budgots of the small organizations i.e.- ICAO，UP
T

u% Ш0 and IMCO and of 

the budget of tho International Court of Justice) 一 roprosent about $25 million. 

The second category, on the other hand, can only bo estimated very roughly， because 

,the re is no systera of identification whereby it can be distinguished (x/iuhin the 

overall G^endit'OTG on economic .and social development) from oxpondituro on aid. 

According to tho classification adopted, it is considorod that 七]lis oxpendituro must 

represent rather moro than $50 million. 

It must bo emphasized how important it is to make a clear analysis of this 

expenditure : many national activities relating to research or the collection of 

information at the world level, and to the fields referred to in this section generally, 

have become pointless because these functions are discharged by international agonoios. 

They aro probably сarrie cl out more rationally and therefore more e соnomiс ally in this 

if ；gach country was ̂ obli^qd to J晚iíjjigAfLñS^ÁPÜ^i��吐？巡 for tho .purpose• 

International activities in this case, therefore-, lead to economies in national 

G^enditure (since the total of the contributions made for thirj expenditure is lower 

than what the cost of the activities would bo if thoy had to be carricd out by each of 

the contributing countries). Л clear identification making it possibles to calculate 

,the cost would therefore bo of obvious valuo • It would also show that if the corrbent of 

international co-ordination in these spheres could be still further expanded, tho 

effect on the public oxpondituro of oach country would bo beneficial. 

The possibilities of progrcurmiing • the s g activities 一 that is, of organizing them in 

advance in an çrderly arid detailed fashion with a view to achioving a specific result -

vary considerably. 

2.7. . ^ t i v i t i ^ aimed at aiding the developing countries 

These activities have tho following characteristics: 、： 

- o v e r the past fiftoon yoars they have expanded considerably so that they now 

appear to represent over three quarters of the agencies
1

 activities as a whole; •.、 

~ 七hese aro the activities v/hich could most easily be programmed, and which should 

certainly be programmed, preferably over tho medium termj 

‘一 those、activitiGS are no七 the monopoly of the Unitod Nations family; the developed 

countries in fact carry out very similnr activities through other institutions (in the 

forra of bilateral or other forms of multilateral aid) • 

These basic characteristics mean that before these development activities can be 

programed and oxprossod in budgetary- terms, some prior ^ o u ^ h t must be .^iven to Ahe 

methods adopted Ъу the various organizations for _attaini_ng_ the_ cjioson j p b J ^ e > 



2.8 The theoretical problem 

工七 is a cóñmoh feátúre' of "aid 七Ô the'developing countri'es that the la七ter is 

extended in pursuit of long-term or nediun-torn objectives which can be identified with 

a fair degree of precision，which indeed can often be quantified and which are the 

subject of a very general international agreement (though there are, of course， 

technical and political differences regarding the means to be applied)• 

In the last analysis, therefore (once political activities and co-operation 

functions have been set asidd, what is needed, in connexion with developinen七 aid is to 

establish; 

For a specified periods 

A definition of the activities to be undertaken and of the means to 

be applied 

In order to achieve results which will represent a iiilestone on the 

'way to the general objectives laid down Ъу the charters of the 

organizations. 

This raises a number of questions relating to the follóving: 

The length of the period to be chosen: is the time-span of the budgets 

(generally one year or two years) long enough
5
 or would .it be better to take 

a longer period (such as 七he six years adopted by the Gonniittee of Fourteen), 

so as to' cover rêverai budgets/ ór even the ten- years adopted for the 
• � 1 -

Development Decades? 

The definition of the activities undertaken s are they projects 

established at the request of the countries concerned or proposed ty the 
agencies without any overall plan, or do they constitute a coherent body 
• . . . • • • 
of activity made up of separate but co-ordinated projects? 

The nature of the results to be aimed at; can the objectives be 

defined in specific terms ancl̂  if so, how? Are the objectives attainable 

in one country or .a number of countries，or do they apply to all the 

underdeveloped countries? Can dates be fixed for their attainment 一 and 

so on. 

The definition of a prograxiLiing method entails obteiñing clear answer's to precise 

questions^ and this does not seem feasible at present.. 

This confusion appears to be due mainly to difficulties peculiar to the United 

Nations family• They are well known, but we thought it necessary to recapitulate 

then briefly, ~ . 



2.9 Specific difficulties of develop:.:ent prograixiing methods-in the United Nations ' 

Fai'iily 

Tho i-ietíiocls of devolopnent prograixdng have been refined over a period of 

decades and are still being iuproveclj but this progress has occurred x^ithin a well-

defixied national frai.iework> 

In other words, all known nethods have been developed and improved for use in 

the service of S t a t e s ^ , This applies to economic analysis (collection of basic 

statistics, establislnient of inter-industry глаtrices, establishnent of product 

balances, national accounting and forecasting methods, etc.)j to industrial or 

agricultural planning .(setting of growth targets, general coherence calculations, etc.) 

and to neans of execution (nethods of financing, credit utilization, vocational 

training, etc•)• No conparable progress has been nade, however, at the international 

level, partly for obvious political reasons but partly, without any doubt, for reasons 

relating to the complexity of the problems and the nunber of variables involved
# 

2.10 So far as the United Nations fariily in particular is concerned, it riust be 

stated at the very outset that the specific difficulties of the problems involved are 

considerable. 

They seen to be clue especially to the following factors : 

The general nature• aabitiousness and nultiplicity of the objectives pursued. It 

is instructive in this respect to take a general look at the charters (basic texts) of 

the organizations j there is no iii s taking the optinisn and dynaoisn of the ideology 

which inspired their preparation» The teri^ii'nology used bears the staiip of the idea 

of novixig towards a better world, as witness the verlps most frequently used: to seek, 

to iiprove, to co-operate, to suggest, to alignent, to disseninate, to encourage, to 

facilitate, to prenote, to accelerate., etc. But although the fields of activity are 

clearly indicated 一 sonetiries with quite a high degree of precision - these 

instruments say alxios七 nothing about the rate of progress, the phases or the limits of 

the activities in question. 

All these docunents afford a clear indication of ideals on the one hand and of 

fair3y specific fields of activity on the other; but there is no definition whatsoever 

of any strategy: i,e
e >
 of a nethod of applying the neans available in order to achieve 

specified results try specified dates; 

l/ Enterprises, too, nay now be said to have a set of technical nethods enabling then 
to forecast and organize their developnentj . but general economic and social 
devolopnent techniques clearly concern States alone• 



The paucity of financial resources available > There is no need to labour this 
1/ 

point, since it is well known that the several hundred riillion dollars^ nobilizecl 

annually for nultilateral aid channelled through the organizations of the United 

Mations fanily represents no nore than 6 to 7 per cent of the total bilateral or multi-

lateral aid rendered. Iqy the developed countries to the developing countries^； 

The inevitable dispersion of this effort anong a great iiaay recipients, since for 

obvious reasons the United Nations faioily cannot concentrate its aid on a few 

developing countries; 

The number of decision-naklng centres in the United Nations faraily: each 

specialized agency has its own secretariat and generally its own legislative body; 

policy is formulated in the course of various separate dialogues between the two; and 

the situation is furtlier complicated ty internal transfers of funds between disbursing 

organizations such as UNDP and tlie executing agencies. 

The international composition, of these decision-riaking centres is a further 

complicationj they must take into account all the moves aade and ideas put forward try 

the representatives of all the nenber States' in the legislative assenblies, which are 

inevitably nunerous and diverse. It is true that these proposals provide a valuable 

and indeed necessary contribution to the centres
1

 thinking; but they oalce the process 

of consolidation even nore difficult, and this delicate task is still further 

conplicated. try political considerations of prestige, balance or respect for established 

situations in particular countries. . In the circuxistances, the efforts nade ty the 

secretariats, and particularly Ъу their heads, in helping the governing bodies to 

perform the task of consolidation involved in the preparation of annual or biennial 

budgetary programes are considerable and of ten coinnendable j 

Lastly, the equivocal situation of the various organizations； 

On the one hand, they have in their legislative bodies the best qualified 

representatives of most of the States in the world, and night therefore regard themselves, 

to some extent, as a focal point for all the efforts of their member States; 
• - - : - . 7 . 

1/ The exact figure, which is probably between $500 and 翁600 rdllion (i.e. that ¡Dart of 
— the $700 million given in section 1.2 above as the total budget of the United Nations 

fcmily in 1968, which is eamarked solely for assistance to the developing 
countries)， cannot be accurately calculated so long as expenditure under the various 
budgets is presented as it is now» 

2/ If the objectives are comparecí with the means, it is no exaggeration to say that the 
"丨 organizations of the United Nations family are expected to organize the happiness of 

ímñkind with a fevr hundred million dollars, 



On the other hand,, they have at their disposé oiüy 'thé Veiy meagrV financial 

resources mentioned above• 

Is it the task of the organizations in the United Nations family to administer a 
. . ‘ ' - * • ： -, ' . , , “ .... • ：. .• ... ..... • 

supplementary and modest assistance effort or to consolidate all forms of aid forth-

coming? The reply to this question is never very clearly brought out., 

2.11 This situa'-tion' is 'ño dó^t'aüe Th"pári 'to'"'thè general" characteristics of the 

world
1

 s political structure； the generous ideology of the organizations
1

 charters has, 
- ; . - - 4 • : : • 

in the last resort, little influence on the political attitudes of the. various nations 
..• . . •； ' • -； .. ... ••..'. ‘ . ........ .i. , 

and, in particular/ on'''the ' ecorióiiíc' relations whicS exist in practice between the 

developed and the developing countries
#
 . 

—:However , it is also the result of a certain type of administrative structure and 

of a set of prope^uyes H^t^n^q PQ^qjar ^ e t^e и^̂ еЦТа丨td̂ qs 

family 
. . . . ... • . . . . . . • ...' . n J •• 1 ' ' ' . . *' 

It is not our intention to deal here with structural problems
5

^ However, , as 

regards the procedures followed (within the context of existing structu^eç)、， it seems • 
.. :y_ ： . 4; ：‘-y ....I : ;• _ -Г. . . . . 1 -

certain that improvenents are possible and that they might help to overcome some of 

the difficulties mentioned. .. 

2.12 Characteristics of the current nethods 

The nethods currently in use appear at first sight to be based on the project 

technique, supplemented ty somewhat theoretical efforts at grouping and consolidation 

which have no direct effect on the practical work done» By contrast г/íth the planning 

method, therefore, the whole system gives the inpression of a dissipation of effort and 

of rather futile attempts at grouping» 
• ... • • . . . . . . » ‘ • -

. " -• • “ ... • • -

In reality such a ；judgement would be over-hasty and requires qualification; a 

description of the netKodâ
1

 üséá sKoúld táke' into account, in pa^ticiaar/ thé' structure 

of the organizations
1

 programme administra tiona，the nature of the various programme s 

or projects,"and the unequal headway made in the methodoiogical studies now in progress. 

2.13 Structure of the agencies and distribution "of programe activities between 
headquarters and the field

 v

 •-—:.〜.—. 
- . • - • • • . . . . . . . . . . « • 

•工n order to」obtain a more exact picture of. tho annual share in the programme which 

is borne t¡y the хж̂п
 r

oiganlz)ati(>ns- ooncerned m t h ecohomic and social deVolopment, we 

have draim' on the infoiraatlon at present available in the budget and y^ioiis .annexed l/ These are a tmtter "for
 9
 among ̂ others, the group responsible for the Capaeity 

虹 Study • '.《•: 一 * •..… •• - . 



docunents and have then attenptûd to compile a table showing the structure and 

relative nagxiitude of th-з various branches of activity. This table lays no claim 

to great detail or accuraoy^^ but it does help to draw attention to certain 

features• 

Notes on the table 

-Tho areas in black represent, in millions of dollars, the amount of funds 

allocated to finance progranne activities at the headquarters of the organizations； 

the shaded areas show the auount of funds allotted to field activities, irrespective 

of origin (budgetary or extra-budgetary). In raost cases, however, with the 

exception of WHO, the funds in the second category are of extra—budgetary origin. 

The i tens indicate the main departments or services using the funds (except 

in one cases that of non-connunicable diseases, under vJHO). 

2У Based on the figures available for 1968, it covers only five large organizations 
and relies to s one extent - e.g. for FAO 一 on estirantes. 



Il 

Breakdown of programme activities of five largest 
agencies《between headquarters and field). 

Organization and chief 
parts of the programme 

U N 

Département of Ее. Soc,Affairs 

Dev. Planning, Projection & polides 
Devel. of natural resources 
Transport and communications 
Fiscal and financial 
Social Development 
Population 
Housing, Building and Planninjg 
Statistics 
Public Administration 
Narcotics 

Management services 

U N C T A D 

U N I D O 

ECA 

E C A F E 

EC LA 

Beyrouth 

Amount of 
Admin, services 
expenditures 

3 ,2 

3 ,2 

1,6 
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0,7 

1,2 

0,06 

Amount of programme activities ( in mil l ion of dollars ) 
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T A B L E II 

Breakdown of programme activities of largest 

agencies (between headquarters and field)—— 

cont'd 

Organization and chief 
parts of the programme 

F A O 

Animal production 
Forests 
Land and water development 
Nutrition 
Plant production 
FAO - IAEA 
Fisheries 
Products 
Economic analysis 
Rural institutions & services 
Statistics 

Management of programme 
Regional offices 

Amount of 
Admin, services 
expenditures 

12,8 

Amount of programme activities ( in mil l ions of dollars ) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Ю H 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2 8 
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Central research & pkinning 
Conditions of work & life 
Human resources 
Social Institutions 
International Labour Standards 
Management of Field Programmes 
Relations and Conferences 
Publications & Public Information 
Intern. Institut for Labour Studies 
Management of Programmes & meetings 
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Il 

Breakdown of programme activities of five largest 

agencies (between headquarters and field) 

Organization and chief 
parts of the programme 

W H O 

Communicable diseases 
Environmental health 
Public health services 
Health promotion & protection 
Education and training 
Biology and pharmacology 
Non-communicable diseases 
Health statistics 
Other activities 
Researches on cancer 

Regional offices 

U N E S C O 

1 Education 
Teachers 
Literacy 
Planning 
Other activities 

2 Natural Sciences 
Research in the basic Sciences 
Technical Education 
Technology in applied reseach 
Agricultural Education 
Other activities 

3 Social Sciences, Culture 
4 Communication 
5 Norms 

Amount of 
Admin, services 
expenditures Amount of programme activities ( in mil l ions of dollars ) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Ю H \2 13 Í4 15 16 \1 Ш 19 2 0 21 22 23 2 4 25 2 6 27 28 
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2
#
1 4 GoiiiTj.ents on the general programe of the United Nations family 

This table calls for the following coments i 

(1) Although it was prepared on the basis of the figures available for 1968, a 

look at the documents for 1965, .1966, 1967 and 1969 reveals that, if the figures for 

a different year had. been taken, the 七able would not have been appreciably different 

in structure. It represents, therefore, a fairly stable nodel. 

-(2) This being so, the table shows that the general programe of the United 

Nations fainily is conditioned by the actual structure of the organizations, and 

particularly by the composition of their pro^ranme services. These structures act as 

a kind of nould fron which the sane nodel is reproduced every year. This rigidity 

doubtless affords some advantages (it guarantees a degree of continuity and is 

resistant to changes prompted by passing fashion), but it also has its disadvantages s 

for exanple it does not permit an easy and rapid reorientation of the prograrnne as a 

whole, even where there is a general consensus in favour of priority action in a 

particular field. No drastic change is conceivable without structural modification 

of the services concerned• This fact should be borne in mind in examining the attempts 

at consolidation which have been or are being made. 

(3) The table also shows that the activities of the programme administrations at 

headquarters are on a far fron negligible scale. 

(4) Field activities are concentrated in a few nain sectors• 

Thus the table brings out: 

The relative wealth of wlîO by conparison with the other organizations
9 

and the concentration of its efforts on comunicable diseases, supplemented by 

activities in four other large sectors (public health services, environmental 

health, health pronotion and protection, and education and training)； 

The particular importance attached by the United Nations to 七he development 

of natural resources, which receives decidedly more funds than are allocated for 

research in the field of planning； 

The concentration of ILO
1

 s activities on the developnent of hunan 

resourcesj 

The importance attached "ay UNESCO to teacher training and technical 

education! 

The шоге balanced apportionment of FAO resources among animal production, 

plant production, forests, fisheries and rural institutions and services, 

albeit with particular enphasis on land and water developnent; 

The fact that the proportion of activity devoted to industrial developnent 

is still veiy siiall. 



(5) It would be necessary to have access to more numerous and more detailed 

descriptive docunents ( tables'and шарБ),、and thus to-gain a more comprehensive -

conspectus, before making any attenpt to pass judgement on the general design of the 

progrararae of the United Nat-'cn^ ^ ^ A b j a? p. whole, It would probably also be 

necessary to have a similar conspectus of other nultilateral or bilateral aid 

programme. However, the broad'outlines of this progranne as revealed in the fore-‘ 

going table at least lay it open to question whether the enphasis is really laid on 

those matters (vjitliin tho eonpetence of the United Nations) which are the Liost 

important and uigôht fô'i the developnent* of poor cotintries. 

(6) At all events, there' is- no" clear indication of аду unity or internal logic ., 

in this programme. Although this is probably due to the summary nature of the table, 

we do not know of any document which attenpts to identify the unity of conception 

underlying the programme of the United Nations family、. 

This с onç>artmentali za ti on into a series of separate and, it would seem, 

inadequately integrated programmes Is apparently accompanied by: 

Systematic reliance on the project,technique for field activitiesj 

A lack of precision in identifying the "headquarters" activities of 

programmé administrations. 

2,15 The pro.ject technique 

In the current usage of the organization^ in the United Nations family, a pro.ject 

is an operation having the folloxging characteristics: its duration oay vary from a 

few months to several years; its objective is limited and fairly specific; its 

geographical site, if аду, is known (a given establishment or town, part of a 

countiy, a country or several countries)； ând the resources for executing it consist 

of appropriations for staff (or equipment) made either under the regular budget of an 

organization, or frón extra-budgetary funds, or from special contributions ty Member 

States. ' 

.What characterizes a project, therefore, is the linitation and fairly specific 

nature of its objective and, nore particularly, the certainty that the resources 

needed for its exeoution -.iill be available e 

The notion of a "project", however, has never been very accurately defined. The 

word Is used both to describe conparatively large-scale plannèd operations covering 

several years, such as Special Fund projects, and to describe much more sporadic 

operations such as sending an ejçert to a country for six months to try and find an 

answer to a quastion of detail. '' 

The notion of ths project seems in nost casés to be confined to operations 

undertaJcen with extra—budgetary .funds, and in any case to field operations. 



Several e o m e n t s are called for in this connexions 

(a) The method is not only rational but is in fact the only possible one5 it allows 

clear .identification of the various activities undertaken. Hence there can be no 

question of criticizing it in principle» Or? the contrary, we shall recornnend below 

its extension to headquarters activities, whicü зееи to us to be neither adequately 

identified nor conclusively .prograimed. 

(b) On the other hand, the i^ost obvious difficulty encountered by the agencies in this 

connexion is that of integrating these various U n i t e d activities: 

Firstly, into the developnent plan of the various countries (the 

projects undoubtedly contribute to development, but the exact part 

they play is always difficult to define, probably because they are on 

such a snail scale)； 

Secondly, into the agencies
1

 general programme of action at the world 

levelc. In this respect, the 二ost rational and nost satisfactory method 

of presentation is probably the "integration" method used by UNESCO, which 

gives a clearer picture of the link between headquarters activities and 

field activities• In any case, however^ this is certainly a very 

difficult problen^ and the short tine-span of the budgets does not make 

it easier to solve. 

These two problems of integration do not seen really susceptible of solution 

except within a general system of conprehensive prograrming, on which a great deal of 

research has been and is still being done as we shall see below, 

2.16 The activity of programe adninistrations 

However, the "programmes" of the organizations also include a very large, though 

variable, amount of work which, is carried out at agency headquarters and which，for 

lack of a more accurate tern, we are forced to call "the activity of prograxme 

administrations
1 1

 • . According to the circumstances of the case, this activity includes 

the administration аде! pronotion of projects, research work, the comparison of 

experience, the disseinination of inforaation, the preparation of docanentation and 

publications^ etc, ‘ 

A1.1 this activity is of course necessary but, strangely enough, it is seldom. 

prograimiied: i . e” it is rarely assigned specific objectives to be attained within a 

given time. 

The terroinology used to describing this activity is revealing in this re spec t
e 

In the FAO P r o g r a m e of Work and Budget for 1968-1969, the nost 'comionly used word, 

particularly in Chapter VT (Technical and Economic Programe), is the verb "to continue", 

while in the ILO progranne and budget for 1969 (itera 6-10) the expressions "will 

continue" and "will be intensified" also recur. The sarae is true of the UNESCO 

nrop'rarnnft япН hurlent.. 



The use of such vague terminology means that, with few exceptions, no indication 

is given of the beginning or end of the period devoted to a particular activity， so that 

the latter is not clearly identified in terms either of duration or of objectives - even 

more often than not， in terms of the staff assigned to it. 

Hence confusion arises between: 

Continuing functions (general administration and promotion of projects, for 

example) which there is no reason not to ^continue" throughoirt th© lifetine of 

the organization itself (or in any case throughout that of the programme 

administration concerned)； and 

Functions which could be programmed> i.e. defined in terms of duration, 

objectives and resources, but which are not so programmed in any clear way. 

This applies particularly to: 

Research activities; 

Publications for information or training purposes; 

Technical co-operation activities; 

Technical, scientific or vocational training activities; 

Organization of meetings• 

Admittedly such activities normally last longer than one year. This is no reason 

for failing to state their exact starting and completion dates, or for failing to provide 

a clear definition of their objectives» The technique of planning tables is perfectly 

applicable to most of these activities, but this fact does not seem to have been grasped. 

AdmittedOy, also, this type of activity requires some degree of "flexibility"j but 

since the planning tables are designed with a view to modification in course of oxecu-

tion, this technique has never imposed absolute rigidity on the organizations which use 

it. Excessive flexibility is ultimately harmful to efficiency
# 

2
#
17 The large organizations are certainly making considerable efforts to improve 

presentation. Thus ILO has adopted for the various itens on its prograimue a standard-

ized classification which distinguishes between the following: .departmental management; 

programme development and control5 research, reports and publications; the collection 

and dissémina七ion of informa七ionj technical mootings j standard-setting activities j 

technical co-operationj other adjainistrative .and technical activities; and secretariat 

and office activities
e 

Under each of these headings an indication is given of the requirements in terms 

of annual staff，man/months (according to ILO
1

 s own system) and expenditure, analysed 

under such heads as staff^ travel, grants, e t c” as well as a summary of the purpose of 

the work. 

UNESCO also sets out its prograjiime Ъу numbered sections which show for each item 

the amount of the corresponding appropriation (proposed budgetary appropriation plus 

Technical Assistance and Special Fund, if any), the activities being divided into 



research' irork, neotings, publications and project nanagoiaent• UNESCO does not classify 

these activities in as systonatic a way as the ILO, but each activity and, particularly, 

studies are described with the sai.ie degree of precision» On the other hand the 

personnel figures are given nore generally by chapter and service, while the infornation 

on publications is set out in annex 2 tc this budget^. 

The acti-vrities of the FAO progranne divisions are described in vaguer terns j 

emphasis is placed on the continuity of activit.. е.; but it is often iirpossiblo to 

deterinine exactly what research is being carried out
?
 what publications are being 

prepared and what type of aid is being rendered to the developing countries» The 

degree of precision varies, noreover, by division and by chapter, 

WHO describes the continuing functions of its prcgrarme services in detail in 

nunber.ed sections, listing the activities and giving particulars of the personnel 

assigned to each section. However
9
 the organization of research, which is not 

specified, and the publication of d c c u n t s， t h e nuiMbors and titles of i&ich are not 

indicated, seen to be regarded as part of the continuing functions. On the other 

hand, field projects, iiany of which are financed fron the regular budget, are very 

precisely identified (staff
3
 anounts, objectives and duration, if for raore than 

one year)• 

For a description,of the United Nations progranne， the Organization
1

s budget for 

I960 refers the reader to docur.ient E/4331 (and Add,1-13) prepared pursuant to Economic 

and Social Council resolution 1177 (XLI) of 5 August 1966, while the 1969 budget refers 

the reader to docwiont Е/4Л63 (and Add。1一26) • It should be noted that, as regards the 

description of programme adriinistration activities in the Department of Econoriic and 

Social Affairs, а ад j or step forward was made in 1969 » That part of section 3， 

"Salaries and .wages
11

, uhich deals with the Department and the regional economc 

conniissions contains a brief description of functions and services, together with some 

indications of thoir work programe• However, this information is far loss detailed tha 

that given in the "budgets and programmes of the other large organizations. For a 

fuller acçount，the supplementary docunent (Е/4Л63) nust be consulted• But this 

1/ A nore detailed analysis of docuiuent C/5, which contains the draft programe and 
〜 budget submitted to UHESCCMs General Conference, is made in Mr. Garcia clel Solar

1

 s 
report ( JIU/ruSP/69A). 工七 reveals а пшпЪег of unnecessary repetitions апЛ draws 
attention to the excessive anount of space given to draft resolutions, v/hich over-
burden the docunent as a whole. These observations are not at variance with the 
nethod which we advocate be .low in order to arrive at as clear a description as 
possible of the various projects or ‘Tinits

1

 of the programme (section 3»6
#
)• 

Paragraph 59 of the above-Lientioned report emphasizes that a distinction should be 
nade between thé draft and the "approved docuLierrb", which should contain the 
detailed work plans for the various projects so as to, enable the Executive Board 
to follow through the execution of the prograime^ The same view is expressed 
below (section 3*6.a)• 



docunent provides useful inforr.iation only for the years 1966-1968 and is subject to 

папу coirec七ions (anencliients, corrigenda, etc*) which make it difficult to use. The 

sumnary tables in the statistical annex are useful, but the figures shown for projects 

under extra-budgetaiy prograr:.ie^ r.rc final only for 1967• 

The document gives a fair ainount of significant iiiforLiation on the activities of 

the prograi'.irne services and on the staff, cost and object of the expenditure• In the 

last analysis it represents, in some degree, an outline programie budget for the 

United Nations• 

Thus the activity of the programme administrations of the large organizations is 

generally presented and split up into components by methods which allow of identifica-

tion with varying degrees of precision. However, some organizations such as the ILO 

and UNESCO attain a worth-while degree of precision which they would do well to increase 

even further so that the non-ipeirianent components of the prograiane aduinis�rations : 

activities nay be singled out as genuine pro.iects> The suggestions irhlch occur to us 

in this connexion are set out in paragraph 3.6 below• 

2.18 Attempts at a consolidation of activities 
i 

Inasmuch as a consolidation of all activities (field projects and headquarters 

activities alike) is carried out only with great difficulty at the level of each agency 

and does not seen to be done at all at the level of the United Nations fai-dly, it is 

not surprising that attempts to rationalize and consolidate the activities undertaken 

have been made for a very long tine and are still being nade; the need which is 

constantly felt for such endeavours is never satisfied• A quick description must be 

given of these various attempts in order to convey a conplete picture of the existing 

methods of prograrming for in reality they form part of those methods • 

We cannot hope to provide a full and systematic review of such efforts, but we 

can at least classify them into various types. 

‘2*19 Methods of statistical classification 

The tíest known is the classification into sixteen categories adopted ty the 

Adr.iinistrative Conmiittee on Co-ordination for praséntation to the Econoni.c and Social 

Council. 

This type oiV information is extreraely superficial and probably inaccurate | a 

particular project or part of a prograume m y equally well be classified under any one 

of several headings. For exai^le, an activity relating to the education of refugee 

children nay be classified just as г/ell in category "o" (naterial assistance and 

protection of refugees) as in category "c" (development of “huiiian resources, including 

education and training) or even, in some cases, in category "d" (social development, 

welfare and living conditions). The sarje applies to any project which is at all 

corçilex. 



At all events, tiiis type of ‘ classification does not provide a coriprehensive picture 

fron irliich to find out what an organization^ or the whole group of organizations is 

really doing； ve have nentioned it here only for the sake of completeness5 moreover 

there i/ould Ъе no point in trying to cleve?uop such a systen to a higher degree of 

precision (for exaxiple by using dozens of categories) ̂  because such a classification 

woulcl probably continue to have the sane shortcomings as long as it was not modelled 

on the actual structure of the programe adninistrations• 

2»20 Large or "maior
n

 Dro.iects 

The grouping of activities，either in space or in tine, so as to arrive at a ноге 

general body of activity than that of projects limited to one country and one specific 

subject, is a more useful exercise. 

Quite a nunber of examples could be given of such attempts to ensure either: 

Continuity of activity over tine (exceeding the annual or biennial budget 

period in order t»o'attain raediuni-'teru objectives) ) or 

Focussing in space through the со—ordination of efforts devoted to a 

particular region (either in a specific'branch of activity or through efforts 

enconpassing several disciplines). 

Ho doubt this type of effort is continually being made in all the organizations, 

in the process of supervising their activities within their respective spheres of 

conpetence. At tiuesj, however, it ha a assumed a nore organized f'om in that, in order 

to attain clearly defined objectives within a specified time, various projects have 

been co-ordinated into a coherent whole, so franed as to cTeiionstrate awareness of a 

particular probleiio 

This applies, for example, to the UKESGO major project on "Extension and Lnprove-

j.ient of Pi-iuary Education in Latin America", which was adopted at the Lina Conference 

in 1956 and continued for twelve years up to 1963j that on "Mutual Appreciation of 

Eastern and Ue stern Cultural Values" (1957-1968) 3 and. also, on the nulti-disciplinary 

plane j the current Mekong Delta project. 

Generally speaking, however, these various atteints at consolidation have coue up 

against obstacles г/liich are difficult to overcone and which nake then virtually 

inpossible to evaluate in any scientific wayj too wide a setting; inadequate 

resources3 inadequate knowledge of the problems involved| and above all, the 

impossibility of cTefiiiing sufficiently clear objectives for attainment within specified 

time—lirnliss, and of narshailing the resources ne.edecl for their attainment, because they 

do not depend, on the United Nations faraily of organizations alone. 

2.21 General consolidations on the lines of the First Develotment Decade 

An even глоге conprehensive atter.ipt at consolidation was given the title of "First 

Development Decade" (1960-1970), 



This m s an attenpt on vjhich judgenent has now been passed, in that it is regarded 

as a failure•‘ This judgement is mistaken inasmuch as the real aim of this exercise 

yas to create awareness of the problem-» rather than tó arrive at a guaranteed solution. 

Fron that point of view, 'che «.dvanced have not L>een v/itLout bheir offect. 

The fact romains, however, that the scheme could с lain to be considered a plan at 

the world levels It satisfied the conditions of duration (ten years)； of precision 

in the objectives to be attained (annual growth rate of 5 per cent ty 1970 for the 

developing countries as a whole, in order to narrow the gap between their level of
 v 

prosperity and that of the developed countries) j and lastly^ of the means to be 

nobi].izecl for the purpose (stat^i nation of prices of raw naterials exported by the 

developing countries,, promotion of> measures to increase exports of capital to those 

countrí es, and an increase in the .anount of aid rendered by the developed countries to 

1 per cent of their, national incone) • • 

Kence, in so far as the First Developnent Decade could be considered a genuine 

consolidated programe
?
 the results observable at the end of the period anount to 

failure？ ' 

Tha aggregate amount of assistance, far fron increasing, has decreased; the 

difference in available resources between the developed and the developing countries has 

grown; and the rate of 5 per cant ha^ not been achieved. The reason, quite evidently夕 

is that the neans to those ends depended solely on the developed countries and that it 

was not within the power of the United Nations family of organizations to obtain fron 

their Meriber States so drastic a change in their economic and political behaviour as 

the scheme required。 

However， in the absence of the necessary means and of serious and detailed studies 
/ 

indicating the attainability of certain objectives and th© neans that could be iaobiliaed 

to attain thern^ there could be no question of a genuine prograrnne. 

In tho' circurastancob, it is not surprising that the notion of planning on a world-

wide scale is being reconsidered in many sectors. 

2о22 Indicative world vlons and research with a view to the planning 
i и m m < «mi i i I • • — — » i — — — — — — — 

of activities in a particular sector 
mtmmmmumtw i i тятл^иашт.'тш'чтятчтттят'тттятштЁ^'ЯЯя'т^ш^т^тыШЁЖ •шттттяшштшввт^ттттштчшт-^ттгщттшт 

The idea that planning on a world-wide scale should be preceded by analytical 

work in depth seems to have gained much ground in the last few years. FAO appears to 

have been the first organization to adopt, in 1965, the idea of an indicative world 

plan (of agricultural development)
 t ’ « 

Tho work done in this direction is to result in the presentation of a provisional 

draf Ь indicative г/orld. plan at the fifteenth session of the Conference of FAO in 

November 1969- The.preparatory documents, which we have examined (provisional 

regional studies)
 9
 have been tho means of developing an interesting methodology. It 



is clear^ however
5
 that a sectoral study of such scope can be carried out only in the 

context of overall ecónom.c growth. The cons cruction of growth models on a world 

scale is a cfiifficult .verrbtirG» In other words，i i would have been desirable to under-

take studied ct
l

 the г>а::ю 1:〈、”"be same t.î.Lis at least in *¡:he industrial and tertiary 

sector» Parallel；. гег-еазгсЬл far oaariiple^ on the evolution of sducation^ industiy, 

—^irá.ni s t.ra tive or gaiii za/bicn^ bouning or public works would probably have been very 

useful in preparing overall consolidate.on — ob^ only means of. achieving a smaller 

margin of errors
 r
 which aro in any сазе inevitable, 

It i в tlierexcro regi'ett^bj.^ that ail the organizations cb'.cl not make a start at the 

same 匕 1шз。 On î：^, otaor liand
3
 b is eaco-or^gii)^ to noce that the idea of a vorlcl 

indicativo plan has gai:ie:i grouncu 

Thus ILO decided in 1969 to launch its World Employment Programme (v/liich is in any 

case a sequel to tho act-ivities already undertaken under the important programme for the 

dex
r

elopriient o± hui'iian resources)。 Th^ salient iTeature of this effort is that it not 

cnly deals -wloîi an есопотптс cector complementary to that already studied by TAO\ but 

examines eccm'd.c ргоЫетп с.з a whole frora a particular angle« In addition, it is 

designed not merely as an indicative plan but as г. programe of action. Despite these 

sc'mewhat special fGat.ui'es, it will probably contribute to the necessary task of overall 

consolidation, : 

Sinilarly, tb.o vcr：: • of. educatioriai planning in which UNESCO and its 工ntema-bional 

InftitUuG fc.r Education：-.! ？laroiDg hr.VG been engagod ior several years also represents 

a vital share ii: what nay Ъэоошо an отегаЗ.! consolidation,. The came, obviously, applies 

to l^ICTAD
1

 s nidales oh intornational trade and to all economic studies of a global or 

regional c m r a e t c r whicn carried ov:'¿ in the -various organiNations « 

spo.ü'lng,： i:he Urrl i-ed N¿.tionb Cc-iály. has at its disposal- a body of 

clcciiaieirus and studies if 'cheir nethodo3.c;g；
7

 is refined and an effort is made to 

consolidate Lhen, can together lay a very firm foun¿a七ion for what night - become a 

genuine vorlà prc^rcüme, 

2^23 Rosea rea foi' j3:,。o.P^^loi^ent； .Гее-ad̂  ana
i
 •the

ir
Oa^acity^ vStudy 

The work undertcJ^an i.n preparation for tho Second Developmsnt Decade 'by the Centre 

for Developnent ？ianningn Projections and Policies (Tinbergon Conmiittee). set.up under 

the Dopartoí3nt of .íconomic o.nci Socia?. A.f;fi?.irs of tlie United Nations Secretariat is ” 

doubtless a step In. the;h direc uion« 

Thus^ docujnent H/AG
0
56/L.P. •• E/AC

e
54/L,33 of 12 February 1?69 entitled "The Second 

United Kation.3 iJeve.topiient- Decades preliminary framework for an international develop-

ment strategy" ciTc.v;s up a sy ataj-'atic iiivsntory оГ the problems which the developing and 

the develop ocl countries must solve if tha second Decade is to achieve s one effect. The 

docurnenb is drafted In veiy general terms and seeks mainly to review the probiens as 



сonprehensively as possible! it. emphasizes a nunber of points which its authors 

consider inportant, but it does not suggest алу solution. It seems to iinply that 

there are still some very inportant studies to be carried out before the formulation 

of what might constitute a consolidated indicative plan on a world scale, and it 

suggests various lines of ©search. 

Continuation of the work undertaken should make it possible to carry out a more 

comprehensive consolidation of the results of research already completed and of the 

documentation available, and to determine how a global picture of the problems to be 

solved will affect the programme of the organizations in the United Nations faioily• 

At all events, study of the consequences which night result, for the structures 

of the United Nations system, fron the institution of,such rational and centralized 
. • ‘ . ’ � . . . . .. 

overall programming appears to be � h e nain concern of the Capacity Study teani led try-

Sir Robert Jackson, 

These extremely difficult and delicate efforts at consolidation should be the 

means of bringing nearer a solution integrating the results of theoretical research and 

defining programmes of practical clay-to-day action. But it appears 七hat the most 

difficult part of the road still lies ahead» 

2.24 Smnaary of the foregoing observations 

In short, it would seen that the existing nethods of prograiaming applied in the 

United Nations family can be suim^ari^ed.and defined as follows s 

The structures (of the agencies, . and of the prograxime administrations within the 

agencies) which have gradually taken shape are the moulds from which are cast, at 

regular intervals, programes that vary little and develop alongside one another without 

interpénétration, 

A task of consolidation is doubtless performed at the level of each agency, but it 

can have no effect outside that agency
1

 s sphere of specialization. At best, the 

agencies succeed in concentrating their activity on two or three problems which are 

particularly inportant at their level. No overall consolidation can be discerned. 

These programmes comprise, each in its own sphere: 

Activities in the field in the developing countries), financed maiiiHy fron 

extra-budgetary funds and divided into "projects" either of technical assistance or of 

pre-investment - operations which are fairly clearly distinguishable from one another 

in terns of resources, duration and objectives (although the latter are inevitably 

limited Ъу the modest scope of the aativities undertaken)j and 

Activities at headquarters, which range from the general management of activities 

to research, publications and conparisons, but which do not yet distinguish clearly 

enough between permanent functions and activities separately identifiable in tine. In 

short, they are not programmed to алу marked extent. 



In view of the unsatisfactory impression left by the existing nethods of 

prograrimlng, nany and varied efforts are being nade to supply an overall orientation 

that bears some ultinate resemblance to a world economic and social plan. But the 

various attempts made to date are far fron attaining that end. 

2.25 Prerequisites for a desirable transformation 

Ho decisive progress can bé aacle towards a solution unless a methodology is first 

worked ou七 to resolve the difficulties. The nain difficulties appear to be the 

foliowing % 

(1) Reconciliation of diagnosis by country (which is the only realistic kind, but 

which iiust take-account of the methods, the particular needs and the rate of progress 

adopted Ъ/ countries for their development) with planning on a vrorld scale, which nust 

so define its framex-rork, its own rate of progress and its objectives as to genuinely 

integrate the objectives defined separately by almost eighty developing countries (while 

at the saxie tine taking the developed countries
1

 policies into account)-, 

(2) Reconciliation of the world-wide aission of the United Nations family vdth 

the poverty of its own financial resources, vhich neans being able to find ways and 

neans of "concerted progratoning" with other sources of aid, both bilateral and multi-

lateral, in a coraprehensive effort scrupulouslly co-ordinated and approved ty the 

recipient countries. The success of such an undertaking may mean, in its tiirn, that 

the United Nations faoily will specialize in general programing and perhaps 

intellectual training, instead of competing with other bodies in providing technical 

and financial assistance3 

(3) Definition of the principles of a rAnlnua theoretical agreement on the 

methods tô be used in speeding up the development of the poor countries and enabling 

them to catch up \iith the rich countries. 

The principles of such an agreement, which raight Ъе periodically renewed pari 

passu with the progress of research, should cover: 

A set of practical techniques applicable in the various cases which may 

arise (countries at different levels of developraent) and concerning, in 

particular, the process of promoting general education and technical 

training, agricultural development, industrialization, and so ori| 

Some general the01^ of the nethods and effects of economic assistance 

to developing countries, showing the relative importance to be attached 

to financial aid in the f o m of gifts and loans, to technical 

assistance, to the stabilization of raxj m t è r i a l prices, to the 

international monetary systeu, and so on5 



(4) Lastly, ada-otation of the general structures and methods of the agencies 

of the United Nations family to the requirements of an overall prograiome worthy of' 

the naue of a world plan. 

2.26 The reforms required 

A system which resolves air these difficulties, ыау..appear Utopian todayj 

hevertheless it does not- seen to go "beyond what should be the noraal ambition of 

the United Nations fairily • 

At all events, no effort ¡mist be spared that might bring such a systen nearer. 

There is no doubt that the theoretical work which we. described above represents the 

nost significant effort to-date to find a solution! it is no less obvichis that 

other efforts .must Ъе .nade to -..bring the gap appears to separate 2 

cannot 

general theoretical thinking! 

the actual day-to-day mpienentation of projects in the field. This gap 
г . . l/ 

Ъе bridged unless the practical steps discussed below are takeru*
8

^ 

l/ In the proposals which follou，we have not contemplated or reconaencled recourse 
to the so-called PPBS aethods (planning, prograimiiing and budgeting systen) iis^d 
in various States for the "rationalization of budgetary..choices”. In the 
present state of prograrnoing in the various. agencies, this denanding type of 
method, which would entail employing many specialists, would in our view шегеЛ̂г 
increase the difficulties encountered. Nevertheless, these mtethods are 
modern and not devoid of interest; it might be worth while to consider trying 
then out in a few sectors. They have the merit of leading to an interesting 
and systematic analysis of the notion of "objective" • . 



PART 3； .IMMEDIATE，POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE REFORMS 

3.1. Sectors in which reforms are desirable 

Vhat has been said in the two preceding parts appears to indicate : 

- t h a t the notions of budget and programme cannot be dissociated, owing to the 

nature of the tasks which the United Nations family has to carry out； 

_ that consequently a refo^^ ；f budget presentation methods would be pointless 

unless it was accompanied by drastic changes in current procedures for drawing up 

estimates and allocating funds and in methodology and programming practices, and unless 

the resources needed for making those changes were provided at the same time. 

1. In our opinion, the following three reforms are necessary in connexion with 

the modification of existing financial procedures: 

(a) a reform of UNDP earmarking methods seems essential if general programming 

is to be at all possible (section 3.2.)J 
(b) the presentation of the United Nations budget by programme (section 3.3.); 

(c) the general adoption of medium-term programming (section 3.4.). 

2. At the same time,, efforts to arrive at a better programming methodology 

should be continued. This entails : 

(a) the preparation of an inventory of methods of action by country and by 

source of assistance, with a view to a rational allocation of work (section 3. 5.). 

(b) the selection of methodology for the identification and classification 

of projects and "units" of the programme (sedtion 3.6. ) • 

3. Lastly, the strengthening of prograimning services should be considered in 

relation to the agencies as a whole； but the main result should be the establishment 

of a programming service in the United Nations itself (section 3.7.). 

The above proposals are discussed in greater detail below. 

3.2. Reform-of UNDP earmarking methods. and general application of the budgetary method 

It would be pointless to consider any improved programming system for the , 

United Nations family if there were no means of knowing sufficiently in advance. and 

for a definite period, the total amount of available funds earmarked either for economic 

and social development or, шоге specifically
t
 for assistance to the developing countries. 

There can be no programming without, estimates. Since it is desirable, and' 

probably essential, that such estimates should be made several years in advance, it 

may, a fortiori, be considered a minimum requirement that all the expenditure for 

a given financial year should be known before that financial year begins. 

This assertion may appear, to be no more than a restatement of the simplest 

definition of the notion of a budget. Nevertheless, it must be realized that the 

application of this principle to the United Nations system would entail drastic 



changes in the methods now in use； it would involve nothing less than changing from 

half-yearly approval to annual or biennial approval in the case of Special Fund ,.. 

programmes; and discarding the so-called "continuous programming" methods recently 

adopted for the technical assistance projects of UNDP, 

A reform of the methods used by UNDP for allocating funds to the executing 

agencies is, in our view, indispensable before any rational organization of 

programming is possible• 

A few words should be said in explanation of this statement: 

-There.is absolutely no question of violating the principle (which justifies 

the very existence of UNDP) of the volimtary nature of contributions to this 

Programme, as distinct from the statutory nature of the contributions made by member 

countries to the executing agencies
1

 actual budgets. This distinction should subsist. 

To say that the amount of the funds available should be known sufficiently in advance, 

so that their use can be programmed at the same time as that of the agencies' budgetary 

funds, means no more than thát the countries making voluntary contributions to UNDP 
i 

should be requested to indicate their intentions a little earlier, so that a global 

limit can be determined. In practice this will not in any way change .the amount of 

contributions or affect the sovereign freedom of member countries to determine it. 

For the present practices (which we propose to modify) there are no doubt 

excellent reasons, based mainly on the concern of the States members of the UNDP 

Governing Council to maintain close and exact control over the funds requested and 

used and on the need for quick deôisions - already a difficulty 雄 re. the grant of 

funds for projects. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to imagine a system of earmarking in advance> 

which would enable these requirements to be met: 

• The methods of controlling the use of these funds may in fact be profoundly . . 

modified without losing any of their effectiveness, Efforts to- strengthen control 

by member S-tates and the 'GdVerning .Council, particularly over the Special Fund, se^m. 

to .have taken the form of г�quiring increasingly greater precision in the preparation. 

of operational plans for each project before the appropriations for it are voted‘ 
• - . . « V.*— - ••• •« . . . - I t . . . . • • ••<,,•*..•'， 

It is a reversal of this trend which here seems indispensable. Of course, there can 

be no question of carrying out a project before its plan of operation has been 

finalised. But the decision to appropriate funds should be made well ahead•Qf that 

final preparation； and control should be transferred to the stage at which the 

results are critically evaluated. Such control, provided it was well organized, 



would iii fact be infinitely more, effective and satisfactory to member countries if 

it related more to project implementation (at that stage it is now virtually non-

existent) than on the details of project preparation (which are in any case oftep. 

modified even after appropriations have been voted by the Governing Council). 

- A s to the speed with which decisions are taken, this vould obviously be much 

greater, so far as the allocation of funds is concerned, if the Administrator of UNDP 

were able to earmark funds definitively within the limits of the wider general 

authorization given by the Governing Council, and- if programming procedures were 

organized along different lines 鳴 a possibility created by the new method of preparing 

estimates. 

It seems therefore by no means impracticable to work out a procedure whereby 

UNDpi/could produce before the financial year began at least a summary budget showing 

how the funds distributed were expected to be used. 

In short, the following should be the broad lines of the procedure here 

suggested: 

一 At the beginning of year x, the States contributing to UNDP should announce夕 

in the light of a summary programme submitted by the Administrator and showing the 

types of general objectives and the principal countries or regions of the world in 

which activities are to be carried out, the total amount of the contributions which 

they intend to make for years x + 1 and x + 2. 

/T£ it were possible to ascertain, if not the exact amount of the contributions, 

at least the intentions of contributing States for a longer period, extending for 

example to year x + 5 or x + 6, medium-term programming would obviously be made much 

easier; this is，as will be seen, the most desirable approach (cf.section 3-4 below). 

At present, it seems that such medium_term programming can be based only on assumptions• 

Nevertheless, алу means of making medium-term prograinnlng more precise should be 

considered, be it only for future use/. 

- A more detailed programme and budget should be drawn up during the year x 

by the Administrator. This will show, in the. course of the year, and at any rate
 t 

before the executing agencies' own budgets are voted by the General Conferences. 

1/ Such a procedure might be extended, with the necessary adaptations, to other 
sources of voluntary funds. UNDP procedure alone is dealt m t h here because 
of it.s vital importance and because this already bulky report, can only 
emphasize the most important aspects of the problem. 



- t h e aggregate UNDP funds which the agencies will have to use; 

- t h e recipient countries, and « 、‘ 

- t h e contents of the main projects. : • ' " 

Of the total appropriations, a proportion 一 whose size remains to be determined -

may be allocated less rigidly, to allow for the necessary freedom of manoeuvre. 

- T h e Administrator should have well-defined」powers to allocate in due course 

the funds finally available for the executing agencies once plans of operation are 

settled and projects put in hand. 

-Recipient countries, having been informed in ^good time of the types of projects 

which may be carried out in. their territory, of the approximate tótal amounts which 

will be made available, arid of the counterparts expected from them, should be able 

to make in their turn the necessary arrangements for the integration of these projects 

in their national budgets and administrations. 

- T h e executing agencies, having been informed in good time of the funds which 

they will have to use and of the principal types of projects, should be able to 

arrange early enough for the entire support prograracaing of the projects in their own 

budgets, not only at the administrative level (recruitment, etc, ) but also at the 

intellectual level (research, general consistency of the programme, etc*). 

They may also show in their programme: and budget, for information, the activities, 

projects, etc., which they will carry out for UNDP side by side with the outlay 、‘
: 

financed from their own funds. 

• In this way, the information contained in the prô gramme s and budgets of .executing 

agencies, taken together* should provide a general view of the programme of the 

United Nations family. 

Without a reform of the type outlined (several variants are, of course, 

conceivable), it appears to us impossible to arrivé at coherent programming.. 

Whether this reform can be carried out' depends in any case 

一 on the interest taken by member States in the quality of prograraming, 

i.e. in the improved efficiency of the- multilateral system for aid to the developing 

countries by and through the United Nations family； 

- o n the quality of the programming work to be done by the .secretariats of. 

both UNDP and,the agencies (including the United Nations i t s e l f ) M 

1/ This problem of integrated budgeting and its practical consequences, such as 
the method of estimate-making to be adopted by UNDP, are. not specifically 
mentioned in the recommendations of the Committee of Fourteen. Although this.. 
point was not emphasized by the experts, it may be regarded as a practical 
consequence of the recommendation on mediun-term programming (No. 29, paragraph 
(d) (v)). In this study we have sought to stress the technical aspect of the 
Question. 



3.3 Presentation of the United Nations Budget by progrararae 

Obviously, a presentation of the type proposed in the preceding section, whereby 

the figures in the budgets of UNDP and the other agencies for the same period can 

be added together, is significant and useful only to the extent to which budgets 

are presented by programme, i.e., in terms of the objectives pursued, and not by type 

of expenditure. Consistently with what was said in paragraphs 2.4-2.6 above, we 

would- reiterate here that there is nothing against presentation by nature of expenditure 

for all items not concerned with economic and social development programmes.: in 

other words, for expenditure of a political nature (paragraph 2.5) and even expenditure 

on purely technical functions. Hence there appears to us to be no imediate need 

to consider converting into budget s -by-pro gramme the budgets of the snail technical 

organizations which are in the habit of presenting these documents by nature of 

expenditure (in particular IMCO, WMO, UPU and ITU). All that Hatters so far as 

they are concerned is that (for information and in the saias document as the budget 

itself) their prograonae expenditure, particularly on the projects which they execute 

for UNDP, should be dealt with in a special part (which must obviously be presented 

by programmes) 

On the other hand it is infinitely more important to consider converting that 

part of the United Nations budget which corresponds to the execution of development 

programmes. According to information supplied by the United Nations, these programmes 

1/ The Secretary-General of ШСО has inforned us that he proposes to provide 
information on programme expenditure concerning projects executed for UNDP 
in a special part of his budget: 'Such a presentation has so far not been「 
adopted, because on grounds of principle there seemed to be no need to subiait 
it to the governing body of UNDP when tha basic financial provisions had 
already been approved, perhaps in a slightly different form, but nevertheless 
in a form acceptable to the governing body. Such a presentation might, 
however, be included for information purposes only； this should avoid any 
difficulty.i Other technical organizations will probably be able to take 
the same position. This presentation would be facilitated if the proposals 
made in the preceding paragraph were adopted. 
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of an annual total of approximately $200 million.“ 

change, and may be opposed on grounds of habit-

large share borne by this budget in the total 

development, it seems to us essential that the 

account for about $1Д0 million out 

This would be an extremely drastic 

and tradition# but in view of the 

expenditure on economic and social 
、 2/ 

change should be made.
u 

If it should prove impossible to make the change at once, ал arrangement of the 

type proposed by the ACABQ expert should be applied2 i.e. the submission of a "compat-

ible presentation" as an a n n e x I t must, however, be kept clearly in mind that no 

progress can be made in programming if the presentation of a budget covering the 

activities of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the regional economic 

commissions, UNIDO, UNCTAD and UNHCR and accounting, together with the extra-budgetary 

funds, for something like 25 per cent of the total expenditure on economic and social 

development, is left unconverted. 

Moreover, the proposal is not new. Since the presentation now in use (which deals 

very extensively with staff costs - section 3) was adopted in 1957 to provide greater 

flexibility to the Secretary-General in the utilization of the total staff resources-

available to him, a change in this new presentation has very often been asked for: 

Member States have shown increasing interest in the integration of programme and 

budget policies: General Assembly resolution 1797 (XVII) of 11 December 1962 

1/ For the United Nations, as for the other agencies, economic and social development 
expenditure comprises outlays on: 

-international co-operation between countries at all levels of development 
(cf. sections 2鲁6 and 2.7 above); and 

- a i d to the developing countries, 

2/ This proposal goes beyond proposal No, 6 of the Committee of Fourteen, which 
asked only that

 !,

the organizations using the traditional budgetary breakdown 
by object of expenditure should submit, either in the budget itself or in a 
special document，a breakdown of their expenditure by main fields of activity.

î! 

It is based on the realization that the United Nations is the organization 
administering the largest sums for economic and social development, and that 
it is sharply different from the other organizations which present their 
budgets by nature of expenditure (the small technical organizations). Moreover 
the progress achieved in recent years in the presentation of section 3 and the 
publication of documents Е/4-331 and Е/4Л63 may now make such a complete 
conversioil an easier matter, 

2/ Documents Е/4Л31 and Е/446З， which were mentioned above (paragraph 2.17), already 
serve to some extent as such an annex. At the very least, however，they would 
have to be presented at the same time as the budgets， and to supply the necessary 
information regarding the estimates for the budget year in question, which is 
not at present the case. 



may be mentioned in this connexion. ACABQ, in its sixth repórt to the General Assembly 

(twentieth session) expressed the view that a consolidated programme and budget 

presentation is of such importance that it could justify a reappraisal of the budget 

format, A solution was sought in the preparation of annexes, which in the final 

analysis are net very satisfactory. The most valuable progress has undoubtedly been 

achieved by a clearer presentation of the activities of programme services within 

section 3 (cf. section 2.7 above). Document AC. 5/1121 of 18 October 1967 sums up 

the situation prevailing at that date, but the outline of changes in budgetary structure 

which it contains does not appear to us to be sufficient 七о ensure true programme 

presentation. 

If it is to be really effective, such a conversion should preserve the existing 

separation into individual parts for expenditure on UNIDO, UNCTAD and UNHCR, but 

should distinguish between： 

-Expenditure of a political nature (operation, of political organs, the 

maintenance of peace); 

- C o m m o n administrative expenditure； 

- T h e expenditure of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs (whose 

headquarters or field programmes would be classified according to the 

principal divisions of the Department). It would also be desirable to 

present the budgets of the regional economic commissions separately. 

Expenditure in the sections which deal with existing part V of the technical 

programmes would be described together with the departments responsible for 

executing the programmes. 

- T h e expenditure en UNIDO, UNCTAD and UNHCR should be described by programme : 

i.e., provision should also be made for internal conversion of the existing 

sections 18, 20 and 21. 

The presentation of the United Nations budget would thus resemble those of the other 

large organizations, or to be more exact, those of four or five large economic and 

social development programme departments and one political department. 

The presentation of the programme of the United Nations family as a whole would 

obviously gain much in clarity as a result. 

Lastly, it seems to us that if this reform could be undertaken, very serious 

consideration should be given to the possibility of presenting the United Nations 

programme and budget in a biennial cycle (as is the case in UNESCO, FAO and more 

recently in ILO, in accordance with recommendation 25 of the Cooiiittee of Fourte'en. 



General adoption of medium term pro^raimaing 

Treatment of every part of a.budget dealing with development programmes as an 

annual (or biennial) instalment of a mediun-term or long-term programme would.in 

itself be a major theoretical advance. 

This advance does not seem to have been made yet, and this, pessimistic view is 
• •. ‘ -

borne out by a perusal of the agencies
1

 replie s to recorjmendation No. 29 of the 

Coramittee of Fourteen. 、 

This recommendation was to the effect that early,steps should be taken to develop 

and adopt an integrated system of long-term planning, of programme formulation and of 

budget preparation. To that end, the reconmendation specified, each organization should 

develop an effective long-tern plan, clearly define its specific objectives (where 

necessary with alternatives, following consultations with the other organizations), 

and lastly prepare an integrated document containing all programmes financed: fron both 

budgetary and extra-budgetary funds for the selected time period, and the proposed 

programme and budget for the next budget period. 

On the whole, the agencies
1

 replies to this recorajnendation approve long-term 

programming in principle, but the practical consequences which they infer from it vary 
- � • • • . •• •• 

and do not appear to commit them to preparing such a document, despite the fact that it 

was described fairly explicitly in the re с оите ndati on. 
i . ’ • ‘ 

Thus (c.f. document k/l\2U of 16 April 1968):. 

íhe United Nations states that since 1966 a new. kind of report has been prepared on 

the Organization's work programme (E/A179/Rev.l and Add.1-18 for 1964, 1965 and 1966, 

and the documents already mentioned and described in paragraph 2.17 above - E/4331 and 

Add.1-18 and Е/ЛЛбЗ and Add,1-26 - for 1965-1968 and 1966-1969 respectively.^ 

The United Nations also refers to the research work undertaken with a view to the 
..¡- • ... . . • • • • 

Development Decades, but it recognizes that the introduction of the system of long-term 
planning envisaged by the Committee of Fourteen is a complox and time-consuming process. 

. . . . . . • • , • ' 

ILO broadly approves the principle of long-term programming^ draws attention to the 

existence of the new World Employment Programme and says that studies are in progress to 

examine the possibility of a six-year planning period. Recent information confirms that 

this organization has in fact undertaken the preparation of such a document, which should 

be ready by about April 1970. 
V i " 

FAO refers to the work undertaken for thç Indicative World Plan. 

1/ In view of their dates of publication (May 1967 and April 1968), these 
represent, not medlum_tem or long-term programming, but more a review 

documents 
of the past. 



UNESCO says that its practices are in accordance with the spirit of the reconnaen-

dation. This organization, too, has actually undertaken the preparation of a medirna-

t e m programme. 

WHO gives a careful description of the methods of long-term planning which it 

applies in practice in its various branches of activity: (1) the implementation of a 

general programme of work set by the governing bodies of the organization for a specific 

perio.d of time; (2) the investigation of needs as a basis for setting priority 

objectives, undertaken jointly with governments; and (3) the development of plans of 

operation followed by systematic, -^alysis of the base-line situation in the case of 

individual project. It states, however, that "in point of fact for most programmes of 

the organizations the lack of long-term plans is nore apparent than real"; this means 

that no comprehensive description of these plans and of their translation into financial 

terms is given in any document (studies are in progress on the subject)。• 

It should be noted, that UNDP has not commented on this subject. No serious niedium-

term programming will be possible, however, particularly as regards the cost of 

assistance, unless UNDP procedure is adapted'for the purpose. The prior reform which 

we described in section 3.2 above must of course..a fortiori, be taken into consideration 

for medium-term programming. 

Although, admittedly, the problem involved is extremely difficult, and although 

there can be no doubt that considerable efforts are being made to solve it, we feel 

bound to observe that there is sone confusion between the various notions embodied in 

the idea. The following are required: 

- T h e studies and research essential to long-term, planning on a world scale5 

- T h e immediate preparation - in the light of existing knowledge and without 

waiting for the results of the above-mentioned research, which will inevitably 

take a very long time - of a first integrated document - a nedium-term 

programme and the next budget - listing the activities to be undertaken by 

the agencies and giving an estimate, in figures, of the means to be applied 

； within a particular period, with well-defined objectives; 

- L a s t l y (a problem váiich the Goiamittee of Fourteen does not seem to have had 

time to consider, but which is implicit in its resolution): the methodology 

for practical presentation of the Eiedium-tem expenditure anticipated in 

that document. 

Since the research undertaken for medium-term and long-term planning has already-

been described (paragraphs 2.18 to 2.23), we shall enlarge here on the other two points, 

beginning with the last, which concerns the question of method. 

1/ We have not reported the replies of the smaller organizations。 On the whole (and 
with the possible exception of Ш0 for the World Weather Watch), their replies 
confirm that their normal activities do not lend themselves to a prograoming 



. . . r 

The question is how the annual (or biennial)^ portion of the funds allocated 

to a project (or to a programme u ñ l t ) ^ for a longer period (for example five years) 

can be clearly identified. For this purpose, and in particular in order to learn 

how a medlum-temi activity is being carried forward, it is essential to know, for 

every programme unit or project .spread over several years: 

• The aggregate amount of funds allocated to an operation and the period 

during which the money is to be spent; 

- W h a t part of those funds is allowed to be spent during the budget period 

• in question; 

- I n the case of an activity begun before the current budget period, what 

amount of funds has already been spent in previous years; 

- W h a t amount‘ of funds remains available for subsequent, years. 

Although this is a traditional notion in a number of countries on the European 

continent (the distinction between credits d
T

engagement and credits de paiement)， it 

does not soem to be current practice in countries whose financial usages are based 
• i 

on those of the United Kingdom or the United States. 

1/ The budget cycle 
• • . . . . • 

In its proposal No. 25 concerning budget cycles, the Committee of Fourteen 
asked for general adoption of a biennial cycle. This was considered unacceptable 
by various organizations, usually on statutory grounds. The report of the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations on this subject (А/С.5Д122 and Corr.l) 
points out inter alia, that the establishment of a system of longer-teijii 
planning and programme formulation does not depend for its successful 
implementation on the prior introduction of a more extended -budget cycle, but 
that such a cycle would have no real meaning without such preparatory measures. 
The report of ACABQ on this problem (A/6887/Rev.l) makes several reservations 
regarding the possibility of applying a two-year cycle in the TJnited Nations, 
and calls for the preparation of a further report by the Secretary-General.. 

In the interests of the correct programming of development aid, however, 
it would be useful if the five big organizations (and UNDP) all adopted the 
two-year budget period. The only two big executing organizations which have 
not yet adopted that period are WHO and the United Nations (cf. section 3.3 

.above). 

и Cf. Section 3.6 above for the definition of this expression. 



It is true that this notion is of secondary importance for financial documents 

presented by nature of expenditure. But a clear presentation by programme is out 

of the question unless the requirements listed above are taken into account. This 

is the only ways 

- T o fit the activities undertaken exactly into a project； 

- T o establish the necessary connexions between the annual or biennial 

‘ budgets and the mediiori-term programmes, where these exist. 

The second practical consequence, which flows from the principle of the 

distinction between programmes covering more than one year and budgets, is that 

straight away, without waiting for any genuine mediun-term programning to be introduced, 

each organization should prepare special documents describing a medium-term and 

long-term programme in outline. 

The main reason why this should be done is that such programmes already exist 

at least in part, since' a groat many activities (Special Fund projects or parts of 

programnes described each year in the budgets of the large organizations as 

"continued") are now carried on for several years. The part of recommendation 29 

of the Committee of Fourteen concerning the "integrated document" corresponds exactly 

to this specific requirement； we think, however, that an' attempt should be made to 

give a fuller description of the desired document. 

However difficult it nay be to lay dov/n preciso medium-tern programmes with 

the existing procedures for allocation of funds, it is certain that the preparation 

of such document s, inasmuch as they would attempt a precise statement of the 

objectives pursued, would inculcate a useful intellectual discipline in secretariats 

and legislative assemblies j but these documents nust not be. confused with the 

general research work now being done on indicative world pláns or on the second 

Developenient Decade。 These documents are more modestly conceived to show specifically 

what medium-term activities are actually undertaken by the organizations and what 

activities are likely to be undertaken within a reasonable tine, They should there-

fore be so designed as to provide reasonable forecasts of expenditure (over a period 

of five years, for example) for each organization responsible for part of the economic 

and social programme^ since these forecasts will not necessarily correspond to 

appropriations, a clear distinction should be made between credits already available 
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(for example, those allocated for five-year Special Fund projects), credits which will 

probably be granted (under the conservative assumption that appropriations included 

in current budgets will be renewed for activities which are to bo "continued") and 

those- which it would be necessary to obtain in order to carry out a realistic but 

slightly more ambitious pro.çràiune (under a bolder assumption). 

Efforts should of course be made to reach agreement among the various organizations 

on a common duration for the period of nediun-term prograinning. ThQ arrangements 

for the Second Development Decade (1970-1980), for example， might furnish the 
1/ 

opportunity to agree on two five-year periods — 

These mediun-term programming documents would be still more significant if an 

effort could be made to include in them some information on other bilateral or multi-

lateral aid programmes carried out alongside those of the United Nations； this would 

put the activities of the United Nations into perspective and show where their 

originality lay。 This effort to provide better information might in addition prepare 

the way for concerted programming on a world
(
scale among all the countries supplying 

aid and all those receiving it。 But this will be possible only if radical changes 

are made in actual programming methods. These problems vd.ll be considered in sections 

3.5 and 3。6 below. 

1/ A six-year period would, however, be more suitable if a two-year budget cycle 
is universally adopted. 



3.5 Methods of programming. Preparation of an inventory of гезои-гтя hy nountrv and 

by source of aid, with a view to a rational apportionment of tasks. 

In order to bridge the gap by which general thinking on a world' scale (Second 

Development Decade, indicative world plans) is at present separated from day-by-day 

(project by project) activity, it will be necessary: 

- t o prepare an accurate and full inventory of the tasks to be carried out in 

order to achieve those general objectives which have been accepted as reasonable (and 

which have been defined in documents of the type referred to above ): 

- t o determine who is to carry out those tasks and by what means (the developing 

countries themselves with their 丄-^sources, bilateral aid, other multilateral aid, 

the United Nations family). 

Diagnosis by country (and thé totalling of their results for the world as a whole) 

should make such ал inventory possible. The apportionmént of tasks and resources 

depends on negotiations conducted between countries, receiving aid and those which 

supply it. Such negotiation should enable the programmes of each agency responsible for 

the utilization of aid funds to Ъе prepared in harmony with the plans drawn up by each 

developing country. It is through this type of negotiation that it should be possible 

to "determine the exact place and role of the United Nations family in all activities 

and hence to define the nature and originality of its programme in relation 七о other 

programmes. 

Clearly, in this negotiation, the United Nations family, and In particular the 

United Nations itself, has a special role to play. Since these organizations provide 

the only place where qualified representatives from most States in the world can meet, 

it is here that negotiations should take place, and it is therefore logically the task of 

their secretariats to provide the necessary background material for the negotiations. 

This means that the United Nations, assisted by all the specialized agencies, 

should first assemble all the material required for the determination of programmes. 

This vork, which is already being done as regards the economic situation (world 

statistics), and planning methods and global requirements (Centre for Development 

Planning, Projections and Policies), should Ъе extended to: 

- t h e detailed analysis of national plans : objectives and resources proper 

to each country; 

- t h e evaluation of aid requirements by country, as. a function of the 

disparity between each country's objectives" and resources; 

- t h e establishment of an inventory of all the external forms of assistance 

available (i.e. multilateral and bilateral aid programmes in the form of 

gifts or loans), having regard not only to their size but also to their 

nature and the purpose for which they have been allocated5 



- the critical analysis (from the point of view of economics, of course, 

not politics), by country and by assistance programme, of all the means 

applied to achieve tho objective sought. 

If such material could be assembled (there would be enough of it, inciden七allyy 

to fully justify its processing by computer), it would provide the basis not only for 

the global negotiations described above and. to be conducted between the United Nations
} 

the various aid programmes and the countries, but also for a rational definition of the 

programme of the United .Nations family itself. 
"" * , • • . . . 

Only after several years of application would such a system have any prospect of 

producing all its fruits: rationalization of the methods used， very precise 

determination of the functions assigned in this system to each agency (UNDP, regional 

economic commissions, specialized agencies, United Nations), increased speed in the 

Ideteimlnation of priorities, perhaps a better harmonization of planning periods in the 

various countries, a better integration of programmes by field of action (education and 

industrialization, co-ordination of research, agreement on regional prograinmes, and so 

|on). • 

Sucb a system is indispensable if programming is to become rational and effective; 

lits application, however, would mean that the United Nations must be provided with the 

necessary staff resources to carry out these tasks (cf. section 3#7 below)• 

！3.6 Definition of programme "units" and methods of identifying them 

A programme is always made up of specific activities | what matters is that those 
' "• ' . ' ‘ “ * * • . . ... ..Л - . ’• . - . * 

activities should be well defined. To describe them clearly and by a method capable 
! . . . . ... •‘ ——. j 

of being applied by all the agencies is in fact the only means of explaining what xs 

；being attested and of subsequently measuring what has been done. This is not an 

easy task. 
I • t . - ：,-••：.：.... . 广 

ThOv problem which is extremely important ¿because if it were solved, virtually all 

difficulties inherent in standardization would be overcome, computers could be used to 

good, effect, and so on/ presents several aspects : 

- t h e definition of "imits" i.e. the method of subdividing and presenting 

the programme by clearly defined specific activities; this aspect of the 

question, incidental1y, presents difficulties of terminologyj 

- t h e method of identifying these ^units" or specific activities j 
• . • 

- t h e classification of these units in the general presentation. 



We shall see that if th^ first two aspects are correctly dealt with, tho third/ 

i.e. classification, does not present any serious difficulties
9
 since several equally 

effective solutions are available• 

(a) Method of subdividing the programme into specific activities or "units" g problem 

of Terminology 

We have seen (in section 2.17 above) that the large organizations which present 

their budget by programme have not adopted either the same degree of precision or the 

same terminology; although taken by itself, each method has its merits and is no doubt 

well adapted to the problems of the relations between secretariats and representatives 

of member States in executive boards and general assemblies, the problem of 

standardization consists precisely in the elaboration of a common method» 

To propose such a method in the form of models would require a much more detailed 

study, which would exceed the scope of this report. It is possible, however, to trace 

here the broad lines aJLong which such a method should evolve • 

When a programme is defined, its execution requires that it should be sub-divided 

in a precise fashion，so that those responsible for applying it may know exactly what 

they have to do, the time-limits they should observe and so on. This is what is called, 

in the case of the large projects for example, the detailed plan of operation. 

The degree of precision obtained in the presentation of programmes may of course 

vary2 while the greatest precision is indispensable at the time of execution, a lesser 

degree of precision may no doubt be accepted at the time when appropriations are voted. 

In the circumstances, it is qnite natural that the degree of precision is not the 

same (within each organization): 

一 in the document describing the programme to the executive boards and the 

assemblies, 

- i n the final document (the adopted budget)， 

一 in the internal dociments defining the work of each executant in detail. 

Precision should normally increase in each of the phases: the point which we are 

here making is that there should be a high degree of precision in the adopted budget 

(phase 2), For the reasons which we have described in section 0
#
3 above, the budget 

is an irreplaceable document for the description of the organization^ life; it cannot 

be clear without being precise and it must therefore be very detailed. This inevitably 

means a bulky document, but it would be false economy to try to reduce its size (the 

absence of a coi^plete document of thi3 type inevitably leads to the most diverse 

requests for information which place a great, burden on the secretariats)• 



The choice and definition of the smallest "unit" to be adopted in order to break 

down a programme into specific activities poses in the first place a problem of 

terminology: while "projects" in the field, whether or not they involve substantial 

outlay, are relatively easy to define 一 an already long tradition and the practice, 

particularly of UNDP, having provided the basis for a methodology which seems commori 

to all agencies - the same does not apply to the breakdown of activities at the 

organizations
T

 headquarters• On the one hand, these activities fall under the heading 

either of international co-operation (defined in section 2.16) or of assistance to the 

under-developed countries, and the distinction between the two is not always easy to 

make. On the other hand, the objectives of these activities are not as easy to define 

as those of projects• 

According to the organization concerned, these small "programme units" are either 

simple numbered paragraphs, or "articles" of a prograumie, or numbered or unnuiiibered 

sections• The manner in which they are arranged in sub-progranimes (ILO), in chapters and 

sections (UNESCO), e t c” also varies (cf• also section 2.17 above). An effort to 

establish a common terminology is therefore required (both for the designation of the 

"unit": articles, sections, paragraphs, "programme units!
1

, "work items", e t c” and for 

the various successive subdivisions in which they are regrouped (chapters, sections, 

:sub-prçgraiitmes, etc. )• 

This work in depth should consist of a determination of the characteristics 

required to define the "unit". 

The material may be grouped under the following heads: 

i • the field of activity s for example elimination of adult illiteracy, 

industrial development, agricultural research, control of contagious diseases, 

etc. The classification proposed by Mr, McCandless seems to suit that 

purpose» It would in any case be necessary to state clearly each time 

whether it was a question of co-operation among countries at all levels 

of development, or of assistance to developing countries (according to' the 

distinction made in sections 2.6 and 2.7 above). 

- t h e means of action useds. for example, organization of a meeting, preparation 

of a publication, of a plan of action, a report, a study, a conference or 

traiiiing course, e t c” when such means can be identified and distinguished within 

an often conçlex and varied administrative activity. 

- t h e nature of the function discharged .
 ч 

This last category seems to us to be particularly important for programming 

requiremeirfcs : it relates, in fact, to the special spheres of competence of those who 

have to discharge these functions. 



In earlier parts of this study we have seen that a special place nust first be 

set aside for: 

(1) The standing functions of the programme administration (at the 

level of the managerial staff of the departments responsible 

for the p r o g m ,、a n d their personal assistants) ; outside this 

function of overall supervision (for which, incidentally, a 

definition acceptable to all 七he organizations would have to be 

found), the other functions which we think should be distinguished 

are these -

(2) Resoarch (headquarters or field): 

Either of a technical or scientific nature5 

Or economic and methodological3 

(3) Training: 

Either (headquarters) internal training of the organization
T

s officers 

or experts °
9
 _ 

Or (headquarters or field) external occupational, technical or scientific 

training5 for preference a distinction should be drawn between the 

training of teaching staff and that of non-teaching professional staff5 

Or (field) training in the nature of general education多 

General information (headquarters or field); 

Technical assistance (field): secondment of experts to contribute to the 

solution of a problem which is defined by a State and which that State is 

to solve 5 

Projects (field) 2 an operation uith clearly defined objectives, carried 

on in a country or group of countries, and directed and organized mainly 

by the executing agency^ (after discussion with the country concerned)""
7 

(7) Project support and preparation (headquarters and sometimes field). 

Ш 

(5) 

(6) 

1/ The distinction between items (5) and (6) lies solely in the greater or lesser 
participation of the agency concerned in the direction of operations in order 
to achieve the agreed objective. It is not always possible to make this 
distinction clearly. 



Such a methodology, which might be founded on a combination of the characteristics 

described above (field of action, environment in which the action is to be carried out, 

nature, function) is here only briefly outlined for discussion. More detailed studies 

will no doubt be necessary to arrive at a common methodology, 

(b) Methods of identifying these "units" or specific activities 

Assuming that a common method for the definition of these "wiits" has been found, 

they still have to be identified, which means that their principal characteristics have 

to be determined. 

We have seen in pox8,gi*aph. 2® 1Д "that each, of "the voxious orgaiiizs."tions which, ppesent 

their budget by programme already has a method of identifieatiç>n* To arrive at a 

method which is the same for all the organizations алсЗ. yet sufficiently precise to 

embrace all desirable types of classification implies considerable advances^ but is not 

impossible. 

The following particulars should be given for every programme "unit" identified 

and classified in one of the categories set forth in the above list: 

- An identifying mirnber (symbolizing, if possible, the main categories 

of the unit in question)； 

- T h e amount of funds allocated (appropriations authorized), specifying: 

(cf. paragraph 3*4 above): 

一The amount of the credits for the current year, analysed 

by nature, of expenditure； 

and, in the case of ал operation spread over several budgets, 

- T h e total amount of funds for the medium-term period j 

- W h e r e applicable, the amount of funds utilized; 

- The amount of funds remaining to be spent in subsequent years 

- T h e duration of the operation (starting and finishing dates)j 

- T h e staff establishment (number, grade, duration of ençloyment, 

plus employment of consultants where applicable^ 

- T h e place where the work is to be carried out; 

- T h e sector of activity concerned, described in precise terms (or the field of 

action, clarification proposed by the ACABQ consultant); 

1/ Where it is quite impossible to provide these staff particulars, operation by 
operation， owing to the specific structure of the departments concerned, recourse 
may be had to a form of evaluation in man/nionths such as that adopted by ILO, 
However, if maxinrxni clarity is to be achieved, the actual manning tables should 
Ъе drawn up in terms of the smallest possible unit in charge of a group of operations. 



- T h e form or forms of the operation (meetings, publications, tours
s
 missions 

of experts, and so on)5 

- L a s t l y a description, brief but as precise as possible, of the objectives 

pursued and the results anticipated; this point is obviously essential. 

The difficulty involved in describing the objectives will vary with the nature of 

the operation, but it is vital to the quai丄;:y of the work to be done that this nental 

effort should be made (an exact definition of the work to be accomplished is part - and 

by no means, the least important part - of the work itself). 

Generally speaking, these objectives should be quantified wherever possible (for 

example, in the case of training operations the nunber of students or experts 七rained; 

in the case of information operations the number of docmaents to be prepared and the 

number of people to be reached in circulation| in the case of technical assistance 

operations and projects, the specific results to be 'achieved, and so on). But 

qualitative description is also very important; in a great many cases
?
 for example where 

research is concerned, a description of the àituation existing before the operation starts 

and ал estimate of the results anticipated may do much to clarify the statement of the 

work involved. The method adopted by Ш0 to explain its programme in broad outline, 

whereby the statement of the problem, the technical structure of the prograiame；； the 

summary of past work and the description of the objectives are all dealt with 

separately, could without doubt be usefully applied to the de'acription of each operation. 

M m i t t e d l y only very brief information can be given in a budget, but it will be all 

the better and all the more significant if it takes the form of a summary of more 

detailed documents available separately for each operation. In other words? the quality 

of the brief descriptions given in a budget depends in reality on the quality of .the,work 

of preparation in depth done by every prograjtame administration. Hence this is not a 

mere problem of presentation within the competence of each organization's budget 

administration but a question of rigorous disciplines which should be adopted by the 

programme departments themselves. 

Moreover it should be noted that project support and preparatory operations 

(item (7) in the above list) cannot be clearly described without giving a description of 

the projects themselves; ‘ fron this point of view, therefore, "integrated" forms of 

presentation such as that adopted by UNESCO seem preferable to алу other. At all 

e v e n t s , the "project support and preparation" parts of the programme should at least 

refer to a specific list of projects. 



It is true that this last category of activity may present major difficulty inasmuch 

as the proportion of project support and preparation carried out by the programme 

adininistrations шау vary according to tha division of administrative functions between 

those adminiatrations and the- administrative departments proper. For example, experts 

may be recruited by a bureau of personnel forming part of the general administrative 

management, as at UNESCO, or by the prograrane administration itself, as at FAO. Hence 

the "project support and preparation" part is subject to variation and, above all, may 

be classified differently according to the structure of the organization concerned. 

Here again we come up against the type of difficijlty which we described in our previous 

report on overhead costs• In the budgetary context, the only way to deal with this 

type of difficulty is, firstly, to give a very precise description of the contents of 

the so-called project support operations (within the programme adjiiinistrations ) and, 

secondly, to identify, in a manner comparable with that proposed above for the progranime 

units, the administrative operations generally performed by the departments classified 

as administrative (finance, budgeting, accounts, conference services, publications and 

so on). The difficulty illustrated by the example of recruitment may also arise in 

connexion with publications, the holding of meetings, and so on. The conception of a 

budget by programme therefore iniplies the identification, or at least a very precise 

description, of the operations performed by the departments classified as admñistr.ative < ̂  

l/ We should point out in this connexion that，if it was possible to give as detailed 
and as precise an identification as that proposed in this paragraph, the proposals 
nade in our previous report (JIU/REP/69/2 and Corr.l) concerning methods of 
iáéasuring performance, and pcirticularly concerning the possible introduction of an 
itemized operational accounting system, might ultimately become redundant. In 
the present, state of budget presentation it is still necessary to have an itemized 
system for recording the distribution of the activities of officials dealing with 
a variety of problems. Only gradually, in the light of the results obtained by 
such a system, can budget presentation be refined and brought more into line with 
reality. In other words, the two types of proposals, far from conflicting, 
corapleiaent one another. 



(с) Method of classifying： projects and prograjme Tonits within programme instalments 

If the problem of identifying the various activities were solved by a method as 

strict as that just described, the method adopted by each organization for the 

classification and presentation .of activities would obviously be of no more than relative 

importance. Using the method of identification proposed above^ the various programme 

units
?
 projects and so on night be classified to some extent statistically, according to 

such characteristics asi 

— A c c o r d i n g to their nature (as defined above)| 

- A c c o r d i n g to the economic and social sector to which they belonged; 

一 According to the place where they чете to be carried out (country, region, etc•)| 

- A c c o r d i n g to their f o m (publications
9
 conferences, technical assistance, 

pre-investment projects， etc.)j 

- A n d even, if necessary, according to their cost, duration
3
 etc. 

These various statistical classifications all have their value and might easily be 

made not only for one organization, but for the programme of the United Nations family 

as a whole. They would thus provide ал interesting panorama of all the activities 

carried on^ and the basis for an assessment of the nature and contents of the overall 

programme - something virtually impossible today. 

As to the desirable presentation of the budget documents, on the other hand, it 

seems plain to us that there is no reason to depart from the method currently used by 

the large organizations which present'their budget by programme: i.e., following the 

structure of the programme administrations of those organizations• 

..From the administrative standpoint this is the aost natural and most practical 

methods 工七 leads 七о a better "understanding of the relationship between the various 

components of the prograirmie at headquarters and the projects in the field, and between 

the structure of the department and the prograimnes themselves• The type of structure 

adopted in no way affects the principle of this classification, whether it takes the 

form of centralized departments as at UNESCO/ programme departments supplemented by an 

administration of outside programmes as at ILO, structures including regional offices such 

as those of FAO^ or largely decentralizod structures as at WHO, On the other hand, 

this systen does not preclude - indeed, it favours 一 the presentation in annexed tables 

of all the forms of recapitulation described above• A list (identical for all the 

organisations) of all these tables, with their characteristics, might be easily drawn 

up with a view to their inclusion in an overall presentation of the programmes of the 

United Nations family• 



(d) Consolidated and sunmiarized doounients 

If the methbdbiogy recommended in the foregoing paragraphs were adopted, it might 

usefully be supplemented by the preparation of consolidated and summarized docuraents. 

One of the difficulties confronting all those who work with the United Nations is what 

might be called both the superabundance and the inadequacy of the dociimentation 

available, According to whether the difficulty lies in obtaining a particular item of 

information on some aspect of an organization
1

 s activity or, on the contrary, in going 

through the prodigious mass of documentation which is, so to speak, the by-product of 

the organizations
1

 activity, the temptation is to call for the preparation of even more 

dociiments through special requests for information ( something rightly dreaded by the 
. - . . . . . . . . . : ’ . . • 

secretariats) or for the simplification and reduction of existing material• The only 

way to deal with these apparently conflicting requirements is to improve the presentation 

of the information and to attempt a consolidation of the essential points
f
 which шу 

l/ 
take the form of sinnmaries.-

/ 

l/ The proposal we are making here differs somewhat from that made by the Committee 
of Fourteen in recommendation No, 6，paragraph ⑷ , f o o t - n o t e с {à/TL2U

9
 annex I) 

to the effect that: 

"The comments explaining items in the budget should, as far as possible, 
aim a七"brevity, so that the budget document itself does riot become 
excessively buíky\ Generally speaking, it would be preferable to 
include in the budget itself only such comments as are absolutely essential, 
relegating' any detailed discussion and description that may seem necessary 
to appropriate annexes. In this way, it woiüd. be possible to reduce the 
size of the budget dociiment proper, making it easier to handle and clearer". 

The concept which we describe here endorses the principle of annexes but maintains 
that clarity and concision are difficult to reconcile in a budget presented by 
programme» This is what has pronçted the proposals -

- t h a t all the required particulars should be furnished in a 一 necessarily 
bulky — budget document (the approved budget), a fundamental clocument 
which must also supply very comprehensive information and provide the basis 
for day-to-day action; 

一 that this document should be distinguished from the "draft budget" which, 
as the executive boards and general asseinblies see fit, may if necessary, 
be more concise; 

- t h a t a condensed version of. the approved budget should be prepared. 



There are, however, several ways of summarizing a document； to smnmarize a 

statement does not necessarily mean to rob it of its information value and to rest 

content with generalities• Here again, respect for certain disciplines might make it 

possible to supply valuable information which could, if necessary, be readily supplemented 

by consulting the -detailed basic documents• 

In the present case, the docunents which seen to us essential are the following: 

一 A sunraary of each agency
t

s budget, supplying the essential figures and the main 

synoptic tables (perhaps converted into graphs and charts), showing, by main 

departments (especially programme departments), a list of the principal programme units 

with a system of numbering с ros s-referring to the nain document; bringing out the 

problems, methods and means employed to attain the objectives set; ' and emphasizing the 

most important activities • Some thirty or forty pages should be sufficient to 

summarize the budgets of the largest agencies ； 

- A global presentation of all the budgets of the United Nations family• drawn up 

in the same spirit and by the sane' methods ； • . 

一 An overall (medium-term) suinnarized prograrane, also for all the organizations of 

the United Nations family^ consolidating the contents of the medium—七erm programme 

documents whose preparation w g have called for in paragraph 3•厶• 



3.7. Establishment of a United. Nations programmim service 

Somo of the proposals made here no doubt racrely involve the transformation.of the 

methods now in use. Others, however, could only be acted on if the means, i.e, the 

necessary stciif resources, were mc.de available. 

This applies particularly to programining for the United Nations itself and for 

the prepexct-ion of the general inventory as proposed in section 3.5 above. 

The mçiin gap to be filled appears to be at present in the United Nations services 

themselves. 

The large agencies which present their budget-by-programine have inevitably set up 

central programming services which, altliough. different in structure and operating at 

different levels, all ensure a permanent dialogua with the services responsible for 

programme implementation. This dialogue also exists in the United Nations, but as it 

is not intended for presentation in a document submitted for approval to the Economic 

and Social Council and. the General Assembly (which receive on these subjects only tho 

information documents mentioned above), it is entirely different in character and does 

not require the same intelectual effort or a large staff. Precisely, however, in 

view of the variety of the activitios assigned, to the Department of Economic and Social 

Affairs, to "UNIDO, ШСТА0, UNHCR, and so on, the presentation of a United Nations 

budget-by —ppogr8ЛШЮ would req^uirt a 3.o.pge centpalizGd service comprising progpejmning 

specialists. The establishment oí such a central programming service seems indispensable 

on those grounds alone. 

But the creation of such a service <
n
 tho United Nations would also have the 

advantage that a beginning could be made w ^ h tho integration of the prograinmes of the 

United Nations family as a whole (in tlie sens, described in this report) and thoir 

co-ordination with those of the International
 a n

¿ the other bilateral or 

multilateral aid organs (as proposed in section 3•” • 

In other words, such a service would havo to: 

(1) centralize information concerning -

- t h e plans existing in oach coimtry (objecti 邸巴 resources)； 

- the intentions of other .bilateral and m u l t i l a t ^
a l a i d s o u r c e s

, 

loans by the World Bank, etc•； 

- t h e programmes of the specialized agencias in tiie üin、^^ Nations 

family itself, 

(2) provide a connexion between long-term thinking (Second Develops. Decade, 

indicative world plans, авЗ. so on) and medium-term aid programmes ； 

(3) provide the groimdwork for a definition of tlio United Nations p r o g r a m、
i t s e l i

. 



(4-) provide the secretariat, for meetings intended to improve programming and 

programme presentation methods； 

(5) proporo the сошггюп consolid¿:ted and sinmiiarized document for the United 

No.tiori8 family, as proposed in the preceding soction (3*6); 

(6) undertake researcli, possibl:^ with, the help of outside consultants, with. 

á view to the- continuous improvement of programming methods• In this connexion, 

tho. prepaTation of a thooro七icctl summary describinfi； the progress and results of 

the research iindertaken in tho various organizations, for example in, economic 

and methodological matters, -would certainly be particularly valuable
щ
 工七 would 

help tc make tlie public botter iiiLormed about wlint the organizations are doing 

in this fields would provide a basis for comparison and would probably, by its 

very existence, mate it eo.sior to draw up subsequent research programmes • 
‘ • ‘ . . . • • ‘ - • . . . . . - . 

If work of this magnitude were undertaken, economists and experts in prograiiiming 

would have to be attached permanent]y to the proposed service) which, must have the 

тезоигоез -needed to enabls it to engage. outstanding consultants in this field and to 

use olectronic data—processing equipment. Tho establishment of a service of this 

lia七"UT3 would obviously entail the appropriation of relatively large additional sums. 

TTevertliGless, the introduction of rational prof^ramming at the world level to ensure 

the most effective use of the resources invested against imdercievelcrpment or，in other 

word s，七 he provision of tho E c o i l q í ü í c and Social Council and specifically its Committee 

for Рго̂гаише and Co-ordination with the means of carrying; out 七heir task efficiently 

is, in our viow， a matter of such importance (emd it is, incidentally, an initiative 

vjliich T-rill result in substairfciàl savings), that tliis proposal seems, to us 七 о Ъе in the 

^interests of all member States, what ever their level of development ̂  



4 • 1. CCSTGLUSION. Suimnary of tli3 report and proposals 

Our 七iiesis has boen the following: 

(1) Inadequacy of the f iiiancifil_ns七em and programming; methods • The financial 

systobi and the pro只ramming methods used by the organizations of the United Nations 

family are not at "preseiit' рго~рсзг_1у_ suited to their tasks • As more than 85 per cent 

of the funds spent are dovotod to economic and social development (over 'three quarters 

of thoae funds, probably, being ияей 七о assist the developing countries), it.is 

essoPxtial that the activities financed in this way should be-programmed^ i.e. provided 

for and organized in advance with a vievi to attaining precise objectives laid down 

genorally for the medium term
# 

This programming cannot be rationalized merely by the partial harmonization of 

tho methods used in the presentation of progr aíranos and budgets
 #
 Suc h harmoni zat i on

3 

which is certainly indispensable, can be acliieved only by prior and drastic changes in 

financial procedures and рго
;
оуа1шп1пй methods • 

(2) The financial system 

The financial system currently, used is very complex and lacks clarity to the point 
. i .. 

that i七 is difficult to know at аду given tiirie the exact amount of the fluids being 

\is"ed by the various organizations. 

•But above ail, it fails to provide the elements required for rational loro^rajnmiri^, 

because pro.^raiming means, essential3y, forecasting^ and beoanse it .i‘s impossible at-

-present to define, reasonably in. advance (for at least one budgeting cycle), the' 

variOTos Qctivitiез-which may be -undertaken by the organizations • • 

Advance forecasting is indeed impeded by a number of financial procedures. 

This is true particularly of tho methods used by UNDP in earmarking funds for tho 

executing agencies; funds are earmarked twice a year on a project_by^project basis, 

so that no harmonization can be achieved with, the agencies
T

 budget ostimates as 

regards support for the projocts,七hoiir administrative preparation and their actual 

drafting. Yet ШЮР outlays represent moro than ono-half of the total funds used by 

the agencies• , . 

The present structure of the United Nations bi^dget, w M c h is presented by nature 

of expenditure rather than by programme, is likewise on obstacle to the hormoiii zat i on and 

integration of programmes, And yet this budget represents over 30 per cent of the 

totel funds used by the United Nations family. It is thus impossible to 'aciLievo iiny 

synthesis or integration of all tho organizations
T

 programmes. 

Lastly, the fact that estimates a n n o t mate at present for a period exceeding 

ono budgotory cycle (two years, and in some oases one year) makes it extremely 



difficult to iéleiLtify and defirió .nediuin—term objectives， since a period of five； or 

is generally used in the preparation of notional development plans v.
T

ith which, 

loGically, it.should, be possible to linrmoiiize a development programme, 

工 21 sil or t, it is impossible either to prepare a consolidated general docijnient 

summarising the budgets and ргодгаттэз of tlio or gcini z at i 011 s as a whole or easily to 

ascertain objectives. The rocoiiiinendations of tîio Committoe of Fourteen on "budgets 

iicive so far boon implement ed only on a very modest initial scale ； they, should be given 

effect more quickly. 

(3) I^Oi^rarnmin^; methods 

Tîie sliortcoinings of progrcunniing mpthods ,appeor to be due mainly to the confusion 

of ideas which seems to prevail with regard to the• very notion of a "programme", It 

se ens necesvsary to clear up that confusion, in order to arrivo at a common and cleçr 

conception of what a budget is or should bo. The first essential step towards 

greater сlarity is to distinguish: 

一 activities which cannot be pro^raimuo'd (political activities); 

- those wliicli can be yvo^romneá only with difficulty and in ail uneven manner, 

deponding on tho field of action in question (international со-operation between 

countries at all levels of developmerrb and, in particular, technical functions), and 

those whicli can and musit be_ set forth, in a definite -programme, namely those 

designed to assist the developing!； countries. 

But, even thus circumscribed, the problem of choosing the right method, of 

prograxTiiiins is extremely difficult• In this field, the опДу known methodology exists 

at the no.tional level. Hie international level confronts tho United Nations family 

with a number of specific difficultieG (multiplicity of objectives, paucity of 

financial resources, number and complexity of dec i s i on-making centres,. the equivocal 

'position of the various organizations, and so on) • 

This Gituoiion； which is no doubt due in part to tho facts of world politics 
、 - • • . •“ • 

олб. to the structures, as shaped by history, of the Uñited Nations systsm， is however 

also tho result of a set of proceduros and methods ； and these could Ъе changed, 

Admittedly
?
七he . effect of existing structures on programme formulation appears 

to be fundajaental ； a fairly coraparablo model seems to be cast every year from the 

mould represented ；by the various agonc i.es and. t hoir, programme administrât i ons (cf • table 

on paces 25, 26, 27) • An improvemont in thc existing methods of programming, however, 

would at least make it possible 七о gain a clearer picture of the entire range of 七asks 

in progress and to pass an overall judgment, and x>rould thus be helpful in any attempt 

at more comprehensive formulât i on • 



Apart from their effect of compartirle ntalizat i on into specialized activities which 

seem insufficiently integrated, the existing methods of programming- appear to have the 

following characteristics : 

一 For activities in the field, systematic recourse 七о the? method of projects ； 

it is not easy to see how these sporadic and limited activities fit into the 

general development of the countries с oncer nod or how they relate to any general 

prograiûTiiing of tha organizations
T

 activities ； 

一 A certain lack of precision and a failure to identify tho headquarters 

activities of the programme administrations ； the efforts at presentation now 

being made by the large organizations aro admittedly far from negligible, but 

they should "be intonsified with a viow to differentiating the various types of 

-activities more sharply, clarifying them and, in the last analyèis^ really 

programming them
#
 This need is particularly keen in the case of research 

activities； 

一 Studies carried out with a view to an overall consolidation (statistical 

classifications., major projects, global consolidations of the type of the First 

Development Decade^ indicative world plans, research done for the Second Development 

Deoado, the Capacity Study, otc
#
) which are either disappointing or else represent 

major efforts whose success is possible and desirable but which, still need a great 

deal more work
# 

No conclusive progress can Ъе made unless a number of very serious difficulties 

are resolved (reconciliation of "diagnosis by coimtry"' with tho principle's of planning 

on a world scale ； reconciliation of the world mission of the United Nations with the 

paucity of its financial resources; finding a basis for a mininrum theoretical 

agroeinent ； and adaptation of the structures of tho United Nations system to the needs 

of overall programming) • 

In order to prepare the ground for a general solution in this fie+d, 

- t h e ^ap i/diich separates thinking’ at the international level (the global 

synthesis referred to above) from the day-to-day work of preparing and implementing 

projects in the field must be' bridged. This 只ap can be bridged only by the 

preparation of an inventory 

- b y country, of requirements and available r e s o u r c e s ； . ' 

、.“ by typo of assistance (bilateral, irmltilateral, or international) of action— 

programme estimtes^ . 

in order to ensure a rational apportionment of work, taking into account degrees of 

•urgency, spheres of competence and the need to integrate programmes with each other 

and with the plans of the countries concerned. ‘ 



Another essential requirement is that programming methods and methods of 

ons-uring the uniform presentation of progreonmes should Ъе developed, 

These considerations and this urgumentation prompt us to make the following 

proposals concerning: 

- t h e modification of financial procediires ； 

the methodology of prograriming ； 

the strengthening of prograinming services. 



4.2. ERQPOSAia 

PROPOSAIS QONGBRISflHG THE MOD ET 1С ATI OIT GF CUHBENT FD^AljOIAL PROCEDURES 

Proposal Reform of UNDP eoxmœkinn motliods
 x 

• • _ II • • - — I I 1 ' II I I II I 

A prerequisite for the e s t аЪ 1 i .simio nt. of a rationol prof^raiiiming system is the 

ropliicomont of tiie present mothdd of Gfxrmarking UNDP (Spooial Fund and toclmical 

a^sistaïice) f unci s, and of voting on tho appr opa? ic.. t i ons, by an entirely different method 

entailing: 

一 the distrital七ion and approval, of appropriations by the Goveriiing Council, by 

country and Ъу executin^ a.^oncy, giving an indication, on tho basis of a 

progrojiiiiio for at least tvjo years, of tho broad lines о long which, funds should Ъе 

allocotod (the preparation n.nd approval of the ШЮР "budget—programme) will thus 

proceed at tlio same pace пз the preparation and approval of the budget -pr ogr amme s 

of tlie agencies of the Unitod Nations family), 

— a n extension of tho Administrator
 T

s powers to draw up detailed plans of 

operations^ with gr enter control being Qxercized. by tho contributing States, 

on tîiG other hand, during the examination of the results obtained,. 

Alone.such a reform would permit tlie harmonization of forecasts of all funds 

rilado available to the United Nations family for economic and social development and 

particularly, for assistance to tho developing countries or
7
 in other words, the 

biidgetization of the bulk of the funds allocated for this purpose• 

Later on, steps should, bo taken to explore the possibility of introducing a 

system for preparing advance forecasts, over o. similar cyclo, for all other sources of 

voluntary iunds• 

Proposal 2» Près ont at ion of the United Nations budget Ъу ргоетшйшэ 

All tlie lo.rge organizations
f

 "budgots should bo prasontod by programme and not by 

nature of ozpenditure, and each budgetary document ( i t h e approved budget) should 

describo all tho activities of each agency, whether financed out of its own funds 

orpenditure which requires approval by its legislative body) or out of funds 

alloc at od by other organizations 一 TJKDP, member States, etc
 t
 一 ( given for information). 

Tho biggest gap to be filled before a gonoral prosentation of this nature can Ъе. 

achievocl is the absonbe of any presentation of tlie United Nations budget by prograimne» 

(c.) In prosenting the United Nations budget, thoreforo, uso should be made of a 

structure comparable with, tlmt of tho large agencies, such a structure would 

diGtinguish bo七woen， in particular, oxpondituro of a political nature, ooirmion 

a^iinistrativo oxpenàiture, and expenditure on economic and social dovoloprnont 



(with special reference to expenditure on. assistance to the developing countries), 

the lattor being classified in four or five mtiin parts covering, respectively, 'economic 

and social affairs, the regional economic commissions, TMCTAD, ШЮО and IMHGR. 

It -would also Ъе extremeДу .useful if, in accordance with the recommendations of 

the G o m i t t e o of Fourteen, this.budget were established for a two-year cyclo. 

(b) For their part, the budgets of the small technical organizations, which are 

now presented Ъу nature of oxpenditirro, should show, for informotion pirrposes, their 

programme expenditure in ths field, including, in a separate part,.-that financed out 

of extra-budgetary funds. 

Proposal 3. G-eneral adoption of medium-term progranmiinp： 

(a) Every part of the bucl.sot vjhich. relates to economic and social development 

problems çhould Ъе' r égard 3d as .an aiinuca or bionnial instalment of a medium- or long-term 

programme. ‘ 

(b) The following'should accordingly be shown for each programme component 

finojiced for a medium, term exceeding tho budget period: 

- t h e .aggregate amount of funds available for that period and the time 

allowed for implementation.; 

— t h e part corresponding to appropriations for the budget cycle in- question; 

. - t h e funds spent in previous years, if any, and tho funds remaining 

_ to Ъе spent in subsequent years. 

(c) All the executing agencies, .as well as UNDP, should prepare dociments.j 

identical in format, presenting their plirri-annual medium-term programmes, thereby 

distinguishing between funds actually available iind those which can reasonably be 

anticipated, (with a miniirmm and a maximum) • 

PROPOSALS OI-I PROGRAHMING KBTHODS Aid THS FRSSEMTATION OF BIDŒBT-PROGRAmSS 

Proposal 4 . Establishment of an inventory of resources by country and by source 
oF"assistance, with a"view. to a rational apportioximont of work 

It is proposed that an accurate and comprehensive invontoiy should be drawn up 

of thé work to be done if g on oral objectives at the world, level (Second. Development 

；Decade, Indicative .world plans) are to Ъе attained. Tho inventory should comprise: 

” а сountгу-Ъу-сountry file containing a detailed analysis of national plans 

and an'ovaluation of global assistance requirements by country; 

- a filo Ъу source of extsriiLil assistance, containing information on ijilateral 

and multilateral assistance programmes; 

- , a critical analysis of tho resources, used, providing the basis for global 

negotiations by country ;;ixi<i Ъу source of assistance prior to the mapping out of 

the nain lines of the assistance programme of the United Nations family. 



Proposal 5, Ad opt i, on of a mothodolo.Qy for the identification and classification 

of projects and pro^rairmié
 iT

unlts_
;T

>. 

It is proposed "that an identical mothod should be adopted for identifying the 

non-periumont components of the activities of programme administrations, whether 

corricd out at hoadquarters or in tlio fields 

This riiothocl might take tho form (i) of establishing a classification of thc 

v.arious ргортamine
 u

imits
n

 or project's according to a classification (which is outlined 

in uliis report, but wîiieh should Ъз tho object of more detailed study) based on the 

field of activity and tho tyoo of resources used, but also, and above all, on the 

nati.iro of the function
1

 performed (progroirmie'.adiriiiiistratioii, research^ training, 

information, technical assistance, projnets, and project support and preparation)； 

nnd (ii) of providing, for each component tíiüo identified, particulars that would 

f ollou th o sí one pattern in all agencios (identification number, amount of funds, 

duration, stevff, place, .sector of activity, form and objectives) • 

mOPOSAIS FOR THS STKE№T__miG 'OF НЮСЖАНШЖ SERVI CBS 

Proposal Establishment, of а ргоеталззтапр： .service in the United Nations . 

.工七 is proposed that o. programming service should be established for the Unit ed 

Nations, responsible for 

一 ceirbrnlizing tho informotion described in proposal 4 above； 
\ 

- p r e p a r i n g the United Nations
1

 own programme in the matter of economic and 

social development and, more particularly, of assistance to the developing 

çoimtri as ； 

一 preparing tho consolidated documents referred to in proposal 5 above； 

“holping in the establisluuont of tho-contacts neoessaiy for the preparation 
i . “ 

of c. joint programme -within -the United Nations family* -

This service should bo assigned highly qualified stnff and provided with the 

resources rognlred for the accomplishment of this very important. task (particularly 

so fivr cis concerns the recruitment of consultants and the use of olectronic dota 

processing oquipment)• 

It should Ъо noted that the .gum of these proposals cannot be considered or put 

into effect by o. single authority
#
 Tho following final remarks, tiioreforo, seem 

callod for;‘ . 

(a) This roport is moroly a ccmtritrntion to tho stijdy of problems at present on 

the agenda, tho Rapporteur having had. occasion, during his enquiries, to note the 

.interest shown in them by persons most coirvepsaub with, and most qualifiod in prograpnniiig 



prácticos in the United Nations family. It would therofore be difficult to dissociate 

¡tho exaaino.tion of the proposals it contains' from a general examination of the othor 

j ' 

¡studies, already crj?ried out (such as tho еетlier-mentioned study by the Rapporteur of 

AGABQ), or still underwey ( such as the "Capacity Study''' or tho other reports of the 

joint Inspection Unit) . It woülü Ъе desirable for all the proposals contained in 

¡these various studies to bo oxaminod by a special committee consisting of competent 

！persons, so that- compatible decisions oould be taken by tho various authorities 
j • 
Iconcerned, 

¡ (ъ) If, hoxiover, on the basis of the studies and proposals made in this report, 

j the socretoj-iats or legislative bodios of the various organizations considor that a 

！пгшЪог of improvsmonts côuld Ъе mode in programming .techniques or budgetary prssentution 
before £i general survey is undertaken, it woulà Ъе well if such decisions, provided 
I • . • , 
;thoy do not prejudice a, global reform, could be taken as rapidly as possible. 

To enable the competent authoi-itios to consider these proposals, the recoramendations 

of spocio.l Ínteres七 to the various organizations are listed below: 

ШЮР: proposals 1 to 3 (particulcrly 3(c)) 

United Nations : proposals 2 to 6 ,, 

ILO, UNESCO, Ш0, FAO-: proposais—3 and 5，and.participation in proposal No. 4 

j O-blicr agencias： proposals 2(b) and (mainly) 3, , 



A№EX 工 

Summary of tho preliminary noto on standardization of the 
budgetary presentation of the organizations

1

 expenditure 

(JIU/Note/68/10/В 、 

This note, addrosned to tho secretariats of tho various organizations in 

August 1968 and accompaniod Ъу a quGstionnuire, elicited the replies which cire 

summcirizod in annex 工工. 

A brief siHimiary of the note is given here. It dealt in turn with, the following: 

(1) 工七01':112〔七:1011 of certain omits in the budgets and accounts• This proposal 

concerning tho degree, of precision in budget presontatiqn has been enlargod upon 

considerably in ptiragraph 3,5. of this report； 

(2) Methods of classifiootion of the "budgets of the five largest organizations 
i 

and th.G dogroo of precision achieved for each of them; 

(3) Conditions for the s t andar d i zat i on of budgets and accounts, The proposals 

mad G in tliis part relating to tho combination of breakdown by object of expenditure 

with breakdovm by programme have been restated in tliis roport (also in paragraph 3,5) • 

An annex to tlie note gave a description of the budgets of some small 

orgaziiscvbions • Tho or gon i zat i ons coiicerned havo made some comments with a view to 

сorrooting сertain inaccuracies• 

Tho liiniii purpose of tlx g note was to ascertain the secretariats : views on a 

пглпЪог of points covered by tL.o quoctionnairo reproduced in annex 工工
л 

l/ This document will Ъе ssnt, on request. 



ANNEX II 
«1..9СГЭВ ЖЕ -3»а--ТГ'» — 

¿игшаагу of replies received to the questionnaire on 

problems of budgetary standardization 



B.l. ÜAÍa
t

.s>4uqtj
r
qi\) , Dqq^, such standardization seem to you a 

ш^К m att^pt? 

F^Q À desirable objective, vie are collaborating with 
ACABQ for this purpose. But vital to include all 
the information required by governing bodies• The 
Programme and Finance Gommittees of FAO have 
expressed the opinion on several occasions that a 
uniform presentation of budgets might be a source 
of confusion. 

As shown by AGC, each organization's budget should 
be divided into five parts : 

1. Policy-making organs 

2. Executive management and programme planning 

•3. Programmes of activity 

4. Services and supporting activities 

5. Other budgetary provisions. 

There are still two problems for \diich solutions need 
to be found through inter-agency consultations: 

- t h e demarcation between these five parts 
of the budget, i.e. the.definition of each 
part; 

the type of breakdown to be adopted for 
part 3， i.e. for each organization's programme. 

The first problem is an extremely difficult onej 
however, the ACC report and the recant attempt to 
define financial and budgetary terms can usefully 
serve as a basis for further efforts in this 
direction. 

With regard to the second problem, it is essential for 
this part of the budget to be divided into the principal 
disciplines (i.e. in the case of UNESCO,,education, 
science, culture^ etc.) and for each discipline to 
be subdivided into specific fields' of activity 
(education into; research，teaclidr-training, adult 
education, etc.)• Each subdivision must, in turn, 
be broken down by objects of expenditure reflecting 
the modality of programme implementation• All these 



^JHO 

objects of expenditure should, of course
?
 be summarized 

in an information annex to the budget documents 厂 i n 
accordance with your suggestion on. page 5. 

A desirable objective> provided that each organization 
can also present information on the programme and the 
budget in a m n n e r which meets the needs of its 
"governing body". vJHÜ has in mind the advantages which 
standardization would present fcr co-ordination of the 
activities of the United Nations system and for the 
government services responsible for examining the 
financial implications of the budgets of all the 
organizations. 

JHO made a proposai to the Committee of Fourteen with 
a view to a presentation which might be acceptable to 
all the organizations. This presentation will be 
included in tho programme and budget for 1970. 

vJHO confirms its intention of participating fully in the 
study of this question which has been entrusted to ACüBsá 
by the General^Assembly of the United Nations. 

Ш 

ITU 

Certainly desirable. Cf. ACABQ study now in progress. 

To some extent desirable. But complete uniformity would 
present difficulties, particularly because of the 
execution of extra-budgetary programmes coimnon to all 
the agencies. Any action to improve financial 
organization should therefore be approved by the central 
organ. 

Standardization of budgets would also necessitate an 
adaptation of ITU

1

s structure. The Union's budget does 
not include any projects and its activities cannot be 
broken down by programmes or projects, with the 
exception^ of course

5
 of technical co-operation projects 

financed by UNDP. 

1Ш (B.l. to B.14.) 

It is impossible to reply to each of the questions in 
detail • In general, we are responding to the 
recommendations of the Committee of Fourteen• For 
several years, information annexes have been provided 
with a breakdown similar to that in note B.l.l. This 
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does not give rise to any special problem. The degree 
of precision and the use of these annexes as a basis 
for inter-agency comparison are， however, different 
matters; the answer obviously depends on the degree 
of standardization of terminology and procedures for 
all the agencies. The establishment of a uniform 
budget format and cycle would be extremely useful, and 
the preparation of a model might at least go some way 
towards convincing the governing bodies of the various 
organizations of those long-term advantages. Until these 
advantages can be demonstrated

9
 however, it is to be 

feared that the governing bodies of the various 
organizations^ such as that of IáIÜA, will prefer the 
simple and concise documentation which has proved 
adequate for needs and coimnensurate 〜/ith the available 
resources. 

JJPJl A desirable objective in principle. But, given the 
differences existing between organizations^ it is 
doubtful whether it will ever be possible to arrive at 
a budgetary presentation in which tha details are 
identical. It is rather a matter of laying down 
principles which would result in the various budgets 
being at least compatible, so that there are sound 
bases for both comparisons and compilations

э
 e.g. for 

the use of the Economic and Social Council• 

ÍMQQ The 工MGO Council likes to see the budget presented 
in the traditional manner in v/hich it has always been 
presented. However, for other purposes, and as a 
secondary presentation, we are in principle in favour 
ôf a standardized presentation of budgets and accounts. 

_ Yes, very desirable. No overriding objections, provided 
that the approved presentation is usable by small and 
large organizations. 



the � . . 血 L 
i ^ ^ o ^ j m i ^ o ^ ^ i q ^ l f be thejosst. txpe o f ^ b r o ^ â P m 

FAO The best type of breakdown would be that propos ed by* 
ACABQ, after consultation with the United Nations and 
the specialized agencies. Our ideas are not yet 
sufficiently developed on this point to roake constructive 
proposals. 

UNESCO 

•ШШ 

Generally speaking, we agree with your suggestion on 
the breakdown by object of expenditure but the latter 
should be clearly defined on a common inter-agency basis 
so that each line relating to object of expenditure has 
the same coverage for all the specialized agencies. 

In our opinion, however
s
 the breakdovm by object of 

expenditure should not be binding on any administration, 
since it is simply a means of execution that may vary from 
time to time and from case to case

5
 according to the 

requirements of efficiency in programme implementation. 

The breakdovm by object of expenditure proposed by the 
Gofflmittee of Fourteen is satisfactory. Some additional 
items of object of expenditure could

s
 .however, usefully 

be included in the case of the ̂ breakdown used in vfflO 
and probably in other organizations. WHO has made 
proposals on this question, in accordanos with the 
recoimaendations of the Goimnittee of Fourteen. 

Щ The system of classification suggested by the Coramittee 
of Fourteen does not present any difficulty. For its own 
needs, the Economic and oocial Council has requested the 
Enlarged Committee for Programme and Co-ordination to 
make a study of the different possible classification 
models and to recoî-imend one which could provide "a clear 
and comprehensive picture" of the activities of the 
United Nations systeia. 

IJTU The ITU budget is prepared by object of expenditure. The 
breakdovm proposed by the Goiamittee of Fourteen is not 
suited to ITU's needs and we consider that the breakdown 

. n o w in us s in ITU is better suited to our needs. 



The breakdown by object of expenditure proposed by the 
Ad Hoc Committee seems satisfactory and could be adopted 
as far as ths budget broken doim by category of 
expenditure is concerned. 

The breakdown by object of expenditure proposed by the 
Comiittee of Fourteen seems satisfactory as a "secondary" 
way of budget presentation. A breakdown by object like 
that in note В is certainly useful; however, the 
breakdown by programme calls for more extensive study. 

Yes. The system recently adopted by M O is very similar. 



В.З. Does it seem to you feasible and desirable to attain a 
degree of precision such as. that proposed in the note 
(para. 1.1.)? 

FaO dome improveuients will be made with respect to extra-
budgetary funds expended by í'AO. Je are, however

?
 not 

‘ certain as to the degree of precision which is desirable 
..in the breakdown of extra-budgetary funds. 

For the first time, in response to a recommendation by 
the Goiiimittee of Fourteen, it is proposed to submit to 
the FAO"Conference a table showing dollar expenditure 
and number of experts by country or region; such an 
annex will be included in the budget for 1970-1971. 

UNESCO See B.2. 

wfHO Yes; feasible and desirable; ah attempt is being made 
〜. to attain it in the vJHO budget. 

Щ A certain degree of precision is attainable, but preferable 
to await the AGABQ study. 

ITU ITU has no programme. To. attain the degree of precision 
proposed, it would be necessary to break down expenditure 
by field of activity or by body and department. This 
possibility might not prove as advantageous as expected 
for ITU (between 1949 and 1966 the ITU budget was prepared 
by body and expenditures by body were broken down by-
object) . 

UPU This proposal could also be adopted for the breakdown 
一 which should be made within each programme (or type of 

activity) for the budget by type of activity, although it 
should be noted at the outset that in the case of UPU most 
of the thirteen items would be left blank for a large part 
of its activities. 

IMCO It is feasible and desirable but it is difficult to decide 
how far to go. 

i/JMO It would be difficult if not impossible for UMO to attain 
such a degree of precision (see B.8.)• 



В.Д. 

FAO The annex réferred to in the preceding reply will have to 
include all projects which have been approved. Although 
the information will'not :be complete, since it cannot 
include projects"which have not been approved (at least 
by country or region)

3
 it will cover long-term projects 

under all extra-budgetary prograimues. 

.UPSGQ By decision of the General Conference, UNESCO has always 
presented its programme and budget in a form which shows 
the integration of the budget with extra-budgetary 
programmes. Although the latter are merely indicative, 
.such a presentation provides a view of the totality of 
programmas undertaken by the organization. 

.• .
 :

 .. ....... . , .k ！ 

However, tl̂ Q ,recent' trends in the programming of UNDP 
activities have rèndered such intégration difficult if 
not impossible. It follows logically that efforts to 
promote budgetary standardization and presentation need 
to be .accompanied.by efforts to orient UNDP programming 
in the same direction. , .、:•-, 

m Under the new UNDP procedures， a Government can make 
further requests for riew projects at any time. The 
organizations^ budgets should include ¿11 projects already 
approved together \j±th thoee for' whipti： Governiaents have 
indicated thait requests ЛД11 "Bô forthcoming, 

• '•. - • ' . , • i , . .... • • .. '. ' . : J .V ‘ . 

Informa ti on on this subject is boiind to be less precise 
than in the case of the regular budget. 

Ж The： time-lag betueôn the： preparation of the budget and 
action on the programme by

:

the Governing Council of UNDP 
does not present any serious.difficulty for the following 
reasons: 

(1) Support costs are consolidated in the budget for 
the technical assistance component only. 
Appropriations in respect of support costs for the 

:Special Fund component are kept séparate so that 
speedy action can be taken in the course of the 
year if new expenditiirés have to be authorized for 
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projects following their approval by the Governing 
Council. Even if it should later be decided to 
consolidate support costs for the Special Fund 
component in the budget, the fact that new projects 
are approved by the Governing Council of UNDP at 
each of its two annual sessions does not necessarily 
lead to a time-lag. Budgetary provision can be made 
for known projects in the "pipeline 

‘ (2) In the case of the technical assistance component, 

although new "continuous programming" procedures are 
being used and requests for projects can be proposed 
by Governments at any 'time, the system of fixing 
country targets in advance has been retained; and 
the sums likely to be available for regional 
programmes can be estimated in advance x^ith suffi-

.cient accuracy to enable support cost needs to be 
taken into account in the preparation of the 
regular budget, 

(3) For the future, the move towards long-term programming 
both for technical co-operation and for the regular 
budget programme may help,to minimize the effects 
of the existing time-lag. 

ITU The ITU budget makes no mention of expenditure on techni-
cal co-operation projects financed by UNDP. Support costs 
are calculated from an estimate of expenditure and 
budgetary provision is made on this basis. 

UpU The only solution to the problem of the time-lag between 
the preparation of an organization* s budget and the 
publication of UNDP programmes would be to anticipate 
UNDP

?

 s decisions. In practice, UPU follows the same 
procedure as ITU and FAO and simply uses an arbitrary-
estimate of the cost of programmes for future years, 
having to adjust its forecasts later in the light of the 
cost of the programmes approved by UNDP.. 

IMCO We cannot resolve this difficulty, unless the budget 
一 一 一 periods adopted by the various organizations cover the 

same period as the UNDP programme. 

Ш0 Under the present system, these difficulties are met 
— by authorizing the President of the organization to 

approve the budget for the Technical Co-operation Depart-
ment on the recommendation of the Secretary-General, 
pending its consideration by the following session of the 
Executive Committee. This budget can normally only be 
drawn up seven or eight months after the session of the 
Executive Committee which approves the regular annual 
budget. 
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В.6. Do you see-any particular'difficulties in the classification of 
main parts on the model of the ILO and UNESCO budgets (paras. Pll 
and З Д ,) ？ ~ ' ~ 

FAO The classification of the main parts of the budgets of FAO, 
the ILO, WHO and UNESCO is fairly similar (as was indicated 
in the note). 

UNESCO See B.l. 

WHO There are no special difficulties ； broadly speaking, such 
a breakdown exists. 

This breakdown by main parts closely follows the standardized 
presentation suhmitted to the Economic and Social Council 
for reporting the expenditures of the United Nations system in 
relation to programmes. We do not consider that such a break-
down and, in particular, the detailed breakdown by programmes 
is satisfactory^ 

In fact, as already indicated, WHO is putting forward an 
alternative solution, which has been accepted by the World 
Health Assembly in the form of an annex to the programme and 
budget for 1970. The Economic and Social Council did not 
consider the proposed breakdown to be entirely satisfactory 
and requested the Enlarged Committee for Programme and 
Co-ordination to study methods of achieving a more satisfac-
tory breakdown. We do not think that the UNESCO - ILO 
breakdown by main parts is necessarily the best. 

UN The classification by part adopted by the ILO and UNESCO for 
the grouping of their activities does not present any 
problem for the United Nations• In fact, the division of the 
United Nations budget into parts follows a broadly similar 
model. 

JTy. This classification could not be applied to ITU with its 
present structure and with the provisions of the Internatio-
nal Telecoiomunications Convention now in force. 

UPU The classification of main parts adopted by the ILO and 
— UNESCO is similar to that adopted by ACC for the joint 

presentation of budgets to the Economic and Social Council• 

WMO The WMO system is based mutatis mutandis on ‘the FAO system, 
which seems preferable to the others, but it differs only 
very slightly from the ILO and UNESCO system. 



В.В. 

В.9. 

The substance of the replies by the secretariats of the 
organizations to these two questions are reproduced in 
paragraphia.2. of the report'.' 



В. 10. What would you conside " 4e best solutions to,, the foiir problems 
Д • , • •—•Mill II l»l—iM<M »l W • • • _ J~WT»r_ ^ЛГ 1 — IIIHI IHIIill-n^-mil. ; I B. №lHM |»ПУП1««Г1ГШГТ • !••• I «И пгтрггюсот 

enumerated at the end of paragraph 3«2» ？ 
• •41 —II—и—юа—яжяюци» _ » 」 1 Г » ~ Р У Г Г Т - - ， в » iiiiiii__m_ftHi_iwiir,i -

-presentation of extra-budgetary programmes in an integrated 
(within the framework of pro^ame_.de^.art-‘ 

ments)； 

place where the manning tables are shown with grades, functions 
and remuneration (by departments, by services or by programmes) г 

-d e f i n i t i o n of a common nomenclature and numbering system so that 
the accounting figures can be fed into á computer; 

> correct presentation of programmes whose execution may be spread 
over several years; the distinction between commitment authorisa-
tions and payment authorizations which seems to be lacking in all 
budgetsj and whose absence is a source of difficulty in financial 
data • 

UNESCO With regard to the position of the manning tables showing 
grades, functions and renumeration, UNESCO is of the opinion 
that, as it is one of the means of programme execution, the 
staff should be shown under the relevant field of activity. 
Some flexibility in utilization must, of course, be left to 
the body responsible for execution• 

WHO (1) It seems essential to present the WHO programme in an 
integrated form, 

(2) The manning tables are shown by individual units and 
projects and are summarised by major units, by field of 
activity and by major programmes, 

(3) WHO Uses a computer to prepare its budget 2 a nomen-
clature ie therefore necessary； if such a nomenclature had 
to be standardized for all the organizations, considerable 
time and effort would be required to study the problem and 
reach a solution. 

UN (1) Integrated presentation is desirable but requires 
further detailed study. Integration of extra-budgetary 
programmes presents difficulties such as : 

• the nature of the programme and the method adopted 
to finance it (for example, the peacekeeping 
operation, in Cyprus, which is financed from volun-
tary contributi oris) 

- t h e legislative basis for the programme : for instance, 
in the case of technical co=operation programmes, no 
provision is made for formal budget review (similar 
to that existing for the regular budget) by ACABQ or 
by the General Assembly. The details of the 
programme are examined by IAC3 and by the Governing 
Council of UNDP. " 



抑 the - speciab- (ádjioc) nature of the aríarigements made 
between the services of the Organization and Member 

, States, reg. rd'ing the provislc .1 of specialists or 
- .(for exairipie^ the "funds in trust"， arrangements 

Iran, Libya， Kuweit, Saudi Arabia, etc,). 

(2)..The presentation of ‘ uhe ‘maríning table of the United 
seems satisfactory. When progress has been made on the 
preceding point, changes in the present' policy i/ill be 
necessary、 

(3) In the United Nations accounting is mechanized and a code 
system has' been' adopted. This system might need to be revised 
when progress： has been made through CGAQ on. the standard nomen-
clatirre to be used for administrative and budgetary purpose s

 e 

⑷ Given the annual character of the btidget, the presentation 
of programmes extending over several yea??s is possible only in 
pection 3 (Salaries, and wages) and for. tasks which do not 
relate either to politics or the maintenance of peace. Such 
a description, can only be very brief, 

(1) A separate presentation of extra-budgetary programmes 
seems' to be preferable/ On the other hs^nd^ an integrated 
presentation vith a breakdown of expenditure by object and 
field of activity seems to be preferable for support costs， 

(2) Manning table s a manning table showing the distribution of 
•authorized posts 07 grade and field of activity should be 
included in every budget « 

(3) A uniform nomenclature is at presen匕 being studied in 
CGAQ (Budgetary and Finance Section), A common numbering 
system for accounts, programmes；» etc, would be very difficult 
to achieve• 

⑷ Commitment authorizations are not ‘ shovm in the Union
1

 s 
budgets

e
 This omission must be rectified immediately and 

they will be shown in the next budget submitted to the ITU 
Admini strati ve Council, i . e” the one for 1970 • 

s 1 '. ‘ • ： • • ‘ 

(1) ]& t r a -bud ge tar y programmes (with the exception of support 
costs) do-not seem to lend themselves to organic integration 
in the budgetary presentation relating to the expenditure 
•proper of the. Uni on itself. These programmes could possibly 
be annexed to the budget documents• 

(2) Manning tables shoeing grades, functions and remunerations 
should form ал annex to the budget. Breakdoim by activity 
(programme) is possible* 

experts 
made by-

Nations 



(3) UPU does not have the necessary experience to enable 
accounting figures to be fed into a computer. 

(Л) UPU has scarcely any prograirmie s whose execution is spread 
over a number of years and makes no distinction between 
commitment authorizations and payment authorizations. 

WMO (1) The present system of a separate budget removes the diffi-
culty. 

(2) The manning tables are presented when the budget is 
approved. The system is, however, flexible. 

(3) No experience but certainly difficult• 

⑷ The problem has just arisen. This question must be studied. 

IMCO (1) Extra-budgetary programmes do not appear in the budget 
presentation, 

(2) The marning tables are prepared by sections, 

(3) No computer : hence no recommendation on this subject. 

(4) Not applicable to ЩСО. 
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AJ5 3I.^;GAP0fi5 

In the course of this tour, I spent nine days in Singapore, 

eighteen days at Rua 丄 a Lunpur and ten days in East I Malaysia. 

During that time, I net sixty expatriate members of the United 

lotions family, some с Г the 丄 r counterparts and menbe.rs of their 

clerical staffs； govermicnt servants at various levels and private 

citizens, to all of whoii I an grateful for the time they kindly 

gave me and for the insight they afforded me into the technical 

co-operation work of the United Nations in their area. 

2. I-ь- aim, as during earlier inspections of this type, was to 

bring an independent eye to bear on as many Ui'J activities as I 

could reasonably cover, form a judgenent on their utility and 

efficacy from ,т.у own observation ana from the opinions of those 

working in and with them
s
 and bring to the notice of those 

responsible for them such points as night sees to call for 

connent or question. 

3. In both countries, UÍJ aid appears to be well progranraedj that 

is to say that, by and large,, it fits in well with the national • 

authorities' own ideae on development strategy. The task of UN 

planners in this respect is of course relatively easy in 

Singapore and Malaysia, since the Governments of both these 

countries have a clear vision cf the economic course which they 

have charted for themselves. In lalaysia, the Elrst ralaysian Plan, 

1966 ~ 1970, паь been supplemented by a. Llld-term Review of the ground 

covered and of adjustments required., Singapore may perhaps be said 

to have guiding principles rather ihan a fornal plan - principles, be 

it said, toward the formulation of which the 11Я can reasonably pride 

itself on having.： contributed. 



U' 工 was led by my experiences on this tour to speculate whether, 

for the sake of greater efficiency, the Шм
г

 family might not do well 

to attempt^ in carefully selected instances^ the difficult operation 

of trying to accommodate itself to the economic pulse of countries 

which^ through the existence of-successive
3
 timed development plans 

or of set governmental periods^ may be said to have an established 

rhythm. This effort would apply，perhaps^ to the timing by UrIDP 

and Agencies of the appointment and terms of service of their 

representatives, and to the concentration of projects so as to 

coincide to some degree with the country's own cycle• 工 have 

expanded somewhat on this idea in an informal note to the Administrator 

of the UMDP and I believe that the Coininissioner of the UNDP Capacity 

Study may be thinking on similar lines• 

5. The following paragraphs contain brief remarks on most of the UN 

operations which 工 saw in Singapore and îialaysia* The list is by no 

means exhaustive
5
 omitting as it does most completed projects, some 

projects -still in preparation and certain current projects which 工 

had no time or opportunity to visit、 

6. Information 

Malaysia and Singapore were the first countries which 工 had come 

across in the course of 、щ inspections where there was no formal UN . 

Information Centre. This in no way meant that no information activity 

was being undertaken. News about technical co-operation work in the 

field was given to the press by the office of the Resident Representative 

of the UNDP on the initiative of officers working on the individual 

prograimnes concerned, or 一 at some periods in the past by a supernumerary 

volunteer working under the supervision of the Resident Representative. 

In co-operation with Government Information Services， opportunity was 

also taken of particularly suitable occasions^ such as the signature of 



acrocHi^rití-., to utilise wirelsss, televisión and ether media oí 

dissemination. The coverage' obtairiiá by such aethods appeared 

completely adequate and I h-ard no complaints i.) government, ÜS, 

or privât., circles thai, гЬ.е activitir:E cf the L.：- were iaEUificienlly 

publicised. It would in ку opinion be a wacte of international funds 

•to have люге. complicated and expensive, pacbincry i'or thc dissoffiination 

in thc ne two countries of novs about bhe UN and the reflexion i и 

inevitable that there nay well be other posts at vhich savings could 

be effected without loss of efficiency by the adoption of similarly 

unsophisticated informtion mothodc-. These、it is truo, leave 

no lee-way for ！J.: Information Libraries or Reading ROOÍES, but the 

cost effectiveness of these，:'+:. some posts might not stand, up well 

to close scrutiny. It could also be objected that there are countries 

where the political activities of the Ú.U not be adequately 

covered by commercial news agencies; in such cases the local 

distribution of Weekly Kews Letters by the office of the Resident 

Representative nou.ld often fill the bill satisfactorily without 

recourse to ьле езфепве of a. xcr:nal Ui InfcrPirtion Centre with a 

Director
5
 a supporting s"oaff mid tho aaainistra ,ive costs entailed. 

7 • U；；; Office of Technical G : » o p ura t i
:
on._(OTÇl 、 

The OTC is executing apent for a potentially very valuable 

Special Fund project on urban renewal and development in Singapore. 

The importance of the subject in a limited territory with two 

million population requires no eraphasib. Two matters of general 

principle were illustrated by my contact with this oroject;-

a
) The importance of co-ordination in the fieId

s 

without which understandings .between 

. headquarters can all too easily remain a 

dead letter. During rnj visit
5
 a meeting 

between the ШЮ representative in Kuala Lumpur 

and the- project manager in Singapore? resulted in 

complete agreori.ent ел the balance of WHO 

participation in the operation. 



‘b) The possibility of continued active interest 

by executing agencies in certain types of 

coinpleteci projects, 工 beliove that, subject 

to t h e agreement of the member state concerned 

indeed dependent on its expressed wishes in the 

matter - some continuing contact could be valu¿ible 

in many projects as a means of maintaining momentum 

and perhaps suggesting minor alterations of course. 

Obviously^ there would be financial implicationsj 

a short mission (or even a passing visit) by a 

former project manager or expert would have to be 

paid for from, s one source
 5
 but 工 imagine； that this 

should not prove a‘maj or difficulty
?
 given reciprocal 

good will. Some understanding about such future 

contacts in suitable cases could presumably be 

reached before the end of the project, I emphasize 

again that such continuing interest .must rest solely 

on the wishes of the government concerned, and must 

have no hint of interference after completion of an 

operation. 

o. Fron several sources 工 heard praise expressed for the work of the 

handful of UN TA experts In Malaysia engaged in the dual work of 

statistical compilation and training. At the present stage of 

preparation for the Second Malaysian Plan
5
 this work assumes special 

importance• 

9. In a final word on work under the aegis of tho OTC, I wish to 

mention the completed TA project .':,.ined at advising on the establishment 

of a Ports Authority in Sabah^ for the purpose of underlining the 

satisfaction of the relevant authorities with the methods of the 

expert concerned, who5, instead of following the all-too-frequent 



nethod о Г nudyinf.: the subject and l^sving a report, h'.d meticulously 

worked •；.v- ’r the problcM step by ivtep г/itli his coniiacUb thus achieving： 

a satisfactory degree of identification between.tham ana the projoct. 

1 0 . UNICEF 

A；: I havo сопи to cxpect； 1 found UrflCEt' doi.Lg quiet, useful 

work 丄л all parts of tho area. I r^self saw more of tho Fund's fiula 

work in East than in 】.：丄aysÍ,:.， with issittancej in co-operation with 

W.H.O.， in the local nclaria eradication and tuberculosis control 

canpaigny -i t well as in the genoral improvement of basic health services. 

The provision of clean water to rural kanpongs is a useful activity on 

which sufficient raonentum has probably been generated to enable the 

programme to go on rolling after the‘departure of the WHO expert concerned, 

provided UJÍIÜEF is prepared to continue to contribute s one oí the necessary 

imported hardware. In Singapore, I spent two days visiting school dental 

clinics, dental nurses training ostablislvaents, cornunity сentros
s 

kindergarten classes and the T.B. control centre, all of which had receiv： u 

support - ofton crucial - fror: UNICEF. I should like especially to 

mention the A m d ’ s xaod^st, but nvvorthe.lose catalytic aid to Singapore's 

successful f^vd-ly planning operation, not only on the ?.v.clio-visual si.-、., 

but also in the important aspect of computerization. This aid has played 

a part ir- the achievembnt of the Singapore authorities in reducing the crude 

birth rnte in their territory fron in 1957 and 2,59^ ia 1967 to an 

estillo ted 2.1 � in 1969 with every prospect of reducing this to the target 

figure of 2% bjT- the t.argbt date c.f 1970. 

11.. Faiaily Planning： 

The Prosident of the Econo:ûic and óocial Council at the close of 

its 4.7th session smmnarized tha situation now confronting the world in 

the matter of family planning. The facts, the fears and the riain 

opinions for and against are woli known and I do not propose to repeat 



them. 工 should, however^ like to throw in two ideas:— 

a) The acceptance of .the principle of family 

limitation in Singapore brought home to me 

that a. wide section of its inhabitants have 

realised that nodern îïiedicint h¿is made unnecesuary, 

for man； ría tur о
f

 s frequently lavish provisions 

for. the. survival of species. This acceptance is 

not the result of high education
?
 but of coimnon 

intelligence applied to observed facts- Singaporeans 

have how seen with their own eyes that small families 

no longer represent a serious throat of chiidlóss old 

agej this is something that others may be brought to 

understand tomorrow*. 工 ¿loducí^ however
?
 that， although 

it would, be preferable that the reduction of birth and 

infantile mortality rates should be- simultaneous
 ?
 prior 

conviction of the reality of the second may be required 

before the first beсones generally acceptable. In 

addition, the Singapore example has satisfied no that 

truly effective maternal care services are an essential 

preliminary to family planning, because of the 

.indispensable opportunity they give for explaining to 

wonen the possibility and nature of birth control 

techniques. 

Ъ) • Many aspects of family planning remain controversial. 

In particular, so raany M v e stressed^ family 

limitation cannot and nust not be impos¿d from above.• 

This is a matter on which men and women must make up 

their own minds and on which goverinients nust themselves 

decide whether and to what extent they will encourage 

the organised provision of enlightenment to their peoples 

But， for any government in similar geographical and 

demographic circumstances th.?.t may be thinking in 

practical terns of instituting a family planning 

movement, Singapore offers a .good exanple of what can 

be achieved with existing knowledge and techniques. 



12. Ш1Щ 

In Singapore, ÜKIDO in continuing; tlib work of assistance in 

economic planning inaugurated by the ОТО and is .undertaking the task 

of giving advicc, throu；：：- technical experts, on the cluvolopnont of 

specific industries. At Кла1а Lu；;,pur it i;3 providing assistance m 

the gci.).orc.l field of coucrce ana snail industry, in encouraging local 

handicrafts and in the establishment of a pilot tannery and shoe factory, 

all under the aegis of the state organisation I¡ARA - People's- Trust 

Council. 

13. ILO 

Industrial expansion enjoys high priority in the plans of both 

countries and ILO is helping 1л the herculean effort to progress in 

this direction by. setting up establislmentE for training in the skills 

required. At Kuala Lumpur
г
 Special Fund project is just beginning to 

face the task of developing apprentice trainiag in the： existing Industrial 

Training Institute, whore it inherits c.n existing building -nd equipn&nt. 

One of the fundamental tasks will be to raise standards of instructors 

w i t h o u t exposing them to irresistible attraction from private industry. 

This thorny problen, widespread if not universal in countries in similar 

circunstancié, is one that nust be tackled ruthlessly if UN co-operation 

in this field is to be truly effective. 

1A. The ccnpnund and buildings of the now Singapore :iotal Industries 

Developnent Centre
y
 also the soat of c. .ipecial i^und project, are now 

sufficiently far advanced to ahow that this ho.s all the Bakings of a 

magnificent institution, conceived on a scale conmensúrate with tho 

proble:u posed and now in full developnont. Delays which were not 

explained satisfactorily to.me have however reduced the value of 

Ui: co-operation in this projoct, rising prices having appreciably reduced 

the quantity of nachin&ry and equipment which it was originally intended 

to supply. There appears to b( little, substantive difference between 

the Singaporean proposal of 1966 and the agreement finally reached after 

the despatch of no fewer than throe missions jf enquiry and it is hard to 

understand why such expensive delay has occurred. 



15. A pending SF project for Singapore is that to expand and develop 

the existing rational Productivity Centre, Training in management 

techniques, wage policies, labour relations^, workers
1

 éducation etc. 

is of the first Importance in the early stages of a switch over to 

an industrial economy and it was- inspiring to sec the eagerness of the 

young students at work in thoir•present inadequate accornmodation. It is 

planned that the- ТЛ operation which 工 saw in action should be dove-tailed 

into the proposed 3F project which, presimr.bly，will be carefully calculated 

to benefit by the lessons learnt from similar projects undertaken in other 

parts~ of the world• 

16. The problem of creating sufficient employaient opportunities to 

occupy the rising generation is widospread in the developing world and in 

few places more acute,工 imagine, than in Malaysia and Singapore. The 

ILO is no stranger to this 

suggestions how its advice 

specific instances, 

17. I visited the CheraG 

comindrira and will no 

and experience can be 

Rehabilitation Centre》 

proposed establishment 

doubt be open to 

recruited to help in 

some ten miles from 

Kuala Lumpur
5
 at which an ILO technical assistance export is working. 

Quite apart froin the economic value of restoring the power of production 

to a huTiian beings the psychological miracle of redemption from utter 

uselessness is a most heartening sight. I sincercly hope that the 

Government will soon bo ablo to inake a start on the 

in other states of institutions on the lines of the pilot project at Cheras. 

18, FAO 

I made some contact with six SF projects for which FAO is ór is to 

be the executing agency s- Two fishing projects .in Singapore and Pcnang• 

respectively
5
 two forestry projects in Malaysia, Food Technology activity 

near Kuala Lunpur and the Pig and Poultry contre at Serdang on Singapore. 

In addition
3
 I saw veterinary and tissue-culture activity in Singapore under 

the UNTA umbrëlla. 



19； The two forestry projects are of groat potential value for 

j'ialaysia. That conct.rnud v/.i-i-.h.七he dcvelcpncnt of i'oroct inclu£;triu3
s 

the taking of spociriGn forest inventories, tlie raising, oí' tho conversion 

factor and the cst^blishacnt of the real placo of l-ialaysia's forests in 

the econoHic life of thc; country appears to be off to a 〔.:.-)od start in 

spite of tho appalling difficulties of ^omc jf the ttrr^in to bo 

covertd — especially in East Kalaysi：.. 1 was inprussod by the use cf 

network analysis to plan thc whole devolopnent of this five-year operation 

a n d , looking back on the projects which I have seen, believe that this 

technique could with advantage be used more widely for the control of s one 

typoe of m m ? field w o r k . One. cloud on the horizon of thie,project at 

the n o a o ^ t is the f-iilurc of associated bilateral aid to cop.e up to tho 

starting line in tine, consequently threatening tho final composition of 

the overall picture, which is a UN responsibility. 

2 0 . The second forestry project, on quick growing species for industrial 

u s e , roquiros close attention.- It is at iorcsent at T-junction requiring 

thought as to itc future diroction, tho, choice lying between gren.tor stress 

on research 二nd advance on aore practical lines fron an uncertain scientific 

b a s e . There is also a subsidiary question whether to continue to concentrate 

exclusively on timber for pulping or to brir丨ch out in a direction not 

provided for in thc plan of operations and look closely at the possibly 

rewarding side-line of the plantation cultivation of spocios valuable for 

carpentry, veneers etc. 

2 1 . The P i g and Poultry project is staffed by experienced ffii.n qualified 

to turn local brecdurs Into hard, calculating business nert with knowledge 

.of every trxck in the p a c k . Given tine。this operation promises well, 

but there is still rrach to be done to alter thc existing premises into 

proper shape for research -uici denonstration. This is another example of 

a pro j cot whiph took an unconscionable tiric to reach the point of agreement 

between tho three parties, conccrned. 



22. The Food Technology projcct has recently .moved in to new 

premises and is by no means xiilly. run in yet. I was r.blo to visit only 
. . . . . . . ‘. “ •.... '

г

 •.. , . -, 

the contre near Kuala Lumpur and did not get to any of the four regional 

stations. I got tho impression however tnat
?
 once it gets itself 

straightened out, this project has a valuable 'part to play towards 

strengthening of the iialaysian осопошу, particularly - and this is 

personal opinion if it r^sip'ts the temptation to linger overlong 

tho pleasant fields of research and gets out on to the highway of 
. . . . . • • • ‘ '

1
 . . ； . . ；... . ； •• ‘ • * . , , • 

industrialization and marketing. 
* •. • ‘ ^ • . • j . • . . . . ! - , 

•• • - : ... “ ; • '•'• , ' ...... . ' 

23. UNESCO 
' _......:〔 ‘ i'} ... ；' . ' 

The Singapore project on the education of technical teachors 

vocational training had xxot got oi'f the ground at the tiine of my visit， 

tho Polytechnic at Xpoh had. been teaching for two weelcç (I interviewed 

the projcct manager， but did not see the establishment) and the only 

UNESCO project which I able to look at in any detail was that in the 

Engineering Faculty at the University of Malayan All tKesc projects^ it 
• - 、 . ， • - ； • . . . ； . . . . , 

will bo noted, are in the vital field of technical and, professional training 

The last project mentioned has
3
 by all report, helped to produce a. 

satisfactory stream of trained engineers^ I алп less happy, however^ about 
: 'i. . ... •“ ‘ ! ‘ ‘.... ••‘ ‘‘ . •. /. - . . •. ‘ * ‘ •‘ • • 

its success in the field of institution buildings in э: country at 

the stage of development at which Malaysia stands/ Ï firmly believe that 

the proper rôle of t^p UN is the latter, not the former象 More than throe 

of the five years of this proj oct have now elapsed and Btill the faculty 

which it should have been the task of the project to riould is considerably 

understaffed Had a conplote cadre boen provided from the start, this 

could have been a very successful operation、. 

、 
2Д. In this connexion I should like to raise a point that has occupied 

members of tho Joint Inspection Unit for some time^ nariely^ the fact that 

returns of oquipment provided'under TA and SF projects rarely>if ever 

include any'statement about condition. It is useless to report the 
. . . . . . • • • •

：

 •• _ . : . . , 「 ‘ ‘ • 

presence of a combine harvester and omit the detail that it Is rusted 

solid. Further, never
?
工 think, is any information called for about the 

degree .of utilization of equipment provided^ although this would seem 

the 

о 

in 

and 



cardinal
s
 both for t.ht. proper щя.пчееи1спо of - project :md for the 

rational planning of iutuxx. siiailar ventures. Utilization of tquipnont 

is not n.n easy, thin^ to. define, but a very interostinp; attempt in this 

direction had butn m d e by -th^ Project b.an:,gor at th、，Faculty of 

EngineGring. Definitions, of degrees of utilisation will certainly 

vary fron one discipline to another and. may at all tinos bt very 

approxiE^.tive. Nev&rtholess, it would bo useful if attempts at 

définition could be nade :?.nd if futuro forras for returns of oquipnent 

could, hr'.ve added to then colunms for reporting on condition and 

utilization,- of wL-atovcr use this information may be nt .headquarters, 

the clarification of .ideas for tho expert in the field, making out tho 

return will be still nore valuable. , 

25. Ш0 

Except for зопр .иШР/ТА support for a^ti-inalari л1 work in East 

b¿.lr.ysia, all WHO operç^ions in bialaysic. and Singapore are financed from 

tho regular budgut of the Agency. -

26. I shall run rapidl/ through s one of the activities of which I 

took personal cogni£i¿mco, in tho majority of which ШИСЕГ was making a 

valuable contribution in supplies 

a) Tho controlled experiinent in now rhythns for 

qrabulatory t r e a d n t of ТВ patients which, if ’ 

significant, will benefit not only Singapore, 

vrhcre the trials aro taking place, but all 

countries where .relief from the burden of mr.intaining 

unnecessary, expensive hospital installations for the 

trtatnent of ТБ will be wclcomo. 

b) General -.ssistanco： in ТВ and malaria campaigns. 

Progress in rcsp^ct of the laxtur has boca achieved 

in East Lalaysia, but special difficulties nake it 

unlikely that noro can be done in the rmediato 

future than consolidate the .territory already won. 



c) In Singapçrç, and: Sarawak, the int^oductioia . 

of simplified and more meaningful modicaj..., 

documentation and the effort to pull together 

various medical services now working somewhat 

in isolaticpru 

d) The training ox rurál health supervisors ayid 

the provision of clean water in rural areas. 

e) Nursing training courses at basic and post-basic 

levels. In tî ç second case^ failure to provide 

a counterpart for the UN expert entailp that the 

activity will probably end with the project. 

The aim proposed by the Committee of Fourteen of 

"ensuring real value for money in the vital work 

of human, social and economic development
11

 cannot 

be attained if the work of UN experts is devoted 

to lower-level training rather than to institution 

building. In countries where suitable counterparts 

exist and can be made available^ 1Ш organisations 

should pursue the multiplior effect by training, 

predominantly
5
 teachers or instructors who will 

themselves^ in time, train the operatives required,, 

27. ITU 

The Malaysian Government
f

 s Telecoininunications Training Centre at 

Kuala Lumpur is an example of what can be achieved by technical 

co-operation between Gov^rmient, UNDP and Executing' Agency
f
 A three-year 

Phase 工工，aimed primarily at the establishment of subordinate Training Units 

in Sarawak and Sabah is making progress in spite oí、 teething troubles. 

23.. IMCO 

Favourable mention was made of the efficiency with which the 

工nternational 'Maritime Consultation Organisation was able to provide an. 

expert in ship-building when a sudden call for his services arose. 、 



29• Informal noteg on most of the above subjects, designed primarily 

for use at desk level/ have"been sent to the Executive Heads of the 

Agencies and other Organisations concerned. 
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NATIONS UNIES 

Corps Commun d'Inspection 

UNITED NATIONS 

Joint Inspection Unit 

JIu/69/260 17 October 1969 

Dear Dr Candau, 

On February 26, 1969, I sent you a letter (ли/бэ/38) enclosing an annex with a number of 

ideas for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of field operations• You sent m e an 

interesting and useful reply to my letter on May 29， 1969, reacting to the various i d e a s . 

Since that time I have circulated a draft report on July 25, 1969, and received a constructive 

reaction from Mr Siegel's Office on August 20, 1969. During this period, I have either 

received a letter from, or visited the headquarters o f, all of the other UN A g e n c i e s . An 

• analysis of the various matters discussed, and my recommendations, are presented in the 

attached report. 

I feel that several of the recommendations in this report are particularly applicable to 

W H O . During the past several years, I have visited a number of countries in which the Health 

Ministry was one of the weakest ministries with reference to programming and cont r o l . This 

has certainly been my observation since I have been an Inspector. Within the UN family your 

Agency is one of the leaders in the adoption of modern management practices, and I think you 

are in a particularly strong position to make further progress in directions proposed in the 

report. 

In the letter of August 20, 1969, questions w e r e raised about my views on technical 

assistance planning and control. In fact I think this reflected a lack of clarity on certain 

points in my draft report which I hope has been eliminated in the attached final r e p o r t . 

As pointed out in your first letter, part of the report deals with matters similar to 

those in the recent Joint Inspection Unit's report on "WHO Assistance to Developing C o u n t r i e s " . 

However this report carries the analysis of such items much further and reflects discussions 

with many Agency Headquarters. Some items included in my letter of February 26 were dropped 

in this report because further analysis indicated that a special study of such items w a s 

necessary before firm conclusions could be reached, and new items have been a d d e d . 

One item I dropped was
 M

c o s t consciousness" referred to in your letter of 29 M a y , 1969
# 

As you know, the network analysis can be used as a starting point for cost-benefit analysis, 

but such analysis can become very complicated and expensive. (See, for example, e/4629, 
2 May 1969, p p . 128-140). It is suggested that other UN Agencies might benefit from your 

experience to date in cost control through requiring use of network techniques for Special 

Fund Project sub-contracts. A l s o , your very sophisticated application of the network 

technique to the "Collaborative Research Project" in India may provide some guidance in deter-

mining the conditions under which cost-benefit analyses using the network technique are justified, 

Another item dropped was concerned with a strategy for national development. I spent a 

lot of time discussing this matter with various Agencies' Headquarters, but did not include this 

item in this report because it will undoubtedly be discussed in great detail in the Capacity 

Study Report. A l s o , as indicated in the following analysis and recommendations, I question 

whether it is realistic to pursue these matters very far until the technical ministries in most 

developing countries strengthen their capabilities to plan and control their a c t i v i t i e s . 

Dr M
#
 G . Candau 

Director-General 

World Health Organization 

Avenue Appia 

1211 Geneva 

Yours sincerely, 

Robert M . Macy (signed) 
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A e 工ntroduction 

1 . Before discussing specific problems and issues faced Ъу developing 

countries in expanding their capacity for development
5
 and the- role .Qf 

üíí technical assistance in helping to overcome these difficulties.，工 

would like to make some broad, observations
 c
. 

. • • i 

are continuing opportimities to assist the goyernmants of 

countries to improve their overall, economic planning and pro-

Sucli improvements should not only strengthen the countries' 

development efforts
?
 but provide a sounder basis for identifying priority 

areas for UK teolmioal .assistance. Thiз report, ‘however
9
 is restricted 

to considering ways and mean's of strengthening UI\T technioal assistance-

activities after the priority areas for UÎT projeots have been establislied 

Ъу the government
s
 primarily because matters such as "oomprehensive 

country or joint programming^
1 1

 "country strategy^ M etc., will undoubtedly 

Ъе explored in depth, in the report of tHe Capacity Study Group； This 

report is also restricted to country projects (as opposed to regional or 

inter-regional projects)。 It is. based on case studies in the field s u p - . 

piemen七ed by extensive discussions at all of the various agency héad-
- • 、： .. ： .• • 

quarters. 、 

3 . Tîie design and. preparation of а ГО1 technical assistance project and. 

its subsequent implementation involves both, а Ш executing agency and；the 

co-untry
!

 s technical ministry that has been designated as its executing 

agency for that project。 The attitude, of the ШБР Resident Representative
1

 s 

Office and the government
1

 s planning- ministry toward a given project 

proposal may have had some influence on its design, but in the final anal-

ysis the efficiency and effeetiveness "¿rith which： a given project is devel-v 

oped. and. implemented depends almost wholly on 1юч well equipped these two 

executing agencies are to carry out such activities. 

2 •. There 

developing 

gramming. 



4* 工"fc is my observation that the various Ш executing agonoies have 

not been very effective in helping technical ministries.of developing 

countries to strengthen their capabilities to plan and carry out technical 

assistance activities. I-Iuoh more can Ъе done to help these ministries to 

mobilize their internal ré source s in order to shaî?e "f uïly in the task ó? 

planning and .implementing technical assistance projects, and thereby to 

Gxpand their capabilities to eventually run their own show without outside 

assistance. The Ш èxpert continues to draft yearly all project proposals 

and operating plans Ъу himself instead of working with local experts as a 

teamj and in many, perhaps most
9
 cases to implement, the projects with a 

minimum of counterpart training. This is not the way to help a develop-

ing country to become truly independent and self-reliant• It is my view 

that this situation will continue until real progress is made in strengthen-

ing the technical ministry as an institution to plan and control its own 

programmes and its foreign assistance projects. This is the key bottleneck 

in really coming to grips with tho problems disçussed later in this report• 

5 • In tbe field I hi aye noted a strong propensity for many Ш experts 

to try to maximize the number of graduates
9
 the amount of research completed, 

etc.
9
 Ъу their oxm efforts during the life of a project, rather than to 

focus.primarily on building strong institutions to carry on after they 

‘leave • When they eventually go home
?
 they may have left little or nothing 

behind to carry on what they have started. 

6• . Later in this report 工 attempt to analyze in detail some of the. 

principal ingredients of institution building irith respect to UN projects. 

If the ТШ agencies are going to make further important progress in helping 

on these matters
9
 it will of course have to .Ъе on а со—operative basis with 

the executing ministries. However
s
 as pointed out above, the ШГ should Ъе 



... • . . . 

more helpful to technical ministries in training- their staff and develop-

ing better organizational arrangements to plan and co-ordinate thair 

activities including technical assistance projects. ¥hat is needed is 

additional institution building within the technical ministries themselves., 

w h i o h will e v e n t u a l l y open tho door to such improvemsnts as joint prepara-

tion of project requests and. work programmes, a decrease in tho time 

requirod to cloar names or to got a fellowship programme under way
?
 tho 

"timely appointment of suitable counterparts^ joint evaluation of projects
? 

better mobilization of internal resources to support a given project
 ?
 and 

so o n . 

7 . In order to bring these observations into focus with specific things 

tho ТЖ f amilj “ might 工 am presenting below a picture of the typical 

situation 工 have found in the field, regarding planning and programming. 

Planning and Control 

8 . Senior officials of the miráis try with, responsibility for developnent 

planning tend to take little interest in technical assistance except tho s о 

Special Fund projects that may lead to large capital investments. Their 

ministry usually has a focal point for general co-ordination of technical 

assistanoe activities and. approval of priorities。 In cthor words, it is 

a place to react to and approve technioal assistance projects prepared by 

others at the teohnioal ministry lovolj, primarily in terms of insuring 

that the local funds involved do not exceed amounts included in the budget
9 

or that the foreign curronoies requested, are within totals probably avail-

аЪ1э from external sources• It is normally not a place to initiate improve-

ments in planning and. co.ntrol of individual projects. , 

9• More specifically^ national plans and, "the planning agencies in devel-

oping countries are not oriented towards technical assistance
э
 but towards 

capital investment. Development planners live 七he world, of ŒNT， balance. 

of payments
?
 capital output ratios, price levels, tax collections

9
 external 



debt burden, input-output studies determine if a programme is inter-

nally consistent
?
 politically—determined^ and so on. Their long term 

plan is designed primarily to reflect the desired over-all growth rate 

of the country and. priorities Ъу major sectors, and the necessary capital 

inputs and rate of internal savings to achieve suoh goals and still keep 

the balance-of-payments situation and internal price levels under control. 

It is not usually designed to provide specific guidance.for foreign tech-

nical assistance although it may have annexes bj economic sectors contain-

irrg sôme useful target data in terms of planned agricultural production, 

students graduated, miles of highways and the like
9
 and perhaps even a 

list of technical assistance, projects. 
： • . . ； • • •, . •. . . . . 

10. Last year 工 spent about three months each in two semi-developed 

countries that were roportecl to have sophisticated -̂уеат plans but I do 

not recall a single instance when а Ш official or expert made any ref-

erence to the country
1

s long-range plan
9
 or had one in sight on-his desk. 

" • • ‘ • ： , ； . . . • .- '
r

 . . . . . • . . . . ... . 

It did not seem to Ъе "relevant
и

 to persons concerned with technical 

assistance activities. 

11. In contrast to the "economic planner" described above
?
 the "technical 

assistance planner" lives' in a different world. Нэ lives in 七he world of 

peoples of education^ training^ fellowships
9
 health, clinics

?
 research 

institiAtes, manpower studies
y
 surveys of national resources and. market's

5 

transfers of technical knowhow^ organisation and management^ and the like. 

He understands the kinds of problems and issues discussed later' in this 

report and can help solve "bhem。 Unfortunatel;y
?
 there are comparatively 

few trained, technical assistance planners in developing countries. T'ihere 

they exist
9
 however；, in organisational units attached to the head of 

i • 

technical ministries
s
 the door is open to major improvements in the planning 

and control of U¥ projects as well as the overall ministry programme。 

• • • . 

12. It is my firm conviction that unless the technical ministries can 

make some real headway in establishing and supporting units for programming 



and control cf their activitios. there are а пишЪог of key weaknesses in 

ШТ supported, technical .ajsistanco projects that we are just going to havo to 

live w i t h ^ . At tho samo time, I rocognize àomo major obstacles in moving in 

this direction, particularly in certain gоonomiо sectors. 

13. Tho areas whoro it should Ъо easiest to make hoadway are those sectors 

of tho oconomy that агз traditionally organized and. run in all coiantrios on 

a highly centralizocL.^asis. by the oentro.l gove工.ryuGnt。.工 have in mind 

particularly such activitios as transportation and communications. There are 

usually pôoplo' in. tho .toohiiical ministries oonoei-nod with such activities who 

aro' informed аЪо.и1з planning and control of projoots..工七 has Ъеэп my observa" 

tioa-that ШТ. .pro j acts.. for such • activities are subject to botter programming 

and control than the avorago 1Ж toolmical assistance .project。 
i 

14. Certain othor activitios, notably. agricul"bur©, education and health, aro 

often tho basic ；responsibility of tlio separate states or provinces and it 

Ъе coraos гшизиаНу difficult to plan and oporato projocts under such-oircum-

stanoos. A good example- is India. Somo of the " o l d - t i m e r s t h e r e among the 

foreign, officials told ma that tlaoir greatest singlo handicap in dovoloping 

and carrying out technical assistanco activitioG was tho fact that baaic 

r o s p o n s i Di li t ^ f o r s u c h a c t i v i t i e s r J3id.ed in cach in i v i d u a l S t a t e .工 f o u n d 

a similar situation on a previous U1T assignment in Higoria. Por example, until 

a few узагз ago ITigoria did not oven havo a .Federal lîinistry of Agriculture, 

and this ministry
1

s role oven today is comparatively small. 

15. Another major obstacle is the lack of know-how regarding tochnioal 

assistance planning and prograir.rain.j. I-'any voluraos have Ъеоп written on 

devolopmont planning；, but tho samo is not truo for teclmical assistance 

planning. I was told that when UÎTESCO established, an instituto for eduoa-

tional. planning a fow years ago， fchore was not a singlo Ъоок in oxistenco
( 

on the subjcct worthy of tho name。 Tliora.is greai; concern those days .... 

about гдл-Ginploymont in developing coointries, but whore in tlio li tora turo 



on economics is there a good analysis of this subject? Five-year plans 

around th.e world very oonvoniently leave out tîil» i-bem in their equations. 

A very sophi3tioa-fced. industrial technology based on labour—savi»e through, 

sore intensive use of capital is available in all advanced countries; Ъиг 

where do you find more than isolated fragments of an industrial technology 

based on modern science which is designed for the vast majority of devel-

oping countries vhere labour is not the limiting factory namely a tech-

no log;/ based on сapital-saving rather than latour-aaving? 

16. In spite of -the obstacles, some limited progress is being made here 

and there in establishing focal points for planning and programming with 

qúalified. staff in the technical ministries of the central governnen-t. 

In some cases a start is being made Ъу reorui^ing United Nations or "bi— 

lateral experts for such p u r p o s e s .工 Ьалгэ seen this role filled Ъу 

Europeans who were with the former colonial regime and stayed on. Country 

representatives of Ш agencies vrho have an office right in the -technical 

ministry oan often help sell tho idea of better planning and controls. 

.17. At least one ШТ agency is bringing employees of technical ministries 

of developing couxrtries to its headquarters for training in this field. 

Other U1T agencies havo a practico of sending high-ranking officials to a 

developing country to prepare an over-all programma for a technical min-

istry extending ovor several years. In spite of these various commendable 

efforts, however, this task is still largely ahead of u s . 

X8. Tho above analysis suggests to me that further sutstantial progress 

in better planning and implementation of technical assistance projects is 

going to be achieved primarily Ъу separate initiatives Ъу tha ШТ agencies 

to help the technical ministries in their field strengthen their competence 

in such, natters, not through more inter-agency meetings on co-ordination 

in Uew York and Europe. Tho situations found in the different countries . 

no doubt will vary widely and some countries may not welcome initiatives 

Ъу ШТ agencies in this direction. 



19. More specifically, each Ш agency should assign respcnsitility in 

its headcLuarters for holping technioal assistance ministries to strengthen 

their capacity to plan and. control their a c t i v i M o s . РгезитаЧу, this help 

would normally Ъе' given Ъу organizational units in headquarters established 

011 a geographic basis. Continued close relationships with planning min-

istries is essential for achieving certain ob.joctivas, but is not an 

alternative to promotion of technical assistance planning and. control of 

individual projects in technical ministries. 

20. Although it may help in the long run； the above approach does not 

come to grips directly with the ргоЪ1втг, faced in implementing multi-

disciplinary projects involving more than one U1T agency. It is not only-

d i f f i c u l t to s o r t o u t r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n two or m o r e UII a g e n c i e s
s
 b u t the 

problems involved, in working г-rith two or more ministries of the recipient 

country can become extremely frustrating. "Horizontal co-ordination" 

between ministries is difficult enough to achieve in very advanced count-

ries
 5
 and is almost impossi"blo to attain in зото developing countries. 

The question can Ъе raised, as to whether the pëi-сoutage o.f multi — disciplinary 

projects that have turned, out well a о far is high enough to Ъе worth.tlie 

effort; or whether it is bettor to break up suoh proposed projocts into 

pieces, each involving only one agor.oy and one ministry with tho necessary 

informal co-ordination from the outside; or establish semi-autonomous 

corporations or institu-tions for such activities. 

21。 Outlined below are a nunoer of very stubborn problems observed, in 

七he field and. discussGcl at ihe various agency headquarters, nearly all of 

w h i c h woгг!d. Ъссото raore m a n a g e a b l e a n d m o r e s u b j e c t to p o s i t i v e s o l u t i o n s 

if the executing ministry involved in tho.recipient country had an effect-

ive planning and control unit, with strong support from the minister' s 

office. 

Buildings 

22。 It is a common experience in the field to observe United ITations 



projects housed in new buildings, even though tliara wero other government 

buildings in acceptatilo localities that might have "been used. Since perhaps 

the most fundamental objective of any 1Ж technical assistance projcct should 

Ъе to help ths local govornuient mo"bilize its internal resources for devel-

opment, it would seem to make sens о for UTT officals during the preparatory 

stage of projects to co-operata with local officials in seeking facilities 

already in existence for a proposed now project in order to reduce local 

costs and .maximize the effective use of local resources. It is recognized, 

of course that there will be many projects for which there simply is no 

practical alternative "but to "build new structures or add on to present 

buildings. • 

23. 1七 iras encouraging to meet senior officials in several agency head-

quarters who had become very conscious of the neod. for more careful screen-

ing of building requirements for UÎT projects, and were promoting such a 

policy in their agencies. 

Counterpart training and fellowships 

24. 1Ж officials face extremely difficult probloms and issues in coming 

to grips with the counterpart training requirements of UIT technical assist-

ance and fellowships。 Por' purposes of analysis they оan Ъе divided into 

five categories and sunmarizei as follows : 

(a) Attitude towards trainin¡S!： 

25. The usual "official" explanation of the basic task of ШГ technical 

assistance experts is to train their counterparts to take over their 

work and. then go liome; in other words
 s
 to work themselves out of a 

job. Descriptions of Regular, TA. and Special Fund projects usually 

indicate that tliéy aro designed to achieve that objectiva. In 

practice, however, this objective is not accepted. Ъу many, perhaps 

the majority of UIT experts and their superiors. They take the 

position that the development of human resources, in other words 

the expansion of theso countries' capacity for development, is a 
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long term propositions and thoy 3z;;oct the bav;ic pro j acts to 

Ъе oont.inuod i'or tho - ГогозооаЪТэ futuro • They nothing 

wrong wi th the fact that, с 1 though, experts cono and go, капу 

of the basic Eegalar and TÁ pro jocts (not- Spécial ？
,

und projects) 

even in soai-developed countries wcro startod ton or fiftoon 

years ago and are still almost automatically extendod at oach 

termination date. Most of thsK=3e oxports work as individúala 

and do not report on tho status of training of coutorpaiiB ',if 

any.) . A senior official in on G large ТШ agency told me that 

thore was not a single status report on the training of oountor-

T^arts in tho wholo ^ailding：. In another а̂спсу headquarters 

an official said they had such status reports, but vrhsn asked 

for samples he was ипаЪ1е to find any after a quick look at 

h i a files .‘ 

Agency hoadquart irs officials talca strong exception to the 

conclusion that Regular and TA projects aro almost automatically 

extondGd at tormxnation datos. Tixoy will describe in detail 

tho committees that revio^f all projects- during the budget 

season to doterraino whether tliey should Ъо sxtended。 Tb/jy 

poin七 cut that often tho. aztc. 3ion is in fact a differont 

project, Ъи-Ь tha doscription of th3 projoct was not formally 

changed. An attompt was made to check this mattor statistically 

through a review of tha history of Regular and TA projocts of 

several largo agencies in selected countries, which disclosod 

that a substantial пшпЪег of projocts wore regularly extended 

at thoir termination dates. Chocks in the field in two somi-

developed. countries did suggest, however, that during the past 

y
e a r o r two the decision as to xihother Regular and ТА projects 

should Ъо ¿ztendod -ras b o i n g a closor look, particularly 

after tho introduction of tlie now Ъи(1̂огагу procédures on TA 

projects. It is also noted that initial project termination 

dates often prova to Ъо unr&alistic because of rocruitmont 

I
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difficulties \T±th "both local and international staff; but 

repeated extensions of termination dates call for somo other 

explanation. 

27 • Tho pressures 0.11 agoncy hoadguartors to 43xtend projects aro 

formidable. Several of the larger Ш agoncies aro faced today 

with substantial numbers of unemployed experts waiting for 

another assignmQirfc。 Furthermore
?
 those Ш experts in the 

field who are not on leave of аЪзепсо from a career position 

at home and who do not have alternative job opportunities in 

sightj lack an incentivo to push hard on counterpart training 

and work themselves out of a job• 

28-. The attitude of governmonts is portinont to tho above analysis. 

Faced with a serious shortage of trained porsonnel, officials 

of developing countries cannot Ъе blamed for looking upon tho 

different forms of "technical assistance as a \my to get well 

trained, people to fill jobs in thoir government at the lowest 

possible oost• HowGvor
?
 I have noted a growing awareñess 

•tha七 ev^TUIT personnel do' .cost the recipient government： a . 

consi¿era"blb amo-unt of money, and officials at the policy 

level are expressing interest in more careful.screening, of 

ЦИ" pro jects'as -more and mare trained locals are available.‘ 

(ъ) Use of local rosources 

29• Observations in the fiold. clearly indicato that designers of 

U1\
T

 projects have concontrated on the. mobilization of external 

training resourcos in the form of training abroad and bringing 

in outside experts, rather than concentrating on helping looal 

officials mo"bilize their internal training resources and 

supplemonting them with, external resourcos only as needed. 

For example, there is much evidonoe that training of counterparts 



is usually mot Ъу sending thor аЪгоо.с1 слгет thougli. tfes .‘ccuntïy 

is séni-düvolopod -and- lias its otîïî advancjod oducatiotial contros 

and； othsr training fc’.3ili"fcios。 Conversations with лапу Spoci.nl 

Fund, project managers in the fiold indicated, that followships 

listed in plans of operations usually aro not scroonod to 

doitermi.no i i .?t iciist v^nrt of the t r a i n i n g r o q u i r o - c n t s could. 

Ъо net. locally;, jvon if they could, thoro usually is no provision 

for financing such local training. In -agency headquartors it 

was disappointing to find so fev officials who soemod to Ъо 

roally concornod vrith helpirib particularly tho serai-doveloped. 

countries to тоЪШге tho uso of their oxpancLing training 

resourcos and tliurs Ъосогде moro self—roliarxt。 

(с) T r a i n i n g a b r o a d ' 

Officials in several agoncy headquarters strossed. tho import ano û 

o'f 七he fact that many регзопз from devoloping countries who 

are trained. аЪгоай aro ипаЫэ to mako cuch. usü of thoir train-

ing when they return home becauso their superiors have not 

h a d a s i m i l a r e x p o s u r e to t r a i n i n g in d o v o l o p e d c o u n t r i e s a n d 

resist change. It is also very frustrâtinr to return Ьоглз 

and f ini that you aro not proruit.d :uiy fastox- Tfith the advanced 

t r a i n i n g n o r do yoti r e ç o i v e any i n o r s a s c in s a l a r y ; in f a c t
s 

the period of training abroad may not z-ron с о mit towards seniority 

rights. Thesg agoney officials also point out that evon if 

a trainee returns to a posi tion in iii s g o v o m m e n t where lio 

c a n m a k e g o o d u s e of h i s t r a i n i n g al^roacLj, a l l too o f t e n h o 

acoûpts a position in a private company a much higher salary 

if his training ig also uccful to industry. Щ observations 

in the field support tho abovo
 s
 but tho import ano о of tlioso 

d i f f i c u l t i e s soemod. to v a r y r a t h e r w i d e l y b e t w e e n UM a g e n c i e s . 

O f c o n c e r n also w a s tho nuraber of f e l l o w s h i p s f o r too s p a c i a l -

izod or advanced training for wliicli tha trainee found little 

or no demand when ho returned home. 



(d) Training at the .site 

А пшлЪог of Special Fund projects wero visitad in the field 

which had effective programmes to provide at the project sité 

the necessary experience to counterparts to carry on after tho 

expert left; and qualified counterparts were on the job. Iiowovor 

in perhaps the majority of casos ̂  particulary for Regular and 

TA projects
9
 the training of counterparts was unsatiofaotory• 

Tho lack of counterparts for many projects is we'll known. It 

is also unfortunately true that when prossod to appoint counter-

parts
 9
 some developing country governments have adopted the 

policy, of naming "professional
1 1

 coxmtorparts who will .зэглге as 

counterparts over the years for various projects to fulfil the 

agreed, provisions of the projoot
?
 "but in practico have very 

little to dp with the experts involved. Even if a satisfactory 

counterpart is named, experience shows that it is ofton 

unrealistic to assume that an export is a good teacher and 

well qualified to train ooimtcrparts. Finally
9
 ponotrating 

questions are being raised in the field regarding projects 

•where training should Ъе started a yoar or two in advance of 

of the rest of the projoct "work programme; and in the oase of 

Special Fund projects, whore it might Ъе financed, as a soparate 

ТА project• All of tho. above points were vary well known to 

all agency headquarters personnel contacted, and have Ъеоп 

debated for years• 

In seeking ways and means to strengthen the effectiveness of 

Ш agencies in on-site training^ 工 feel that the following 

proposals have merits 

(i) G e n e r a l l y avoid the project' involving only one 

export except for OPAS appointments or those casos where 

the expert
1

 s job is in fact to propare a Special Fund 

proposal. I am unimpressod with the effoctiveness of 

individual experts for institutional "building , 



or training geriorally. 

(ii) C,:.rofully o-valuato technical -imíjístance proposals, 

p a r t i c u l a r l y in t b j J oac.t d o v o l o p j d o o u n t r i e r ^ in torras 

of :fhethor. thoy should bo staff3d...
T

Titb..regular technical 

experts or OPAS-typo appointiTieiits.工 tliink we have of tan 

Ъо-.уа frustrated, by the lack of offoctivo on-site training; 

by'oonvontional standards for a si voir pro-j cot vrhen a more 

caroful study ЪоГого projoot a p p r o w o i x l d havo indicated, 

tlxat it vms unroaliütic to think of anything beyond an 

0?A3-typc assiipimont at tlio country' s pros：ont staja of 

d.Gvelo
_

0:.iont. 

(iii ) Spoed. up tho tirae"fca"bl£； in moving from rogular exports 

to only consultants or tormination in sami—developed 

c o u n t r i e s . D u r i n g this
:

 p a s t y e a r 工 visitad—. m a n y . ezamples 

of projects whore the. ministry wanted óquiprnont and 

fellowships
5
 "birfc not ad-vico. In such, an environaont on-

site training is almost invai‘ia"bly unsatisfactory. 工 

particularly гопюпЪог chatting with a" IlbT project manager 

at ono sito, and lie said,
 и

theso follows simply refuse to 

li'sten。 T h e y f o o l t h o y h a v o r o a d the Ъоокез̂ and. r e f u s о 

to tako advantago of tho exporienco wo have to offor." 

(iv) Give top priority to those project proposals whore 

tho loccil govornmont has already ostablished an institutionP 

has attomptod. to oporato it for soraotiae without outside 

help, and then calla on the ШТ for assistance in overcoming certain 

difficulties or raising its standards. Tho most difficulties 

a-opoar to a r i s e w h e n tho ШТ step s in and s t a r t s a p r o j o c t 

'•from scratch" boforo the local officials have struggled 

with it alone. In such casos> the project becomes 

idontifiod too much with the 1ПТ, end. local officials do 

not feel à suffi ci ont sense of responsibility for it. 

(v) Adopt the notwork analysis discus33d later
1

 in this -. 

report to improve the timing of on-site training. I 



question whether any other approach will result in significant 

improvements. 

(o) Training in least dovoloped areas 

In thoso countries or sectors of an economy where virtually no 

qualified counterparts are available
5
 it would seom to mako sense 

to rocruit UII experts who would fill operational or executive 

positions as regular government oinployocs during the transition 

period and thus help inako it possible to release potential counter-

parts for necessary basic training. The ШГБР has the OPAS programme 

to fill this noed* 工 hdvo observed a number of 0PA3 assignments in 

the field that workod out very well. HowovGr
?
 in sorao cases this 

programme has boon difficult to administer, particularly for senior 

p o s i t i o n s F o r example, "TOíESCO rocruited a man to servo as Dean 

of an'engineering school in an African country until a qualified 

local person was available. The UffESCO expert soon found, himself 

in difficulties. He Ъеоато involved, in the selection of individuals 

for foreign fellowships among many candidates
5
 a very delicate 

situation for a foreigner to copo with. He was neoossarily concerned 

with tho selction of persons to Ъо admittod to tho enginoaring 

school and inevitably Ъ.есате involved in tribal joalousies. HG 

was concerned -viith the control of funds for tho school
9
 and 

Ъесато vulnerable to charges of corruption. In a situation such, 

as descj?ibed above, a local person could have been named th.G Doan 

and the UNESCO oxpert could in fact have run the school but Ъе 

technically only an adviser to avoid direct involvement in the 

kinds of situations mentionod atovej "but experionce shows that
9 

±n certain parts of the worlds unless the ШТ Gjcpert assumes the 

full operational or executive responsibilities of a position,, he 

ргоЪаЪ1у -vrill not Ъе treated as a full тотЪог of the team and Ъо 

given free access tó that information necessary to carry out his 

duties. In other parts of the worid.
?
 many governments do not 

favour the use of foreigners in operational posts
9
 which helps 
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oxplain why two -thirds of all rocipiont countries have not 

ro'iuostcd any OPAS、xp」rts。 . 

3 4 . At l e a s t o n o l a r c ^ IBT a g e n c y h a s four.d it d i f f i c u l t tc r o c r u i t 

persons directly for QPAS positions "because thoy do not receive 

•important "fringe benofita". such ns mombership in the UK pension 

fund and health insurance programme, and tlio status that go о s 

with possession of a Unitod Nations laissoz-papser. These 

difficulties havo Ъееп surmounted by recrui-bmoat аз a regular 

expert and thon detail to an OPAS position. Anothor allogod 

difficulty is that the reoipiont govomment has to pay the full 

l o c a l s a l a r y to a US r o c r u i t f o r an O P A S p o s t , w h o r o a s a r e g u l a r 

expert usually involves loss expense to the govornaont. Howove 

I am told that in most casos, the difforcnoe botwoen tho local 

salary and. tho 1 2 ^ of advisory salarios which govornracnts mûst 

т.’ау, is not significant. 

35. In discussing oxporioncos with 0?AS assipimentз, I liave Ъеоп 

improssod. with tho vui-y strong support this programme has. in 

the headquarters of at loast half of the specialiaod agoncios. 

A l t h o u g h d i f f i c u l t i e s m a y b o o n c o u n t o r o d at s e n i o r I ü t g I s , as 

i l l u s t r a t o d Ъу thü c a s ó oxainple p r o s e n t o d a b o v o , t h e a g c n c i e s 

say they havo many succcss storios。 Boforo roachin^ firm con-

clusions on this -aattor, howovor
5
 I . think we need зото further 

study of UÎÎ agoncy exporioncoü in tho least developed coimtrios 

and areas• 

3 6 . F o r e x a m p l e、 if a h i g h l y micLer-dovoloped c o u n t r y h a s а питЪэг of 

OPAS assignmonts, wiic.1; should Ъс dono concurrontly about training? 

Should a scholarship programme be tied to all OPAS posts? Or 

should tho Ш sponsor local training facilities and provide experts 

to run t h s m ?工 s i"b appropriate to have tha conventional export 

programme and a separato OPAS programme as at presont, or would 
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it Ъо bettor to havo just ono expert classification, but intro-

cLucg that degree of floxibility nooossary to tailor iii s duties 

and administrative rolationship to the looal situation, oven to 

the point of eliminating all diroct suporvisory ties with tho 

agcncy if considered appropriate? (This latter approach might 

holp to opon the door to tho use of exports in operational and. 

GXGCutive-typo positions in those two thirds of rocipiont count-

rios who have not roquosted. any ОРДЗ appointments up to tho 

present timo.) Is it tetter to concontrate on 2 or 3 large 

projects> or recruit persons for say ten key operational 

positions nocessary to get certain high priority activities of 

ministrios undor way? What has boon our recruitment experienco? 

And so on? 

Key Problems 

37
 #
 After discussing the above mattors with hoadquarters staff of sovoral 

of tho agoncios, it was ooncludod that the most urgent problorn is to figure 

out what should Ъо the futuro rolo of the ШГ family in somi-Aovelopod. count-

ries
 9
 particularly with rëspoct to Regular and. TA projects. In at least 

some of those coimtries tho noed is doclining for ШГ exports and for countor-

part training， except for special situations; and thore are indications hore 

and there of a trond towards limiting expert help to short-term consultants. 

At tho same time tlio demand, for equipmont seems to Ъс stronger than ever» 

38. Thо issue seems to Ъе whother ono can look forward to an accelerating 

trend towards tormination of ХЖ projocts, particulada in the Regular and TA 

categories, in the somi-developed countries； or whothor thors are to Ъе new 

kinds of assistance to those coimtrios tailored to a situation whoro they 

have mado good progress in training people
?
 but aro confrontod. with a serious 

long term balance-of-payments situation plus the prospect of increasing un-

employiriont and rapid increases in population. Since a very substantial part 

of UTTDP and Regular financod projects aro in these somi—developed countries, 

the Ш
!

 s future rolo thGre is of crucial importance in dotormining the future 

totaí :.Lemand for technioal assistance. 

39» 工七 may Ъе, for oxample, that in the future emphasis should Ъо placed 

on Helping theso somi—developed countries to mobiliao thoir oxpajiding 



training and other internal rosourcJS instead of focusing Ш projects on 

mobilizing oxtornal resources as ha.i boon tho tor.dency in "the- past. (This 

would involve a much more floxitle Plan of Operations) . Кого of the 

training could Ъе ooricontratod on programmes desi,gnGd to exploit tech-

nological "brsp.kthrouglis. and opportunities for. labour-intensive capital 

i n v o s t m e n t . A n d so o n . 

4 0 . Another urgent ргоЪ1ст involves bringing, the training aspects of 1Ш 

proiocts under batter control through, some kind of "status" reports. Discus— 

sions in the field and at agency headquartors .have highlighted the d i f f i c u M o a 

irivolvod. At least iiost developing countries aro not accustomed to prepar-

ing efficiency reports on individual government ornployocs. If reports, on 

tho. training progress of individuals .wero transmitted through usual channels 

to an agency headquarters
5
 such information might got into tho wrong hands . 

and lead to embarrassing situations. For example, an official of one agency 

headquarters told me that : some tima ago they started to send somo status 

reports on counterparts from the fiold. to hoadq.uartGrs. A senior individual . 

in ono country Hoard that a rathor critical report on himself had Ъоеп sent 

i n , and. ho made a spocial trip to this headquarters to complain about 

such treatment. It is understood that this incident playod a large part in 

tho agency
1

s décision to discontinuo such status reports. 

4 1 . l
n
 spite of the cLifficultiûs, however, an oxecuting agoncy noods to 

know whothor a local со—project managor of a UÎT projoct vrill ргоЪаЪ1у Ъе 

roady to take over the managoment of tho projcct in ono year or three years;; 

whether trainees аЪгоас! are doing well in thoir studies and will œturn to' tho 

projoct within a given time to roplace tho experts after a suita"ble overlap 

periods whether ap >ro3ciniatoly 2 per cant or 25 per cent of the follows hip 

holders failod to come Ъаск to thoir country after training, and what per-

centage are. now working in ths fields for which they were .trained; what are 

the prospects for counterparts which have not Ъееп provided as agreed .upcrnj 

if the counterpart is spending only part-time., on the pro ject what ^П^ЬЩрсп , 

whon the Ш expert eventually leaves3 and so on. If the United líaixoñs is to/ 



an officient "way to lielp doveloping countries to learn to run their own 

show, and not sorvo primarily as a rocmiiting agency for foreign experts 

at low cost
9
 thon it would зо̂т reasonable to охрgot such olemontary 

information as suggested above to Ъо available in convenient form and on 

a routine basis
?
 not júst whon there is somo sort of a crisis• 

4 2 . It has Ъоэп obsQTVQdi in tho fiold that the Ш•—supported projects 

where training activities are most successful typically are "country 

identified"„ In other words, these aro projects which usually wore started 

befove a TOT agency came into the picture to holp. and are strongly identi-

fied with, the government, not а ШТ agency。 Tb© senior local staff is 

usually above average in quality and strongly in favour of change, so that 

•when a fellowship holder returns from training abroad he has an opportunity 

"to make good use of his training with proper encouragement and support 

from his superiors. Also., Ъосаиве of its strong idontity with the 

governmont and hence good, prospects for a stable futuro, it is easier for 

the project to attract and hold good counterparts. 

4 3 . A senior official of on©, of the agencies told me a couple of years 

ago that after saventeon years in headquarters and the field， the one 

important lesson he loarnod .々 ras that tho a^ency-supported projects that 

really turned out well werQ strongly country identified, lie werrt on to 

describe a number of projacts -whioh were strongly identified with his agency 

or particularly with individual experts, which in tho end. wore largely 

failures • 

44* The very frustrating- situation where a counterpart is trained on the 

job or abroad and then accopts a position elsowhere booauso of higher pay-

or othor reasons is of great concern to certain Ш agencias, but 工 feel that 

a special study of this problem would Ъе necessary before any reliable oon-

elusions could Ъе reachod. Also，工 have nothing to add at this time to the 

viow expressed Ъу sevor.al officials of agency headquarters that the-

realistic answer to the frustrations encountered in implementing OPAS assign-
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ments is "to Ъе flexible". 

E . Equipment and, supplies 

4 5 . There is considorable ovidonco that in recont years executing agoncios 

have taken an increasing interest in problems associated with equipment and 

supplies. Some of tlio matters that havo como under closor sorutinjr are as 

followst 

(a) Physical hand-ling of imports 

4 6 . In the past thoro havo Ъееп reports of mishandling, of imports 

of equipment and supplies such " as Ъо1пв' left out on the docks 

for extended periods of time. ¥hile in India last fall I 

made a. rather intensive examination of this whole matt.er, 

reviewing files, talking to the projoct managers of sixteen 

Special Fund projects about their охрегвпое in importing 

equipment, and visiting Bombay whore most of tho imports ar» , 

received.' for forwarding to - projiBot sites. • It Locarno clear 

that these imports of equipment and. supplies '.bave - Ъеоп .Drought 

xondor good control, and the reporting systems to agency head-

quarters for verifying rocoipt of oquipnent aro adoquato 

Lc4ter discussion аЪои̂  • equipmsnt at agency headquarters-

indicated that in .general the physical handling aspects of , 

the problem were ùnde.r reasonable control, but 工 can only 

rsport positively atout India where 工 had the benefit of first-

hand observations. 

( ъ ) Rationale for equipment 

4 7 . The usual rationale for equipciorrfc in. the past has been for 

"training purposes". In practico, however, the criterion has 

tended, to Ъо the foreign exchange costs of eguipment required 

for а ШГ supported, project, whether or not the equipment was 

only for training purposes. Observations particularly in 

semi-developed, countries indicate that as tho need for Ш 



experts starts to decline there is mounting -prossurG for pro-

jects almost wholly oriontod towards the importation of 

machinory/ "If wg must take an export or two to mako it 1égal, 

O.K •，but WG want your oqiiipmont and not joux aá.Y±GQ
u

. Several 

oxamplos were noted 'in agency hoadquarters of oquipniGnt pro — 

curemont whose price included an additional amount for installa-

tion and demonstration of its use by an employee•of the oquip-

ment supplier, 工í was fourid that' this arrangoniont was much 

ohoapor than to hire a UIT expert on a short-term basis to 

train locals in the use of the equipment. The usual prompt 

arrival of the factory охр art is much to Ъе preferred over the 

customary long delay in getting а Ш export on thq job
 ?
 and 

tho f a c t o r y employee often knows a lot more about tho particu-

lar oquipmont involved. 

Both in tho fiold and at agency hoadquarters； this Inspector 

hoard a lot about the propensity in some cotintries
 n

to look 

through manufacturers；
!

 oataloguGSj pick out tho most highly 

sophisticated and expensive item and insist, on it for the 

project". One proourcraent officer ref.orrod to a soiontific 

instrument vrith which a cortain country official insisted on 

"being supplied
 f,

ovon though tliore were -probably not more than 

half a dozen sciontists in tho whole world, capable of using 

it properly". If the agency оЪjeotod to pi^oouremont of such, 

advanced equipmont
 9
 it was oft en accuGod of trying to isstrict 

the developing country to equipmont already considerod. obsoleto 

in advano o d countries. Considerable evidence tí a s found, in 

countrios visited that the pressure‘on ШТ agoncies to provide 

this highly sophisticatod equipmont resulted from rostriction 

on tho uso of the local government funds to oquipmont of the 

types manufactured or capable of bolng maintained locally» 

Such rostrictions on^somè 丨kinds of widely used equipment can Ъе 

of major importancg in laying the groundwork for expansion of 

import—saving industries. 
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49• General agreoment was found among agency officials that eq^uip— 

ment should, not Ъе provided prinnrily for Ъа1лпсо—of—paymonts 

reasons
 0
 Considerable support was found

?
 however

9
 for increas-

ing tho porcontago that equipment reprosentod of the total 

cost of a project. Also, sovoral persons oxpressod tho vigw , 

that -fclio tino had come to focus on helping the govern-

mont mobilizo its own rosources for raanufacturing oquipmont 

for UIT sponsorod projects and. only import oq.uipmont aft or it 

was daterrained that locally-madu equipment was not available. 

These persons folt strongly that the level of sophistication 

of UN - projects should usually Ъо adjusted, to the lovol of 

sophistication of equipmont c u r r e n t l y being mannfacturod in 

s e mi-deve1p p e d oountrios. 

(。）Maintenance 

5 0 . АЪоггЬ a third, of the specialized agoncios aro now assisting 
. . . > 

certain developing countries to mako a start in ostablisliiñg 

maintenance and repair faoilitios for vehicles, machin оту 

and scientific oquipmont. In addition^ a rovigw of Special 

Fund projects in œ r t a i n countries rovealod. that in some cases 

(particiîarly onginooring-typg projects)' provision was mado in 

the original Plan of Operations for raaintenanco of oquipmont 

for tho pro j ect 9 or such provision was added lator as oxper— 

i once provod it to Ъо necessary. Those efforts are commendable 

but scarcely scratch tho surface of tho broad ргоЪХош of 

preventive maintenance and repair in doveloping' countri'GS. 

Several officials in cigonoy hoadquarters felt that surveys, 
* . 

particularly in somi-dovolopod countrios
9
 would revoal 

surprisingly large amounts of maintenanco and repair facilities 

in Ъоth ¿0vernment and private activities which
?
 if properly 

organized^ could load to much progress in meeting maintonanco 

and repair needs with a minimum of foroign exchange costs. 



(d) Status reports 

51- Chocks in tho fiold indicate that Ш agoncios have officient 

procedures for chocking on tho deliveries of equipment to 

project sites» A list of equipment that was purohasod by 

headquarters is sent to tho expert or projoct manager in the 

field for vorification against items a c t u a l l y roceivod* 

How ovar j tiiero does not appear to Ъо an officient follow-up 

system for reporting on -fiio utilization of the equipment during 

the life of tho project, 

52. Isolated examples were noted in the fiold of efforts to 

determine whether pquiprnont was usod or not
9
 but evidence 

was not foiond. of widespread uso of periodic reports to kqep 

agoncy hoadquarters informed on this matter. What is con-

sidered nocossary is a periodic roport indica七ing whether 

eqiiipment purchased for the project is being used
?
 and. if not 

why not. For Gxamplo, it may Ъе that no ono knows how to 

operate a machino
3
 or it noods spare p ? . r t s o r the "wrong item 

was purchased， etc. One isolated attempt was noted, in the 

fiold to detg-rmino th-G degree to which tho oq^uipment was 

utilized^ Tliis involves a highly sutjectiye judgemont as to 

what is meant by ."fully utilized
1 1

. At this stago it • would 

soem to Ъе more appropriate to find out only -^h.other the 

equipment was in uso, and if not why not• 

(e) Spart parts 

53. Tho question as to whether spare parts should. Ъ� ordored 

"direct" in the fi old
 9
 or through, headquarters

 9
 was explored 

"both in the field and several agency headquarters. There was 

:general agreement that if the spare parts wore available in 

the recipient country， it was more efficient to authorize 

agency exports and. project managers in the fiold to purchase 

the items direct up to a ceiling amount por itom. However
9 



if tho sparo parts had to Ъо purchaGod' from the factory out-

. s i d o th¿ countryj expori oneo indicatod that tho assumed largo 

savings in tim-j if 3ucl/pi2ïîch.aGGS could Ъе made diroct to the 

factory by ficild omployoos were not roalizod. At least most 

of tlie frustrations in trying to got quick doli^Gries wore 

present regardless of mi othor tho order was plaood in tho 

fiold or at headquarters. One largo Ш agency oollocted 

interesting data showing that if tho field, purchased sparo 

parts
 n

d i r G c t
M

 from the factory thore would Ъо a surprisingly 

largo drop in саЪ1о traffic "bcrtwoGn hoadquartors and the field. 

Officials in one agency also b'oncGcL-od that" procuremont orders 

placed with tho factory dirootlj from the fiold might result 

in slightly faster dolivorios on tho average
5
 bocause the 

purchasors- in tho field with fewer oràors to worry about and 

with, a stronger personal interest in getting specific equip-

ment Ъаск in use, would ргоЪаЪ1у mako moro fôllow-up onquiriGS 

at tho factory, 

5 4 . Although hard faots wore not available
9
 it soomod reasonable 

to conclude at this time that a really strong case can Ъе 

made only for direct purchaзо of sparo parts from suppliers 

located within tho country
9
 but that the advantage of direct 

(
.puroha8G out si do t h e country nigirb Ъс worth further exploration. 

(f) Contralizod procuromont 

5 5 . iJono of the Щ agency hoadquartors yotg enthusiastic аЪои七 

tho idea of more centralized procuroment within the ШГ family, 

even of such standardiaod items as •bypcrwrritors • Some interest 

•was shomi in the problem of standardiaation and the hcadaches 

resulting from trying to use a maximum amount of non-convort^le 

currencies available for technical assistance. Except in a 
• . ；- . • ' . . • 

couple of instances c, nono of tho agenci.os soomed to Ъэ in the 

mood to do anything about it. 



56• It is this Inspector
f

s view that the developing countries have a 

right to expect domeoning' better than tlie present unco-ordinated. 

procurement of tlie 1Ш family and bilateral programmes whioh 

resulted^ for example
?
 in the ïiLnistrj of Health in one country 

visited having 43 different kinds of vehicles. Perhaps moro 

centralized procurement is not the "bast answer, but it is time 

someone took a broad, look at this who 1 e jprobleni and came up 

•with a workable proposal based squarely on the situation exist-

ing in developing countries. 

(g) Labour-intensive tecimolories 

57 • Since the end. of ¥orld
 T

Jar II, success stories have Ъееп 

reported, frorp time to time about experts of the UIT family or 

bilateral programmes who have made simple but dramatic improve— 

nient s in traditional ways of pumping >rater
9
 "building houses, 

cultivating land y and the like • These imprp-vements have con-

tinued. the labour-intensive approach of the traditional methods, 

and involved very small capital outlays. The equipment, however, 

imported under the Ш and other programmes has 00me from the 

raore advanced countries and is based on capital-intensive 

"technology. In other "words〉 it is designed, to meet the situa-

tion where labour is in oomparatively short supply and the 

way to expand production was to use more capital-intensive means 

of production。 The question was raised during visits to agency 

headquarters as to whether a concerted attack on technology 

•would not Ъе appropriate for the many developing, countries 

with large labour surpluses
9
 making full use of modern science, 

instead of continuing to import equipment designed for a 

radically different environment• 

58. It is pointed out that there is no reason why technologies 

appropriate for whatever environment exists in a country cannot 

Ъе developed. If a country has large surpluses of labour and a 
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serious balance-of-payments problem^ development of "capital 

saving" rather than "labour-saving" equipment would appear to 

Ъе of the utmost importance during the rest of this century. 

5 9 . The problenP associated w i t h the researoh.^ design, testing， 

manufacturing and marketing of
 íf

 o api t a l saving
11

 equipment on 

a broad seal© are so vast that it appears obvious that during 

the next two or three decades principal reïance would have to 

Ъе placed on machinery manufacturers in advanced, oountries. 
• • * . . . 

So far the market for such equipment lias Ъееп too small to Ъе 

attractive to such manufacturers. However., I liave seen 

estimates of manufacturing equipment required for developing 

countries running as high, as SlO^OOO million a year Ъу 1975? 

of which about 25 per cent would. Ъе produced locally. In 

other words, the potential market may Ъе large enough soon to 

induce manufacturers in advanced countries to really focus on 

this problem。 Of particular significance is the development 

of efficient small scale manufacturing plants。 Por example, 

it is understood, that some African nations are paying èxtreme-

ly high prices for cement. However
?
 they cannot develop their 

own production efficiently because the typical European manu-

facturer has equipment only for oernent plants designed to 

produce many times the annual output requirèd Ъу these count-

ries . 

6 0 . Ша± can the UIT family do in the meantime? .It seems obvious 

that in meetings
 9
 seminars

 v
 etc。厂 on manuf acturing tecli-

nologies， proper recognition could Ъе given to the importance 

of laboùr-intensive teclinologies。 Fur"fcherrno:i?e， some focal 

point mighfc Ъе established to identify labour-intensive equip-r 

ment now on the m a r k e t a n d to publicize results of studies 

of more latour-intensive technologies such as those Ъу the' 

Small Industry .dlxtension Training. Instituto in Hyderabad
9 



工ndia. The ILO is becoming increasingly active in exploring 

various aspects' of labour—intensive technology, holding 

regional meetings^ and taking such, constructive steps as 

issuing an interesting paper to its field staff last year on 

"progressive industrial technology for developing countries"• 

Modern Management IletiioAs 

61
 #
 It was very encouraging to note the expanding interest in and use of 

modern management tools in the various a g e n c y headquarters. Although, the 

most dramatic evidence tras the increased use of computers
9
 the interest 

shown was much. "broader
9
 more professionally trained administrative experts 

were being recruited, and organizational changes h^d been made to focus 

greater attention on sound, management • 

62. As one indioation of the "broadening scope of interest, the following 

are tlie topics covered in the training course for ocuntry representatives of 

one of the larger ШГ agenciest 

1. Management analysis and planning; 

2. Principles of management5 

3. 工ntroduction to electronic data processing; 

Computer applicationj； 

5 . Systems analysis and. systems design; 

6 . îletwork analysis^ or the ABC's of PSRT3 

7 . Operations research or quantitative analysis乂 

. 8 . Information teohrxiques - microform; . 

9. Management information systems5 

10. Planning programming budgeting systems. 

63. From the standpoint of problems noted in the field, it was particular-

ly interesting to learn about the plans of 七lu?ee of the larger 1Ж agencies to 

apply systems analysis and network techniques to the planning and implementa-

tion of Special Pund projects, and perhaps' later to tlie more complex Regular 

and TA projects. These three agencies appeared to have carried out their 



studies and. plans independently, but the general approacíi liad a number of 

points in common. "• 

G„ Network Planning 

64. It is my impression that these agencies were.working towards approx-

imately the following approach to planning c,.nd implementing Hpecial Fund 

projects. 

(a) Til-en a country indicates an interest in a Special F and 

project；, the prospective executing agency would serid ons or 

more' e x p e r t s to the c o u n t r y to s t u d y the remuent$ a n d , if it 

wers considered sound, would help local officials draft a pro-

posed request to. 1ЛТБР headquarters. 

(b) Using the network approach
?
 th.e basic objectives of the 

project proposed, would Ъе Ъгокеп clown into discrete sub-

objectives , n o t exceeding perhaps ten or twelve, wíiioh in turn 
, : . 

would Ъе translated into specific "tasks, 

(c) These major tasks would then Ъе listed on a sheet of paper, 

t h e e s t i m a t e d t i m e req.uired to c o m p l e t e each t a s k a n d the o r d e r 

i n w h i c h t h e y raust b e c o m p l e t e d would b e n o t e d , and. an a t t e m p t 

w o u l d Ъе m a d e to r e a c h agreemenl; w i t h g o v e r n m e n t o f f i c i a l s as 

to just w h o w o u l d Ъе r e s p o n s i b l e f o r c a r r y i n g out each t a s k。 

These are the basic data required for a pro ject > and can Ъе ‘ 

conveniently listed on a single sheet of paper, 

(d) A simple network diagram can then Ъе drawn from the atove 

data (even Ъу a person -.rith only a few hours of training in this 

•technifiue)。 The longest path through the network (called the 

,Critical Path) can Ъе readily determined^ and provides a œason-

able g-uess as to the total time required to complete the project 

a f t e r i t i s d e c l a r e d o p e r a t i o n a l . Ebcperts in this ."technique 

point out that at this stage it is very important to study the 

picture provided Ъу this diagram^ visualising the different 

steps in sequence, in order to ensure that no major task 



necessary to achieve the objectives has Ъееп omitted。 illso
3 

if the Critical Path i g much longer than the other paths
9
 there 

may Ъо important opportunities to shift personnel and facilities 

from other tasks to the tasks included in the longest path in 

order to reduce "thé total time (and. cost) required to complete 

the pro jec.t • 

(e) The UîiD? and local contributions necessary to carry out 

the major tasks identified a"bove would Ъз estimated. 

(f) Th.9 project proposal ^ould. Ъе completed and forwarded 

through the looal ШВР Resident Representative to UIIDP head-

quarters • 

Notes An alternative approach would Ъо to forward the project 

request to ÎTew York prior to making the summary network 

analysis described, in (d) above
9
 and then have New York head-

quarters forward tlie proposal to the agency headquarters for 

comment and application cf the network technique..工 prefer 

the first approach desoribed above because the government "will 

Ъе committed in its request to the more refined, data and. the 

chances are reduced of having to reopen the discussion on 

tasks
9
 l.ength of pro ject

9
 etc.

 9
 later in preparing the Plan 

of Operations. 

(g) After the Special Fund project has Ъееп approved Ъу the 

Governing Council and forwarded to the executing agency head-

quarters, the project manager would Ъе recruited and sent to 

the country (i) to get a first-hand orientation in the local 

situation, and (ii) to make a careful check of the reasonable-

ness of the estimated times required for. carrying out those 

tasks assigned to the local government (as dotermined in step 

(c) atove.) Experience indicates that a major weakness of 

SP projects in the past has Ъееп the over-optimism аЪоттЬ the 

time required for.the government to carry out those project 

tasks it performs. 



(h) The project manager w o u l d return to agoncy headquarters 

ana help draft tho Plan of Operations о 'This would include 

the preparation of a more detailed network if the situation 

appeared to justify it • .The trend, is to-wards a dstailad net-

work init.ially only for tho first phase^ or early part of the 

project。 Tho resulting draft Plan of Operations should Ъе 

acceptod by the government with fewer changes or discussion 

than in the past
5
 Ъесаизз the submission to ШП)? headquarters 

Ъу the government included detailed discussion of the object-

ives and su"b—оЪjoctivus which could Ъе lifted out and put into 

the Plan. 

(i) After joint approval of the Flan of Operations. with the 

government^ key data would Ъе coded and the project manager 

would, report monthly on the Plan on an exception "basis. If 

there vrere a large number of tasks (some say over 4〇，others 

over 100)
 9
 the data ргоЪаЫу should Ъе put in the ooraputer. 

65 . Discussions at agency headquarters recorded a wide range of vievrs 

ragarding the use of the network technique.
 3

ome favoured it almost with-

out reservation. Others favoured the use of the network technique
9
 but 

emphasized that experience showed, that Oparations Research and. related 

techniques that ten years ago were' going to provide all the answers are 

now recognized as having important limitations
5
 and are effective only in 

the' hands of competent managers。 Ткэу prefer proceeding cautiously and 

learning to adapt this tool to the technical assistance programme environ-

merrt/ Fincilly? théro are 円óme who are greatly concerned over the uncertain-

tios of recruitmont, of the unpredictability of projects employing largely 

imtestocL new techniques ̂  etc .
 9
 and prefer to stay on the sidelines at the 

m o m e n t and see how it t-rorks out with o t h e r s . Жо agency was found
9
 h o w e v e r , 

that rejocted the w^ole idea. 

66• It is this Inspector's view that a 

the above approach up to the point whero 

solid case can Ъе made for adopting 

the proposal is submitted to ТЖБР 



headquarters Ъу the government, (or the equivalent if the project is not fin-

anced Ъу ШПГ) • Advantages are thought to Ъо as .follows s 

(a) Those preparing the project proposal are forced to think 

it through to the end, and thus the likelihood of over-looking 

important tasks is •minimised^ 

(b) A far better basis is provided for estimating the duration 

of the project, rather than assuming for oxample that all SF 

projects should. Ъе for five years as was tho tendency in the 

past 5 

(c) The conversion of tho project proposal into a Plan of 

Operations will Ъе greatly simplified? in fact much of the 

proposal could Ъе transferred without change to the Plan if 

the two doôuments were properly co-ordinated, 

(d.) The foundations would Ъе laid for bettor control of time 

and costs after the p r o j e c t has Ъееп declared operational5 

(e) Only a minimum of special trailing would Ъе required Ъу 

those carrying out this pro-operational phase. 

(f) Ho special equipment such as computers is required. 

6 1、 It is the next stage - the preparation of the Plan of Operations, and 

implementation 一 where I havo. questions. If a detailed network with many sub-

tasks is to be worked out, it is felt that this should. Ъе attempted only Ъу 

agencies with a lot of computer experience, and even then Ъо restricted, to 

the first part of project implementation until the agency has had a. consider-

able actual experience witli this tool in an aid environment. Furthermore, 

the project supervisors in headquarters may find that they are rather swamped 

with computerized reports for which, the action required, is not clear. 

68. More specifically, if a D1Í agency has reached, the stage where it has 

established a separate management service with, professionals who run a 

computer programme and have a considerable fund of knowledge about the use 



O f n e t w o r k t e c h n i q u e ^ t h o n it is in a p o s i t i o n to m o v e r a t h G r q u i c k l y into 

a c o m p r e h o n o i v e u s e of. t h e n s t w o r k a p p r o a c h f o r p l a n n i n g a n d i m p l e m e n t i n g 

t e c h n i c a l a s s i s t a n c e p r o j e c t s . I f it h a ^ . n o t yet r e a c h a d t h i s p o i n t , t h e n 

t h o o r o - r i a n of O p o r a t i o n s t e p s o u t l i n e d e a r l i e r c o u l d Ъе a d o p t e d , but the 

further steps should Ъэ carried out onl/ on a limited basis until the agency 

is f u l l y c o m p e t e n t to handle t h e m . 

C o n t r o l of R e g u l a r and. ТА pro .jects 

I t w a s оЪзе^оа in t h e f i e l d that t h a r o w a s little, c o n t r o l о狗r 

i m p l e m e n t a t i o n o r u s e of tho r e s u l t s of папу Hog u l a r a n d T A p r o j e a t a . T h
Q
. 

rsasons for t h i s s i t u a t i o n a p p e a r e d t o Ъа as follows'. 

(a) For most of these projects thero was not even an agreed 

e l e m e n t a r y w o r k p l a n to s e r v o аз a b a s i s of c o n t r o l o v e r 

.implementation. Part of the projects did have a doscription 

of the project and its co,mponont parts, but almost never a 

time-phased -rork programme. There can Ъе no control of a 

project if there is no programming of operations - merely the 

old technique of running around putting out fires after they 

get out of hand。工 ara not imprecsod with the practico of some 

ШТ agencies to send exports to the field with instructions to 

spend the first f c i w e o k s identifying wh.nt their job should Ъе 

a n d w r i t i n g it out f o r the b e n e f i t of t^ieir iieadciuaftei^。 Tliis 

approach roflscts a serious lack of technical aGsistanco planning 

capability Ъу tho executing tschnical ministry, and its use 

helps to perpetuate this situation. 

(Ъ) When the project is finished, the usual approach has boon 

f o r the e x p e r t to go b a c k to hoadciuarters to w r i t e h i s r o p o r t
s 

w h i c h e v e n t u a l l y a r r i v e s in tho c o u n t r y w i t h no e x p e r t to explain 

it
 s
 a n d p e r h a p s a f t e r arijr c o u n t e r - p a r t s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h the 

project have left. It is difficult to reawaken interest and obtain 

a c t i o n o n til о reco:,;mendations at t h a t s t a g e . 

7 0 . I n d i s c u s s i n g t h e a b o v e s i t u a t i o n at agency h e a d q u a r t e r s
5
 g e n e r a l a g r e e -



‘ • 

ment was roached. that it was desirable to have the expert or project manager 

discuss his findings with government officials and attempt to get agroemont 

on action to Ъе taken before he left the country• This was regarded as 

feasible for longer-term projects, but for those ranging up to six months it 

•was oonsidared difficult to olear rocommendations with headquarters and thon 

with tho government before tho expert left. 

71. There loss support for the proposal tl^at each project should have 

at leást añ ^breviated Plan of Operations with a ti mo-phased work plan, agro ed 

to bjr^tho executing ministry. This attitude seemed .to Ъо associated with tho 

general attitude towards the rationale for Regular and. ТА projects。 Tho main 

idea soems to be simply to send an expert for an indetorminate period^ rather 

than to âchiëve
;

 a proper co-ordination of expert, oquipraent/ fellowships and 

training of counterparts, .and ̂ establish a meaningful termination date. 

However, there was agreement that tho new programming .procedures for TA 

projects shoulà help to correct this situation。 • 



I . Recommendations 

1 . 

geographic 

ministrigs to 

Technical assistanco planning and control • 

Responsibility should Ъе assigned in headquarters on a 

basis for strengthening "the oapa"bili-fcy of relevant tochnioal 

plan and control their activitiosa This may involves 

(a) discussions of the importance of such planning and. control 

with ministry representativos in the field and at headquarters; 

(b) training technical assistanco planners at headquarters5. 

(c) joint preparation of tochnica.1 assistanco project proposals 

and plans of operation and work programmes for all Sl〜Regular 

and. ТА projects; 

(d.) more specific guidance on such matters to regional offices 

and country representatives3 

(e) recruit ment of ШТ experts for such purposes; and 

(f) initiation of research as necossary to fill in gaps in 

necessary laiow-ho>r for teohnioal assistance planning. 

(Soe discussion on pages 8-215 24-26;31-32)。 

2 • Pirfcure role of agoncies in semi — dove loped countries 

Three cr four semi-developed cóiintrios should Ъе selected for a spécial 

study in depth of an agonojr、
1

 s future role in such areas. For example, it 

might Ъе found appropriate to anticipate an•early termination of nearly all 

ТШ projects, and a restriction cf future activities to a long-term programme 

for assisting the technical ministries to keep up with latest developments5 

or that a number of ministries in semi-developed countries are ready and 

•willing to engage in much more sophisticated technical assistance planning 

and control of their internal resources with the agency•s lielp, which may 

lead to a new serios of projects? or that the timG has arrived in a number of 

countries to carry out resoarch in those areas oh problems unique to develop-

ing countries; and so on. " 

(See discussion on pages 8-10; 16-17). 



3. Modern managemont methods 

The service at hoad(i.uartors "whioh has central rosponsibi 1 ity for “ 

improving management prácticos should Ъе assi-gned. responsibility for action 

on the following itorriG s 

(a) "Field reports . 

Strengthening the usefulness of field reports to hoadquarters . ° 

for Regular
9
 TA and SF projects through inclusion oft 

‘ “ V 

(i) Status of oountorpart and followsliip Training^ 

oriented to implications for time—phased replaoomont 

v of agency experts. 

(see discussion on page 17); 

(ii) Identification of all equipment a"bovo a specified 

value not in use， with explanation for non-use。 

(зеэ discussion on page 22)j 

(iii) Significant doviations from work schedule of projects， 

together with proposal corrective action. 

(seo discussion pages 28—31)。 

(b) Internal mobilization of rosourcos 

Introducing much more .flexibility into tho preparation and 

implomentation of Plans of Operations to facilitate a choice 

between 

(i) constructing now buildings or using present 

structures5 

(ii) training ooimtcrparts at the Qito'j, or elsewhere 

in the country
9
 or abroad.) and ‘ 

procurement of oquipment within the country, or 

abroad^ 

(see discussion pages 7—8〕 10-12j 20-21)• 

(o) Maintenance of Gquipment 

• Encouraging the technical ministries to devolcp a plan for 

mobilizing uhe country
1

з 'internal resources for maintaining 

equipment in their field and offoring to help them. Field 



reports on tho utilization of ；q.uipmGnt (see roc о mm enda t i o n 

3 (ъ ) above) should Ъс- lined to help guide thoso of forts. 

(Soo discussion pa¿；с 21) • 

(d.) Procurom-nt s t a u d a r d s 

E n c o u r a g i n g t h e t o c h n i c a l m i n i s t r i o s to 

(i) osta'blisli procuromont standards dosignod. tc 

control the number of differont mod:. I s of oquipaont 
* 

importod; and 

(ii) develop a broad list of items for which it is 

feasible to restrict imports to tho level of Gophistica-

tion of i toras currently br,±ng manufacturQd in semi-

devoloped countries, and thus holp tc lay tho groundwork 

for an orderly expansión of import-saving ivi.dustrios• 

The list would of course include certain items such as 

v o r y a d v a n c e d o q u i p m o n t f o r d r i l l i n g deep w e l l s w h i c h arc 

economically justifiable almost regardless of tho comparative 

a v a i l a b i l i t y of capital a n d l a b o u r . 

(See discussion pagos 20-213 24). 

(e) Network planning 

A d o p t i n g t h e u s e cf the n o t ^ o r k a n a l y s i s in p r e p a r i n g S p e c i a l 

Fund proposals for approval Ъу tho Governing Council^, but not 

to go beyond th.e us g of
 м

шасго" network toclmiquGS in the 

implementation of 3F projocts unions the agoncy has a computer 

p r o g r a m m e in o p é r a t i o n r u n Ъу p r o f e s s i o n a l s who h a v e a c o n s i d e r -

a b l e f u n d of k n o w l e d g e a b o u t n e t w o r k t o e r m i ^ u e • 

(See discussion pagos 26-31)• 

(f) Control of pro.j cots 

E v e r y p r o j e c t
 5
 w h o t h e г f i n a n e od. w i t h E o ^ u l a r

5
 T A

5
 o r o t h e r 

funds
9
 should havo in writing a opocific objectivo

?
 a time-

phased work plan tying together the expert and any related 

equipment, fellowships
 9
 oountorparts, and зиЪ-contracts

?
 and 



a meaningful termination iatG。 Wherever feasible, those work 

plans should Ъе dovoloped jointly with the executing ministry 

for the project. Assignmonts of oxport-s
9
 with relationships 

•to training of locals and use of equipment so vague that no 

time-phased work plan is possible, and for which there is no 

meaningful termination date, should Ъо torminated as soon as 

feasible or converted, to an OPAS-typo assignment if it meets 

tho latter
1

s criteria. An exception would Ъе an export who is 

reciruitod specifically to gather data for a 3F project
9
 but ho 

sheuld have a time-phasod. work plan. 

(Sgü discussion pages 31-32). 

4 . Couatry-identified pro.jeots 

Where alternatives exist, strong preference should Ъе given to tho 
i , 

selectioniof country-i denti fi od p r o j e c t s , that is to say, projects which 

usually w-jro stirted. bofovo а ШГ agency came into tho picture to holp, and 

which are strongly identified, with tho govornment, not а Ш agency or 

individua'., expert. 

(Sec discussion pago 18)•. 

5 • S-paî e parts 

.r " 

Procurement by field offices of spare parts available in the rocipiont 

country should Ъе authorized up to a specified amount per itemj tut procure-

ment Ъу f:eld offices diroct from manufacturers outside tho country should 

Ъе author:.zed only aftor oaroful fiold tests justifying such, action. 

(Soe discussion pages 22-23). 
6 . Project rGCommendations 

• •丨丨 ¿ • « i — — — — ^ ― — — — — — 

Befe re any project is torminated, tho major rocommendations should Ъе 

di s cus sod Ъу the sonior pro joot expert •with, government, officials；, and an 
• . . -• - • - •• 

attempt should Ъе made to got commitments if possible for favourable action. 

Some excej tions to this proceduro may Ъе necessary for projects lasting no 

longer thin a few woeks. 

(Soo disoission pages 31-32)• 



DEVELOPMENT AND CO-ORDINATION OF THE ACTIVITIES OF 
THE ORGANIZATIONS WITHIN THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM EB45/15 

Thirty-fifth report of the Administrative Committee 
on Co-ordination APPENDIX 1 

E/4668/Add.l Annex V 

PROCEDURES FOR TRANSMITTING AND HANDLING REPORTS 
OF THE JOINT INSPECTION Ш1Т 

A. Procedures followed by the Joint Inspection Unit 

1. Communications from the Inspectors to Executive Heads will Ъе signed either 

Ъу the Chairman or Ъу the Executive Secretary on his behalf. They will fall 

into one of the following categories： , 

(
a

) A request for information which will take the form of an ordinary letter 

and bear the reference JIu/69/… . 

(
b

)
 A

 confidential letter on certain matters which have come to the attention 

of the Inspectors in the course of an investigation. The letter, Rearing the 

reference JIU/69/..., and headed "Confidential", will state that the observations 

contained therein are for the Executive Head's personal information only. It will 

also state that the Inspectors would like to be informed of any action that шау Ъе 

taken as a result of their observations. 

(c) A note on some specific matter or matters which does not constitute a 

formal report to be placed before governing organs but which the Executive Head 

is free to use as he considers appropriate. This, together with a request for 

information on any action taken, will Ъе clearly stated in the covering letter. 

Such notes will bear the reference <JIU/Note/69... 

(
d

)
 A

 formal report concerning a single organization, bearing the reference 

J I U / R E P / 6 9 / . . t o Ъе placed, together with such comments as the Executive Head 

may wish to make on it, before the appropriate governing organ (ACABQ in the case 

of the United Nations), in accordance with agreed procedures. 

(e) A formal report concerning more than one organization, bearing the 

reference JIU/REP/69... to be placed, together with such collective and/or 

individual comments as the Executive Heads may wish to make on it, before the 

appropriate governing organs (ACABQ in the case of the United N a t i o n s i n 

accordance with agreed, procedures. The covering letter will indicate to whom the 

report has been sent. 
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2• In the case of (b) and (c) above, the Inspectors reserve the right to return, 

in a formal report
>
 to the matters raised if they are not satisfied with the action 

taken•. 

5. As regards (e) above^ the secretariat of the Joint Inspection Unit will 

provide copies of reports in En^lisl"^ French, Russian and Spanish. As regards 

(d), reports will be submitted in the original language, i.e. English or French 

or Spanish. 

U. In the case of the United Nations^ the Secretary-General will establish 

procedures regarding the distribution of reports on matters of concern to UNDP, 

UNICEF， UNHCR^ UNRWA^ UKTTAR and other organs of the General Assembly. 、 

B. Procedures followed Ъу Executive Heads 

5
 #
 V/hen a report concerns one organization only, the Executive Head will place 

it before the appropriate governing organ (ACABQ. in the case of the United Nations) 

together with his own observations thereon; he will make available to the 

Inspectors ten copies of his observations^ records of any discussions in the 

governing organ and any action taken as a result of the report. 

6- When a report concerns more than three organizations: 

(a) Each Executive Head will transmit his preliminary proposed comments to 

the others concerned with copies to the ACC secretariat^ as soon as possible, and 

in any event in not more than two months. after receipt of the report. 
• à 

(b) (i) if the preliminary comments disclose a general consensus, the ACC ， 

secretariat will prepare and forward to the Executive Heads 

concerned a statement summarizing such consensus; 

(ii) if， however, there is a major disagreement among the organizations, 

the ACC secretariat will arrange for interagency consultation at 

a meeting to be held at the earliest practicable date. • 

(c) The collective comments as contained in the statement of general 

consensus or as may be agreed upon as a result of any iirberagency meeting may, if 

ACC so decides, Ъе put forward as such. They may in any case be used as a guide 

Ъу the Executive Heads who are free to include their individual comments in their 

submission to their governing organs• The Executive Heads will irake ten copies 

of their submissions available to the Joint Inspection Unit. 
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(d) Every effort vill Ъе made by each Executive Head, with 

ACC secretariat^ to ensure that the process of consultation does 

submission of the report^ with his comments, to an early session 

organ of his organization. 

了. When a report concerns two or three organizations only， the 

will follow the procedure under 6 (a) above• Further consultations may Ъе 

arranged directly, without having recourse to the procedure under 6 (b). The 

results of such consultations will Ъе conveyed to the ACC secretariat for 

transmission to the other members of ACC for their information • 

8. The Executive Heads will send to the Joint Inspection Unit, as well as to the 

ACC secretariat for communication to CPC and the Economic and Social Council, 

information as to.action taken Ъу the executive "boards, the governing bodies or 

councils on those reports, or parts of reports, that concern the co-ordination 

of the activities of their organizations in the economic and social fie Ids with 

those of other United Nations organizations, and also information concerning 

measures which may have been taken by their organizations in connexion with the 

reports. The ACC secretariat will attach the reports, or parts of the reports, 

to the'communication to CPC and the Economic and Social Council. 

9« Each Executive Head will ensure that a section on the work of the ,JIU in 

relation to his organization is included in the annual report of his organization 

to the Economic and Social Council• 

the help of the 

not delay 

of the governing 

Executive Heads 



DEVELOPMENT AND CO-ORDINATION OF THE ACTIVITIES OF EB45/l5 

THE ORGANIZATION WITHIN THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM 

, APPENDIX 
E/4716 

E/AC.51/36 

R e p o r t of the C o m m i t t e e for P r o g r a m m e a n d 

C o - o r d i n a t i o n o n the s e c o n d p a r t of i t s 

t h i r d s e s s i o n 

A. Procedures for handling the Inspectors' reports 

50. Members of the Committee expresRed their deep concern that the existing 

statutory authority did not provide explicitly for reports of the Joint Inspection 

Unit concerning the economic and social programmes of the United Nations to Ъе 

submitted directly to the Council through the CPC as well as to the ACABQ. They 

were also critical of the delays that have occurred in the transmission to the 

Committee for Programme and Co-ordination and the Council of reports of the 

joint Inspection Unit affecting more than one organization and of the comments 

of the executive heads on these reports. They were equally dissatisfied about 

the delay in submitting the entire report on documentation together vith the 

Secretary-General's comments to the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination 

and 七he Council: so far only selected recommendations had b e e n placed before 

the Committee. 

51. Concern was expressed over the prior formal consultation in the ACC of 

the recommendations contained in the reports of the Joint Inspection Unit. This 

may have the effect of tending to pre-empt the concern of governing bodies in the 

expression of their opinions on the recommendations contained in the reports. 

The Cotnmittee rioted however that this prior consultation was intended t,o avoid 

confusion and divergent action which might result if reports of concern to 

several organizations were submitted to the governing organs one Ъу one, without 

some co-ordination cf the comments of the respective executive heads. 

52. With respect to the existing statutory arrangements for dealing with reports 

of the Joint Inspection Unit, it was considered entirely unsatisfactory that 

the ACABQ shotad Ъе regarded as the "governing body" for handling exclusively 
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and for taking final action on reports affecting the economic, social and human 

rights activities of' the United Nations. It believes that ail reports to the 

United Nations concerning- these activities and co-ordination matters should Ъе 

submitted with the corcments of the Secretary-General not only to the ACABQ but 

also to the Council through the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination, and 

to the General Assembly. Reporte concerned with individual agencies should go, 

with the commente of the executive head, not only to the governing bodies but 

also the member States of those agencies. It vas also stressed by the Committee 

that the procedures for dealing with reports concerning the United Nations and \ 

the agencies should equally apply to the ШТОР, Ш工DO and UNCTAD. 

53. It -was noted Ъу the Secretariat^ members of the Committee and the Chairman 

oí the ACABQ that the basic procedures had Ъееп laid dora Ъу the General Assembly 

in resolution 215O (XXI) on the basis of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee 

of Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized 

Agencies (A/65�5， para, 67 В (с ) ). Supplementary arrangements were worked out 

at the 1967 Joint Meetings of the ACC and the CPC (E/iA〇^， paras. 6 and 7) and 

were approved by the Council in resolution 123〇(ХЫ工工)• It vas recalled 

that it had been foreseen at the 1967 Joint Meetings that there "would "be need 

for adjustment in the procedures. Since, contrary to the original expectations^ 

the reports covered far more than management and the proper use of funds
P
 and many 

vere not exclusively concerned vith matters affecting one organiza七ion, it -was 着 

not surprising that a revision is nov necessary. 

54. ；/ith respect to the handling of the JIU report on documentation^ for 

example, the Secretariat pointed out that it had been submitted only to the 

ACABQ since it was concerned only with the United Nations, and the procedures 

did not provide for submission to CPC and the Council. It was further stated 

Ъу the Chairman of the AC.ABQ, representatives of the agencies and the Secretariat 

that almost all the recommendations contained in the report "were to be found in the 

reports on documentation submitted Ъу the Committee of Seven and the General 

^
sseïI1

-blyt
 s
 Committee on Conferences which had been distributed to the General 

Assembly. 
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#
 The representatives of the specialised agencies and the Secretariat informed 

the Committee that the ACC had endeavoured, in consultation vith the Inspectors^ 

to devise procedures for consultation which vould involve a minimum of delay. 

The Committee approves these procedures, provided that the consultations are not 

icriEûl and that they do not lead to <3е!ду in dealing vith the reports. 

56. With respect to reports involving more than one agency or involving system-

wide problems y co-ordination at the country level, it vas videly felt 

tha.t these reports should be transmitted to the Council through the CPC 

simultaneously with their transmittal to the agencies. 

B. Conclusions 

57- The Committee wishes to draw tbe attention of the Council to the present 

inadequacy of the procedures referred to in paragraphs 50-5^ above，- and 

recommends to the Council that at its forty-seventh session it should consider 

taking into account the report of 'the proceedings of the Joint ACC/CPC Meeting 

proposing to the General Assembly that the arrangements should be amended to 

provide: 

(a) That reports of the JIU concerning the economic， social and human 

rights programmes of the United Nations, together with the comments of the 

Sçcretary-General, should be submitted to t\ie Economic and Social Council 

through the CPC and to the General Assembly, as well as to the ACABQ; 

(b) That reports dealing vith the UNDP, UNICEF, UNIDO, UNCTAD, UNHCR and 

ÜKITAR should be brought direçtXy to the attention of the responsible officials 

and the governing organs of those programmes, as well a,s to the organs reierred 

to under (a) above; 

(c) That the Council through the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination 

should be kept informed constantly of the action taken on the recommendations 

of the reports of the JIU; 

(d| That the JIU should Ъе informed of problems of special interest to the 

Council with the aim of enlisting the c<p-operation of the Unit in undertaking 

studies oí interest to the Council
1

 s Committee for Programme and Co-ordination. 

The JIU vould naturally be free to accept "or reject any such suggestions； 
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(е) That the Joint Inspectiofl Unit should Ъе invited to bring to the 

attention of the. Council through the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination any 

problem that it considers important and that falls within the scope of the 

Committee'б responsibilities; 

(f ) Tha七 the representatives oí the JIU should be free to participate in 

meetings of the CPC, and arrangements should Ъе made for periodic joint 

consultationsj 

(g) That the Economic and Social Council through the CPC and the ÀCC 

should keep under review the existing procedures ior handling reports dealing 

with more than one agency in order: 

(i) to expedite action on JIU reports; 

(ii) to ensure that adequate information on the response of agencies and 

organizations is continually provided for the Council; 

(iii) to ascertain what action has been taken on the recoramendations of 

reports. 

58. With repsect to reports concerning more than one agency or involving 

system-vide problems such as co-ordination at the country level, it is propos ed, 

subject to the results of the consultatione in the Joint Meetings oí the ACC 

and the CPC, that the following arrangements might Ъе introduced : 

(a) Reports dealing with more than one agency should Ъе transmitted to 

the Council through the CPC at the same time as they are submitted to the 
agencies concerned; 

(b) Reports dealing v/ith system-wide problems should Ъе submitted to the 

Council through the CPC at the same time as they go to member organizations 

of the United Nations system; 

(c) All reports referred to in the foregoing sections should be 

transmitted immediately to the Council through the CPC upon their completion, 

and the comments of the organizations concerned should Ъе sent to the CPC as 

scon thereafter as possible. 

59. The Committee agreed that in accordance -rfith the earlier decision taJsen 

at the Joint ACC/CPC Meeting in 1957， these proposals for improving the 

arrangements for handling JIU reports should Ъе discussed at the forthcoming 

Joint Meetings. 
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Report of the Chairman of the Committee for Programme 

and Co-ordination and the Acting Chairman of the Administrative 

Committee on Co-ordination on the Joint Meetings of the CPC and 

“ “ " t h e ACC 

工工工• REVIEW OF THE PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING THE REPORTS OF THE JOINT INSPECTION UNIT 
i 

19. Under this item, the CPC and the'ACC had before them the elaboration of existing 

procedures set out by AGO (E/Z.668/Add/i) and the proposals put forward by CPC (E/4-716, 

paras. 50-59). In addition, the report of the 1?67 Joint Meetings which set out the 

basis for the existing procedures (Е/4Д0Д, paras • 6-7)
 5
 as well as the report of the 

аЛ Jioc Committee of Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the 

Specialized Agencies (A/6343, paragraph 67(d)) were available. 

20. On the invitation of the Joint Mee ting
 ?
 representatives of the Join 七 Inspection 

Unit were present as observers during the consideration of this item, and the Chairman 

of the Unit made a statement and replied to a number of questions put to him. 

21. It was agreed that the CPC
1

 s recommendations in paragraph 57(a) and (b) of its 

report, which dealt only with the handling of reports relating to the United Nations 

Secretariat and United Nations programe?, should not be discussed at the j oint meetings • 

It was understood that because of the United Nations
!

 different constitutional position, 

a special procedure would have to be elaborated later for handling reports relating to 

its activities• 

22. The Chairman of CPC drew the attention of the Joint Meeting 七о the new procedures 

outlined in other parts of para. 57 and in para, 58 of the CPC
1

 s report and stated that 

the CPG did not wish to suggest these new procedures to the Council until they had been 

considered by the Joint Meeting. 

23. The Acting Chairman of ACC stressed AGC's concern that every effort should be made tc 

ensure that the reports of the Joint 工nspection Unit were reviewed and dealt with, and -

approved re с oiimie ndat i ons acted upon, as e:xpeditiously as possible. As regards the 

recommendation by CPG in paragraph 58 of its report that reports concerning more than 

one agency or involving system-wide problems should be communicated to the CPC at the 

same time as they are sent to i:h。executive heads, he pointed out that this would make 

public the views of the inspectors without affording the executive heads concerned an 

opportunity to check the re commendations against facts and information available to them 

and -to state their views and their own recornmendations. 

24. A view was expressed that even certain types of reports which concerned only one 

organization, particularly reports concerning assistance in the field, might be of 

interest to CPC. 

25. The exchange of views at the Joint Meetings helped to clarify the problems arising 

in connexion with the handling of inspection reports, and enough common ground was 

identified to permit a real advance towards a generally acceptable solution, A consensus 

was reached on the following points, the terms of which were agreed at the joint meetings: 

(1) The CPC and ACO were particularly concerned to reduce the delays in transmission 

to the CPC and to the ECOSOC of inspection reports involving all or several of 
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,the organizations of the United Nations system. They recognized that it was essential 

that Executive He ads should be afforded the opportunity to state their own views, where 

they so desired, on all such inspection reports involving their organizations, and that 

these reports should not be m^fe public until that had been done. However, it was 

agreed that this procedure should not lead to any undue delays, and that the viewG cf 

the Executive Heads should be formalatod as soon as possible. Some little time may Ъе 

required because investigâtions often have to be carried out a七 offices and by 

officials away from Headquarters- but this delay should not be more than three months 

after the reports are submitted. The Executive Heads would thus undertake to make 

their comments available to CPC as well as to their own Governing Organs within three 

months, 

⑵ ' T h e Joint Meetings recognized the need to reconcile the exercise of the 

responsibilities of governing organs with respect to the inspectors
1

 reports with the 

need for rapid action in regard to co-ordination problems by CPC and 3C0S0C. This 

problem may arise particularly when ma+ Ьегз dealt with in inspection reports involve 

issues which require governing body consideration. It was agreed that in such cases 
"final 。 

the CPC would pos七pone/action until 七he governing bodies of the organizations involved 

h。d had an opportunity to formulate and present their own comments thereon。 However, 

the delay should not in any case exceed one year from the time the report was originally 

submitted. Where existing procedures VvOula not permit these time limits to be observed, 

the competent organs would be approached by the executive heads concerned with a view to 

the possible adjustment of tho^e procedures. 

(3) The Joint Meetings agreed that appropriate cycles taking into account the 

calendar of meetings of governing organs and CPC/ECOSOC should be worked out, including 

the possible grouping of inspection reports, so that their consideration would follcw 

an established time-table v 

(k) Finally, as regards the CPC
1

 s г о commendations in para. 57(d)， （e) and (f ; of 

its report (SA716；
 ?
 it was noted that in cases where inter-governmental organs having 

со—ordination functions wished to make suggestions to the inspectors with regard to 

their work, they should keep in mind the fact that the independence of the Joint 

Inspection Unit was a basic condition of its satisfactory functicnlng. Consequently., 

the inspectors should be left entirely free to accept or to reject such suggestions• 

26, The elaboration of the present procedures set out by ACC and the proposals put 
forward by CPC should be adjusted as necessary to take account of the above consensus。 
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RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

1Д57 (XL7II)* Supplementary arrangements for handling the reports of 
the Joint Inspection Unit “ — • 

The Economic and gocial Council. 

Having received the report on the fourth series of Joint Meetings of the Coranittee 

for Programme and Co-ordination and the Adrainistrative Comittee on Co-ordination,^ 

Welcoiaing the assurances given at those meetings of the desire of the executive 

heads of member organizations to co-operate fully with the Joint Inspection Unit and 

to deal expeditiously with its reports and reconr.iendations, -

Having considered the working procedures for transnitting and handling reports 

cf the Joint Inspection Unit contained in annex V to the thirty-fifth report of the 

Administrative Coijnittee on Co-ordination,.^ 

Having considered also that section of the report of the Connittee for Programme 

and Co-ordination on the second part of its third session regarding this subject^ 

and the relevant extract of the report of the Advisory Connittee on Administrative 

and Budgetary Questions.,^ 

1
/
2
/
3
/
4
/
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Bearing in nind tho basic procedures for handling the reports of the Joint 

Inspection Unit founded upon the reconinendations of the Ad Hoc Goimiittee of Experts 
一 5/ 

ъо Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies,-
7

 General 

Assembly resolution 2150 (XXI) of 4 November 1966 and the report of the second series 

of Joint Meetings of the Connittee for Prograr.ine and Co-ordination and the Aciidnistrative 

Gonnittee on Co-ordination,^ 

Considering： it necessary to nake certain supplementary arrangements, in the light 

of experience, 
1. Endorses the consensus reached-by the Joint Meetings of the Connittee for 

Programme and Co-ordination and the Adninistrative Comiiitteo on Co-ordination with 
“ 7/ 

regard to the handling of 七he reports of the Joint Inspection Unit 

2- Endorses also subject to the modifications expressed in that consensus, the 

working procedures envisaged in annex V to the thirty-fifth report of the Administrative 

2/ 
Committee on Co-ordination；^ 

3« Requests, in particular, that the report of the Joint Inspection Unit 

concerning more than one agency or involving systen-vdde problems should be submitted 

to the Council, through the Coranittee for Programne and Co-ordination, together with 

the observations of the executive heads concerned, within three months of the original 

submission of the reports to the executive heads; 

¿
v
. Endorses the suggestions for co-operation with the Joint Inspection Unit 

contained in paragraph 57 (d), (e)
f
 and (f) of the report of the Gonnittee for 

一 一 一 8/ 
Programme and Co-ordination on the second part of its third session-' , subject to 

the comnents in paragraph 25 (d) of the report on the fourth series of Joint Meetings 
of the Connittee for Programme and Co-ordination and the Administrative Coimnlttee on 

1/ 

Co.'•。：rdina 七 ion î 

5c Requests the Secretary•—General to arrange with the Advisory Committee for 

Adininistrative and Budgetary Questions that, in the case of the reports of the Joint 

Inspection Unit concerning the activities of the United Nations itself; 

5/ See Official Records of the General Assembly• Twenty-first Session, Annexes, 
agenda item 80, document~A/6343 • 

6/ Official Records of the Economic anci Social Council, Forty-third Session, 
Annexes» agenda item 17, document ""““ 

7/ See ЕД717, paras. 25 and 26. 

8/ E/4716 攀 • 



(a) All reports concerning activities under the general responsibility of 

the Council, with the observations qf the Secretary-General, be submitted to it 

without any delay, through the Comraittee for Progranrae and Co-ordination} 

(b) Reports concerning the activities of any United Nations programmes 

(United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, United. Nations Developnent 

Programme， United Nations High Coraaissioner for Refugees, United Nations Children's 

i\ind, United Nations Industrial Developnent Organization) bo submitted sinilarly without 

any delay, and with executive cornent s, to the governing organs of the programes 

concerned; 

(ç) The coments of the Advisory Conmittee for Administrative and Budgetary 

Questions be transmitted to tl̂ e Council and the Comnitteo for Progranne and Co-ordination, 

and to the governing organs of the United Nations programes, in tine for then to be 

taken into account before final consideration of the reports. 

1637th plenary peeting. 

8 August 1969. 


